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many as possi tle of those Hho Here l?rincil?3.11y conccrnec: Hi th the sueject J
a general conspectus of the contemporary criteria for excellence in Arabic
poetry from its beginnings until the time of Ibn

al-~1u

Ctazz.

There are a

number of problems that face anyone attempting such an examination;

m~ch

of the information is sca tterecc and fragmentar;, and. even 'Yrhen it is
readily accessible, it is still often difficult to intr:rpret, oHing to it:;:
unspecific J and someti'Tles ccntrac:ictory t nature.
possible to make a numcer of

l~onetheless,

it is

on the basis of the collected

s~gges~lons,

corm:lents of poets themselves, critics of varying interests and. approaches,
and laymen with a more or less informed concern for poetry, .6ich, it is
hoped, serve to provide further illumination on some aspects of this vital
but mysterious to;,ic.

It is not claimed that any revolutionary neH inter-

pretations have been offered; the nature of the subject, and. the material
available, do not lend themselves to this.

It is only by attemptir.g

grac:ually to approach a fuller understanding of the elusive terms in which
the mediaeval Arabs spoke of their poetry I and of the unfa'Tliliar assu;;rptions that lay behinc. it, that 'He can hope eventually to arrive at a proper
critic2..1 appreciation of it.

It is hoped that the :present study makes some

contribution to such an underst3.naing.

The thesis is divided up on a sO'Tl8Hhat broad basis for the earlier part of
the period, both chronologically and geographically; subse\luently the
divisions become narrO'Her, first by schools and then by individuals.

Ibn

al-:'lu ct3.zz was chosen as the final figure to be considered, as representing the culmination of a certain type of

criticis~.

The chapters of the thesis are as follows:

Ch~.. rtc? r
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Chapter Seven:
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A great deal remains to be discovered concerning classical Arabic poetry,
The

~4nswered

questions are many and obvious, more particularly in

connection with the Jahili period, but also to some extent in cO~Dection
with later periods as well; they concern the origins of Arabic poetry,
its methods of composition, its conventions, its subject-matter, its
authenticity, its meaning, and its very object.

The obstacles confront-

ing those examining these questions are formidable:

the

i~~erent

difficulty of much of the material, the uncertain state of the texts, the
fragmentary way in which some of the poetry has been preserved, but
principally the sheer

~Jlk

of what has to be studied and the limited

numbers of those available to study it.

It is

p~ssible,

and even probable,

that the application of modern aids to scholarship, such as the computer,
will eventually give answers to the more technical of these questions;
others will always require a breadth of knowledge and a certainty of taste
that are bound to be as rarely found in individual scholars as they have
always been.

One fundamental question that we are still a long way from answering is:
what did the Arabs, the poets themselves, their contemporaries, and their
later readers, regard as constituting good poetry, and what criteria did
they apply in making such decisions?

To some extent, the first part of

this question can be answered by instinct.

It is not difficult to make a

short list of names that one knows, as it were impressionistically, would
generally be regarded as among the principal Arab poets, e.g.

I~~' al-~ays,

al-i1utanabbi, Abu Nuwas, al-Al:sta, Abu al-I:Ala al-1-1,acarrl , and one or two
others.

Apart from such obvious candidates, however, there are a very

large number of contenders for consideration, all of whom would no doubt
have their champions, and it is at this point that the second part of the
question becomes particularly pertinent.

Hhen a body of poetry is clearly

based on an elaborate set of conventions - conventions so riborous that
it is often difficult to distinguish the hork of individual poets of the
same general period - the criteria that the poets and their audiences
employed in their respective capacities necessarily aSSQme greater importance for the later student of·the poetry than would be the case with more
diversified material.
small.

Our understanding of these criteria is all too

A certain amount of work has been done on the writings of the more

academic Arab critics of the later part of the classical period, and this
has yielded much valuable information.

It seems appropriate, however,

also to consider in as much detail as possible the views expressed, or
reported as having been expressed, by those closer in time to the poets in
question, whatever their qualifications may have been for expressing such
views, for it is pro 'table that what the later critics had to say was, at
least in part, based on these.

The rna terial considered in this study is of a very diverse nature.

At

one end of the scale we have the works of Ibn al-MuCtazz, himself a
distinguished poet, who devoted a great deal of attention to all aspects
of his craft, in addition to concerning himself, of necessity, with the
political and religious affairs of the Arab empire; he occupied a unique
position i..'l the history of Arabic literature and criticism, and his views
are therefore of the greatest possible interest and importance.

At the

other end are the scattered comments on the subject by the early caliphs,
whose views on literature may be supposed to have been influenced by a
variety of considerations, perhaps the least cogent of which was aesthetic.
In between come the writings of the philologists and lexicographers, whose
approach to poetry was of a very particular kind, the classifiers of

.

Ta'taqat, whose systems appear idiosyncratic and frequently obscure, and
the Adab-wri ters such as al-Jabiz and Ibn Qutayba, who often present some
of the most interesting opinions.

The views of poets themselves are

patently of great value; it is unfortunate that so rrany of these -

and

they are not very plentiful - are recorded in the
casual, remarks, which are
such

re~arks,

assumip~

inco~patible

for~

of isolatel, often

with, or flatly contradict, other

and to which too much weight should not be given, even

that their attribution is correct.

Nevertheless, it has been

thought right to assemble as much of this disparate information as possible,
in the hope that, despite the difficulty of evaluation of individual items,
some kind of comprehensive picture rruy emerge of the way in which the
adherents of this fascinating but elusive medium thought about it.

Some of the material considered here is, of course, already familiar.

It

is improbable that any startlingly new insights will accrue from a widerranging examination, but it is to be hoped that this will, at all events,
~rovide

some evidence either to confirm or to cast doubt on various points,

the validity of which has until now depended largely on impressions rather
than on documentary evidence.

It is likewise to be hoped that future

students of this poetry may find indications of directions for future
profitable research.

As to the period covered, its beginning was easy enough to establish, but
its end did not suggest itself nearly so obviously, since it would have
been interesting, and no doubt useful, to pursue the history of Arabic
poetic criticism a good deal further.

Considerations of time and space,

however, demanded that a limit should be set; it seemed not intolerably
arbitrary to set it at the point at which the controversy over the
muhdathun and the ancients, on which critics had achieved some sort of
compromise, was about to break out afresh.

This point

rBS

also that at

which the more theoretical critical works, already referred to, began to
be written.

It marks the end of the period of what, in modern terms, may

be called 'practical criticism' - although, in

\~ew

of the obscurity of

SOTT'te of this cri ticis:n, 'p::'c...ctical' is

adjective.

¥,?:ch3.~3

an

u:1~ulj~

c?tiT'listic

Some of the less academic criticism advanced in these later

works is, in fact, mentioned, so that we do not, with IC:1 al-1{J. 'tazz '
writings, come to a clean break in the tradition.

Nevertheless, they

proved a convenient mile-stone at which to pause to take stock,
the event, to conclude this already perhaps over-extended study.

~~d,

in

CHAPl'ER ONE

The JAlnLIYYA

The aspect of Jihili poetic criticism which I propose to discuss is
that of muwazana, or poetic comparison in which a critic compares two
poems, lines, or" poets in order to tell which or who is better.

This

type of criticism is the most common one in Jihill times, and it
continues throughout the history of Arabic literature.

The idea of

muwazana probably appeared in the field of criticism due to the nature
of the Arabs I life in the Jihiliyya, when they indulged in tribal
muf~ara and munatara concerning power, courage, generosity, eloquence

and other valuable qualities.

In each field a tribe claimed that they

were the best, and this idea was transferred to the poetic field. where
we find the poet who claimed himself to be the best.

The practice

continued, both in society as a whole, where, under Islam, piety became
the criterion 1

and in poetic criticism, where explicit criteria were gradually established.

The critics at the time of the Jihiliyya were, in general, the poets
themselves; and by making use of those views attributed to them we may be
able to form an idea about the sort of poetry they preferred.

Those

critical views are few and scattered and it seems that a great deal of
them have been lost, as Abu J:Amr

b-al-'ili'

states.

2

In general, those

views are concerned with either one l.ine or two, and sometimes with a
whole poem or the whole poetry of a poet as compared with another.

Some-

times they deal with a poet himself and describe him instead of talking
about his poetry.

A critic may be asked to give his opinion" about the

best pOet or the best type of poetry, or he may be asked to compare and

2

judge between a group of poets.

A poet may simply claim himself the

best, and another may compete with others in writing poetry spontaneously
on a certain subject so as to see who is the most successful.

No doubt

some of those critical views are influenced b.Y tribalism and personal
conflicts, and therefore they cannot always be taken at their face value.
Nevertheless, they give us an idea about the nature of criticism at its
earliest stage, and we can see in them the seeds of later poetic criticism.

Before we talk about what we think to be the criteria used b.Y the Jam.lIs
in their poetic comparison, it may be useful to consider briefly the
methods followed b.Y the JihilI poets in order to satisfy the taste of
their audience, either in their own tribes, at the fairs like
during their travels in Arabia.
of travelling poets.

w:mmz,

or

Al-Nabigha and al-A cshi are good examples

There were also the reciters who transmitted the

poems of their masters, and b.Y this method the J ahilI poet had. his poetry
spread over a wide area.

It is notorious that the Jam.lI poet had to

.

conform rigorously to inherited conventions; the JahilI ga§Ida generally
opens with nasIb and atlil, then comes the rahIl which includes the

•

•

description of the she-camel, and then comes the main subject of the

.

gasida, whether

.

madill or another topic.

Within these general limits the

poet would attempt to achieve a poem perfect in the judgement of an
audience whose apparently insatiable appetite for similar themes and
details must have been informed by considerable expertise in the matter of
vocabulaxy, metre and rhyme, and perhaps, even at this date, by an
appreciation of the finer points of simile and isti cira. 3

.

The Hawliyyat of Zuh~ give us an idea of the effort that the poet made
in order to compose perfect poems.

Zuhayr himself was aware of the fact

that he could do nothing but follow earlier poets, and in one of his lines
he made it clear that he and. his contemporary poets were only repeating

:3

what had been already said by their predecessors:

,;~~

4

CW 00-0_ t)~ ~1

~~u:: J; ~ -'J): l~~ t:

When CAntara wrote the line that opens his mu€allaga:
~

J

~

-

0

-

r~fi o~ J>~I ;;~ ~
he was in fact regarding himself as a modern poet; as Ibn Rash1q put it:

.

"CAntara considered himself a muhdath in comparison with the earlier

Jah1II

poets when he mentioned in his above-quoted line that he had

arrived at poetry when all its topics were finished and covered by the
earlier poets before him, and there remained nothing for him to say1t • .5
A poet might be criticised and disparaged because of a single defect in
a poem.

It is said that al-MutaJammj s or al-Musayyab was criticised by

Tarafa for his line:

\'
-

;l:t /ov~'-'
. . ~ ;.~ \1 ...0.:;:
Cc.,·
..
'....,"
.
-'

,

When Tarafa listened to the line he said:
camel has become a she-ca.mel'l.
the male a quality

(~Cariyya)

"Istinwaqa al-jamalu" or TIthe

This is because the poet attril::uted to

6

which can 'be applied to the female only.

For these reasons the Jahili poet found it necessary to scrutinise and
polish his poetry, in order to satisfy his discriminating audience.

The

'best examples of this are provided by poets like Zuhayr and those who
followed his path such as al-Hutay'a and Kacb b. Zuhayr. Imru' al-Qays
•
himself admitted that he used to scrutinise his poetry carefully and select
for recitation what he thought to 'be the 'best.

He wrote:

7
Imru' al-Qays also used other methods to appeal. to his public.

Some

Jahilr poets did not properly bring their poems to a close, and he did the
same in his mucallaqa,

:~nding
~

it with the following line:
....

~ ~.t\ LS~' ~,-?J~

-

-,0"'-

-'

CtAI

--

vi>

"'~~,:~Ji~~ ~~\ uf6'

4

As Ibn Rashrq says, the listener feels that the gasida is not yet
finished and there is something more to be added.

This sudden breaking-

.

off of the gasida, as Ibn Rashrq suggests, attracts the listener, and
increases his interest in the ga~1da and his desire to hear more of it.
This abrupt conclusion is praiseworthy, because it is a sign of

~b~.8

Another device that Imru' al-Qays is fond of is the frequent use of
similes in which the preposition ka does not appear, e.g.:

~b uU-'y\? ~Ll\ ~~ ~

~\(t:~

P-!

~\~ ~~

and:

This device is also used by other poets of the J~iliyya like
al-Munakhkhal al-Yashkuri, e.g.:

r'..uJ\
..../..

9

J1 §,li~J\

.-

What al-Qidr al-Jurjanr writes in his Wasata about some of the criteria
used by the J~ilr Arabs in their poetic criticism and comparison may
cast more light on the sort of poetry admired by them:

"The A:rabs, when

comparing poets, look for the sublimity and correctness of maCna, and
eloquence and soundness of phraseology.

They prefer that poet who writes

excellent descriptions, and produces apposite similes, the one who writes
poetry spontaneously, the one who includes many proverbs and famous unique
lines.

They do not care for tajnrs, mu~!:ag a, and isti

em.

The only

thing they care for is that poetry should be composed according to the
camud al_shier. lO

The two qualities of eloquence jazala and soundness

required in the phraseology of poetry are the same as those required by
the Janilrs in their speech. ll

Sublimity (sharaf) of mat"na is a criterion

which appeared later when critics called for exaggeration in
or hija', regardless of sincerity.

madll;,

nasrb

It appears proi::able that al-Jurjini

did not mean that the Janili Arabs understood sublimity of ma,t:na: in the
same way as later critics understood it, though we do not deny that some
J~ili

critics called for hyperbole in poetry, as we shall see later.

It

5

seems to me that the Jahilf Arabs looked for decent subjects which
accorded with reality and facts.
spontaneity and proverbs.

They cared for words, tashbih,

They were interested in unique individual

.

lines, probably containing hikma, a proverb or even an excellent tashblli •

- says is affirmed by I,bn Rashfq in his remark that the
What al-Jurjani
JahilIs did not care for jinis,

-t:il2g

or mugabala, and that they were

interested in eloquence and firmness of speech, clarity of ma (na, sound

.

formation of poetry, and perfection (i.hkim) of rhymes, and required that
the sentences in the gasfda should be connected with one another; he
•
called it talihum al-Kahm. This last quality is shown in the gasIda of

•

Ibn Rashfq quotes other lines as an example of what he thinks to be a

.

.

sort of san ca admired by the J8h.ilI poets, though unlike the san (a of
.
the muhdathfn.

The lines quoted are by

AbU

Dhu'ayl; al-Hudhal.I,

Ibn Rashiq, quoting the above two pieces, thinks that "the formation of

6

the discourse in that connected manner" in the lines of the former and
the repetition of the letter fa' in the latter indicates that the two
poets were aware of what they were doing and that they were intentionally

.

making use of a sort of sanca.

It was with this kind of sanea in view

that Zuhayr felt Obliged to polish and re-appraise his poetry while

.

composing his Hawliyyit.

12

.

Al-Hutay'a, in the lines quoted above, repeats

the first half of the first line in the second.

This repetition is called

ta.Icrar; it is regarded. as a poetic felicity, and was frequently used by
poets.

When it is used in

madill, as in the lines above, its purpose is
T~r also occurs in

to glorify the mamdUh, here the tribe of QurayJ:.

nasib, with the poet repeating the name of his beloved.

A good example

13
AbU Kabir al-Hudhall is fond of
--

ta.krir.

""

~. ~-,j)\ ~ ~I Jl -~

In his poem beginning:

r1
-

Y

. '

0

.!Pt:>-~--

-

~;:0-0 ~~~ J-€>;f:;-PJ t

he repeats the following line seven times:
..,.

o

.-

0j}~~J!)Jj:J I;~

~

F~ ~1t"~~ \~~~

14
Ibn Rashiq's text is different from that in the niwan al-Hudhaliyyin
in which the line occurs only once, at the end of the poem. 15 However,
AbU Kabir al-Hudhall certainly repeats the same line in four poems.
occurrence is in the poem starting:

o,.,A.

,

~

,

-Ib -:-

£)

-

0

...".

Its
,,0'" ~

.-

~:l'
y.~1 Jt --J::.?.Yr' ~ ~ ::~~ J.o~; l
....
Its third is in that
starting:
//

~ ~~~
...
'

~.JI

;..,.G J}

And its fourth is in that starting:
..... %.-.JI
!?.7

16

r~~i~;~J}
....

0

J

r'
..

I

r'

7

He also frequently repeats the name of his daughter Zuhayra in his
poems, together with other words.

AbU Dhu'ayb al-Hudhali, whose lines

we have quoted above for his repetition of the letter fa', seems to be
particularly fond of that conjunction, which he uses a great deal in
the rest of his poetry.l7

It seems that he uses it as a means of

connecting his lines closely with one another; this is app:u-ent in the
lines quoted above and those that follow, from the same poem.

Describing

18
This close connection of the lines with one another seems to be the same

..

as the idea of giran discussed by al-Jabiz later.

A poet is reported as

saying to another that he is the better poet and when the other poet
asks why, the answer is: ."'because I write a verse and its brother and
Al-Ja.m.z explains this to mean that
• •
the other poet has no connection between the ideas in his lines. This

you write a verse and its cousin....

- -

may suggest a sort of unity that the Jahili poets were aware of, and

8

admired.

Al-ACsha in one of his poems writes:
1" ; .

~ ~\ ~~'
C?,

f!

" \.:: ~

_

''':0: ,_.J '.,' ;:,

e-

_

to

I.s-

I'; o--"_,".L\ ~_ v. \

~~ '-' t'.-/ --

L;~

-

Al-Jihiz adds to his explanation that a verse can be the brother of
another if there are similarity and harmony between them.

What concerns

us here is that he stated ·that the line of al-Acshi quoted above has the
same idea of connection and harmony between the lines of a poem. 19

It seems that the Jihilis also admired length in poetry, as is evidenced
in the observation concerning the poetry of al-Nabigha compared with that
of Imru' al-Qays.

When they asked. al-Nabigha to prolong his poems as

Imru' al-Qays did, he said to them:

"he who writes poetry should select", 20

This was al-Nabigha' s excuse for the shortness of his poems; he used to
select the good lines from a poem and reject the l:ad ones, and this made
his poems shorter.

Though Imru' al-Qays also made a practioe of selecting

the good lines, nevertheless his poems are longer.

Al-Nabigha, whom we regard as the critic of the Jahilis, had many critical
views attributed to him.
all 7" his answer was:

~'He

When he was once asked nwho is the best poet of
is the one whose excellent poetry is admired

and whose 'tad poetry is laughed at".

Ibn Rashiq comments:

.. It is hard

to believe that such a view could be held by al-Nabigha because if a
poet's l:ad poetry is laughed at, that means he is one of the worst poets,
unless al-Nabigha meant by '''l::ad poetry~· hija' poetry~'. 21 However, if
al-Nabigha meant by "l::ad poetry" hija' poetry, it may indicate that the
best hija' poetry, in his view, is that which contains most mockery.
This is perhaps supported, as we shall see later, by his mocking hija'
of

.

c:Amir b. al-Tufayl.

Al-Nabigha also seems to have preferred hyperbole in poetry and for him
the best poet is the one who lies most.

He is again reported as saying:

9

"The best poet is the one whose lies are admired and whose bad poetry

.

is laughed at" or nthe one whose lies and mutabaga are admired". 22
Besides hyperbole, to which we shall refer later, we notice that
al-Nabigha indicates mu~baga as a characteristic of excellent and
admirable poetry.

He does not give a:ny eXBJllple from poetry and therefore

it is not easy to know what he meant by mutabaQa, and whether the term
had the same meaning as it did later for the poets of 1:adr~.

The idea of the best poetry as being "that which lies most" is also

.

attributed to Hajar, the father of Imru' al-Q.ays, who is reported as
saying to his son:

"0 my son, the sweetest poetry is that which lies

most; how can you allow yourself to lie?"23

Nevertheless, among the J~li poets there were aP:tarently some who
preferred sincerity and truth in poetry.

The following lines are

attributed to many poets, among them Hassan b.

\J;:;
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These lines are attributed also to Zuhayr in al-'Igd al_Farid
and to

~ila aI-Akbar in Kitab al-siMcatayn of Abl HilAl al_ cAslBrr25 • If
Zuhayr is the author of the two lines, they prooo.bly reflect his own
character, as described by 1m Qutayoo.:
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However, al-cAskarr, in his comment on the first line of the two, says
that it means that the best poetry is that which teaches wisdom and contains preaching that amends the soul, and that which indicates good

habits to be cultivated and 'tad to be avoided.

Al-'A.sk.ari adds that

the line may also refer to that ma.dIh poetry which praises men with

•

genuineness and sincerity, avoiding exaggeration.

'"Those who a.dm.ired

the poetry that lies most", said al-cAskarf, "were looking for exaggera-

10

tion in praise, in dispraise, and in descriptions also". 27

According to YUnus b. l!abtb, the most effective hija' for the Jabills
was that called hija' bi-l-tafdIl or igd.ha~.

In this sort of hi;}8:' a

poet compares two men or two tribes, praising one and dispraising the
other in obscene manner.

Later on, this sort of hija' was prohibited by

the Prophet, and(Umar threatened. al-Hu?-y'a if he wrote it.

That it

deals in obscene mockery at least seems to be the view of al-Nabigha
al-DhubyanI, who criticised the poets of his own tribe when they wrote
hija' poems on
were full of

0

cAmir

.

b. al-Tufayl.

According to al-Nabigha, these poems

bsceni ty, which is not suitable in hija' against a noble

man like t:Amir, who was the chief of his tribe.

A noble man should be

satirised with poetry containing mockery like that in the following lines
of his:

When

cAmir

heard. the lines he was most upset and said, flNo poet 'Who has

satirised. me has achieved. anything, except al-Nabigha, who mocked. me and
described me as a foolish and ignorant man, while the others described me
as a chief and a wise man of my people. n28

When al-Nabigha said:

"'the best poet is the one whose excellent poetry

is admired and whose bad poetry is laughed at.. , he proba.bly meant by "'tad
poetry" that 'Which causes laugh:t;er - poetry of decent hiji' that contains
mockery.

11

Concerning what was good madfh, according to the Jahilfs, we have only

--.

the view of al-Nu ("min b. al-Mundhir, whom al-Nabigha praised in a
~.

gasfda in which he says:

.
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On listening to these lines, al-Nu

[man was

so delighted. that he ordered

the mouth of the poet to be filled. with pearls and is reported. to have
said:

"By such poetry hearts will be delighted and with such poetry

kings are to be praised". 29 It seems that al-Nu cmin admired. the lines
for two qualities, exaggeration and brevity.

The poet uses the word

jallat (became very great) when describing the good qualities of the
mamdUh.

He exaggerates in praising them as unlimited.

We notice that

the poet creates contrasts qy expressing his ideas in a dualistic way.
The mamdUl; is praised for two contrasted. qualities, 1:a' s and jud; there

..

.

is a contrast between ~ and hadar; the mamdUh is described. in two
opposite situations:

in time of peace and in time of war; he is also

credi ted with beauty and light when comp:!Xed with the moon.

This trend

.

of praising opposite q uali ties is later followed qy the muhda thIn, as we
shall see later when we discuss the critical views of Ibn. al-MuCtazz.

As part of J8hill tribal muf8khara., every tribe claimed that her poets
were the best, and that they were the source of poetry from which other
tribes learned.

It is said that when the poet Bishima. b. al-Qadir was

near death he divided his wealth among his family.

to whom Bishw was uncle, asked for his share.

Zuhayr b. Abf Sulma,

Bishima. told him that

he had inherited his poetry, that all Arabs admitted. that their spring

.

of poetry lay in his tribe of Ghatafan, and that he was the best poet of
that tribe.

29a

Imru' al-Qays is said to have been very proud of his poetry; he engaged
in many disputes about it with other poets.

He used to practise mumatana

12

with them, that is the holding of a competition in writing poetry
spontaneously in which one poet recites a half-verse and the other poet
supplies the second half.

One such mumitana took place between

Imru' al-Qays and al-Taw'am al-Yas.'1ku.rf, with his two brothers Qatada
and

AbU Shurayh. Imru' al-Qays recited. the following half-line:
t:'~- ::, -'/
~
lOJ-~
-.5 ~

b

...

-

.V- tSj'~ l::> \

and al-Taw'am completed the line thus:

~ ~ I :,;:::s <rJ!O ~ t.:.J
The four poets continued until the poem was complete.

When Imru' al-Qays

saw the ability of the other three, he expressed. his admiration by saying
to them:

"I wonder why your house does not catch fire through the

excellence of your poetry".
the three poets was called.
not to indulge in

mumitana

It is said that from that day the family of

Banu al-Nar and that Imru'

al-Qays decided

with any other poet after being defeated by

aI-Taw' am and his brothers. JO His comment on their poetry perhaps
indicates that Imru. al-Qays valued ·'warmth'" in poetry.

.

Mumitana, or

.

mu.malata, as it is sometimes called, emphasises a poet's tab~, because
of the necessity of extemporising.

.

This Cluality of tab1: possibly plays

.

a considerable part in JShilr judgements between poets that are otherwise
unexplained.

Poets were divided into various classes according to excellence.

.

Al-Hutay'a says - the lines are at any rate attriblted. to him - that
there are four classes of poets:

~
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Ibn Sallam al-Jumahf was probably influenced by views such as those
expressed in the lines quoted. above and did something similar in putting
four poets into each tabaga.

One of the classes of poets of the Jah,iliyya

13

is that of shuwayCir, or poetaster, such as Ibn Abi Himran, who was
called shuwayt'ir by Irnr:tf al-Qays)2

Critics in the Jahiliyya were

influenced by their Bedouin environment in offering their critical
views.

This is clear from the fact that they borrowed the names of

types of camels and used them to indicate a poet's rank in poetry.
may be called thinyin, meaning "'weak", or mug~am or cam.

He

The three

categories of poet are mentioned in the following line by Aws b. Hajar:

~Y ;JJ- uG~1 ~ ~_LbiJJj M ~. (0'[; >ffj

Al-Nabigha wrote:

Other titles could be conferred on a poet in order to show his superiority.

.

A poet like Tufayl al-Ghanawi was called al-Muhabbir, either as critics
later explained, because of his excellent descriptions of horses or
because of his beautiful poetry in general. 33

.

The title came from the

.

verb hab'tara. or hal:ara, which has various meanings, one of which is '"to
embellish and refine something"j it also means "to compose in elegant
style'". J4

Tufayl al-Ghanawi was famous for his "'excellent descriptions

of horses".35

We have no examples of his poetry on that subject which

the Jibilis admired, and therefore it is not easy to discover the

.

criteria used by them in preferring Tufayl, together with AbU
Iyidr and al-Nabigha al-Ja Cdr. 36

Duwaa.

al-

.

If Tufayl was called al-muhabbir because

of his beautiful poetry in general, and this seems to be what they meant
by the title, this may indicate that he used to refine and embellish his

poetry; we do not know, however, what sort of embellishment he used - it
prol:ably consisted. of similes and isti':ira.

It may equally well reflect

the Jaru.lis appreciation of beauty of style and form in general, and of

.

.

the type of san ca used by Zuhayr, his son Ka cb, and al-Hutay' a.

The interest of the Jamlis in "refined poetry" is reflected in the title

14

by which they called the poet cAdi b. Rabica:

al-muhalhil.

This

derives from the verb halhala, which means .. to weave finely".

It is

said that he was "the first poet who refined poetry and avoided using
gharlb and unfamiliar ~~e in it".

This explanation indicates that

the Jahills were praising the poet when they called him

qy this title,

but another explanation claims that it was given to him as a means of
disparaging him.

This says that he was called al-muhalhil because in

his poetry you find the quality of halhala, a word used to describe a
piece of cloth that is not excellently woven in some of its parts.

This

implies that he achieved different levels of excellence in his poetry;
some of it is excellent and some is bad.

It also may mean that some of

it is not soundly formed, as may be inferred from Ibn Sallam. 37

The

title is also said to have been given to the poet because he was the
first one to compose long
long poems.

ga~idas 38;

this indicates their interest in

It is also said that he was so-called because he was the

first to make poetry delicate (raaig ), implying that he incorporated
ghazal in his poems.

If we look at his poetry, however, we find that

most of it is rithi' for his brother Kulayb and refers to wars between
his tribe and others.

still others say that he was called al-muhalhil

because of the following

line~:

~~~~\ t6~ ~b\ ~

-
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A third poet whose poetry seems to have been admired

qy the Jaru.lis is

al-Namr b. Tawlab, who was called al-kayyis "because of his beautiful
poetry".40

Among the different meanings of the word is that of "skillful".

We do not know in what sense al-Namr was' skillful f in his poetry.
Probably he used to select his words carefully and scrutinise his poetry.
However, both al-muhalhil and al-Namr are described as '"liar" poets.
This implies that they exaggerated in their poetic macini.

41

Is it

possible that the Jatills admired these nlies" in the two poets' poetry?

15

As we have mentioned before, some JahilIs believed that the "best poet
is the one that lies most".

Sometimes the Jahilfs expressed their particular admiration for a poem
by giving ita name, as they did the one by Suwayd b. Abi Kahil that
-_ ,.. c....

begins:

"\ -, 'I
\...oJ

They called it al-Yatima (the peerless pearl).
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According to al-AsmaCi

the Arabs of the Jahiliyya flpreferred this poem and. counted it among
their "wisdoms'". 4la The fact that the poem was regarded by them as a
'"wisdom" may indicate that they were interested in moral poetry "Which
manifests itself in lines of wisdom and proverbs.

.

Al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf

is reported to have quoted various lines from this poem, among them:

~.; >vY~ ~y\ ~ ~~ erh~uyf.' ~

42

.

The poem of Hassan b. Thibi t that starts with the line:
....

J;yl

u~1 c}

~

~

tJiJ-..?

loy.,

was admired by the Jallilrs and called by them al-Battara.

The poem

.

contains madIh, and it is prol:ably for this and its mufikhara that it
was considered excellent.

Al-Hutay'a honoured Hassan for a line of

madIh in the same poem. 4J

.

.

Hassan himself, whenever poets gathered to recite their poems, used to
ask:

.

"Did they recite the poem of al-Huwaydira?"

By that he meant the

poem that starts:

44
They also admired the

mu~llaga

of cAntara and called it al-mudhhal:a

.

(the golden).45 It is also reported that the poet I:Alqama al-Fahl
visited Quraysh and recited to them his two poems that start:

16

and:

The Qurashites expressed their admiration for the two poems and called
them

sim~

al-<lahr (the two necklaces of time). 46

The mu callaqa

of

"-ntara, as has just been mentioned, was called a1-mudhha1:a together
with the other mucallaqat, which are al-mudhhabit.
suspended in the

Ka~1:a

Whether they were

after being written in gold or not, it seems

that the title al-mudhhabit was pro1:ably used for distinguishing them
and it may be an indication of the respect shown for these poems.

The

idea of selecting and collecting certain poems as being particularly
excellent seems to have been known to the Jabilrs, and it may affirm
the story of the mu ~allaqat.

.

The king of Hira, al-Nuc-min b. al-Mundhir,

is reported to have had a diwin in which he had collected the poetry of
the fuhul and the poetry written in his praise.

This drwan, or at least

part of it, is said to have been in the possession of the Umayyad Marwanids.

.

What Ibl Salhm says may throw some light on al-Hirmazi's statement that
the mu Callagat were collected by cAbi aI-Malik b.

Marwin

for the first

time, and that there had been no-one who collected them in the
- 1.°liyya. 46b
Jah

It seems to me pro1:able that the drwin said to have been collected by
al-Nul:man b. al-Mundhir contained some of the mucallagat, and other
poems, and that 'AM aI-Malik was inspired by the idea of that drwin
to add poems not inqluded in the ~'Seven Odes".

We shall discuss his

critical views concerning poetic comparisons later.

However, neither in connection with al-Nu'"min nor cAbi aI-Malik is any
mention made of the criteria used for making such selections; perhaps
the simple fact that the nSeven Odes" are long poems was the principal
one.

.

Other reasons are suggested by al-Hirmazi, who states that the

46a
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Arabs of the Jihiliyya collected four poems that contained. a number of
different topics like nasib, wasf, preaching, proverbs and fakhr.

Those

--.-

.

.

.

poems were by Zuhayr, Tarafa, al-Harith b. Hilliza and Suwaya b. Abi K8hil.

.

.

Tayfm- b. Abi Tahir thinks that some of the mu callagat, like that of
Imru' al-Qays and. that of Zuhayr, were selected. because they contain
numerous ma cani which are not found in other J8hili poetry.

The

rnu £allaga of Tarafa was chosen because it contains beauties not to be
found in any other poem and also because it has a gnomic conclusion.
The mu £allaga of cAbid b. al-Abras is written in a distinguished metre
•
- 46 c Whether the Jahi11s
r
and carud.
were really aware of what later

----.

critics suggested about their criteria or not, the reasons given above
may give us an idea about the grounds on which they expressed a preference
for certain poems.

In connection with their interest in metre and rhyme, it is said that
al-Nabigha perpetrated igwa' in one of his poems.

When he visited

Yathrib and recited his poem they told him about the defect but he was
unable to detect it until it was sung to him" 47

It is said that aI-A cslli taught his daughter how to judge poetry and
that he used.. to recite his to her and ask her opinion about it.

Some of

his poems he called. al-mukhziyat (poems that disgrace the efforts of
other poets).

Whenever he asked his daughter to recite some of the

mukhziyat she would recite the poem in which he says: _
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She would a.lso recite other ones similar to this one. 48
question is long - 76 lines - and begins:
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The nasib continues for seven lines, ending:

The poem in
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Then the rahil begins:
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In the lines following he addresses his daughter who does not want him
to travel.

Thel'.he tells the story of the people of ancient Yamama who

arrrr:r of a king called Dh'ii aI. Hassan.

were destroyed by the

takes up the rahil again:

~ .:J; ~. ~

The description of his
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she-camel~

begins:
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J y'

He then

u..uJ19

He compares her with a wild cow which he describes for thirteen lines,
introducing also a hunter and his dogs.

It is somewhat inappropriate

that the wild cow to which he likens his she-camel is killed by this
hunter.

The

madill

•

which is the main subject of the poem occupies

thirty-six lines, beginning:

,lO_0r.
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It is not easy to guess the criteria used by the poet's daughter in
selecting that poem and others similar to it.

In fact the poem was

. .

bitterly criticised later by Ibn Ta'bita'bi (d. 322), who described it
as poetry consisting of "unprofitable words, cold
structure, and uneasy rhymes"'. 49

IDa. '"ini,

artificial

According to him the whole poem is

mutakallaf poetry, with the exception of the following lines:
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However, it seems likely that the poet's daughter admired the length of
the poem; as Abl CUbayda says, al-A Cshi was known for his "long
excellent poemsn • 51

The poem contains a number of so-called "'poetic
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beauties":in the first line we find tasrI":
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in the lines that follow we find contrast:
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The poem contains many lines containing what later critics called
tawshI? t in which the rhyme of the line can be guessed from the other
parts of the line.

This implies that the rhyme has a kind of connection

with the meaning.

Qudima b. Ja~far gave some examples, such as the line
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and the line of Nusayb:
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In both lines the beginning suggests the rhyme. 52 Al-A cshi's poem has
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similar lines, such as:
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Though it. is hard t.o believe t.hat. t.he Jihilis can have k..'Tlown of t.he
various element.s that. make up "poet.ic beaut.ies n as tabulat.ed by later
cri t.ics, one can claim t.ha t. t.hey were aware of t.hese T'poet.ic beaut.ies"
as such t and t.ha t. t.hey admired t.hem in poet.ry in spi t.e of t.he fact. t.ha t
they may not have called them by the same names.

Probably t.he daughter

of al-A csha was at.tracted by the presence of some of these "beauties"
in her father's poem, and had derived her appreciat.ion of them from him,
since he was the one who taught. her how to judge poetry.

The Jililis,

in all pro ba bili ty, recognised the "poetic beauties", or certain t.ypes

.

of them, and in fact the remark made about the mu£allaga of Tarafa,
t.hat. "it contains some beaut.ies not. t.o be found in any ot.her poem", may
affirm this claim.

Some of the Jihilf critics gave reasons when preferring one poet to
another or comparing t.wo poems or lines.

When Imru'al-Qays argued

.

with t:Al~ama (al-Fahl) b. cAbada about. poetry, each of them claimed
that he was a better poet than the other.

Umm Jundub t the wife of

Imru' al-Qays, asked each of them to w.ri. te a poem in the same rhyme
on the subject of description of horse and camel.
the poem t.ha t. starts:
t.J
lJilI
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Imru' al-Qays wrote
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IAlqama wrote the poem that starts:
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On listening to the two poets Umm Jundub gave her judgement. for
cAlqama, and said to Imru' al-Qays:

than yours!fl

"'the horse of Ibn (Abada is bett.er

When he asked her to explain, she replied "you shouted at

your horse to make him run, you kicked him with your feet and hit him
with your whip.

You say:

C?~ ~f ~;~ }p~
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CAlqama describes his horse:

... ./

~ ~

__

;J~..
-~1~01
.

His horse overtook them (gazelles, wild asses or wild cows) with its
reins shortened.
not tired."

£Alqama did not whip it as you did and. his horse was

It is said that Imru' al-Qays did not accept his wife's

explanation and told her that she was in love with CAlqama and that this
was why she had preferred him to her husband.
I:Alqama married her.

He divorced her and

This is why he was called cAlqama al_Fall1. 52a

Probably the title of al-Fahl was given to CAlqarna because he defeated
Imru' al-Qays in poetry and not because he succeeded him as his wife IS
husl:a.nd.

According to al-Mubarrad, any poet who could defeat another in

hija' is worthy to be called a fah1. 53 As we have noticed, Umm Jundub
limi ted herself, when comparing the two poems, to one line in each, and
she preferred I:Alqarna for one line only.

She did not take an overall

approach to a poem as a unity - or perhaps she did have such a view but
she found that the two poets equalled each other except in those
particular two lines quoted above.

It seems that she did not expect a

poet to be sincere and describe reality, but to give an ideal picture of
what he was describing.

She criticised her husband for describing his

horse realistically; he forced it to run, whereas I:Alqama' s horse
required no effort on its master's part to cause it to overtake animals,
and was in fact able to do so even when he restrained it.
exaggerated and gave an ideal picture of his horse.

cAlqama

Umm Jundub's

criticism of the line of Imru' al-Qays demonstrates the relation between

. .

ma£na and words; Ibn Tatatata, criticising the line, said that it fell
below the acceptable level both in ma

ena and

in words. 54

The same t he

said, applied to the line of al-Musayyab or al-Mutalammis previously
quoted.

The Janilis seem to have had some understanding of the relation

between ma£na and words.
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Though al-Nabigha al-Dhuby~I had some important critical views, he
frequently, like other contemporary critics, gave no reasons for
::preferring a :particular poet or admiring a ::particular poem.

I t is said

that he once met Labid when the latter was a young boy at the court of

.

the Hiran king al-Nu

J:man.

Al-Nabigha asked Labid if he wrote poetry

and when Labid replied that he did, al-Nabigha asked him to recite some
of it.

La bid recited his poem that starts:

..,.,

u'~l 0..iJI &l>-

Al-Nabigha, having heard the poem, said to him:
among the

Banu

I:Xmir (the family of LabId)".

0 - 0.;--

t)

C:f

j;:-

~ I

"You are the best ::poet

He asked him to recite more

and Labid recited his poem that starts:

Al-Nabigha was even more impressed and declared Labid to be the best poet
of Q.ays or Hawazin.

It is also said that Labid recited his mu£allaga

and al-Nabigha declared him to be the best ::poet among the Arabs. 55

It

is not credible that Labid should have written his mucallaga at such a
young age; if he had done so, al-Nabigha should at least have heard of
him and ImOiom. his poetry.

The ::point is, however, that al-Nabigha offers

no justification for his judgements concerning Labid's poetry, and it
is difficult not to regard his extravagant ::praise as the expression, as
so often with Jahili critics, of a capricious and momentary enthusiasm.

Hassan b. Th8:bit reported that he once sawal-Nabigha in the market at
Yathrib and listened to him reciting his poem that starts:

:¥' (;A) c2'

XL;

~\;~~~

~

6._._

j;.;~ ~/

Hassan described the poem as having ·'a difficult rhyme", and he doubted
whether al-Nabigha could continue to extemporise at length in such a
rhyme.

On finishing his recitation, al-Nabigha called on any poet who

would like to recite his own poetry.

Qays b. al-Khatim came forward
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...

and recited his poem that starts:

_~'~l 3~b'~; ~;;I

.

AbU l-Faraj al-Isfahini says that the poem is one of the poet's best,
and that al-Nabigha acclaimed him for it.

It is said that before Qays

had finished reciting the first line, al-Nabigha declared him to be the
best poet of the Arabs • .56

At (Ukiz, al-Nabigha used to have a skin tent pitched for him, to which
other poets came to recite their poems and receive his jUdgements.

Once

al-A (sni came and recited his poem that starts:

\ Jly..., ~7 Lo~ Jlp~
After he had finished, al-Khansa • recited her poem starting:
,.,

;;;.,

.0_0

0
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al-Nabigha swore that if al-A tshi had not recited before al-Khansa' and
he had not already recognised his superiority, she should have been
proclaimed the best poet of the Arabs.

The poem of al-Khansa' is ritna' for her brother Sakhr.
which al-Nabigha admired contain
her brother three times.
example of excellent
especially in rithi'.

takrir

The two lines

in which she repeats the name of

Ibn Rashiq quotes the same two lines as an

takrir,

which is, according to him, recommended

The repetition of the name of the elegized person

is a means of glorifying him and indicating his importance. 57

Once

.

again, we find a hint, as nth al-Nabigha's mention of mutabaqa and the

.

general adm.ira.tion for the exceptional '"beauties" in Tarafa' s mu I:allag a,
that the JabilIs may have been aware of the artistic devices catalogued
by later critics, even if they did not classify them in a systematic way,
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or distinguish them with a consistent nomenclature.

After al-Khansa' had finished reciting, Hassan claimed that he himself
was a better poet than al-Nabigha.

The latter challenged him to compose

two such

58
Hassan claimed that he had in fact composed two lines better than those

Al-Nabigha, however, criticised him for diminishing the number of his
rowls by using the plural form jafanat rather than jifan, and of his
swords by using asyaf rather than suyUr.

He also criticised him for

describing the rowls as yalmacna bi-l~~ (shining in the forenoon),
saying that it would be more eloquent and excellent to say yashrugna bi-ldUja (giving light in the darlmess) t on the grounds that guests arrive
during the night more than during the day.. He further criticised

.

.

Hassan for saying of his swords yagturna min najdatin dam (they drip
blood from a fight).- This, he alleges, is a rather weak statement, in
that it implies only a limited amount of bloodshed; it would be more
effective to say yajrina min najdatin
fight).

aama:

(they run with blood from a

Finally he criticised him for OOasting of the sons that his

tribe had rome, without OOasting of their grandfathers, who ought to
be mentioned in poems of mufakhara. 59

Al-Nabigha • s criticism bere is of considerable interest.

In every

case, the "'improvements'" that he suggests are designed to reinforce a
conventionally dramatic effect, at the expense of a more realistic, i f
scarcely understated, portrayal.

It suggests that Jahili sensibilities,

25

as represented by al-Nabigha, at any rate, had become so blunted by
exposure to hyperbole that they were incapa..ble of responding to anything
less than an all-out assault.

We must, of course, make allowances for

the fact that mufikhara might be expected to be less subtle than other
genres, and that restraint here might be taken at its face value.

It

is also possible, although unlikely, in view of his acknowledged
eminence, that al-Nabigha is merely displaying a weakness in his own
literary judgement.

Qudima b. Jacfar, for his part, declared that Hassan was right in using
the words criticised by al-Nabigha.

He believed that Hassan was
•
descri bing ·'realityfl, and that when he used the word ghurr to describe
his bowls he meant to emphasise their fame rather than their whiteness.

.

.

Therefore al-Nabigha was wrong to recommend Hassan to use bId instead
of ghurr.

.

Hassan was following the traditions of the Arabs in using

.

the words that he did; rag turna is the conventional word used of swords,
and yajrk would be unorthodox.

AI-Nabigha, he thinks, is pursuing

.

exaggeration and ifrat in his criticism.

60

Towards the end of the Jahiliyya we find a critic compa..ring four poets
of TamI'm, and 1:asing his judgements on a review of the whole body of
poetry of each.

The poets concerned are al-Zibriqan b. Badr,

.

al-Mukhabbal al-Sacdf, cAbada b. al-Tabfb and cAmr b. al-Ahtam.

They

.

submitted to the judgement of Rabfca b. Hudir, who asked each to recite
his poems.

The judgements he gave differed in kind, and we do not know

what poems the poets recited.

To al-Zibriqan b. l3adr he said:

·'Your

poetry is like meat which is not thoroughly cooked but only heated, so
that it is not fit to be eaten.

At the same time, it has not been left

as it was, so that it could be (properly) made use of.~

He further said:

"Y ou are like a man who has found a slaughtered camel, and taken some good
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mea t from it but mixed it with bad."

He described the poetry of cAmr b. al-Ahtam as "striped variegated
garments that shine for some time, but then the shining disappears."
He also described it as

~tstriped

folded up or spread out...
~'less

garments from Yemen which can be either

The poetry of al-Mukhabbal, he says, is

good than that of his friends, but better than that of other poets."

It consists of

~Imeteors

sent by God, who throws them at whom He wishes."

Finally, the poetry of cAbada is "'like a water-skin which is very well
tied and from which nothing drops ... 61

Though Rabica's views concerning the poetry of these four poets are not
very clear, it is not difficult to guess at some of his criteria, and

to discover which of the four he prefers.

First, he appears to favour

poetry which has a consistent level of excellence; this is clear from
his remarks on the poetry of al-Zibriqan.
require profundity of poetic ideas.

Secondly, he appears to

This emerges from his judgement on

the poetry of (:Amr b. al-Ahtam, which he describes as shining but then
gradually losing this appearance.

When heard for the first time , it

attracts the reader, but when he hears it again he does not find the
same attraction.
are simple.

It may be written in bea.utiful la.ngua.ge, but its ideas

AI-Mukhab'tal is regarded as the least talented of the four,

but his poetry is described as "meteors from God".

This judgement

perhaps indicates that portions of his poetry make a particularly strong
impression, but it is more probable that he is a composer of hi,ia', and
the implication is that occasional shafts of his satire are especially
wounding to his victims.

CAbada is the poet who appears to receive Rabrca's fullest approval.
The comparison of his poetry with a well-tied water-skin suggests a
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soundness of poetic technique that permits no de,riation from a
consistent standard.

It does not necessarily indicate a high standard.

It is difficult to assess precisely the status accorded.

qy RabIca to a

water-skin, which is, after all, an object of everyday use and of no
grea t intrinsic value; on the other hand. water is a commodity of
considerable interest and use in a desert environment, so it is likely
that the comparison implies a high degree of praise, if not perhaps
the very highest.

This last example of poetic comparison in the Jahiliyya represents a
type of mufakhara in the field of poetry.

Those who judge the claims

.

of rival poets are called muh.a.kka.min, as are those appointed to arbitrate
in any other kind of dispute, and the act of judgement is called. hukiima..
It should be emphasised. that muwazana (poetic comparison) constitutes
an essential part of Arab social and tribal life, in exactly the same
way as does arbitration on various other questions.

The earliest attempts

at criticism naturally took this form, just as the criteria

qy which

poetry was judged evolved. from those applied in other areas of Arab
experience.

It is not always clear what these criteria are, or if they

are applied in any consistent way; where, however, we think we can
discern some basis for the judgements arrived at, this appears to have
a strong connection, as is only to be expected , with practical aspects
of tri1:a1 life.

CHAPI'~

TriO

The Early Islamic Period

Poetic comparison continued in early Islam, and the criteria used for
judging between poets were generally those of sincerity and truth, good
poetry being considered that which agreed with the teachings of Islam.
Critics, at this period, were accordingly more concerned with the

ma~na

of a poem than with the words or any other element, except as is
indicated by opinions attributed to cUmar and some others.

This preoccupation with truth and sincerity in poetic ma~ani is to be
found in a hadith of the Prophet:

"Poetry is speech composed

Lof

various

thingi7; whatever is in agreement with truth is beautiful, whatever is not
lacks any goodness."

1

It is also to be found in his remark on a line by

Labid:

The Prophet is reported as having described this line as "the most truthful word ever spoken by a poet."
have said:

In a third hadi th he is reported to

"In poetry there is ~ukm" (or "there is ~ikma") - inna min

al-shi(r la-hukm!la-hikma.

Ibn al-Athir's commentary on this hadith is

that in poetry there is useful and good counsel that restrains men from
1::ad actions.

This pro1::ably alludes to poetry that contains mawaqz and

proverbs of an improving nature, and is 1::ased on the reading hikma.
reading ~ukffi would imply knowledge, figh and justice. 2

The

At all events,

the Prophet was concerned with poetry that agreed with the truth and taught
people morality and good habits.

In general, "wise" aphoristic sayings

were a favourite component of poetry at this period, just as they had
been, to some extent, in the Jahiliyya.

It is said that (Umar b. al-

Khattab asked Ka 'b al-Ahbll- (a Jew who had embraced Islam) if he had ever

.

read anything about poets in the Torah.

Ka cb replied that he had read in
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the Torah that "there are people who belong to
their books in their hearts.
then said:

Ismi~il

and who have

They utter hikma and proverbs."

Ka"b

"We believe that these people are none but the Arabs.")

The ~rths -of the Prophet and other remarks made by him and by his
companions about peotry had a remarkable influence on Muslim inquiry
concerning the value of poetry and on the evaluation of poetic characteris tics and qualities, as Cantarino suggests. 4

Although, as I have said, in general, moral criteria were the principal
ones used in judging poetry, others were also applied.
~b£,

The quality of

which we have noticed in connection with Jahili criticism, is now

to be found linked with that of sincerity.

Both the Qur'an and the

Prophet disapproved of takalluf, and the Prophet advocated simplicity
and brevity of speech.

5

The first Islamic statement on poetic comparison is that attributed to
the Prophet concerning Imru' al-Qays:

"he is the greatest of all poets

and he is their leader to the Fire", in which it is supposed that he was
referring to the poets of the Jahiliyya and the mushrikin. 6 We do not
know on what this comparative judgement was based, but it is said that
the Prophet once praised the "opening" of the mu 'allaga of Imru' al-Qays. 7

As far as Islamic poets were concerned, the Prophet listened to their
poems.

He listened to al-Khansa' recite her rithi' poems on her

.

brothers Sakhr and Mu £awiya, to al-Nabigha al-Ja

Cdr and others,

.

rewarded Ka cb b. Zuhayr for his qasida, ~ t Su cid.

and he

He himself had

three poets who defended the Muslims against the poets of the nonbelievers:

Hassan b. Thibit, Ka C:b b. Malik and C:Abi AlIah b. Rawaha.

He praised their poems, seeming to have preferred

-

~ssan.

8 All
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subsequent critics seem to have been influenced by his preference for

.

Hassan; Abu 'U1:a.yda (one of the ruwat and culama') preferred him to the
ur1:a.n poets, as did Ibn Sallam and others.

Critics also seem to have

been influenced by his remark about Imru' al-Qays, and we find 'Ali b.
Abi Talib, among others, according him pre-eminence.
§

A short time after the Prophet, we find the first caliph, AbU B3.kr alSiddiq , giving (somewhat vague) artistic reasons for preferring alNabigha to all others, on the grounds that "his sea is the sweetest and
his depth is the deepest."9

This may perhaps be taken to refer to the form

as well as the content of his poetry.

Among the earliest Islamic critics (Umar b. al-Khattab must be considered
the best. 10

His views on poetry are characterised by two things; while

he certainly applied moral criteria, he did not disregard artistic
criteria.

Whenever he heard a line that contained hikma or a moral

dictum he would repeat it again and again to show his admiration for it.
It is also said that he would recite lines of poetry in order to support
his views, and he is reported to have said:
poetry and the most beautiful speech."
recite noble poetry to their sons.

ll

"recite the most virtuous

He also used to advise people to
Provided that poetry contained

good morality he admired it and encouraged poets to write more.

On

listening

'Umar said to him:

"If you continue to compose poetry like this line,

I will reward you for it."
say:

Another version of the incident makes him

"If you had mentioned Islam before shayb I would have rewarded you

for it".12

For him the best poetry was that which taught noble manners, and upright-
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ness, and which detailed genealogies.

In a message to AbU

Musa al-

Ash~i (one of his governors) he recommended him to order his subjects

l
to learn poetry because it contained these qualities. )

Aside from its

value in imparting moral precepts t cUmar used poetry as a source of
historical knowledge and called it "the science of the Arabs."

He also

acknowledged the effectiveness of concise madih poetry in enabling a
poet to obtain what he wanted.

14

Because of his moral view of poetry, (Umar prohibited al-Hutay'a from
writing hija' mugdhi~, which had also been prohibited by the Prophet.

..

When al-Hutay'a inquired about this kind of hija', (Umar replied:

"it

is hija' in which you compare two persons, tribes or peoples with each
other, to the advantage of one and the disadvantage of the other.

It

is poetry '\:ased on praising some people and satirizing others."
AI-Hutay'a said:

"You know about hija' better than Itl .15 It would seem

that t.'l1e term hiTp' mugdhi t must have been coined in Islam because

..

al-Hutay'a himself asked i:Umar to explain the meaning of it.

Even if

this name was not used, however, this variety of hija' was not unk.l'lown
in the J ahiliyya, as can be seen, for example, in al-Nabigha' s satires
on C:'Amir b. al-Tufayl.

We have three separate reports about (Umar's preferences in poetry and
on each occasion he favours a different poet.

It is said that when

al-'Ab"tlis b. CAM al-Muttalib asked 'Umar about poets, (Umar replied
that Imru' al-Qays was their leader:

"he dug for them the spring of

poetry and there poured forth, instead of 'one-eyed' macanr, those with
sounder sight."

, U L--o

.-/.P- ""

i:Umr's words are explained by some as meaning that the Yemen, from
which Imru' al-Qa.ys came, had not attained the same standard of eloquence
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as the tribe of Nizar, and that Imru' al-Qays changed this.

16

.

Ishaq b .

Ibrahim al-l'iawsili gives a similar explanation, but referring to Mudar
rather than to Nizar.

He somewhat obscures matters, however, ~

maintaining that cUmar continued to consider Imru'
inferior to that of Mu4ar.17

al-~ys's

poetry as

cUmar seems to have adopted the remark

attributed to the Prophet referring to Imru' al-Qays as the leader of
poets, and to have added his own critical elaboration.

Elsewhere cUmar is reported as having favoured al-Nabigha al-Dhuqyani
for a number of his lines that are of an elevated aphoristic character.
Two of the lines that he would repeat are:

.., -0_
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others are:

and:

When a delegation from Ghatafan came to see him he told them that
al-Nabigha was their best poet on account of these lines.

18

cUmar also

seems to have favoured al-Nabigha for his iCtidhir or apology.
first two examples quoted above are on this topic.

The

cUmar was probably

influenced qy Abu Bakr's opinion, and their combined approval may well
have had its effect on subsequent·critics who championed al-Nabigha.
The third. poet whom cUmar is said :to have favoured is Zuhayr.

Ibn. cAbbis

reported that [Umar asked him to recite for him "poetry qy the best of
poets. It

When Ibn. 'Ab"has inquired who that was cUmar replied that it was

Zuhayr "because he did not use mu

cazala

a:- ilu

in his poetry (kina li yu c:

bayn al-kahm), he avoided wahshi and never praised anybody except for
those qualities he in fact possessed. ,,19

JJ

Another version of this account makes 'Umar refer to Zuhayr as "the poet
among poets" (shiCir al-shu'-a.ra') and add to the list of his virtues
that of not saying what he did not know.

As an example of his admirable

It is also said that the one who praised Zuhayr was Ibn cAbbis himself,
and that cUmar agreed.

In this instance, Ibn

with the following quotation:

'~~;t- -,y-,YI

U-o

~Abbis

justifies his praise
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(Umar's reference to mucazala is also given in a slightly different
form:

.

kina Ii yucazilu l:ayn al-kalimatayn.22

From those reports it would seem that the quaIi ties that 'Umar admired
in the poetry of Zuhayr are connected with the words, form, ma£na and
some of the mahisin al-shicr.

When cUmar praised Zuhayr for avoiding

muCazala he may have meant that his expression is clear and not
complicated.

If, however, we accept the explanation given by Qudima. b.

.

.

Jacfar of mu-azala as fahish al-istiCara, then we may infer that !:Umar
approved of Zuhayr's use of isti £ara.

Qudima gives an illustration of

The application of the word tawlab, "young ass", to a child is an ugly

one. 23

~Umar clearly admired Zuhayr for avoiding archaic and obscure

words and thus, by implication, for clarity of maCna.

The statement that

Zuhayr did not praise anybody except for qualities he in fact possessed
reflects 'Umar's desire for sincerity and reality in poetry.

There is

no exaggeration in the poetic ma~nI of Zuhayr and he does not go beyond
reality, as suggested by his fondness for the word law in the examples
cited here.

Ibn RashIq comments that cUmar admired sincerity, both for

1'ts own sak e and be cause

0f

th e no ble c harac t er1S
. t'1CS 1' t '1mpl'1ed • 24
a.dl+1.;recl..

Also to be found in the lines/by cUmar are tasdir and tashim which are
counted as poetic beauties.

In both of these the rhyme is connected

with the first half of the line and the listener can guess it in advance.

Repetition of a root (tajnIs), without involvement of the rhyme-word, is
also to be found in these citations:
f;-, ... \"'LjJ) Jl .. .,
;!J..-Jf'ft" !::! .'
.J
~(!J~
and:

It is probably this kind of

.

san~a,

for which Zuhayr and others were

later to be called by al-A~ma.l:r "slaves of poetry", that pleased cUmar.

.

There is no evidence that the terms tashIm and tasdIr were used at that
time but it seems clear that such poetic embellishments were discerned
and admired.

Ibn 'Abbas is said, on hearing cUmar b. Abi Ra bi-=a
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recite the half-line:
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to have completed it thus:
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whereupon cUmar said:
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"That is what I wrote.,,25

It also seems possible that cUmar was attracted by the use of tag sim
(su1::xiivision), another of the "poetic beauties".

If we look at the

second poem quoted we find tagsim in the following line:
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This may also be considered as tarsi e , following what Quaama says about
this figure. 26 There are other reports which indicate very clearly that
CUmar ",-as interested in husn aI-tag sim.

AI-Jahiz says that cUmar would

repeat again and again the line of Zuhayr:
.,

>~!3"

>

5, __ '.
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"as i f wondering at the poet's excellent subiivision. "

He also repeated

the second. half of the line of (Aba.da b. al-Tabib:

1'~:\.:"3 "'~~t~
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"for its excellent tagslm and tafs11.,,27 There is also an indication
that cUmar was interested in muoabala although he did not use the term.
It is said that he admired and used to repeat the following line of AbU
Qays b. al-Aslat (which also contains tagS1Jn):

C~,~ ~l~ ~~ ;JlI cft>~:~)' r;,dl

The mugabala is made between al-hazm and al-idhin, and also between
al-guwwa and al_fakka. 28

•

In the early Umayyad period we can trace the influence of cUmar b. alKhattab on those who champion al-Nabigha or Zuhayr.
••

lUmar on three points.

Qudima quotes

He quotes him on the subject of good madih,
•

referring to his approval of Zuhayr, in that "he did not praise a man
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except for qualities he in fact possessed."

.

his theory of madill.
wahshr.

On this view Qudama bases

He also quotes him as saying that Zuhayr avoided

.

Qudima accepts this and counts wahshr as a defect in poetry •

Finally, he quotes him concerning mu~azala as another poetic defect to
be avoided. 29

or
'Al~

b.

,..Ab~ Talib,

who seems to have been influenced by the Prophet in

regarding Imru' al-Qays as the best poet, laid down some general
principles for poetic comparison and probably also himself exerted some
influence in promoting the pre-eminence of Imru' al-Qays.
reported as saying:

~tIf

He is

the earlier poets were now able to gather in

one place at the same time and compete in writing poetry on a certain
subject, we should be able to tell which was the best of them.

But

since it is not possible to have them all together at one time, I may
say that the best of them is the poet who wrote poetry neither out of
desire nor out of fear, and that is Imru' al-QaYs.

I have noticed that

he was the best of them in producing incomparably excellent lines and
he surp:l.ssed the rest in writing poetry spontaneously,·'

. 'V.J ~
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When the men of his army argued about the best poet, £Ali asked AbU
al-Aswad al-Du'al1 to give his opinion.

The latter gave it for AbU

DO 1i.d al-Iyadi ,

CAli then spoke in favour of Imru' al-Qays, in terms very similar to
those just quoted)l

Ibn RasMq's version of this is that 'AIr favoured

Imru' al-Qays because the latter wrote poetry naturally (sana £a bi•
32
tabr:ihi) unaffected. by greed or fear.
Ibn Abi Tarafa and those who

.

.

followed him, like Ibn Qutayl:a, in speaking of the effect of desire,
fear, pleasure and anger on the poetic ability of poets like Zuhayr, were

37

very likely influenced
Qays.

~

this remark of LAIl b. Abl Talib on Imru' al-

The views of these critics will be discussed later.

In the

version of ~Ali's remark given in the Aghinl, it is also implied that
each poet was excellent on a certain topic.

Though

~All

did not give

examples, his influence may perhaps be seen later in al-Asmacl,
concerning the excellence of poets in certain poetic topics.

The same

influence may be seen in Ibn Abi Tarafa, before al-Asma ci.

AbU al-Aswad al-Du'all may have based his preference for AbU DU'dd alIyidi on his approval of the tarsicwhich is used in the second line.
It also contains muaabala:

mikarr/mifarr.

other companions of the Prophet, and those who followed them, had views
concerning poetry.

Ibn fA bras encouraged cUmar b. Abi Ra bl £a and

listened to his poems.

It is said that cUmar recited to him his poem
"~r.;

......

0-
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and Ibn cA bbis learned it by heart. 33 Ibn t:A btas was chiefly
interested in poetry that could be cited as a witness for linguistic
usage and as an aid to the interpretation of the Q.ur'an.

He seems to

have started a school which included such critics among the ruwat and
grammarians as had the same interest in poetry.

Ibn ~Abbis advised

people to consult Arabic poetry in order to understand the meaning of
the Q.ur· an.

~

~ :; Li. c.; '" ~ cJ T eft I

starting :

Whenever he was asked a bout the meaning of a Q.ur' anic

verse, he would recite a line of poetry.

When Nafi C b. al-Azraq

(leader of the Azariqa sect of the Khawarij) asked him about some verses
of the Q.ur'an, Ibn c;Abbis supported his interpretation by reciting some
lines of poetry. J4

Ibn I:A bbis also seems to have been the originator of the literary theory

38

that separates poetry from morality and religion.

This theory was

adopted later Qy critics like Ibn al-Mu(tazz, al-Suli and cAbd al-cAziz
"

al-Jurjani, as we shall see.

Ibn fAbbis was once asked whether or not

poetry was to be regarded as a sort of rafath (obscene speech).
denying that it

'i'I"aS,

In

Ibn cAbbis is reported to have recited the following

-

line, in which the poet used an obscene word.:
( - .. _'~I.:" ~o ,
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Ibn cAbbis, who was about to begin his prayer, added "obscenity (rafath)
is with women"; he then began to pray. 35

The same concept of separating poetry from morality and religion was
followed Qy Ibn Sirayn, who was famous as a religious man and a fagih.
He was in the mosque when someone asked him about

~~e

legality of recit-

ing poetry during the month of Ramaaan and whether or not the recitation
of poetry nullified ablution.

Ibn Sirayn, who was also about to begin

his prayer, answered the two questions Qy reciting the following line:
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It is also said that he recited the following line of Jarir, satirizing

Nevertheless, the trend towards emphasizing the moral and educational
elements in criticising poetry continued.

We find critics like al-

(Umari, who is reported as saying "recite poetry to your children
because it makes them fluent , it encourages the coward. it helps the
miser to be generous and it teaches noble manners,,)7

At the same time,

the other trend, towards separating poetry and morality, continued, as
we shall see later from the views of Ibn Abi cA tiq.

Among those who

followed the moral and educational trend we find Muf:awiya b. Abi Sufyan,
for whom

good poetry was that which taught noble manners, and in whose

view we may detect the influence of (Umar b. al-Khattab.

Mu t:awiya
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is reported as saying:

"A man should educate his son, and poetry is

the highest degree of education".

On another occasion he said:

.

yourselves with poetry and learn it".

It is said that when al-Harith b •

Nawfal visited MuCawiya with his son heasked him:
taught your son?"

"Busy

"What have you

Nawfal replied that he had taught him the Qur'an

and the religious duties (fara'id)".

Mu(awiya said to him:

"Teach him

eloquent poetry, because it opens the mind, makes the speech fluent and
teaches murU'a and courage.

On the day of the 1::attle of SiffIn I was

about to run away from the fight when I remembered the following lines
of \:Amr b. al-Atnab3.:
t> ,.,/
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MuCawiya is reported to have considered the tribe of Muzayna superior
in poetry.

According to him, the best of the Jihilr poets was from that

tribe, namely Zuhayr, as were also the best of the Islamic poets, Ka tb b.
Zuhayr and Ma 'n b. Aws. 39

In preferring the last-~med to other

Islamic poets, Mu Cawiya seems to have been guided by his moral and
educational tendency in judging poetry.

He is said to have admired the

following poem of his and based his preference for him on it:

40
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. aphorisms.

Mutawiya's admiration for Zuhayr was apparently based on

.

.

the merits of his madih poetry, since he agreed with al-Ahnaf b. Qays,
who gave as his reason for admiring Zuhayr the opinion that "he had
relieved those who praise of (the necessity of using) an excess of
words" (alga can al-ma:di~in fudul al-kalam).

As an example of this he

recited the line:

~~ ~ ~T ,<q .0--1!Y

.

It seems that, like [Umar b. al-Khattab both MuCawiya and al-Ahnaf
appreciated poetry which was free from hashw and exaggeration and was
characterized Qy that brevity which was regarded Qy critics as a sign
of eloquence. 42

In the line recited Qy al-Ahnaf this brevity is to be

found in the fact that the poet is able to praise the mamdUh, his
father and his grandfather for every noble quality in one line.

On

.

another occasion, Mu Cawiya championed Tufayl al-Ghanawi, about whom he
said:

.

"leave me Tufayl and you can keep all other poets. ,,4J A third

report tells that Mu Cawiya used to prefer CAdi b. Zayd to all other
poets. 44
b~t

He did not give any reasons for preferring the last two poets,

it seems probable that, following his moral and educational tendency

in poetic criticism he favoured CAdi for his poetry of exhortation

.

. .Tufayl he seems to have admired for his

(mawaCi.z), zuhd and hikma.

poetry describing horses, in which the poet is said to have excelled.
'Abd aI-Malik b. MarWin said about him:

.

"he who wants to learn to ride

horses should recite the poetry of Tufayl. ,,45

41

The influence of the critical views of cUmar b. al-Khattab in favouring
Zuhayr seems to have continued into the Urreyyad period, especially in
Medina, and it may well explain to us the attitude of the people of the
~ijaz in general in their preference for Zuhayr and al-Nabigha that we

shall encounter later.

In Medina, Qudima b. Musa, whom Ibn Sallam

descri bes as a learned man, is reported to have admired Zuhayr and to
have declared that his most admirable poem is the one in which he says:
",-,
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The same poem was also admired by (Umar b. Shab1:a., who declared that
Zuhayr had surpassed all other poets with this poem of praise. 47

The

second line (J.uoted above contains one of the "poetic beauties", that is
tardid:

the poet repeats the word yalga twice.

48

At the same time, the

poem also contains another of the "poetic beauties", husn al-taasim, in
the following line:

...

G:.·:'I ~;c.;, k I~~ ~ ~;L.P

This line is considered an excellent example of tagsim, according to
Ibn RaShi(J..49 It is also (J.uoted by Ibn Qutay1:a.50 as an excellent line,
in that the poet "has collected in one line all kinds of fighting."

Zuhayr was also admired for his madill poetry by Bilil b. Abi Burda

.

aI-Ash carr, a governor of aI-Basra during the Umayyad period.

Bilal

used to recite the following lines of Zuhayr as being the best madih:
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Second to Zuhayr Bilil classed al-Nabigha al-Dhubyini for the following
line:
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BiIal seems to have appreciated the same (J.ualities as were admired by
critics before him in Zuhayr I S poetry.

He referred to the line quoted

by al-Ahilaf as being poetry in which Zuhayr had avoided "an excess of

•

'Words".

The second line of Zuhayr and that of al-Nabigha quoted by

Bihl are aphoristic.

The influence of C:-Umar b. aI-Khat tab is to be

seen here in the reasons given for favouring both poets.

We shall

.

later find Hammad al-Riwiya citing the same line to justify his
admiration for al-Nabigha.

We have traced the influence of £Umar b. al-Khattab on the early
Umayyad critics and we have found this to consist principally in the
rejection of exaggeration and the appreciation of sincerity and reality
in poetry.

It may also be considered to have been responsible for a

.

.

general dislike of wahshI, complicated expression and mu cazala (or
fihish al-isti ~ara), and an interest in some of the "poetic beauties" t

.

.

especially husn al-taosIm •

Nevertheless, in the Umayyad period, we find some people who favoured
exaggeration and who actually did not care for sincerity.

Some also

favoured humour in poetry; Ziy8:d b. AbIhi is reported as saying:
"Poetry is lies and humour, and the best is the most humorous. ,,52

This liking for exaggeration continued, and the most important Umayyad
critic of those who admired it was CAM aI-Malik b. Ma.rw8:n.

His concept

of poetry was otherwise no different from that of Mu cawiya, in that he
looked in poetry for noble manners, murii I a, courage, and. also for
fluency.

He ordered the tutor of his sons to teach them poetry in order

to make them noble.

As he himself was a great admirer of al-A cshi, he

said to his sons' tutor:

"educate them well by reciting to them the

poetry of al-A cslli, because it has sweetness and it will guide them to
the beauties of speech.
how hard his rock!

May Allah fight him!

How sweet is his sea and

Anyone who considers any poet superior to al-A Cshi

must be ignorant of good poetry .'.. 53

[AM aI-Malik mentioned the "beauties of speech" as something found in
the poetry of al-A£shi, but we do not really know what he meant qy this
and whether or not he was referring to the "poetic beauties".

There are

two other elements admired by him in the poetry of al-A £shi, namely the
"sweet sea" and the "hard rock".

Again it is not easy to tell what he

really meant qy these two things.

The "sweet sea" was admired before

.

by AbU Bakr al-Siddiq in the poetry of al-Nabigha al-DhuqyanL

The

interest of £A bi aI-Malik in moral poetry is to be seen in his admiraHe referred to them

tion for certain lines of Ma£n b. Aws al-Muzan1.

as the best poetry he had ever heard, and he considered the poet
superior even to Imru' al~ays, al-ACs!li and Tarafa.
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Beside the moral content, we notice definite indications of sanca in
the repetition of words within individual lines.
the first line the word

~ilm

In the second half of

is repeated; in the first half of the

second line the root ~: sumtuhu and samani; in the third line bny:
a bni and yabn1 and hdm:

T'

yahdimu and al-hadm; in the fourth ILTle raghm1

and raghmu occur; and in the sixth lLTle ~ighn is repeated, as is the

root

ill:

astallu and salaltuhu.

The repetition in the first line

.

constitutes tasdir, one of the "poetic beauties".

Tasdir is not very

different from tard1d, but it involves the rhyme-word, while tard1d
is confined to the rest of the line.

In the first line the tasdlr occurs

in the second half and comprises the first and last words.
tasdlX in the second and third lines.

We also find

The other lines contain tardrd.

Beside these two "poetic beauties" the lines have a unity in that they

44

This Q~ity of subject is also found in the

deal with one subject.

poem by Ma cn b. Aws quoted by Mu Cawiya, as we have seen.

cAM al-

Malik's liking for aphoristic and wise poetry also made him declare
that al-Nabigha was the best poet of the Arabs, for this IL"1e:
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Here again we may detect the influence of cUmar b. al-Khattab, who, as
we have seen, quoted the same line.

His influence is also clearly seen

L"1 the case of al-Sha£bi, whom CAM aI-Malik asked to give his opinion
concerning al-Nabigha.

AI-Sha £bi replied that (Umar b. al-Khattab had

already favoured him and that he agreed with t:umar. 56

CAbd aI-Malik, like Mu Cawiya, favoured poetry that taught bravery and
noble man.~ers.

He is reported to have asked Sulayman b. al-Ahnaf al-AsadI

to recite to him the best poetry in which he (Sula~) was praised.
The latter recited the following lines:
"
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CAM aI-Malik said to him "What the brother of al-Aws wrote is better
than what you have recited."

Then he recited the following line by
..
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It comes from a poem quoted later by Ibn Tabitabi as an example of
poetry in which the poet exaggerates greatly in his poetic rna t:ani.
The poem, in full,
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The second line of the poem recited Qy Sulayman (the mamd~) is also
quoted by al-Mubarrad as an excellent line of madih because it shows the
importance and high status of those people who are considered respectable and received at the doors of kings.59

The last line describes

the mamdUh as having a bald head from using too much musk, bathing too
much f and having his hair combed too much by beautiful women.

cAbd al-

Malik preferred another line of Abu Qays b. al-Aslat in which he claims
that the baldness of his own head is due to his continuous wearing of
his helmet in battle.

'Abd al-Malik's liking for such qualities in poetry is to be seen on
other occasions on which he

ap~ved

of certain lines.

He disagreed

wi th al-Sha 'bI, who considered al-Khansa' as the best poetess on the

basis of these two lines:
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£Abi aI-Malik preferred Layli al-Bihiliyya to al~nsa' on the basis

The poem from which 'Abd aI-Malik recited the two lines is attributed
also to Acshi Bihila, elegizing al-Muntashir b. Wahb al-BihilL

The

poem is said to be one of tile best poems of ri thi I, greatly admired by
· · tatoo •61
t he Ara bs and much ~m~

Later we shall see that

...
al-Asma"~

.

4-6

regarded Acshi &hila as a fa~l for this poem.

In the two lines by al-

Khan sa , al-8ha£bI admired the conciseness of her exclamation in the
second line:

"What a man they are taking to the grave:"

Critics
eloquenc~

admired this conciseness of eulogy and considered it a sign of

They used to recite the following line of al-'Ajjaj as one of the best
lines on that subject:
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CAbd al-Malik's reasons for admiring the two lines by Layli al-Bahiliyya
were probably, first, the more general one that it was conventionally
considered fitting to describe the subject of ritna' as a lean slimwaisted man63 ; and, secondly, that the second line contains a figure
that is one of the more important of the "poetic beauties".
description:
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In her

.-

.. ~lo..J
.,

Layli is using what critics later categorized. as i:ro.af.

This means that

the rna £ni is not directly expressed, but is approached indirectly. by
means of a second ma.:ni, which tlfollowsn the first and implies it, so
64
that the ma.:ni intended can be inferred from that actually stated.
Ibn RashIq calls this figure tatbIC, and considers it a form of ishira,
the use of which connotes eloquence, since it involves a subtle means of
achieving conciseness through a direct, but allusive, image.

Other

critic~he mentions, use the term tajawuz for this figure.

He credits

Imru' al-Qays with the first use of it, in the line:
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Here the poet expresses the ma£na of the woman's living a life of idleness and luxury by means of three concrete examples, without actually
putting into words the laId statement of the fact. 65

Both Qua.ama and Ibn Rashiq quote the line
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This line contains tatbi~, according to Ibn Rashiq , and irdif, according to Qudima.

Both of them agree that the poetess wishes to describe

the man as generous, and, instead of saying it directly, describes his
shirt as being torn, because those who are in need gather round him
pull his shirt in order to attract his attention.

~~d

This implies his

generosity and his willingness to listen to people's demands.

The same

applies to the line admired by 'Abd al-Y.alik in which in fact there is
more than one irdif or tatbiK:.

The first states that the man has a slim

waist, implying that he is generally thin, and the second states that
his shirt is torn, implying generosity.

CAbd al-Yalik's liking for exaggeration appears in his admiration for
some lines by al-A Csta which he preferred to some others by Kuthayyir.
Kuthayyir praised I:A bi al-lI"f.alik in a poem in which he says:

~,;{j \V>:;? l5~1 :)l?1
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CAM aI-Malik did not like the lines, preferring those by al-A Csta in

Kuthayyir defended his lines, on the grounds that he had described. £.A bd
aI-Malik as a wise man, who put his armour on before the 1:attle, while
al-A~ta had described. his mamdUh as a foolish man, who fought without

armour.

66

AI-MarzubinI comments :"1 have heard those who know poetry well express
a preference for the lines of al-A 'Ehi because they
exaggeration is better than moderation.

think that

AI-A 'Eta exaggerated in describing

48

bravery qy representing the courageous mamdUh entering the battle
without wearing armour, even though wearing it in battle is a wise
thing to do.

The description of al-Acshi is strong evidence that his

.

mamdUh is brave.

bravery. ,,67

Kuthayyir failed to achieve a good description of

Qudima b. Ja Cfar adopts the same view as [Abd aI-Malik,

and criticised Kuthayyir for moderation. 68

Both Qudarra and al-

Marzubini in this way condone cAbd al-Malik's preference for exaggeration in madih.

.

Besides his liking for exaggeration, cAlii aI-Malik enjoyed rnadlh that
attributed spiritual virtues to the ma.md.Uh, as witnessed qy Qudima.

He

criticised CAbd AlIah b. Qays al-Ruqayyat for eulogizing him in these
J-:;

terms:
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while eulogizing Muscab b. al-Zubayr thus:
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'~ou have described him as a light from AlLah, and you

have described me as having a beautiful crown on my golden face, as
though I were an I:Ajand king. ft

Qudima considered that I:Abd aI-Malik

was justified in his complaint. 69

CAb:l aI-Malik revolted against the traditional similes in the
poetry.

He is reported as saying in some poets:

mad!?

ftO, you poets, you

sometimes liken us to the lion, which is abkhar (suffering from
hali tosis), sometimes you liken us to the mountain, which is rugged, and
sometimes you liken us to the sea, which is bitter; why do you not use

A similar remark made by him to al-Akhtal indicates that he also

.

required brevity, exaggeration and fresh terms of praise.

When al-

.

Akhtal came to recite his poem in praise of him, C.A 1:d al-¥.alik said:
"If you have likened me to the eagle and the lion I do not wish to hear
your poetry, but if you have praised me in excellent poetic rna canl like
those of al-Khansa' then I can listen to you."
recited these lines of al~nsa':
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Al-Akhtal said that although the lines were excellent, he had written

Although C.Abi aI-Malik admired these lines, al-C.Askari criticises the
poet for mentioning death, "which is not a pleasant thing to mention
when addressing kings.,,?l

We notice that the two pieces quoted by

'A1:d al-¥.alik, that by Ayman b. Khuraym and that by al-Khansa', are

.

.

madih poems in which the poet makes a comparison between the mamdUh and
others, asserting his superiority.

This type of madtl; is not very

different from the hija' muqdhi r:: prohibited by the Prophet, and also
by t:Umar.

The lines of al-Khansa::a are an example of concise and exaggerated rnadih;

.

those of al-Akhtal contain a kind of dualistic
reference to din and dunya.

.

madih,

by virtue of the

.

In the poetry of the muhdathin quoted by

.

Ibn al-MuCtazz in his tab3..aat, we shall see that poets frequently employ
the juxtaposition of din and dunya in their madih poetry t implying
tha t the

•
mamdUh is both a man of religion and a man of outstanding

.

worldly merit - that he is generous, brave, etc.

IAl:xi

al-foK.a.lLie was also in need of a good "openine" to a poem of

praise.

He criticised Jarir for beginning a madih poem to him:

i;\..JJ ~

.

tl-,IJj

r i ~t

[A bi al-YJalik was angry, even though he knew that the poet was addressing himself in the first line.

The same thing happened when Dhu al-

Rumma visited [Abi al-Malik and recited his poem that begins:

~ '~U' ~ ~ 'J\: lc
It is clear that the poet is addressing himself in his tashbib, but
because

~Abi

aI-Malik had one eye that wept continuously, owing to some

complaint, he was extremely angry and dismissed the poet f saying:

"Why

do you ask about this, 0 ignorant man?,,?2

Some poets used to address the mamdUh py his matronymic in order to
make the poem more famous.?3
his brother, I:Abi al-'Aziz:
you in his

cAbi aI-MalLie disliked this habit and asked
"Why

does ~Abi Alhh b. al-Ruqayyat address

madih. poems py your matronymic, as if you had no nobility

from your father's side?"

In his criticism of Hassan, we have seen that

al-Nabigha wished the poet to boast of his fathers and grandfathers
rather than of his grandmothers.

In nasib, [Abi aI-Malik admired rigga, by which he seems to mean the
poet's producing evidence of the sincerity of the passionate love that
he claims to feel and of the reality of the suffering that it causes him.
When [Umar b. Abi Rabiea, Jamil and Kuthayyir visited him, cAbi aI-Malik
asked them each to recite the most sensitive nasib that they had ever
written.

He considered (Umar's nasib to be the best, on the grounds

that his expressed willingness to go anywhere to meet his beloved, even
to Jahannam, indicated the sincerity of his passion.

The nasIb runs:
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In his views concerning nasib, £Abd aI-Malik, like most of his
contemporaries, was guided by traditional etiquette concerning woman
in that society.

This may be clearly seen in his criticism of the poet

Nusayb, who wrote:
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As far as poetry in general is concerned, cAbd aI-Malik is said to have
made a collection consisting of seven major poems. 75 He was possibly
influenced in this by the supposed collection of al-Nu(man b. al-Mundhir
which ~~s L~erited by the Marnanids, according to Ibn SalLam.

The poems

selected by 'Abd aI-Malik were the mu'allaga of £Amr b. KulthUm, that of

.

al-Harith b. Hilliza, a poem by Suwayd b. Abi Kihil, one by AbU Dhu'ayb
al-Hudhali, one by~Abid b. al-Abras, one by ~Antara and lastly that by
Aws b. Maghra' in which he says:

The gasida of Suwayd is known as al-Yatima, and begins:
t;J

~, '~'..J ~

That of AbU Dhu 'ayb begins:

And that of

~A bid

begins:

It is not clear on what 1:a.sis t=Abd aI-Malik selected these poems, but it
is likely that he was influenced, in general, by the admiration that they
had received in the Jahili period. 76

The poem of AbU Dhu'ayb al-Hudhali is ritha' for his five, or seven,
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sons, all of whom died on one day.

This poem has been discussed in

connection with Jahili criticism, and we indicated then the kind of
sanCa in it which the Ja~ilrs admired.

Besides that, it contains a

certain amount of hikma, such as:
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by

and some of the elevated moral sentiments of which

~Abd al-~alik

was

fond, such as:

and:

It may be, however, valuable to consider it in more detail, in order to
obtain some idea of what constituted an ideal, or at least a highly
commended ritha' poem, in the eyes of ~Abd aI-Malik, apart from the
somewhat general poetic features just mentioned.

The most obvious

feature is the double repetition of one half-line, once in consecutive
.,..
lines:

_~~.;;~ J;t)} ';~'9

~G~;; (}.t ~~J) ~~J~
and then a few lines later:
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After the first two lines quoted above, the poet describes the killing
of wild asses by a hunter and his dogs, and after the third line, he
describes a wild bull which meets the same fate.

are intended as a means of obtaining consolation.

The lines just quoted,

After the expression
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in the opening lines of the poet's grief at the death of his sons, the
whole poem is based on this idea of consolation, which is not

unco~~on

in ritha' and received general critical approval, as we shall see.

It

may be difficult to determine, at first, how the sections that we have
just referred tc, the two hunting scenes, can be thought of as part of
the theme of consolation, although, in a gasida, a hunting scene may
often follow a rahil, which itself is sometimes introduced as a means of
consoling oneself for the departure of one's beloved.

It may be that

there is something of this idea present here, but there is, in fact, a
more obvious connection.

The poet implies that even those wild animals

that hide themselves from man in wild and remote areas and high

mo~~tains

cannot escape the sentence of time and cannot avoid being hunted; it is
thus not surprising that his sons have passed away and have been unable
to protect themselves.

This same poem was admired by other critics, like cUmar b. Shabba, who
on the basis of it,

pronoQ~ced

the poet superior to all other poets of

the tribe of Hudhayl.77

If we leave cAbd aI-Malik aside and consult other critics, we find both
similar and different criteria for judging poetry.

One of those critics

is al-Shacbi, who considered al-ACsta pre-eminent in some poetic topics,
e.g. in a line such as this that deals with courage and fighting:

cJjj ~;;-(;\f cJ~~';,t

C;u:-~~ Gf[~~, ~19'

Though al-Sha cbi was here attracted by the

IDa t:m,

78

he was also probably

attracted by the figure of iltifat, which is one of the "poetic beauties".
II tifat is defined by Ibn al-Mu ~tazz as "a switch from the second to the
third, or from the third to the second person."

It also occurs where

the poet switches suddently to another mat:na.79 In the line quoted by alSha cbi, the poet switches from the third person to the first, and then to

the second.

Again al-Sha~bi admired al-ACSha for a line of ghazal in which the

In this line, al-Shacbi may well have been attracted by the figure of
ig~l.

This "poetic beauty" is connected with the rhyme.

The macna

intended by the poet is complete before the rhyme-word is reached, and
its addition merely serves to intensify the already completed

- 81

ma~a.

The line of al-Acs~ admired by al-5ha c bi is also quoted by Ibn p~shiq
as an example of excellent ighal. 82 The poet Nuslim b. al-Walid
seems to be following al-Acsha when he descri bes a drunken man:
~ ...... ",
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AI-Rashid, who admired the line, said:
poeil.

~~J~ ~~; ~~Lo \~~
"YlaY Alla.'1 fight him [the

He not only likened him to a man in fetters but even made him

walk on mud.,,8]

The ighal in this line is formed by the last two words.

Al-5ha Cbi also admired a line by al-Acshi describing wine and
considered him superior to al-Akhtal, who writes:

rh' \P~..J?~

Al-ACsha's line runs:
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Al-Marzubini commented that those who preferred al-Atshi did so
because he produced a complete macna and he exaggerated more than alAkhtal.

The latter describes the strong smell of his .d.ne as being

perceived even by a man with catarrh, while al-A eshi describes his
wine as something that can cure catarrh itself. 85

People differed in their judgements on nasib poetry, but the most
common opinion is that the best kind is that which contains rigga,
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this being demonstrated

~

the expression of the suffering caused

~

love, and qy the depiction of hUmbleness, slavery, and submission to
the beloved.

This trend in the criticism of nasib probably started in

the first century of the Hijra with critics like Ibn Abi CAtiq and

A~Q

al-Sa'ib al-MakhzUmi, both of whom, incidentally, were famous for their
religious knowledge.

The views of Ibn Abi CAtiq will be discussed late~

Abu al-8a'ib al-l"l3.khzUmi criticised the poet Ishaq al-A 'jam, a mawh of
~

CAbd al-cAziz b. Marwan, for the following line of nasib:

D(.~

VJ" UY :;;;

~0t.: Zd I;(~·

".men the line was recited to Abu al-8a ' ib he said:
him jJhe poey.

__

"May Allah disfigure

No, by Alhh, he never loved her, even for an hour,"
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AbU al-8a ' ib criticised the poet because the latter does not display
humility and servility to his beloved.

He puts himself in a higher

position than her, and declares that when she does not do what pleases
him he leaves her, because "he is a man of dignity and pride".

Abu al-

Sa'ib saw this as an indication of insincerity in love, considering that
if the poet was really sincere he would accept humbly whatever treatment
she chose to accord him, without thought of his dignity and pride.

AI-Walid b. Yazid, the Umayyad caliph, took the same view in preferring
a line of nasib by cUrnar b. Abi Rabiea to one qy Jamil, in that cUmar
displays servility and humbleness in his line:

,;.?J; ~~[ Lo

~. ~o..~' 3:>

Whereas JarrJl declares that whenever he meets his beloved he feels his
love for her diminishing and dying, but returning when she leaves him:
..-., ~
-~~./
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In the early Abbasid period the same tendency in nasIb criticism is

evident, and we find the Abbasid caliph al-Mahdi preferring al-Ahwas
to Imru' al-~ays and Kuthayyir in nasib.
al-~ays:
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al-Mahdi said:
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On hearing a line of Imru'
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"This is an uncivilised Bedouin".

a line of Kuthayyir:
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al-t1ahdi commented:

J

When he then heard

,. .,
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"This is not good; why does he wish to forget her?"

The line of al-Ahwas that he then heard he accepted as a most sensitive
line of nasib:
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Al-Mahdi's comments on the three lines probably reflect the somewhat
sentimental attitude of the reasonably educated, but undiscerning, man
of this period to romantic love as portrayed in nasib.

His reason for

rejecting Kuthayyir's line is clear, if unsophisticated; a desire to
forget one's beloved must indicate a lack of sincerity.

His reasons

for criticising the line of IFxu' al-Qays, which was regarded qy other
critics as one of the best written qy any poet89 , are obscure, but the
form taken qy his criticism would seem to imply a distaste for the
Bedouin imagery (if it is that) used in the second half of the line.
Certainly the sentiments expressed seem unexceptionable

From early times, there seems to have been a prejudice, in some
quarters, in favour of idealised description, at the expense of reality.
This is exemplified qy the objections raised qy a woman to Kuthayyir
concerning his lines: "0

"!,,,..,
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She expressed a preference for Imru' al-Qays's line:
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......
on the grounds that it was more fitting to describe one's beloved as
~

smelling nice naturally.

V.-J LP (..........:;>

Any slave-girl could perfume herself; the

beloved should be distinguished from the

common herd.

Some people expressed admiration for certain lines of naslb and
pronounced them superior to other lines on the same topic, without
giving any reasons that would allow us to guess at the criteria they
applied.

The following lines br al-Simma al-Qushayrl were ~uoted

qy

Ibrihim b. Sulayman al-Azdi as the best lines of gpazal ever written,
either in the Jahiliyya or in Islam:
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Probably the critic admired the lines for the riaga expressed in submission and slavery to the beloved in the second and third lines.

Another example of such criticism in which there are no clear criteria
is cUmar b. cAbd al- cAzlz's judgement that the following lines of Qays
b. al-Khatim were the best lines of nasib ever composed:

It was probably the

macna that cUmar b. cAbd al-cAziz principally

admired, but one can point to a kind of tag s1m in the first line, and
tatbi C in the first half of the second line, where the poet i.mplies
that his beloved lives in luxury and she does no work at home because
she has servants.

This

IDa

em

is similar to that of Imru' al-Qays

which we have already quoted as tatbi c :
~
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Conciseness is sometimes a criterion.
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SOIDe critics admired the poet

who was able completely to express a number of ideas in a few words.
AI-Acshi is admired b.Y some for the two followL~g lines of ghazal, but
he is criticised by others for the same lines.

CAli b. Abi Tahir

considered al-Acsha superior to all other poets for these lines:
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Other critics, however, while
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his excellence, criticised him

for being lmable to express the rna cna in one line.
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They preferred the

single line of Tarafa with the same rnacna;
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Cri tics also required a good "opening" for a poem, one of the characteristics of which they considered to be brevity.

They agreed that the

best "opening" ever composed ",-as Imru' al-Q,ays celebrated:
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They also admired the "opening" of another Doem of his:
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The first line is regarded as the best "opening" because "the poet has
stopped and requested his companions to stop, wept and requested them to
weep, and mentioned his beloved and her dwelling, all in one half-line."
It was said that this "opening" of Imru' al-Qays was first admired by
the Prophet. 96

However, both of these lines of Imru' al-Qays also

contain tasrr c.

Brevi ty is also required in tashbIh.

A poet is regarded as excellent

if he is able to compress a number of similes into one line.

It was

for this reason that this line of Imru' al-Qays was greatly ad.mired :
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The poet here likens two things in different conditions to two other
things also in different conditions. 97
this.

~

Labid has:

.,
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Other poets followed him in
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likening tulUl to zuba.r and suyul to aalam.
have said:

Bashshar is reported to

"I could not settle after hearing that line of Imru' al-

The line of Imr~' al-Qays was also ~uoted ~ al-Asmaci to HirUn alRashid as the best line describing an eagle. 99

It also seems that those who admired the line were attracted by the
OOAt

figure of mUQaba.la, as pointed/by Ibn Rashi~.

The mugabala is :produced

~ the words ra~b, cU11I1ib, yabis and hashaf. lOO

The "perfection" and "completion" of the macna were sought by early
critics.

This "completion" is often achieved through the "poetic

beauty" of tatmim, which is sometimes also called ihtiras (caution).
Some poets were criticised for leaving a ma~ incomplete, through not
having applied tatmim or ihtiras_

Dhu al-Rumma is criticised for this

--

/

~I ~ (p;'-'~~ll:: j}1
in that the rnacna is incomplete because he did not take precautions

that the rain might not harm his beloved dwelling when he prayed for
it to be watered.

Taraf'a' s line on the same subject was preferred:
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for he made the proviso ghayra mufsidtrua, which constitutes the tatmIm
of the rna

em.

He prays that the dwelling may be watered by the spring
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rain, provided that it does not harm it. IOI

Other critics defended

Dhu al-Rum~a, saying that he had implied a precaution (ihtiras) in the
first half of the line by praying for the dwelling to be at peace
(aslami) before being watered by the rain. I02

Similar is the criticism of Tarafa b. al-cAbd for the following line:

~~ ;~f Jj/~;; ~?~ 1~1f9j.~Ji
The macna is imperfect and incomplete because one may ~~derstand from
the line that the people being praised are generous only when they are
drunk.

This means that their generosity is not something natural

only a temporary condition.

~~t

In order to complete the ma cui, the poet

should take the precaution of showing them as generous in all circumstances.

Hassan b. Thibit is also criticised for following Tarafa on

the wrong path:

Hassan's case is considered even worse than Tarafa's, because while the
latter at least describes them as being brave as lions before they are
drunk, Hassan makes them as brave as lions and as generous as kings only

after they are drunk.

Better than either is CAntara, who, in similar

circumstances, makes certain that there shall be no misunderstandings:
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He makes it clear that although he spends money when he is drunk he does
not harm his honour, and that his generosity and noble manners and deeds
are permanent and not limited to the condition of drunkenness.

Though

CAntara is considered superior to Tarafa and Hassan on this macre
because of his ihtiras, Imru' al-Qays is superior to him, because,
besides completing and perfecting the ma cui by means of ihtiras and
ta tmim, he compresses it into one line:

~1;~~~1';~ (1;~\;~
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Ibn Tab3:tabi quoted the same line of Imru' al-~ays. with this one

-

--

k~~i~~~;
He cited the two lines as an example of excellent madih because of
their eloquence and brevity.l04

It seems also that critics approved

of the tagslm in the second half of the line where the poet mentions
the two conditions of drunkenness and sobriety.

From early Islamic times, the public differed widely as to who was the
best poet of all.

Some jUdgements comparing poets were attributed to

the Jinn, and, in fact, these judgements reflect the views of the
themselves.

p~blic

According to Abu (Ubayda, a man from aI-Basra claimed that

he met a Jinnr who discussed poetry with him and preferred Imru' alQays for the following line:
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He declared that second to Imru' al-Qays came Tarafa, for his line:
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Third is al-A(shi, for his line:

~I
Again, according to Abu 'Amr b. al- cAli, another man claimed that he
had met a Ji~~r who declared that al-Nabigha al-Dhu~anr was the best

poet of all. 105 As we have said, these and similar stories reflect the
opinions of the common people and sometimes of the scholars themselves.
The lines just quoted have been mentioned before, quoted

~

other

critics as lines of sensitive nasrb, or as examples of brevity and
excellent

marna.

It was apparently impossible for people at that time to reach agreement
concerning the best of all poets.

As (Umar b. Shab1:e. mentioned, every

tribe claimed that their poet was the best.
that

I~ru'

The Yemenites claimed

al-Qays was the best; the Banu Asad preferred their own

poet cAbid b. al-Abra~; the tribe of Taghlib

their poet al-Muhalhil;

the tribe of Bakr the two poets C:Amr b. Qami' a and al-I·hrraqqiah ald
.
.,
- 106
Ak1-~rj an
the trlbe
of Iyad
~helr poet Abu Du'ad.

Other tribes,

r

such as Tamlm, claimed that Aws b. Hajar was the best poet; others. as

Ibn al-Kalbi mentions, preferred CAdi b. Zayd.

One of their poets,

al-Harith b. Badr al-Ghudini, wrote a line in which he declared that
real poetry is like that of "-Adi b. Zayd
.,
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Ha~~ad al-Rawiya also mentioned that he had met some people from the

tribe of Tamim who did not consider anyone superior to CAdi in poetry.10?
Aws b. Hajar was also put first by £Umar b. Yacadh al-Taymi, who put
- 108
Abu- Dhu'ayb al-Hudhali- second, according to Ibn Sallam.-

Some people regarded Zuhayr as the best poet and al-Hutay'a as second
to him, according to Ishaq al-Mawsili.

Another critic, Ma~ b. al-

.

Harra'. declared Imru' al-Q.ays, Zuhayr and cAbid b. al-Abras as the
best poets of the Jahiliyya. 109 Other critics differentiate between
the poets of the 1Ediya and those of the towns.

They declared that

- was the best poet among those of the towns ( ahl al-madar) • 110
Hassan

.

None of these tribes or individuals gave reasons or indicated the
criteria on which they based their judgements.

It seems that those who

.

preferred CAdi b. Zayd and Aws b. Hajar liked moral poetry, wisdom,
descriptions and aphorisms.

CAdi was famous for his poetry of

"preaching", "advice", and zuhd; Aws was famous for his aphorisms.

He

was described as "a wise man in his poetry, famous for his many proverbs
and descriptions of wild asses, and bows and other weapons".
championing Zuhayr and

al-~u~Y'a, al-Maw~ili

In

was concerned with

"refined poetry", which contained no defect and maintained a consistent

level of excellence.
two poets' poetry.

These were apparently the characteristics of the
We have more specific judgements about poets, in

which we find a poet declared to be the best on a certain topic.

Such

a judgement is attrib~ted to Ibn Abi Tarafa, who is reported as saying:

.

"You may be content with four poets, namely:

Zuhayr for desire; al-

Nabigha for fear; al-Arsna for delight; and I:Antara for rage. "Ill
remark is also

attrib~ted

This

.

to the poet Kuthayyir (or Nusayb), and may

mean that Zuhayr is the best in rr~ih since madih is motivated Qy
desire for reward; that al-Nabigha is the best in i£tidhar (apology)

.

since this topic is based on fear (of the King of Rira, al-Nucman b •
al-Mundhir in the case of al-Nabigha); that al-Acsha is the best in
khamriyyat, together with poetry about songs and music; and that
CAntara is the best in the description of war, alluded to here Qy the
word "rage".

This sort of classification is based on the idea of

specialisation in certain topics and we shall see later that al-Asma£i
and Abu lUbayda adopted and extended the same idea.

Ibn Qutayba, too,

as it seems to me, based his theory of tafawut al-tab~ on the idea of
desire, fear, delight and anger.

It also seems likely that Ibn Sallam

al-Jurnahi was to some extent influenced Qy it in dividing up poets into

.

four in each tabaaa, in the same way as Ibn Abi Tarafa mentioned four
poets.

Ibn SalJim, however, with regard to the number four, seems also

to have been influenced Qy other views, as we shall see.

A similar judgement to that of Ibn Abi Tarafa is attributed to other
critics, who seem to be influenced Qy him.

They said:

"the best poets

are Imru' al-Qays when he rides, al-Nabigha when he fears, Zuhayr when
he desires, and al-A Csna when he drinks. 112

Imru' al-Qays is added

here as the best poet either in horse description or in hunting poetry.
Some critics say that poetry is based on four emotions, desire, fear,
delight and anger.

The association of the various genres of poetry
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wi th one particular emotion is as we have seen above:

madrh with desire f

ittidhar with fear, nasib with delight, and hija, litab and so on with
anger.

Probably Ibn Abi Tarafa himself and those who followed him were

all influenced in this qy either Kuthayyir or Nusayb, or qy the poet
Artat b. Suhayya who visited 'AM aI-Malik when he Lthe
old, and on being asked:

liDo you write poetry now?" replied:

not feel delight or anger; I do not drink wine,
how can I write poetry?

poeg was

~~d

very

"I do

I desire nothing, so

Poetry comes only with these four things for

which I am now too old."ll]

The poets Dhu al-Rumma and Kuthayyir had similar views about the motives
behind writing poetry.
felt

~~ble

When Kutr..ayyir was asked what he did when he

to write poetry, he replied that he would walk in gardens

and grassy places and then poetry would come into his mind.
Rlli~a,

Dhu al-

when asked the same question, replied that he caused poetry to

come qy sitting alone and remembering those whom he had loved.
Asrra~i was perhaps influenced

114

Al-

qy Kuthayyir when he said that the best

way to evoke poetry "''as "looking at running water, and walking in the
hills and empty places".115 AI-Farazdaq followed the same method.
Abu Nuwas used to drink before writing a poem.

116

Ibn Q,utayl::a, as Ibn

Rashiq suggests, was prol::ably influenced qy all these views when he
discussed tab" in al-Shi Cr wa-al-shu'aIi' .117

-.-

Qutayba at length in due course.

We shall deal with Ibn

CHA?T2:R

THlEE

Hijazi poets of the Umayyad period

During the Umayyad period Hijaz flourished as a centre of religious
studies, and at the same time it witnessed a development in the arts of
music and singing, as can be seen from the Kitab al-Aghanl of Abu al•
.1<' araJ.

Due to social and other factors, most Hijazl poetry at this time

was concerned with ghazal, which divided into two kinds.

One was decent

and virtuous ghazal, which had flourished in the cadiya at the hands of
poets like jamil and Kuthayyir.

The other kind was the frank, open

ghazal which had been developed in Mecca and Medina Qy (Umar b. Abl

.

Rabica, al-Ahwas and al-CAraji.

Though the poet Nusayb lived in this

milieu, his ghazal was decent and admired by the people of the oadiya
because it agreed with their concept of ghazal, as we shall see later.
Among the other urban poets were CAbd Allah b. Qays al-Ruqas?at and
al-Harith b. Khalid al-l'Iak."r:tzUrnL

As we have seen in the last chapter, Hijaz was the so~~e of literary
critical views

concernip~

poetic comparison.

continued, but in a different direction.

This sort of criticism

Although we find the moral

trend in poetic criticism as in the past, we also have now critics who
concerned themselves with the elements of excellent ghazal poetry and
put the moral criteria aside.

The critics who appeared at this time

were themselves men of high social and religious status.

The most

important among them were Ibn Abi C.A tlq, Abu aI-Sa' i b al-l'lakhzll."l1I,
Sukayna bint al-Husayn and cAqila bint f;Aqil b. Abl Talib.

.

also Muscab al-Zubayri, cAbd Allah b.
b. Bakkir.

Mu~Cab

There were

and his grandson al-Zubayr

Comparisons were made between these poets, and judgements

were given according to the different tastes of the critics, most of
whom agreed in preferring cUmar b. Abi Rabica to all other poets for
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certain qualities found in his ghazal poetry.

According to Ibn Abi

~Atiq, cUrr~r b. Abi Rabica surpassed his companions and was the best of

the poets of Quraysh because "his poetry has links with the heart and
attachment with the soul; it satisfies needs, as no other poetry does.
Allah, praise be to Him, has not been so disobeyed in any poetry more
than in that of Ibn Abi Rabira.
because his poetic

He is the best among Quraysh poets

macna is finely and precisely written, his madkhal

is delicate and gentle, his makJrra,l is easy, his ?ashw is firm, his
poetic "borders" are connected with one another, his poetic macani
shine clearly, and his feelings are plainly expressed."

It is not easy

to represent in English the sense of Ibn Abi CAtiq's comment; the

Although it is difficult to pin

do~~

precisely what Ibn Abi CAtiq

means qy each of his remarks, their general import is clear.

He refers

to (Umar's sensitivity of macna, ease of expression, and firmness of
construction.
another.

The various parts of a poem are well connected with one

In other words, it has talahum al-kalam.

By madkhal and

makhraj is pro1:ably meant em1:arking on, and leaving, a subject, but it
is possible that madkhal may also refer to the way in which the poetry
enters men's hearts.

Hashw here clearly cannot have its usual meaning

of "functionless words", but must refer to the construction of the poem.
"Links with the heart" and "attachment with the soul" presumably denote
riqqa (sensitivity) in the poetic expression.

The principal character-

istics admired qy Ibn Abi CAtiq in 'umar's poetry appear to be its
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plain, easy style and expression, which nonetheless convey

con~iderable

subtlety and both impress the mind and satisfy the emotions.

The

strong impression made by his poetry on critics is a distinctive feature
shared by no other poetry.
b. Muscab said:

Other critics remarked on this.

"cUmar's poetry makes a beautiful impression on the

heart and forms a muIchala ta (union) with the soul.
the same q uali ty •

CAbd Allah

No other poetry has

If there is a poetry that charms men it is the poetry

of C:Umar." 2

Because of its strong attractiveness and great charm, cAbd Allah b.
Muscab forbade his poetry to be recited at his house to women, because
it was not good for them to listen to poetry that easily and gently
entered their hearts. 3 Other critics too repeated the same views
concerning the charm of cUmar's poetry and how it led men to disobey
God.

4

Muscab b. cAbd Allah al-ZubayrI, while forbidding the recitation of
CUmar's poetry to women, seems to have admired it and studied it
thoroughly.

In preferring cUmar to other poets of ghazal and in

.

justifying people's admiration for his poetry, Muscab spoke about the
characteristics of this poetry as follows:

'Umar b. AbI RabI'a

amazed people and excelled his peers in facility of poetry, in firmness
of composition, in beauty of description, in subtlety of concept, in
aptness of choice of starting-point, in directness of achieving his
object, in expressing the thoughts of deserted dwellings and the heart,
in fineness of consolation, in conversation with women, in decency of
discourse, in infrequency of digression, in affirmation of evidence, in
causing doubt to :prevail in place of certainty, in elegance of excuse,
in ini tiating amorous dalliance, in adducing pleas, and in placing guilt
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on his detractors.

He excelled in expressing distress, in accusing

deserted dwellings of

witr~olding

information, in conciseness of

narrative, and in sincerity of passion.

If he struck a spark he kindled

a fire, if he apologized he satisfied, if he complained he inspired
compassion.

He proceeded only after reconnaissance, he did not excuse

himself for recklessness.

He took sleep captive; he made the birds

grieve; he travelled swiftly; he disturbed the water of youth; he
expressed his characters' thoughts fluently; he measured and increased
love; he disobeyed and deserted his beloved; he made his hearing and
sight ally against him; he described his messengers well and he warned
them; he both announced and concealed his love; he kept it within him
and displayed it; he persisted and insisted; he wedded sleep to men; he
culled conversation and beat its back against its belly; he made its
difficulties easy; he was content with hope of fulfilment; he incited
his murderess; he made his detractor weep; he shook off sleep; he
caused the pledge of Mina to be forfeited; he caused his slain to remain
unavenged and, as well as all this, he was eloquent.,,5

The examples quoted Qy

AbU

al-Faraj al-Isfanani from the poetry of

.

cUmar, illustrating what MusC:ab al-Zubayri had said about it, may throw
some light on the characteristics that Musrab admired in his ghazal
poetry.

Examples of lines in which t:Umar excelled his peers in "facility
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The same lines were quoted by Ibn Abl rAtlq when he compared cUmar
favourably with al-Harith al-Ma~~zUmI as we shall see.
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The same lines were regarded as the best lines of

&~azal

and attributed

to Hassan b. Yasar al-Taghli bi by al-Dah..l-J.ak b. 'Uthman al-Khuzami,
according to
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An exam:ple of "conversation with women":
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our country who know poetry well as the best lines of ghazal poetry."
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An example of "placing guilt on his detractors":
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satisfied" :
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An example of "he proceeded only after reconnaissance":
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An example of "he took sleep captive":
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An example of "he measured and increased love":
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An example of "he disobeyed and deserted his beloved":

An example of "he made his hearing and sight ally against him":
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An example of "he described his messengers well and he warned them":
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of
"he both annoll.l'lced
and concealed his
love":
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An example of "and he beat its 'tack against its belly":
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An example of "he made the difficulties of conversation easy":
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An example of "he was content with hope of fulfilment":
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An example of "he caused his slain to remain unavenged" and "he caused
the pledge of Mini to be forfeited":
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For the people of Quraysh there was no poet equal to CUmar b. Abi Ra bi ca
in ghazal poetry.
rejected

qy

The qualities for which they favoured him are

others and considered as signs of insincerity and of the
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wTong direction in ghazal, contrary to that followed by

t~e

Arabs.

~\TIat

the people of Quraysh admired in his g,hazal poetry is that he praises
himself, instead of praising women, and talks about himself as the
beloved one.
conceal them.

He used to boast of his adventures with we men and not
Such things, although admired in his poetry, are dis-

approved of if written by other poets. 8

This tendency of cUmar to "praise himself" is criticised by Ib!1 Abi
CAtiq and others as something opposed to the riaga required in ghazal.
Although Ibn Abi CAtiq was a great adITQrer of cUmar and preferred him

Ibn Abi CAtiq justified his criticism and rejection of the lines by
saying to cUmar:
yourself.

"You have not written nasib about her but rather about

You should have said:

I talked to her and she talked to me,

and I put my cheek on earth and she trod on it ... 9 Ibn Abi t:Atiq
considered that what t:Umar had w'Titten 'Has the opposite of riaaa, which
consisted in showing full submission,
beloved.

The poet should represent himself,

one who loves, suffers and pursues.
with Ibn Abi CAtiq's criticism.

said:

h~~ility

and servility to the

~~d

not the woman, as the

Later critics appear to have agreed

Al-Nufaddal b. Salama, for instance,

"He is not sensitive in his ghazal as other poets are, because

he never complains of separation from his beloved and he does not show
his sufferings if his beloved turns away from him; most of his poetic
descriptions and similes are about himself and he represents women as
suffering more from their love of him than he does from his love of
them.

In the

0'#

followi~g

lines:
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he claims that his beloved wishes what he himself wishes, that he
avoids her house intentionally, for no reason, and that he turns away
from her, without any offence on her part, although seeing her is
better than seeing paradise.

In a line already quoted:
"'::

_0,0-_

-c.:--o.-;

~1 ~•. ~3 oWJ'-J-S

he claims that women talk about his beauty, comparing him with the moon.
:81seHhere he writes:
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claiming that a woman is weeping out of unreciprocated love for him and
, .
t 0 -....,...
aeSlre
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Al-!1ufaddal, like Ibn Abi 9.tiq before him, required rigoa in ghazal
poetry.

This entailed, among other things, that the poet should not

put himself in an equal position with his beloved.

He should express

his suffering in love, he should complain about his beloved turning
away from him, and he should exhibit his sadness at being c.eserted by
her.

He should represent his beloved as uncaring and himself as being

the one who cares and pursues, himself as the lover and her as the
beloved.

He should not show indifference or dignity if she left him.

His attitude in all cases should be that of a sincere and sensitive
lover in complete submission to his beloved.

These are the character-

istics of riaqa in gPAzal and the signs of sincerity in love.

This view, which lasted for a long time, of what were proper sentiments
to be expressed in love poetry goes back, according to

~Abd

al-Karim

b. Ibrahim al-Nahshali, to traditional Arab ideas of the relations
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between men a.ns.. women, Hhich represented the man as the one w':!o lonSed
for and pursued the WOIT4n, suffering in the process, and the woman as
the often indifferent object of this longing and pursuit.

Both Quaama b. Ja'far and al-~AsY~rl also maintain that the best naslb
(or tashbib) should demonstrate deep feelings of intense love (sabiba),
and should be sensitive (raqig) and submissive, and without any
manlofes t a tolons

01~

roug.hn ess or prl°d e. 11

Ibn Rashiq added that the language of nasib should be sweet and straigh~
forward; the macini should be simple and plain.

It should express deep
1?

feelings that move and delight the gentle and please the sad. -,-

Such

were the components of the rigga that Ibn Abi CAtiq used as his criterion
in judging ghazal poetry and

comparip~

its exponents.

He also stated

that the poet should "be content with little from his beloved"; this
was regarded as a sign of sincerity and true love.
consider himself as his beloved's equal.

He said:

He should not

Thus, Ibn Abl CAtlq criticised

"This is the speech of an equal and not of a true lover.

The

two Qurashites, 'Umar b. Abi Rabica and CAbd Allah b. Qays al-Ruqayyat,
are more content and more

0\

since~than

you.

c.gvl ~~-;

Ibn Abi Rabr~a writes:
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And he is satisfied with merely a promise from her:
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The other poet, Ibn al-Ruqayyat, writes:
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Ab~ al-Sa.' ib al-Makhziimi, who had the same concept of rigga in ghazal
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poetry, also criticised Kuthayyir for the line quoted above and called
him "creditor".

He wondered why Kuthayyir did not yrri te like Ibn al-

who followed the right path in
-' ,
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According to Abu al-Sa'ib, this is a true and sincere lover, who does not
expect his beloved to share his suffering with him.

He shows his

submission to her and apologises even if he is right and she is wrong.

Ibn Abi CAtiq also believed that the ghazal poet should not expect his
beloved to be trustworthy when she promised to visit him.

He thought

that it was the habit of women not to keep their promises and that this
habit made them more attractive.

From this point of view, Ibn Abi CAtiq

criticised Kuthayyir for this line:

~~
~kjJ, ~G ~- ~;
"....,

He said:

"Have you loved her for her trustworthiness?"

Kuthayyir recited the

follo~~ng

And when

line:

~Y!.; ~-i'; ~ ~;Lo(;

Ibn CAtlq said to him:

"this habit of breaking their promises is

beautiful and makes them more attractive to the hearts of men."

Ibn Abi

CAtiq favoured ~Al::d Allah b. Q,ays al-Ruqayyat "because he knows better
about women and puts things in their proper perspective when he says:
"-'~

.~-
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It is said that, when Kuthayyir heard these lines, he was delighted and
accepted what Ibn Abi CAtiq said about his own lines. 15
Ruqayyat was preferred

~

Ibn Abl

~Atlq

Ibn Qays al-

for the lines just quoted

because "he put things in their proper perspective" by accepting his
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loved ones' breaking their promises to him and actually praised them
for tp3t.

This meant that the poet accepted their lies and did not

expect them to be trustworthy.
himself

e~ual

It also meant that he did not consider

to them but was submissive to them; in this way he

demonstrated his sincerity and achieved riqqa in his ghazal.

A third test used

qy

Ibn Abi CAti q for rigga in ghazal poetry was the

way the poet addressed the deserted dwelling.

He should be sensitive

and gentle when he addressed the dwelling, as if he was addressing his
beloved herself, and he should show real sorrow on account of those who
had left.

He should be careful not to wish anything b:>.....d to the

dwelling.

It was for this reason that Ibn Abi ~~tiq criticised al-

He complained that "he had wished his beloved ill luck when he described
her deserted dwelling as being turned upside down, and that he intended
to pray God to drop on it pellets of 1:aked clay."

He preferred cUmar

b. Abi Rabica because "he is more friendly towards the dwelling and
addresses it more beautifully than al-Hirith does.
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The lines quoted here by Ibn Abi ~Atiq were quoted later by AbU alFaraj in the Aghanr as an example of excellent poetry addressing a
dwelling in accordance with the views of Mu:cab al-ZUbaYTl concerning

16

8?

fUm3.r· s poetry.

Riaga also demanded that the poet should express true sorrow when
describing the departure of beautiful women.

However excellently he

described them, failure to convey the proper degree of sadness at
their departure meant that he could not be considered really sensitive
and sincere in his poetry.

Accordingly, Abu al-Sa'ib

al-}~k~zUmi

in that, although the poet described very well the women about to
retll-~

after completing their pilgrimage, he expressed no sorrow at
he wrote:

Kuthayyir was criticised for describing the place where the departing
women gathered before they left as a lovely one and then contradicting
himself

~

saying that he was not content with it.

expressed his sorrow at their depart~-e.

He should also have

According to AbU al-S~'ib.

al-CArji was more sincere and more sensitive than the other two poets.
His lines indicated his true friendship and love for the departing
women in that he went out to see his beloved, with the other women, on
her way home from Mina after the pilgrimage.

He expressed his love for

her, and his sorrow for her departure, as follows:

83
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The concept of riqqa adopted ~ Ibn Abi CAtiq and Abu al-8a'ib appears
to have been one

that was wide-spread at that period.

wnen cAzza, the

beloved of Kuthayyir, criticised him and expressed a preference for the
poetry of a1-Ahwas. she was comparing the elements of riooa in the two
poets' poetry.

She believed that al-Ah",a,s "is more sensitive and

gentle in his poetry, and more submissive to women than Kuthayyir."

and she described the following line by him as "sensitive, soft and
0.:11-

She also

.= /
u...o.9
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gentle":

a~~ired
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this line:
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She criticised Kuthayyir because "he was too rough with women" in this
line:

She thought that if he was sensitive he would wish her something more
pleasant.

18

Kuthayyir was also criticised ~ cAqIla bint C::Aqil b. Abi rilib

84

for being hara-hearted and showing no sorrow at his beloved's
~~en

de~rture.

he recited this line to her:

she was astonished and asked him:
at the moment of departure?"

"'When should there be sadness if not

Kuthayyir acknowledged his lapse of taste

and offered these two lines as a more acceptable treatment of the same
topic:

19

Compared with Jamil, Kuthayyir was said to lack sincerity in some of his
love-poetry.

Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi rep8rted that Jamil's line:
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generally admired, and preferred to Kuthayyir's:
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"\{.t)y does he want to forget her?"-

concerning which people asked:

Jamil was approved of for his total submission to his beloved.
he died of her love he wept for his killer.
sincerity.

~

Even if

This indicated riaqa and

Kuthayyir was also criticised for insincerity

qy cA'isha

In the next line he said that he might love another worran besides his
beloved tAzza even though the latter was more lovable to him.

cA'isha

considered J~mil's sentiments to be more
c-
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Other critics, however, preferred Kuthayyir and believed that he was

oj.jJ '-:

__ _

~

.

.

~

and insincerity was to be found in lines such
_ _ as:

o

They said that evidence for Jamil's hardness
-

more sincere than Jamil.

~ ~ (? C\.JJ I (f""t'.-.I

They contrasted with this ugly outburst of anger Kuthayyir's forgiveness

In this particular comparison, Kuthayyir certainly has the advantage
over Jamil in the rioga that manifests itself in submission to the
beloved.

As we have seen, however, .Jamll generally displays this

characteristic in his love-poetry, and when he visited
~usayn

S~~yna

bint al-

with other ghazal poets, she acknowledged his superiority in

the following lines:

~
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pleased with his finding pleasure in women's conversation and

his regarding the victims of passion as martyrs.23

Sometimes comparison of ghazal poets was more general and concerned
with whole poems rather than individual lines.

When Mus tab al-Zubayri

compared cUmar b. Abi RabI~a with JaFll, he considered cUmar the
superior in his poems rhyming with the letters

rat

and

in his poem ~Jning with the letter
lim starts:
.... - -

~\

--

04 (j cc:j~1

c ayn ,
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but Jamll

cJ g

ani CUmar' s :

other critics, however, did not accept this judgement.

Al-Zubayr b.

36

BakkB:'r described Jamil's l.3Jniyya as "having differing levels of excellence
and not being harmonious; in it one finds both high and. low ground.
CUmar's poem is the better, since its parts are homogeneous and. its
lines are of an eClual standard and well connected with one another.
If Jamil tried to address women in his poem as (Umar does, he would not
succeed. ,,24

This is one of the earliest instances of a critic's using sophisticated
terms like "differing levels of excellence", and. indeed, of treatL't'lg a
poem as a Whole, rather than as a collection of L't'ldividual lines or
groups of lines.

There are"poetic beauties" that may have appealed to earlier critics and
men of letters in the poetry of (Umar b. Abi Rabica.

We have seen that

Muscab al-Zueayri appreciated the istiCara and ma,iaz, as well as other
qualities, in the ghazals of

~Umar.

Some of the lines he quotes contain

~usn al-tagsim, tashakkuk and iraaf or tatbi c •

Early ghazal poets such

as Kuthayyir seem to be well aware of such elements of poetic craft.
Ibn al-'Athir mentioned that Kuthayyir wrote one of his poems in luzUm
ma li yalzam.
--:; ..- !I ..

It is the poem that starts:
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The poet AbU al-CAyna' noticed the figure taosIm in (Umar b. AbI Rabica's

Some early men of letters criticised Jamil for "incorrect taasim" in

They said that he repeated himself in the second half of the line when
he told the woman whom he was addressing that if there was room in his

heart for another love he "would either cOmInlL.'1icate with her or write
to her".

They considered that ...-ri ting could not be treated as an

alternative to the more general "communication".27

C~6. FTSR

FOUR

Iraqi and Syrian poets of the UmaJ7ad and early Abbasid

~eriods.

In the last chapter we saw that the main genre of poetry in which
people were interested in the Hijaz during the Umayyad period was
ghazal, for which they
riooa.

~zd

certain criteria based on the concept of

They seem not to have been greatly interested in other genres.

In Syria and

IY?~

during the same period, the most important poets

were Jarir, al-Farazdaq and al-Akhtal.
suc h as Dh.u- a 1 -.'1umma,
r.

1
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Besides these there were others
cAd 1r b •
•..

al- 'Uqayli, Ka Cb b. Ju cayl, and some rajaz poets
his son ?cu l 1:a, al-Aghlab and Abu al-Najm.

J

R'

1
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-h'
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like al- CAjjaj and

In general, their verses

have much in common with J~ili poetry, in both content and style; they
have the same quality of jazala (firmness), and they still contain the
tribal

m~ak~ara

that played such an

impo~~nt

1

part there.-

In fact,

mufakl1ara, both tri 1:al and personal, is the main subject to:.l::hed
these poets. 1,,:-.0 &xprcSSei it n:a:'':'lly iY! poems of hi,ja·.

0:-1

by

As the poets

of the Jahiliyya met at the market of (Ukiz to recite their poems, the
Umayyad poets met at the market of al-Mir1:ad in aI-Basra.
had his own circle of his own supporters.

Each poet

As a result of tri1:al and

political conflicts, encouraged Qy the Umayyad Caliphs, a great deal of
this kind of hija' poetry was produced, exemplified Qy the Naga'id of
Jarir and al-Farazdaq, and Qy the arajlz of al-CAjjaj, his son Ru'1:a,
and others.

Since the products of these poets differed from those of

the ~ijazl poets with whom we dealt in the last chapter, the natQTe of
the poetic criticism applied to them also differed, in that critics had
to deal with different poetic topics and were not restricted to one
topic as in the case of the ~ijazr poets.

The rpestion of who was the b3st poet of the three I Jarir, al-Farazda:J
or al-A"Y.htal, Has a controversial one in Ulil3.YY3.d, and even in early
Abbasid, literary criticism.

The relationship between the three poets

was one of rivalry and there was a fierce exchange of hija' between
Jarir on the one hand and al-Farazdaq and al-Akhtal on the other.

Each

poet had his own supporters both among the general public and among men
of letters.

Besides the issue of the hija' between them, politics in

UmaJJad Syria influenced people's views about them.

The main type of

poetry in which the Caliphs were interested at that time was madih.

The

Caliphs themselves were struggling against several parties, such 3.S the
ShiCites, Zub3.yrites, Kharijites and, later, the Abbasid movement.
Their opinions of the poets depended on the attitudes of these towards
the various parties and their relations with the Caliphs themselves.

.

Al-Akhtal was most generally admired, and, as we have seen, was
regarded by cAbi aI-Halik as the U:nayyad poet.

3ach of the three had his partisans, the dispute about them continued,
and critics could not reach a definite answer to the q-uestion of ",ho '\. . as
t he b""...
~s v. 2

Nevertheless, as cUm3.r b. Shabba put it:

"The Arabs agreed

that the three of them were the best poets of Islam but there was no
agreement about who was the best of the three.")

.

Some critics did not consider al-Akhtal as eqU3.1 to the other two .
After stating that they were the best poets of Islam, and mentioning
the disagreements of men of letters in comparing the three of them, Abu

.

al-Faraj al-Isfahani said that al-Akhtal had intervened between Jarir
and al-Farazdaq and supported the latter, when the two rivals were in
the final stages of their struggle against each other.

When he joined

them, he was already old, and although he had his own excellence, his

9J

poetic background was not at all like theirs.

4 On another occasion,

speaking about people's disagreement over the three poets, Abu al-Faraj
added that the early experts and reciters of poetry did not regard
al-Ak.l-)~l as equal of Jarlr and al-Farazda'l. because "he had not reached

their position in poetry, had not the same poetic art as they had, and
'Has not able to write in all fields of poetry as they were".

He stated

that "people claimed that the tribe of al-Akhtal, Rabi Ca, had an
inflated opinion of him in considering him to be as great as Jarlr and
al-Farazdaq".

Concerning the latter two, Abu al-Faraj infom.s us:

"there are two groups of critics:

those who aCLilire firmness, jazila,

fakhama and great attractiveness, shiddat al-Asr, in poetry preferred
al-Farazdaqi those who admire natural matb;C poetry, and beautiful
speech, prefer Jarlr".5

Though the dispute was limited to Jarir and al-Farazdaq, there was no
agreement about who was the better of the two, and, as Yunus b. Hablb,
the graF$arian, stated, whenever the two poets were mentioned there was
a disagreement about them. 6

Some critics preferred Jarir not only to al-Farazdaq but to all other
poets.

Hhen Ibn al-Mahdi al-fuhill, one of the ArabcLTlam.a! as Abu al-

Faraj described him, was asked to give his opinion about Jarlr and alFarazdaq, he replied "Jarir is the best poet of the Arabs; the poets will
remain waiting on the Day of Judgement until Jarir arrives to decide
between them".?

Some considered him simply the best Islamic poet.

Su~h

a view was attributed to Yahya b. al-Jawn al-cAbdi, the reciter of
Bashshar, who said:

"We, the reciters, are the weavers of poetry in

the Jahiliyya and in Islam, and we are the ones who know best about it.
AI-Acsha was the master of all poets in the Jahiliyya and Jarlr is their
master in Islam".8

0'
,-

A story is told

th~t

illustrates the yassions

~roused

by the continual

debate concerning the relative merits of Jarir and al-Farazdaq .
.U-Mu."'1allab b. Abl Sufra, the governor of Khurasan, was disturbed one
d~y

during his campaign against the Azariqa, a hrtarijite sect, by an

uproar in his camp.

On inquiring the reason for this, he

~aS

told that

some of his soldiers were disputing as to whether Jarir or al-Farazdaq
was the better poet.

~TIen

asked himself to decide the issue, he

declined to do so, comparing the situation of such an arbiter to that
of a man being torn to pieces by two dogs.

He advised his men to ask

the opinion of the enemy Azariqa, who might be thought to be impartial
in the matter, but who were Arabs and good judges of poetry.

Accord-

ingly, when (Ubayda b. Hilal, one of the Azariqa, issued a challenge
to single combat the following day, his would-be opponent insisted
first on obtaining his opinion on this question.

Although (Ubayda

irritably indicated that such matters were trivial in comparison with
the study of the Qur'an and fiah, he nonetheless quoted the following
lines:

and asked who had composed them.
(U1:ayda said:

"Jarir", was the reply.

vThereupon

"he is the better poet".9

According to Ibn Sallam, 'Ubayda recited only the last line of these
four, which contains tashbih.

The lines as a whole are wa~f concerning

horses and CUl::ayda did not give any reason for admiring them.

It is

possible that their martial flavour appealed to him, as being appropriate
to the warlike attitude of the sect to which he belonged.

As in so many

of the anecdotes concerning the Khirijites, a far greater acquaintance

with, and interest in, literature of a secular type is suggested than
one might expect to be compatible with the movement's religious outlook.

Jarir was much admired
to all other poets.

10

qy

the people of the cadiya, who preferred him

Ibn Sallam reported that he asked an a'rabl of

the Eanu Asad to compare Jarfr with al-Farazdaq and to tell him which
was the better in the view of the people of the cadiya.
replied:

"Lines of poetry are of four kinds:

. all of them Jarlr
~
naSl~b ; In
is superior.
~Cr' \:.J ) ~- ... ,.:::>
.
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fakhr. madih, hija' and

In fakhr Jarlr says:
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And

Ibn Sallim commented that what the a crabi said -was generally believed
-

by the people of the badiya.

11

Another a crabi from the Banu cUd.~ra was asked by cA 1::rl al-Ylalik b. JI1arwan
about the best lines ever written in madih, fakhr, hija't ghazal and
tashblh.

He recited the lines quoted above and added the following one

for
12

The line of hi,ia' quoted by the two Bedouins has two cha...-racteristics.
First, it is considered as an example of decent

hi~a',

and secondly,

it is an example of hija' by taf~rl, or hi ja' in which the poet compares
l
two men or groups and prefers one to another. )

This sort of hija:' is

93

also called hija' muadhi c and is regarded as the most effective, as we

.

have mentioned before.

The line is also Cluoted by Ibn Tabitab3: as an

- in which the poet exaggerates too much. 14 The line of
example of hija'
tash bih is also an exaggerated one because it contains the "poetic
beauty" of ighal in its last two words.

It was the decency admired by the people of the ~iya in the poetry of
Jarir that they also admired in the ghazal poetry written by the poet
Nusayb.

A sign of this was that he never wrote nasib except about his

own wife.

The people of the 1Ediya used to call him al-l'iusayb instead

.

of just Nusayb in order to honour him.15

SQ~yna bint al-~usayn
.

preferred Jarir to al-FarazdaQ for his lines of rit~' and nasib.

She

instanced

and:

.,
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Although Sukayna, like the two aCrab who favoured Jarlr, did not give
any reason for admiring the lines of nasib Quoted, it seems likely that
she did so because they contain riqaa.

This is to be seen in the poet's

speaking of dying of love, being killed by her eyes, and submitting to
this.

This concept of rigga, as viewed by Sukayna, and ~ijazI urban

olJ
" .

critics, as we have seen, ~as also adopted by the people of the bidiya.

£Amir b. cA1:d aI-Malik al-Mismar-i also regarded Jarir as superior to
al-Farazdaq in nasib, hija' and tashbih. 17

These views, attributed to

various men of letters, indicate th:..J." Jarir varied his tcpics. and. thz..t
l:2

3SS?-YSC,

all, or ;;;ost., of the poetic

~ields.

One

o~

the earlier

critics, Zayrak b. Hu1:ayra al-Mannani, described Jarir as "the field of
poetry.
thing.

Those who have not

r~~

on that field are unable to write any-

Those who are defeated by Jarir in hija' poetry are to be

regarded as better than those who have surpassed others in the same

18
.
t OplC".

However, jarir was most admired, and considered superior to

al-Farazdaq, for his
h'

+' • lS.La
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th ere 19
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p~sib,

as Abu al-Zinad informs us on the authority

Those who com?ared them in nasib criticised al-

Farazdaa for his line:
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He was considered to be insensitive in threatening his beloved that his
sons would avenge him if he died of love for her.

Critics asked;

"'(that has the ghazal-poet to do with mentioning his sons and revenge
when addressing his beloved?
line:

"Why did he not say, as Jarir did in his

~~ ~"r ~ t·,,:,;
20

In their view, Jarir followed the right path in ghazal when he snoke of
those who were killed by love as remaining

~~avenged.

This again is the

same concept of rioga as we have already discussed.

Jarir himself,

however, did not escape criticism on these grounds.

His lines that we

were admired also by Abu Muhallim, and both compared them favourably

with others of his:

~
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AbU

Muhallim wondered why, if the poet described his beloved so

beautifully in the second line, he should not have welcomed her when
he saw her in his dream.
more senSl't.lve. 21

The other lines are better because they are

Sukayna, criticising Jarir, said to him:

instead of driving her away, take her by the hand, welcome her and say
to her -rl'hat she - and those riho are like her - deserves!

You are a

virtuous man but you are weak".22

Jarir seems to have been influenced by Tarafa and Labid, both of whom
had been criticised for writing similar lines.

Tarafa was the first to

introduce the conceit of driving away the wraith of his beloved who
-0.,...

- ' o - ' ..
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Labid declared that he broke off relations with his beloved because she
was irregular in .--her

co~m~ication
_-'

~,? :~~1..9 ~5

with him.

He wrote:
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This fashion in ghazal was developed later by the Mlli~dathUn. some of
whom even declared their intention of killing their beloved.

Both

Qudama b. JaCfar and Ibn Rashiq criticised this as being contrary to
rigga.

In accordance with this view, Qudima also criticised al-Nabigha

of the Banu Taghlib for this line:

'. ~\.~.
c..r.:-'

\
~

/

~
.,... ~
.'

on the grounds that he regards himself as equal to his beloved, and he
ill-treats her.

Ghazal should be free from such ~~omantic conceits. 23

Other critics preferred Jarir to al-Farazdaq for his hija' poetry; as
Maslama b. cA bd al-Malik put it "al-Farazdaq builds and Jarir pulls
down what the former has built; there is nothing that can resist

i emo 1""
l tlon".·?4

By

this he prolBbly meant that al-F'araziaq ,,-rote

excellent 1ak~r but that Jarir answered him and re1uted what he boastei
of.

Even in fakhr, Jarir was preferred to al-Farazda1 as we saw when

quoting the two a t:rabis 01 the Banu Asad and Banu cUdhra.

1\!hen the two

poets were re1uested by Bishr b. Abi Marwan to compete in faklLr, they
extemporised several lines, and when al-Farazdaq boasted:
...,
..- .....
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Bishr considered Jarir's line to be superior in that he said that "he
cut the halter of the she-camel".

Al-Farazdaq had likened himself and

his people to the halter by which others were led, but when Jarir cut
that halter he was overcome. 25

Again, when al-Hajjaj requested the two poets to compete in praise of
him, al-Farazdaq wrote:
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Jarir wrote:
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Al-Hajjaj adjudged Jarir the superior and criticised al-Farazdaq for
saying:

"The birds fear him".

"This is nonsense", said al-Hajjaj.

"Birds fear everything, such as a piece of cloth, even a small boy".26
Al-Farazdaq had failed adequately to describe the power of the
an emir should be praised by means of a more extravagant rna
a manner more befitting a man in his position.

ere,

mamdQ~;

and in

Al-Marzubini, who seems

to have favoured al-Farazdaq, agreed that Jarir's line is better, but
he claimed that he had made use of al-Farazdaq's line in which the
marna was initiated. 27

It seems that al-Nawwar, al-Farazd.aq's wife, preferred Jarir to her
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hus1::and as a ::poet, an;} told him thi'l.t Jarlr slL.j)assed hirr, in SHeet
::poetry and

s~ared wit~ hi~

in bitter poetry.

tradition, she reversed the remark:

According to another

"He has shared with you in sweet

..
poe t ry ana' surpasseQ,
you
In bltter poetry".-?8

In the first version,

the implication is that Jarlr surpassed al-Farazda({ in naslb, Tnadlh,
faJr-hr, tashblh and wa~f f and in the second, that he surpassed him in
· .-,
h
- lJa
.

In any case, al-Farazdaq was not as famous for r.aslb and ri t1->.a I
Some later critics, like al-~~rzucanl, discounted the remark

as Jarlr.

of al-l\"a"vlYlar about her husband, believing sim::ply that they ... ere not on
good. terms with each other. 29

Jarlr "vias also favoured by some critics on the basis of poems to Hhich
they claimed that there was nothing similar in the poetry of al-Farazdao.
Such a poem, they said, was that which starts:

_r
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2t ~U;
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0

0

According to Ibn Abl cAl({ama, who preferred Jarlr, al-I'lufaddal, who
::preferred. al-Farazda({, failed to find a similar ::poem in the latter's
poetry.

Another critic, £:A b:i Allah b. al-;'lu C"adhadhal, informs us t..ha t

his father believed that the above poem was Jarlr's best and that the
latter

w~s

superior to al-Farazdaq because he competed with him all

his life without Al-Farazdaq being able to defeat him. 30

Although this

poem was regarded by critics as his best, Jarlr himself preferred
another, which starts:
~
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Nei ther the critics, like Ibn al-Hu cad.had.hal, nor Jarlr gave any reason
for their preference, and both poems contain tasnl C in their first
lines.

As mentioned 'before, Jarlr w~s descri'bed as the "field of

poetry", meaning that he wrote on all the different poetic topics.
Such a poet is called mutasarrif, and this is regarded as a virtue.

This is one of the groQ~ds on which Jarir was considered superior to
al-Farazdaq; those who did so said:

"he has many kinds of poetry

'J~

'.lnknor.ll to al-FarazdaCl" • ..)t'

Jarir was also considered superior Qy many from the point of view of
his language and style.

\{hen the aCrabi from the Banu cudhna championed

Jarir against all other poets, cAM al-Malik asked him;
Jarir?"

The a crabi replied:

"Do you know

"No, bLlt the poems of many poets reach

us and I have never come across a poetry that has more sensitive metre
and can fill the mouth more than his poetry".33

This probably alludes

to the qualities of rigoa and jazala in the poetry of Jarlr.

It was

also regarded as a virtue for a poet to be able to exchanbe su..l)u]a
(easiness. softeness) for jaz.ila Hhen appropriate. and in this respect
too Ja.rir was considered to be more versatile than al-FaraziaCl, who
was alleged to display only jazala, being incapable of suhula.

As an

example of Jarir's suhula, the following two lines are cited;
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and for his jazala, this line:
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Nevertheless, there were those for whom al-Faraz<l.aq,' s .4aza1 a was the
principal reason for favouring him.

He was also esteemed for the

excellence of some of his short poems. 35

Jarir was also considered superior to al-Farazdaq on account of his
"most celebrated" or "unique" lines, according to Ah.'i1ad b. Yahya.

.

Ibn

.

Sallam al-Jumahi declared to Ahmad that al-Farazdaq had more of these
lines, but he failed to produce a sip~le one from the whole of his
poetry, putting forward instead some of the poet's "complex" lines.

36

Those 'hho preferred al-?2raz.daq seem to have been the (ul2.",i l and
gra;mnarians. while those who preferred Jarlr were the :people of the D2.c.iya
and the common folk.

rihen he W2.S told this, at any rate,

whose opinion he had asked, JarJ:r ....-as pleased, and said:
one man in a hundred who is learned".37

~J

someone

"There is not

The culama ' who preferred

al-Farazdaq were men like al-Mufaddal, YUnus b. HabIb, Ibn Sallam and
al-NarzuoanL

The reason for this is that, as grammarians, they admired

the com:plications of language that al-Farazdaq introduced into his poetry.
Examples of his "complex" lines are:

~-->0. '?Y.t ,.....c? ~t.-Y.t
and:

1'1any of these "complex" lines are Cluoted by Ibn Sallam and later by
T'
Abu- al-Faraj al-Isfahani
in his AfSham
. ..-'~8

Some critics criticised al-Farazd.aq for these "complex" lines and
regarded them as sagat or worthless.

.

rAmir b. rAhl aI-Malik al-rlisma cJ:

was of this o:pinion, while his brother Misma r regarded such lines as a
sign of great intelligence, in that they reCluired deep thought in order
to be understood.

For his part, he regarded as saaat lines of Jarir

such as the following:

and:

which he considered to display poetic incompetence. 39

Concerning al-Akhtal and the comparison between him and the other two,

.

we have mentioned that, according to AbU al-Faraj al-Isfahini, tribalism
played a role in his being considered their eClual.

This view is

10)

affi::-med later by Bashshar.

1~evertheless, al-.t...khtal was sometimes

considered sU?erior in certain poetic genres.
~utayba.

fak~r,

Comparing the three poets,

b. Muslim judged al-FarazdaCl to be the best poet of his time in

.

Jarir in ~
hiia' and al-Akhtal in ---.wasf.

40

When Shabba. b.

~UClal

dealt with the three poets, he remarked on the difference in nature
tab~ between Jarir and al-FarazdaCl and indicated the genres of poetry
-.-

in which al-Akhtal surpassed them.

He is reported to have said:

"Jarir takes poetry from a sea and al-FarazdaCl cuts it from a rock, and
. exce 11 en t 'In rna d"-h
• 41
a 1 -~Akhtal lS
2; and f a.Tkh r'.

By this, he appears to

refer to the easiness, gentleness, plainness and abundance of Jarir's
poetry, and the firmness, strong attraction (shiddat al-asr) and less
natural character of al-FarazdaCl's.

To him poetry comes with more

effort, as if he were cutting it from a rock, than it does to Jarir,
who writes as easlly as if he were taking water from the sea; al-Akhtal
is superior in the two genres specified.

wnat Shabba. says about Jarir

and al-FarazQaCl is similar to what AbU al-Faraj says in his Aghani, as
we have seen.

In his comparison, Shabba. gives us no examples from the

three poets' poetry.

The reasons for his views are not very clear, as

is so often the case with the views of critics and men of letters
concerning poetic comparison.

He alleges that al-Akhtal is excellent

in fakhr, compared with the other two, but this is not the view of most
other critics, who consider al-Akhtal to be superior in madL~ and wasf •

.

According to Khalid b. Safwan, al-FarazdaCl has the best faY~r, the best

.

iCtidhar, the most famous aphorisms and the sweetest cilal, and is most
eloCluent.

AI-Akhtal is the best of the three in wasf and has written

the most excellent line both of madih and of hija,.

Jarir has the

"largest sea", the most elegant, gentle and sensitive poetry and the
most wounding hija , •42 It is not clear what Khilid meant by sweet
cilal (arguments?) in speaking of the poetry of al-Farazd.acr.

v[hen he
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said that al-Akhtal had written the most excellent line of rradih and of
hija', he did not quote these, but it seems likely that the line of

--
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since it is quoted elsewhere as an excellent one.
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The line of hija'

referred to may be the follO'l-l'ing, according to certain men of letters:
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What he said about Jarir perhaps implies that his poetry is the most
natural and easy; this is what one would most readily understand from
his remark about Ja:!:'ir's "large sea". assuming it to be pa...rallel to that
of Shabba b. ~Uqal, quoted above, in which he speaks of Jarir as taking
poetry from a sea.

other critics, like al-cAla' b. Jarlr al-cAnbari, noticed that, in the
various comparative assessments of the three poets,

al-Ak~tal

comes

either first or third, al-Farazdaq always comes second, and Jarir
sometimes comes first, sometimes second and sometimes third.
accordingly likened them to race-horses.

They

The first horse is called

sabig, the second is called musalli and the last is called sukkayt.
Al-cAla' b. Jarir al-cAnbarl, according to Ibn Sallam., said that
al-Akhtal "has five, six or seven poems which are long, excellent, and
famous, ~ virtue of which he comes first (sabig); the rest of his
poetry is less excellent

tr~n

that of Jarir ar.d

al-~razdaq, ~Dd

~hus, as far as this is concerned, he is placed last (suk~yt).

for al-Farazdaq, he is less excellent than

al-Ak~tal

As

is in his above-

mentioned poems, but better than him in the rest of his poetry, and
therefore he is always placed second (musalli).
and wonderful poems
medium quality

~

~

virtue of which he is placed first, poems of

virtue of which he is placed second, and other poems,

less good even than the medium ones,
last".

JarIr has excellent

~

virtue of which he is placed

lO?

Another critic, Maslama b. cAbd aI-Malik, regarded al-Akhtal as always
placed first; concerning Jarir and al-Farazda'l he gave similar
j~dgements to those of al-~Ala' b. Jarir al-t:Anbari.

A third critic,

AbJ: al- t:Askar t gave the same judgements as i1aslarna b.

t:;. b:i

al-~Ialik

bJt differed from the other two critics in giving examples from the
poetry of Jarir.
eY~mple

Abu al-ti,skar gave the following line of Jarir as an

of poetry in which the poet surpassed his two rivals:
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He also gave the follmdng line as an example of Jarlr' s bad poetry f in

45
AI-Akhtal was called the poet of the Urnayyads and the best :poet among
the Arabs by ~Abd aI-Halik b. Maron, who was delighted by the :poem
prais ing him that starts:

"ylould you like me to write to the other countries of the empire stating
that you are the best poet among the Arabs?" t:Abi al-Nalik asked him.
He ordered one his clients to reward the poet and then to conduct
him through the streets of Damascus, calling out:
of the COlmnander of the Faithful!

"Here is the poet

Here is the best :poet of the Arabs!"

On another occasion, he again ordered his client to reward al-Akhtal r
and was then reported to have said:

"Every people has their own poet

lJ.6

and the poet of the Umayyads is al-Ak.'l-J.tal" •.

Besides being admired by cAM aI-Malik for his madih,
also considered, by Ish3q b.

Mar~n

al-Akh~l

was

al-8haybani, to be superior to

Jarlr and al-Farazdaq in hija', as we are informed by Ibn al-Na ~~~.
When Ibn al-Nattah remarked that al-Akhtal was said to be the best of
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the three poets in madih, Ishaq disagreed with him and stated that
al-Ay~tal

was the best of them in hija' also, because neither of the

other two could write a line of hi.ia' similar to the following:
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In the circle of al-MaQi'ini, AbU Qassan defied Sarah b. l.rrBqan to
recite two lines of hija' from the poetry of Jarir or al-Farazdaq similar
to the following ones
0_
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al-Akhtal:
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(Umar b. Shabba agreed that

al-Ak~tal

~1-VJJ'0f k~.oi(
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was superior to the other two

poets in wOQDding hija', and he added that the hija' written ~
al-Ak~tal

~

was free from

obscenity.

This decency in --'"'-hiia' referred to

Ibn Shabba is also mentioned by al-Akhtal himself, who said:

til have

never written a line of hija' that a virgin would feel shameful to recite
to her father". 47

According to cUmar b. cA bi al- C:Aziz, who preferred al-Akhtal to Jarir
in hija', the fact that al-Ak~tal was a Christian restricted his scope
in writing hija' against Jarir.

This was because Jarir belonged to the

large tribe of Nudar, to which the Umayyad Caliphs also belonged. while
al-Akhtal belonged to RabiCa.; thus he could not write what he liked

.

against the tribe of Mudar without angering both the Caliphs and many
other Muslims.

Therefore his hija' is limited, while Jarir had nothing

to fear if he exaggerated in his hija' against Rabica.

Knowing this, a

.

man from Rabiaa begged al-Akhtal not to write hija' against Jarir •
AI-Akhtal told him that he would "pick out Janr and his tribe Kulayb
from the large tribe of Mudar and write against them a sort of hija'
that will make them feel ashamed for all time.

You should realise that

a man who knows poetry well will admire an excellent line of poetry and
does not care whether it is written by a Muslim or a Christian".48

It is clear that this noto:!:"ious unresolved c:ispute . . o.S
.
complicated by
a number of factors other than purely artistic consideration.

Never-

theless, insofar as these can be distinguished, they would seem to
suggest that, in general, each of the three was considered superior
to the other two in certain poetic genres.

Jarir was famous for his

gentle and delicate nasib and for his natural poetry, al-Fa:!:"azdaq for
his fakhr and for his firm composition, and al-Akhtal for his madih,
wa:f and decent hija'.

As far as other Umayyad poets are concerned. al-pu3: c i

al-!~UIllayrr

is said

to have been "the fa?l (master-poet) of Nudar until he was bitten by
the lion", which means Jarir, who wrote a famous poem of hija' against
him and his people, containing the line:

CiJ(y-, §. L..:J/yj
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49

To be regarded as a fa?l by critics at that time the poet had to master
four genres of poetry, madih, fakhr, hi:ia' and tash bih f in other words
to become a mutasarrif.

This criterion was used later also by Ibn

Sallam and other critics, as we shall see.

According to this criterion,

Dhu al-Ru~~ was not counted among the fuhul.

~~en

al-Butayn was asked

whether Dhu al-Rumma was a fahl or not, he replied that "those who know

.

about poetry have agreed that poetry is based on four elements:
excellent madll:' hi,ia', fakhr and tash bih.

These four elements are all

found in the poetry of Jarir, al-Farazdaq and al-Akhtal.

As for

Dhu al-Rumma, he was not excellent in madi~, hija' or fakhr; in fact,
in all these genres he fell below the acceptable level.

He was

excellent only in tashbih, and therefore he is only one quarter of a
poet".5 0

In tashbtb, Dhu al-RUIlLTJla was regarded by m.any Culama' as the

best among Islamic poets. 51

He was also admired for his excellent

wa~f,

and Heeping over deserted dwellinss, according to Khalid

He added that if Dhu al-Rumma tried to ,~ite ~~dl~ or hija'

b. Kulthum.

~e did not "Trite anything worth while. 52 Critics offered the folloKing
line as evidence of his failure to write good madlh:
\1
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He .rrote the line in a poem of madih on Bilal b. Abl B~da; Saydah is
Eilal criticised ~im for this :poem and said:

the name of his she-camel.

"he does not 'know how to praise well. .. 53

It is also said that D~u al-Rumma tried to imitate lines of madlh by
al-i'. csha and al-Farazdaq, but he "deformed and bolted (Ki thout properly
che~~ng)

the marna produced by the two poets, when praising Bilal b.

Abl Burda".

AI-A c sna ini tia ted. this ma ena :
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AI-Farazdaq then borro'Yied it:
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Though he was generally regarded as not ~Titing good hija', some of
Dhu al-R~~'s lines in that genre were quoted by al£Askarl and Ibn
Rashiq as excellent examples.

Al-cAskari described the following lines

as the most "eloquent lines of hi,ia''':

~..Jy.L;:> 6~ I

Jy.P u-U- ~C!~

\p,;>~ ..f01~cP() u..r~1 J}~
~

~~ t~

tJ. f c,P/YI 0-0

Ibn Rashlq quoted other lines by him as lines in which the poet used
takrir in hija', in order to make his hija' more wounding.

These lines
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As has already been mentioned, the'Umayyad poets included some important
poets of ra.4az. among whom we singled out al- t:Ajjaj and his son Ru' 1a,
and al-Aghlab and Abu al-Ifajm, both of whom belonged to the Banu (Ijl.
In comparing them with one another, critics remarked on the development
of ra.laz which took place at the hands of al-Aghlab al-(.Ijli.
critic, Ibn AbI Habib, is reported to have said:

One

"The Arabs used to

"ri te r2v,iaz in times of war, and for ~ua.a I (the animating song of the

caravan leader) and mufa~_~ara, but in all this they ~Tote only a few
l·
_lnes.

Hhen al-Aghlab came along, he was the first to write rajaz as

ga~id (aassada al-ra,iaz), and people followed hiIIl in that n • 57 Although

••
Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi claimed that al-Aghlab was the first one Hho vrrote

ra,iaz, it seems that this is not true, to judge from what Ibn Abi Habib
said.

AI-Aghlab lived at the time of the Prophet and was probably the

first to prolong rajaz poems, although Abu (Ubayda claimed that al-c:'Ajjaj
was the first who did so.58 By prolonging rajaz and

~Titing it like a

Qasida they meant that the rajaz poem now contained p~sib, descriptions
of deserted dwellings, the poet's weeping over these, and causing his
companions to halt there, laments for lost youth, descriptions of the
rahln , and other subjects contained in the

-

~9
qasida.~

Those who were

able to write gasid as well as rajaz were considered superior to others
who limited themselves to rajaz only.

For this reason some critics
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exce11 en t

':"d be~Sl. d es hTl. t'lng ra,laz.
.
60

aa~l

wrote ra,iaz:
al-cUmanl.

other poets of aasld also

Jarir J al-Farazcla'l, cUmar b. Laja', HWTl2.yd al-ADlat and

.

AI-Farazcla'lf they say, wrote only a few ra5az:

the other poets.

less than

As for Dhu al-RwTlma, he used to write exclusively

rajaz at first but he left it and turned to qasldj when askecl why he did
so he answered that he found himself unable to compete with al-(Ajjaj
and Ru'ba. 6l

These poets and

r~jjaz

who lived during the

U~~ayad

period

b~sied

themselves mainly with madi~, hija', mufakhara, tashbib and wa:f.

Their

aa:id and rajaz-poems were evaluated by their critics according to the
criteria which we have discussed in the last few pages.

Parallel to

this movement of poetry and criticism, at the same time as these poets
were competing with one another to please the Caliphs, the critics and
the public with their poems in the different poetic genres, another
poetic movement came into existence, led by the h~arijite poets, whose
poems are coloured by the spirit of Jihad against the Umayyad caliphate
and by their preoccupation

~~th

with martyrdom and paradise.

the practice of the teachings of Islam,

In their poems one finds sincerity,

enthusiasm, depth of belief, love of worship and admiration for bravery
and

~~rfare.

They praised neither Caliphs nor anyone else, and indeed

they criticised those who did so.

~~en the Kharijite poet ~Imran b.

Hattan saw al-Farazda'l reciting one of his madih poems, he criticised
him thus:

According to them the best poet was the one who expressed sincerity
towards God and fear of Him, and the one who wished to die as a martyr
for the sake of his religion.

It was in the light of this that they
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evaluated other poets; one of them called al-Farazdaq "the poet of the
non-believers" and one of their mm poets "the poet of the believers".

6-:<

'IihHe other poets had artistic criteria, based on Jahill poetry, the
Ktarijite judged poetry according to its sincerity and its adherence to
their notions of religious truth.

They appear to have applied moral

criteria in their criticism even more rigorously than had cUmar b.
aI-Khat tab and the other moralistic critics whose views we have
mentioned.

It is actually rather surprising to find so vigorous a

poetic school associated with a puritan, revolutionary, religious
movement, particularly as much of its poetry, while invariably conforming to the movement's doctrines, is not directly religious in themej
elements of the Jahill conventions persist, in the phraseology and
general approach, above all, in the raiding and battle scenes, which
are frequent.

~

The j"iu.hda.thu.'1

The appearance of the poets kno,m Generally, probably from the time of
Abu cAmr b. al-cAla', as the muwalladu..Tl or the m'..L~dathun is associated
with the growing conflict between critics among the cul am;' and rJwat
of the earlier periods, who supported the ancients and preferred them,
and other critics and men of letters who admired modern tendencies in
poetry.

According to Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala' even Jarir, al-Farazdaq and

al-Akhtal were muwallad poets, compared with the Jahili, the

M~~adramUn, and the early Islamic poets.l The admiration of the
"ulama I (graTIunarians) ani ruwa t for the ancient poets will be discussed
later.

wnat concerns us here is that

this idea of admiring the ancients

had gradually developed and resulted in the emergence of two rival camps
of literary critics, in which we find the supporters of the ancients and
those of the mQ~dathUn.

The opinion of the first group found its

expression in the scattered vieHs of the ruwat and the early 'ulama',
as well as in a number of books, such as fQ~ulat al-shucara' of alAsmaci.

The opinion of the second group found its expression in various

works of al-Jahiz, such as al-~ayawan and al-Bayan wa-al-tabyin, in
al-Shicr wa-al-shucara' of Ibn Qutayba, al-Kamil of al-Mubarrad,
Tabaqat aI-shu 'am' of Ibn al-Mu Ctazz, and Ak..hbir AbI Tammam and Akhb3:r
al-BQ~turi

of al-SUii.

The last two books, in which the author

championed the muhdathun in the person of AbU Tammam, stand opposite to
Kitab al-muwazana bayna shier Abi Tam~m wa-al-B~turi ~ al-Xmidl, who
supported the ancients in the person of al-B~turi, whom he indirectly
indicated as being superior to Abu Tamm.

Other literary works, such

as AI-Wasata bayn al-Mutanabbi wa-k..husUmihi ~ al-Q8:~i al-Jurjani,
Kitab aI-sinaCatayn by AbU HiIal aI",cAskari, aI-MathaI al-sa'ir by Ibn

-: I ,'"

al-A t!1i::::- and al- cUmda by Ibn Rashiq f all have some concern with the s':1bject
of the dispute about the merits of the m~~dathun and the ancients.

We shall not here discuss in detail poetic comparison made between the
earlier and the muhdath poets,

b~t

rather that made between the

m~dathUn themselves, at the same time pointing out some aspects of the

admiration shown for the ancients.

The most important muhdath poets

.

examined are Bashstar b. Burd, IfJarwan b. Abl Hafsa, l1uslim b. al-'tlalld,

-,..
- Ahnaf, al- c::Attabl,
al-Sayyid al-Himyari,
and Abu CUyayna •

.

Before we start to discuss the views of the critics about these poets
it may be useful to discover the opinions of one or two people among
both the

cow~ons

and men of letters about the nature of good poetry.

.

According to an a 7ibi who was questioned by Ishaq al-I1awsill, "the
best poet is the one who, if he speaks, does so quickly; if he speaks
quickly, he invents; if he utters, he causes others to listen; if he
praises, he raises up; and if he satirizes he humbles". 2

It seems

that the a'rabl preferred a poet who had the ability to compose poetry
spontaneously, with invention (ibda') - though we do not know whether
this implies practising the art of badle or simply composing wonderful
poetry.

Since the

a~rabr

admired a poet who composed spontaneously, he

added the condition that what he composed should be excellent.
the most probable meaning of ibda c in this context.

This is

The compelling

voice of the poet and the rapidity of his utterance which are required
by

the aCrabl are clearly thought of as signs of a strong poetic talent.

They may also reflect something of the restless and impUlsive nature of
the Bedouin life and n~y of speaking.

However, the aCrabl mentioned

only two poetic genres, madl~ and hija', as criteria for judging a poet.
This may reflect the importance of these two genres in the opinion of

critics at that time. some of

w~om,

indeed, said that ?cetry

divided into two types only. namely, madih and hija' •
d.erive other genres. J

From each of these

.-, •
Others add.ed ritha' to madih and h'
- IJa

fA ro al-Samad b. al-Mu ~dhdhal was reported as saying:
sWlli~ed

h~S

The poet

"poetry is

up in three words (i.e. the three genres specified) and not

everyone will be able to compose them (i.e. the ge~xes designated. ~- the
truee wOrC-s) excellently.

If

yC".1

praise, yeu should say 'you are'; if

you satirize, you should say 'you are not'; and if you elegize you
should say 'you were'''.

4

Other critics gave priority to ritha' and

preferred a poet who was excellent in that genre because, according to
them, ritha t was ~Titten neither out of desire nor out of fear.

They

also preferred a poet who had the ability to praise a woman and elegize
her in the same poem.
poem was

fre~uently

5

The combination of ritha' and madih
L~ one
---

.

taken as a measure of excellence. as we shall see

later in the criticism of Ibn al-HuCtazz.

It seems that the general opinion about poetry at the time of the
muhdathUn was that the most admirable poetry was that which displayed
the

~ualities

of facility and clarity.

One critic said that the best

poetry was "tractable poetry that attains the object".6

Ibn al-MuCtazz

reported that a madman was asked about the best poetry and he replied
that it was the poetry that "enters easily into the heart without any
obstacle" •

This may refer to 'na tural "

easy, clear poetry.

The view

of Aeu (A bd Allah, the vizier of the Abbas id Cali ph al-Hahdi, is a
moderate and acceptable one.

He is reported to have said:

"the best

poetry is that which is understood qy the commons and accepted qy the
elite".?

In saying this, the vizier was calling for simplicity. clarity

and facility in poetry; these were perhaps considered the ~ualities of
'natural' poetry.

At the same time, he re<luired correctness of

11::'

langu3.ge and beauty of ex:pression I and that poetrj
simple.

s~ould

not be too

These last qualities were required also by the elite, who

included men of letters,

[Ulama', and those among the upper class who

were interested in literature.

These views concerning poetry are new, in the sense that they refer
generally to poetry and are not limited to particular ger..res of it, such
as hija' and madih.

In general, however, the dominant critical criterion

by which a poet was judged remained his excellence in those ger..res, and it

was in accordance with that that the mQ~dath~~ were judged.

The majority of the muhdathUn lived during the Abbasid Caliphate.

From

the very beginning of this Caliphate we notice the admiration of the
Caliphs for the earlier poets and for the genre of ~adih in particular •

.

The first Abbasid Caliph, Abu al-cAbcas al-Saffah, slliumed up in a few
words his opinion of the muhdath poets.

~~en

he

~~s

told that a poet

had praised him and wished to recite his poem, he asked:

"What can he

say about me, after Ibn al-Nasraniyya (al-Akhtal) has written the
Umayyads?"
:
following excellent line in praise of the
_
- _
-::;, __..
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The same line was quoted by Harun aI-Rashid as the "most splendid and
excellent line of madlh".8 A third Caliph, al-¥a'mUn f expressed his
ad~iration for the earlier poets, and probably the poets of madih, when

he said "Poetry disappeared with the Umayyad Kingdom". 9

Admiration for the earlier poets may be indirectly found in the views
of the Abbasid critics and men of letters concerning the mQ~dathUn.
The criteria used by them in judging the latter were based on the
traditional methods used in judging between the earlier poets.

In
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other HOrdS, the ancients were themselves used as standards for judging
In his com?arison of 3ashshar, ~~r~n and Abu Nuwas,

the mUhdathun.

Is~aq b. IbrahIm al-Hawsill showed his admiration for the earlier poets

and his distaste for the mu...'1dathlin.

In preferring lr.arwan to Bashshar

and in rejecting Abu Nuwas, he was guided by his high opinion of the
ancients, whom he used as standards for preferring one poet to another.
It is said that Is~aq "did not believe in fushshar", and he used to say
about him:

"there is a great mixture in his poetry.

His poems are

different from one another".

Ishaq quoted the following lines by

Bashshar to prove his claim:

--pI ~'_
~

.,

~I -'~J}
~I L! ck- t;...:~1 ~

--

Ishaq criticised the poet, saying:

"If he wrote the most excellent

poetry and then added these lines , it would be spoilt".

IShaq preferred

.

]Ijarwan to 3ashshar, on the gro:mds that "Marwan has more regular poetry
than Bashsnar.

His speech and his style of poetrJ are more similar to

those of the Arabs."

IShaq always "neglected Abu Nuwas, not counting

' as a poe t a"t. a 11 ; h e saw no gooa".i l l h'1m". 10
h 1m

.

wnen Ishaq referred to the 'Arabs', the style of whose poetry Marwan
followed, he meant the earlier poets, and it is clear that he
considered them to be perfect standards by which to judge Marwan and
Bashstar; he favoured the former because of his similarity to the
ancients and rejected the latter because of the variation in his poetry.
This means that Ishaq required either a consistent level of excellence
or a consistent

~~mat

(stYle) of poetry.

This criterion of a single

namat was used later by Ibn al-I1u Ctazz in his Tabagat al-shucara' ali

muhdathln, as we shall see •

.

him for his "reg-ulari ty in levels of excellence" and for "folloyring

t~e

path of the earlier poets", he was criticised and rejected by others for
defects in his poetry.
11u.1'">.allibi said:

Accoriing to Hu...'1aml'1!ad b. Daw-::id, Yazld al-

"the people of Yamama have no fluency (fasap..a) or

facili ty in their poetry".

l~u...'1ammad b. DaHud also COTIL'11ented that

"Man-ran b. Abi Bafsa used to refine his poetry and re-examine it; he was
nr.et"
,11
not
•
a na +·'llral
~
yv

"'~er
"' h aps th·lS no t be·lng a r.a t ura1 poe t may

explain to us the "regularity of levels" in lrlarwan' s poetry; this
quality may have resulted from refinement and re-examination.

Later,

we shall see that al-A sma £i preferred poetry which haC. "d:'ffel'cnt levels

0:::

excell~r~:::;". such a::o -ths ;'::'etry of al-Nabigha al-Ja cdl.

He regarded

this "difference of levels" as a sign of naturalness Ctab c ).

.

This

perhaps affirms the view of Mu..'t1ammad b. Da'W'Jd that }1arwan ...-as not a

na tlrral poet.

It is strange that ¥arwan was believed to have in.'t1eri ted

his poetry from al-Nabigha al-Jacdl but that he nonetheless "'Tote a
different kind of poetry from his grandfather,

The idea of 'in.'t1eriting

poetry' 'He encountered earlier with Zu..hayr and his maternal uncle
Bishima b. al-Qadir.

According to 11arwan b, Abi al-Janub, a poet who

was a grandson of jYlan,an b. Abl Bafsa, "the mother of Yahya b. Abi
Rafsa was Lak.'t1na' Bint Maym'.ID, who was a descendant of al-Nabigha alJa~L

1:::>

Poetry came to the family of AbU Bafsa from there", ~

.

The admiration of Ishaq al-Mawsill for the work of the earlier poets
appears also from his remark to Abu TaTIEllam:
depend on yourself!"

"Oh, my boy, how much you

This means that AbU Tammam did not follow the ways

of the ancients but his own method of poetry.1J

When he talked about

AbU Nuwas, Is~ described him as "a maker of mistakes".

.

Al-Marzuranl

.

commented that Ishaq always used to champion the earlier poets, and that
CAli b, Yahya said that he used to recite to Is~ excellent poems by

Abu Fuwas but Ishiq did not care much for them, Dec3.use of his bad
opinion of that poet.

Once cAll recited to IShaq the poem of Abu

NUHas which starts:

~/

c> _

'e-o I.-J

&0

_

~:>
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IJ.!. ~

but IShaq "was not moved at all and he remained firm in his 'tad opinion
of AbJ: Nuwas".

C,6.1l: said to hlom'o

"I.e>.L tl.-.-t
p0 e m ha d 1...~lr'~
u:::en y,':C'lOtt en bv an
w

aCrabl from the tribe of Huihayl, surely you would admire it and regard
it as the best poetry you had ever heard".

IShaq said to him:

"A bt"i

Nuwas makes mistakes and he does not follow the :path of the poets", 14
cAll b. Yahya mentioned that Ishaq would prefer the poem if it was
written by an aCrabl from Hudhayl; admiration for the poets of that
tribe is a phenomenon that appears early and it is said to have originated
with Hassan b. Thabit, as we shall see; later, Abu cAmr b. al-cAla'
also spoke of the fluency of gudhayl in poetry.

Though Ishaq criticised AbU Nuwas, he admitted that he had written some
excellent poems.

However, this, in his view, was not enough to place

Abu Nu-..is in the first class of poets.

According to al-Fadl b.

Nuhammad al-Yazldl and others, Ishaq was once heard to say:

"1 did not

thL~k that 1 should live to see the time when the poetrj of AbU Nuwas

would be
class.

so aQmired.

1 thought him (some time ago) the lowest of his

Nevertheless, he is excellent from time to time".15

Restricting

poetry only to madlh and hija', Abu CAll al-Baslr rejected AbU Nums and
those like him.

According to .A.hmad b. Abi Tahir, AbU 'Ali al-Basir

accepted neither AbU Nuwas nor Muslim b. al-Walld, nor those poets who
followed their style.

.

.

Ahmad b. Abi Tahir, who supported Abu NUwas,

.

argued with al-Basir and claimed that i f one assumed that Abu Nuwas
had one or two excellent lines in every poetic genre that he wrote in,

he would have a total of enough excellent lines to be regarded as one of

the most excellent and versatile yoets.
the excellence of Abu Nu-.. . 2:s.

aQdeit~~t no-o~e

He

Abu c.rui al-Basir reylied:

could Qeny

"poetry is

lased on madlh and hi,ia I , in neither of which genres Ab;:! Nm.,as is
excellent.

The best of his poetrj is about wine and hunting (tard) , and

even then, the best of it is ylagiarised.

If Ab;:! Nuwas borrows a poetic

maCna he is unable to develoD it and is reduced simyly to copying it.
For instance, his line:

~ '.;JI

~-

""

U® ~ '6 v-J ~ (/3 I> .5

is borrowed from al-A~sha:

which is better than his.

He also borrows the line:
{
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-

He also borrows:
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Besides these lines, he commits further plagiarism on an indescribable
scale from the poetry in which poets have preceded him; so, if he is
QDable to rise to the level of these poets in poetry in which they have
excelled him (i.e. if, in spite of having earlier poets' macanl to draw
on, he fails, because of his inability to develop these, not only to
surpass, but even to equal, them), what do you think of that poetry in
which he is below his contemporaries? (i.e. in the kinds of poetry in
which he has not got such resources of already-established macanl to
take over, he is even worse than in the former kinds.

The precise sense

of this sentence is somewhat obscure, but this must be the general
implication).

The only thing I can say about him is that he has been

lucky in having his poetry widely circulated and transmitted.

The

people of his country have favoured him even though his work contains

ll7
-~I

n~ny

grammatical mis~kes and absurdities (ihal~); if you realise t~iSt

you will throw

~way

most of his poetry.

Nevertheless, he is excellent

in many poems, but not to the exaggerated extent that the ignorant
"
16
bel
~ levee

Clearly, besides excellence in madih and hija', and correctness of
language, Abu tAli re~uired of the poet that he should add to the lines
he borrowed from others and present what he borroweQ in a better way.
If he merely copied the idea, in similar words, this would be regarded
as simple plagiarism.

Though Abu c-A1i criticised Abu Nuwas for not

writing excellent madih, other critics, on the contrary, considered
Abu Nuwas superior to all other muhdathun in some of his lines of madih.
According to CAli b. HimY} "people of YJ1ow1edge have agreed that the
best lines of madi~ ever HTitten by the muwa11adun are the following
two by

Some critics preferred the other two lines:

~

c.?Y~;f5~;- o/U;;; ~~W0o~;~ ~:ii/~

U~ ~...;\C-U-~~.5

:;;'-0 ~ 1,1~j), ~iL~5~'17

Abu CAli did not precisely give a scientific explanation when he
referred the fame of Abu Nuwas to the fact that the poet was just a
lucky man.
reasonable.

The approach of Abu a1-Mundhir to the problem is more
He believed that "the poetry of AbU NUwas is admired by

people because of its facility and beauty of words, as well as the
great quality of bada'ic that it contains; these are the things that
people actually ad.mi:re in poetry".

18

Those who had an exaggerated admiration for Abu Nuwas and preferred
him to Bashshar did so because they were ignorant of the latter, in

According to him, Eashsha~ was the ~aste~ of all the

al-3ull's view.

muhdath poets; all of them had folloHed him and borrowed his concepts.
He d.efended Bashshar against those Hho claimed that Abu Nuwas was
superior to him.

Those who believed this quoted lines by Abu Nuwas

in which they considered that he showed distinction.

AI-Sull countered

their arguments by pointing out the originals from which Abu NUHas had
borrowed these lines.

For example, his supporters admired these two

lines:

Al-Suli' stated that the first line was

_

of al-Khansa' : ./
"

0./

.' >

~\

borroHed from the following line
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and. also from the following line of cAd.i b.
.;
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The second line was borr01mc. from

0n8

cy al-?a::-azc..aQ. f addressiYl(3"

Ayyuc b. Sulayrr,an:

~ ~\ 1Ji Ff J~
Like Abu tAli al-Basir, al-Silli was looking for origi~~lity above all.
He preferred Bashstar to all other mQ~dathUn because of this quality, in
which all others were behind him.

Al-Jahiz, on the other hand, as we shall

see, adopted a more moderate view; he preferred Bashshar to all other
muwalladUn, but rar~ed Abu NUrBS next to him. 20

Because of his

originality and his mastership among the muwalladun, Bashshir was
compared with Imru' al-Q.ays, in the sense that "he preceded the
muwalladun and they borrowed from him, just as Imru'

al-~ys

preceded

the ancients in creating certain poetic macani' which they borrowed from
him.

For that reason Bashshar was called "the father of the muhdathun". 21

of corrrposi tion, gracefulness, elegance of style, and skill in praisinG
kinGs".22

Similarity beh. . een Abu Nu....as and al-Nabigha in "skill in

praisine; kings" may stand as evidence against Abu cAli al-Basir in his
criticising Abu Nuwas for not ~Titing excellent madih. Bashshar was
•
also admired for his povrerful
b ~, in whic!/. he was likened to al-.t. csha;

:a

other similarities were also recognised between them.

It was said:

"aI-A csha is called sanna,iat al-'Arab because he was the first to mention
cymbals in his poetry; but it is also said that he was so called because

.

of his powerful tab c:; and the beauties of his poetry.

If one recites it,

one will imagine that someone else is reciting Hith one.

The :poet w!/.o

is most similar to him among the mQ~dathun is Bashshar; if one of his

.

poems composed in the shortest Carii~ and in the most delicate language
is recited, the reciter will feel a sense of movement and emotion.

.

This is because of the :powerful tabC: of :Bashsl'.ar, who is also similar to
al-ACsha in having an unlimited ability to write in a variety of poetic
genres such as madih, hija' and fak~rf to compose in the whole range of
CaT'~~,

and to produce long poems".

2J

Although Ibn al-Nu'tazz had referred bac.i c to a time before Bashshar
and Abu 1~~~am, and had discovered it in the Janill poems, in the

.

Qur'an and in the Hadlth of the Prophet, those who gave Ba.shshar
superiority over the other muhdath~~ and regarded him as their master
claimed that his originality lay in using badl c •

w~en Ibrahim b. Yahya

aI-Madani spoke of Muslim b. al-vialid he described him as "a very
excellent poet of madill", and alleged that "he was the first poet to
24 Ibn RashI'q,
widen badI' c j Bashshar was the one who initiated it".
stated that the first to use badl C among the muhda thUn were Bashshar
and Ibn Harma; the latter is known as the rear-guard of the Arabs and
the last poet whose poetry is quoted as a hujja.

These two poets were

120

b. a1-"llalid and Abu Nuwas.

These again "rere folloHed by Abu Tamn1'im,

a1-Buhturi and C:Atd Allah b. a1-I'lul:tazz.

The last is described b"J IbYl

Rashlq as having "the knowledge of badr c: and poetic craftsmanship
gathered together in his hands; they are sealed with him".25

Ibn a1-

MuCtazz himself, as we shall see later, admired Bashshar, preferred him
to all other muhdathun and stated his superiority and his mastership
over them. 26

-

Besides his DOwerful -,tabC:, his originality in using badi' and his other
poetic cl"!lali ties, Bashshar is considered superior for his lines in
certain poetic genres.

The following opening of a poem was judged the

most excellent of

He was also considered to have written the "most splendid lines of
ever written by a mu...1rdath",

\.;;0;_

o··._l~.:
c.J~..::;1
:;

His lines read as follows:
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The most important quality for which ]ashshar is admired is tab
,

He,

al-Sayyid al-Himyari, and Abu al-C:Atahiya were described as the "most
natural poets among those of the Jahiliyya and Islam; no-one is able to
collect the whole of their poetry for there is too much". 28

Both Abu Nuwas and his friend al-Husayn b. al-Da~1rak known as al-Khali c
were the pupils of the poet Wali1:e.. b. al-HubaD,
who "had no equal in the
,
poetry of mujUn and khalaCa", and from whom they borrowed and learned
the art of mujUn, as we are informed by Ibn Abl Fanan. 29 Abu Nuwas and

.

al-Husayn competed in wine poetry and the latter claimed that he had

1::'1

his peer

surp~ssed
;;;

~ '-..:.:.J '-'

--""

~

his wine poem

o~.--

u.; J} I ..-/ /

_.

J

t~at st~rts:

_o~,

.,-

~~ Ue~

l,lhen a1-Husayn claimed superiority over Abu Nuwas and other muhdath
poets on the strength of this poem, he was criticised

~

Ahmad b •

.

Khalhd, who believed that he was only "imitating and. circling round
the other wine poem ~ ~A.. bu Nuwas, which is better" ~

The poe;n of Ab-:i

Nuwas, in the same rhyme, starts:

Ahmad b. Khallad preferred the peom of Abu Nuwas to the one ~ alHusayn because the latter contained no "uni1ue lines" except the

Khalhd claimed that al-Husayn would never be able to write similar
·
1~lnes

t

0

~h
" J.ese. 30

The most important fact about the wine poets such as Ab:i NUl-las, alHusayn b. al-Dan~ak, Abu Haffan and others, as we are informed ~
Sadafa al-Bakri, was that they were all able to write excellent poetry
of wine owing to the fact that "they had looked into the poetry of
Abu al-Hindi and discovered his poetic ma cani of wine description". 31

Abu Nuwas was considered superior to Muslim b. al-Walid for "writing
poetry spontaneoasly" while Muslim "preten:i::d to be rss:'rainsd and calJ11
and to not write poetry u..l'l.less after deep thought".
considered superior to him

Qy

He was also

virtue of being a mutasarrif and writing

poetry in many different genres and in many styles, while Muslim

l??

rest::::-icted himself to one manner and neve::::- changed it".3?

The followins

lines are quoted as an example of the "easy, fluent and plain poetry"

/.JJ\

~~, 6jJ~

0/.//

z:.c.:iJ,. 3
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rj JAi) ~

,.
c? .u.JI c? ~'l:-.
".

These others are an example of poetry by Abu Nuwas containing "firrrJ1ess
of com?Osition":

,

"""0_

.... ~:~.!' a..:..:, <>~.
"
~~.

33
AI-CAskarf quoted anothe::::- example from the poetry of Abu Nuwas in which
he had a variety of firm and delicate composition, just as we have
noticed in the two examples quoted above. J4

Although Abu al-tAtahiya was said to be the "most able :poet at writing
poetry spontaneously", AbU Nuwas was considered superior to him because
he "is better tha:!1 Abu al-CAtahiya at going deeper into the craft of
poetry and because he is more excellent than him in all poetic fields".35

Ibn al-Athfr stated that AbU Nuwas was to be preferred to other poets
of his time because of the "fluency, facility and delicacy of his
poetry".J6

AbU al-CAtahiya was admired for similar qualities, as we

.

shall see, but he was criticised by Ishaq al-Mawsilf for "poetry which
is nearer to prose than to real poetry".

Ishaq refused to accept the

following line of Abu al-CAtahiya as poetry:
~

!)

/.
V!! ~

.~-o.

C\.,JJ' ~.
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He was also criticised by Muhammad b. Yahya for writing mudamman poetry,
which was regarded as a major defect.

-

Ibn Yahya quoted the following

lines

0:

his as an

exa~ple

ct'~

of

muda~an:

ar
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Accordine; to l1uhammad b. Yahya, the best kind of poetrJ is that, each
of the lines of which - and, indeed, on occasions, parts of each line can stand

~

itself and iniependent from the others, such as the

following line of al-Nabigha, the parts of which are independent and
give a complete meaning:

~1tJ I Jb~)

If one recites the part:

-"

ts, ?cr<>.
c

{..

~ L..d ' yb~' LSi

it gives a complete sensei the same is true if one recites the other
part:

38

It seems likely that this idea of the independent line, or part-line,
of al-Nabigha originated with Hammad al-Ra~~ya who admired al-Nabigha
for such lines, as we shall see when we discuss the views of the ruwat
and culama '.

The unity of a poem, according to this outlook, is

apparently considered to be better achieved

~

a series of independent

lines constituting a progression or train of thought than

~J

the

unsymetrical and untidy practice of tadmin.

Abu al-CAtahiya, at all events, was well known for his great quantity
of poetry and for his powerful

~b~,

to the extent that most of his

sJ!eech HaS said to be :poetry or to have :poetic characteristics,
al-C,Ann;'
al-Basr1."obsp,...,reu-.
- ~--'-'

Abu

2,13

In ''hl.·S
!:"h~~a1
ooC'1. n.~b-'.l a_1
1 ' -o~~nl.·on
"- ,., +h'"
~,- b
a.b
_

CAtahiya was very soft, like the discourse of women and in harmony with
their nature.
c

Abbas
b.

In this, he was similar to cUillar b. Abi Rabica and al-

al-Ahna~.
.c'

39 When Harun
- al-Rash1.d,
r
who was a great admirer of

,A.bu al-CAtatiya, argued with Isha'l al-Hawsili, who preferred al- cAbb3:s

.

b. al-Ahnaf, he recited the following two lines of Abu al-CAtahiya and
ordered IShaq to learn them trJ heart.

Harun appears to be influenced by

considerations of rigga in ghazal here:

~ "i\.:: .:~ 6 1Wl ~ i ~ k .....-IJ!. rb-=> ~ 1J J lj'
t;~ G;jt:di~l~ J..?t;5~ l:J;~? ~
:..
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~

He claimed that he had never heard anything like:
."
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Abu al-'Atahiya was also admired for rnadih poetry because "he reduced
tashbib'·.
-

"Then
he
Ii
_

Dra 1.' seU.
,.:i

~

1_ f:..A..1;;'
" h'1.m
uIDar b • a_
_~
, J-h
v_.e 1_att er reward e,,",-"

t",.

with seventy thousand dirhams.

A poet criticised CUmar b. al-~~la' for

giving Abu al-CAtahiya more than he deserved for his madih poem. which
was not so excellent.

(Umar b. al-'Ala' replied:

nA poet among you

~addressing poets~ will go ro~~d and round a poetic
~rrite

maCna, trying to

it down, but he will fail and will not succeed until he has

written about fifty lines of tashbib, after which he will praise me in
only a few lines.

This man (Abu al-CAtahiya) seems to have had all

poetic ma~ani gathered together for him.

He shortened the tashbib and

praised me in these terms:

41
Shortness of tashbib is reco~~ended in a madih poem.

When a poet

praised Nasr b. Sayyar in a poem that contained a very long tashbib,

;'iasr said to him "there is no excellent poetic rna I:na bat that yO'.1 h::nre
used in your tashbib instead of in my praise".

The poet came the next

day with another poem, this time of ra,iaz I which contained only half of
a line of tashbib, the rest of it being in praise of the emir.
./'"

began:
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Nasr did not accept this poem either and said to the poet;
neither that nor this; but it is better to be in between".

"No, it is
ll?
,~

Al-~ashid also admired the rnadih poetry of Abu al-CAtahiya and preferred

him to all other poets of madih for the following lines:
D. _ •
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Abu al-~Atahiya was the only poet who received the Caliph's prize on
that day when poets Came to recite their poems in praise of al-3ashid. 43

The poem in which Abu al-CAtahiya praised the Caliph al-Hahdi may show
us some of the characteristics of his madih poetry

br

which he excelled

other poets:

Ibn al-Athir, who described the poetry of Abu al-~tihiya as "like water
in softness of words and elegance of composition, and free from
weakness", spoke about this poem as follows:

"And you should know that

these lines Q~oted above belong to 'delicate' ghazal and madlh.
poets at that time submitted to this.

ALL

The poem had reached its final

point of fluency and elegance; such poetry is called the

"apparently

easy but impossible to imitate" Cal-sahl al-mumtaniC:);if you recite it,

you feel that you can ,rri te poetry similar to it, but if yO"J. try to , i t
jinks away as a fox does; this is what poetry and speech should be, and
the best is that which enters the ear without permission".44

As we have mentioned before, Abu al-~_tahiya was likened to (Umar b.
Abi Rabica and al-cAboas b. al-Ahnaf.

The similarity between the three

lies in their "softness and delicacy in discourse with women in ghazal
LL~

poetry; their language is in harmony with the nat~e of women".')

The

difference between Abu al-CAtahiya ~~d the other two is that he also
wrote madlh, while they restricted themselves to ghazal poetrJ.

There

were other poets Hho avoided madih, as Jamll Buthayna and al-:tam:nih b.
Nayyada.

Al-t:Abtas b. al-Ahnaf was said by l'lus cab al-Zueayri to be the

"CUmar of Iraq ".

He meant that al- cA bDis was, for the people of Iraq.

like cU~ar b. Abi Rabica for the people of the Hijaz, in the sense that
both of them concerned themselves with ghazal poetry and neglected madlh
and hija'.

Nevertheless, al- cAb"b3:s received prizes from al-Rashid and

other Caliphs for his excellent ghazal and his gentleness in approaching
cas hb"'b
__ l • 46

.l.

Though al-cAbDis was famous for his ghazal poetry and his gentleness in
discourse with women, he was regarded by some as an unsuccessful poet,
in spite of the fact that he restricted himself to that

ger~e.

According to al-}~aa'inl al~Aboas and Abu al-CAtahiya were incapable of
achieving their object.

AI-}~da'ini is reported as saying:

"al-cAbDis

b. al-Ahnaf was in his ghazal poetry similar to AbU al-CAtahiya in his
ZQ~d

poetry.

joint".

Both of them made many incisions but failed to reach the

This means that they were unable to hit the mark and that they

failed to express themselves.
following line:
..l

c.l.f" ~ I
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Al-Mada'ini criticised al-cAbDis for the
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accusing him of being insensitive tCHa:rd.s his beloved in threatening
her that his sons ",ould avenge him if she caused him to die of love for
her. 47

Al-~~b~s b. al-Ahnaf was also compared with al-CAttabi and was

considered superior to him.

HuharrL"Tlad b. Yahya al-Suli reported that

A~m.ad b. Ya~ya b. r:Ali al-l1unajjim disputed with a certain al-Mutafa~qih

al-Mcmsili about the relative merits of al-cAbbis and al-CAttabL
Al-Nutafaqqih alleged the superiority of al-'Attabi over al- cAb'b2:s, and
al-J.lunajjim, in reply, rrrote a short treatise in which he compared the
two poets and ar&Jed the superiority of

al-~~bcas.

In this he

l~ote:

"AI-CAttabi has not the qualifications to excel al- c Ab1Es in poetry and
he would not expect anyone to prefer him to his peer; if anyone claimed
to do so, al-CAttabi would reject that, because he knows well about
poetry and knows that he cannot reach the position of al-cAbbis.
Indeed, I have never seen a critic who alleged any similarity between
the two poets, or ~nyone who preferred al-~Attabi to al-cAbcas.

This

is because of the fact that the two poets are different from each other
in their styles of poetry.
is a very na tu....""'al poet.

Al- '1\ ttabi is a mutakallif while al- 'A bbis

His discourse is plain and sweet .,hile the

speech of al-~4ttabi is complicated and rigid.

The poetry of al-~Abcas

contains freshness, softness and sweetness; while in the poetry of
al-CAttabi there is coarseness and solidity.

The poetry of al-cAbcas

is in one poetic genre, ghazal, which he has written a great deal, and
it is excellent.

On the other hand, al-CAttabi has a variety of poetic

genres but in all of them he is just as described above.

The best of

his poetry is the poem in which he praised al-Rashid, starting:
f'

•
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This he borrowed from an excellent line by Bashshar:

~ Lei IerJ- ~y-ti-? ~ ~
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Eashshar himself had borrowed the idea from Jamll Euthayna's line:
.:I' ••••
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Though Bashshar's line is excellent it does not e~ual Jamll's.

Then

when al-CAttabi borrowed the ~acnaf he misrepresented and ab~sed it.
If a poet borrows a ~~cna from a predecessor, he should represent it
~~s

in a better and more excellent way than that in which it
originally wTitten.

He should add something to the original idea so

as to give the line its due.

If he fails to achieve this object he is

to be blamed for plagiarism and for inability.

\<Then al-CAttabi entered

his battle of hi:ia' liith Abu Qabus al-Nasranl, he was d.efeated even
though AbU Qabus was not a good poet.

To return to the poem mentioned above, al-CAttabi included the

follo~~ng

Here he used the word al-mamadL~ in the second line; if he had instead
used al-maaa'ih, it would have been better, lighter on the ear and more
in accordance with the practice of skillful and

natu-~l

poets.

He also

used the word mustantigat in the same line; if he had used nawatio
instead, it would have been better and more natural.

Finally, he used

the word al-dama'ir, thus ending his line with an extremely heavy liOrd,
which, if dropped in the sea, would pollute it.
it is not familiar and not sweet.

Though it is correct,

Indeed, there is nothing better in

poetry, after correctness of rna eni, than beauty of words.

These

defects of al-CAttabi are acb_ally due to a::fectation aYld faulty tab':.

As for al-cAbbas,
he has many merits. 48 The treatise of al-Munajjim
is one of the earliest works concerning poetic comparison and there is
no doubt that al-Amidi, in his comP6-rative study of the poet~r of

AbU

.

TaTIEnam and al-Buhturi, owed much to his predecessors. like al-l-lunajjim,
in this field.

Although al-Munajjim found al-cAbbis, in general, superior to al-CAttabi,
and, in fact, put him on an altogether different level of ability, it is
clear that he considered that there was no proper basis for a comparison,
since there was so little similarity in their poetic production.
concentrated therefore on their use of language, in which

so~e

~e

sort of

comparison was possible, even though one might imagine that the natural,
limpid style that was well suited to ghazal was less appropriate to madi~.
There was obviously a considerable body of opinion at this time that
favoured a simple, unaffected style in all poetry, although admirers of
a more florid, complex style were never

lackir~.

AI-I1LL'1ajjim did not prohibita poet to borrow a poetic ma ere from
another, but he insisted that the borrower should add to the original
idea and represent the macna more excellently.

He paid much attention

to :abr, and in criticising some words used qy al-CAttabi he described
them as heavy on the ear and removed from what was natural.

Although

he admired beauty of words however, correctness of macna came first
for him.

One of the exaggerated notions in the field of poetic comparison is that
of kha-tm al-shurara' ("the seal of the poets").
who actually deserves the name of poet.

It means the last person

The term seems to be associated

wi th the appearance of the muhda th or muwallad poets, and ita ppears

did

-,;~o

used for the first time and by whom.

However, it appears to me that

the philologists were the first group to introduce the idea of khatm
al-shucara' to mean the last poet whose poetry deserved to be cited as
a witness for correct language.

One of the poets who was accorded the

title was Dhu al-Rww~t who was regarded as k~atm aI-Shu fara , by Abu
CAmr b. al-cAla'.

This judgement of Abu cArru's was later rejected by

his own great-grandson Salm b. Khalid b. MuCawiya b. Abi ~Amr.
According to aI-Hasan b. cAlil al-Ancari, Salm was reuorted as saying:
"My great-grandfather f Abu C.A.mr, used to seal poetry with Dh; al-RuJTl1"1"8- f

but if he had seen ~Amara b. ~~qil b. Jarir, he would have known that
he was better than Dhu al-Rumma in the ways of poetry.

cAmara's poetry

is even more consistent (in level) than that of Jarir because Jarir had
some weak~esses (saaat) in his poetry and there is nothing worthless in

CAmara's
poetry". 49

The comment by Mu.~ammad b. Yazid on the remark made by Salm about

.

CArrara 1 S poetry, may perhaps confirm our explanation for the term
kha tm aI-shu cara', as used by the earlier philologists and ruwat.
said:
b•

He

"3loquence in the poetry of the mu.~dathun is sealed by CAmara

c,_r..ql:'"1" • 50

Another term which is similar to y~atm al-shu~ra', and for which a
straightforward explanation can be given, is the one referred to Ibn
Harma, who is said to be "the rear-guard of the Arabs" (saaat al-rarab)
also meaning "the last poet whose poetry is cited as a witness", as
interpreted by Ibn Rashiq.51

Later, the term khatm al-shucara was used

in a wider sense, when,for example, critics said:

"poetry was begun by

1:31

the tribe of Kincla. and was sealed by it".
..,ho deserved the name of poet

-viaS

Imru'

This !f,ay :ne2.n that the first

al-~ys,

Hho belonged to the

tribe of Kincla and th3.t the last was al-l'';utanabbi who is said to have
belonged to the same tribe.

Others said:

":poetry was begun by a king -

meaning Imru' al-Qays - and was sealed by a king - meaning Abu Firas
al-ilamdini".

Or again:

":poetry was begQ'1 by the tribe of Rabica -

meaning by its poet al-J1uhalhil - and w-as sealed by it - meaning by

Abu- Firas,
who belonged to the same tribe". 5?-

The critics almost certainly borrowed the term kl1a tm from the Q.ur' a::1,
where we find the Prophet Nuhammad declared to be the khatim of the
Prophets, meaning the "seal" of them, after whom no true prophet will
come.

Though the word khatm may have been k'1own to the Jahilis, the

influence of the Qur'anic term on critics may be seen in the new
significance that they give to kl1atm, in using it to describe a poet
as the last whose language is correct, fluent and worth citing.
Probably such a poet followed the style of the ancients and his poetry
was full of Bedouin concepts, as was the case with Dhu al-~Q~a.
Anyhow, it seems to me that the terms kl1atm and saoat, which have
similar meanings, are used in a literary-critical context as a sign of
hostility towards the muhdath~'1.

They are used to demarcate the

beginning of the era of the muhdathun and the end of that of the early
poets who were regarded as the only true poets by Abu cAmr b. al-cAla'
and his generation.

The term khatm was also used in the field of mysticism, where we find
khatm al-awliya' used by aI-HakIm al-TirmiQ~ (d. 296), and later by
Mu.'lyi aI-DIn b. CJl.rabL53

ara '

The use of the terms ].C'13tm and saoat aI-shu c

by critics among

philologists, ruwat and grammarians s bears the same significance

0:

using the ancients as criteria for judging the mQhdathun as we have
seen in the case of IShaq al-Mawsill when he championed l"iarh"an because
"he was similar to the early poets", and rejected Abu Nuwas because
the latter "made grammatical mistakes".

The fact that they explained

these terms to refer to those whose poetry might be cited as witnesses
for language, in itself confirms our claim that the ancients were used
as standards for judging the mQhdathun.
as they followed the early poets.

The latter were aQ~ired as long

Even those among the mQhdathun who

were admired for their redic, such as Bashshar and Abu Nuwas, were
admired because they were similar to Imru' al-Qays, al-Nabigha and
al-ACsha, as we have seen.
Ahnaf, and

AbU

The poets of ghazal, like al-rAbcas b. al-

al-CAtahiya in his ghazal poetry, were-admired for the

quality of riqqa found in their poems.
'"
measure~

•
agalnst

~mar

("TT

Both of these were judged and

r Co.
t 0 whom they were l'lkene 0.. •
b. Ablr Rabl-d,

The

standard of "consistency in levels of excellence" which we have seen in
the criticism of al-Zubayr b. Eakkir of the two lamiyyas of cUmar b.

.

Abi Rabica and Jamil Buthayna, is also found in Ishaq al-Yawsili, who
preferred Harwan to Bashshar on that basis.

The standards of variety

of poetic genres, and of difference in poetic manner (firmness or
softness of composition) were also used in jUdging the m~~dathun, when
Abu Nuwas was preferred to Muslim b. al-Walid.

Other poetic qualities

were also demanded in mQhdath poetry; such were correctness of the m2 cna
and of language, beauty of words, firmness and facility, shortness of
tashbib and natural poetry.

As a later critic, Ibn Waki c al-3asan AbU

Muhammad, commented "the poems of the muwalladUn are recited because
of the sweetness and delicacy of their words and the sweetness of their
ma ~nl.

If they had. tried to follow the ancients in using gharlb and in

descri bin£" deserts, 'HiJd

?_Y"..

i!:1'::.ls a:lc1 insects, their poems 'HO'.lld not be

recited, beca'.lse the ancients are more associated
the mmralladun.

'Hit~

those topics than

People nowadays are not very m'.lch interested in

literature and they are looking for a kind of poetry that can be
admired by both the elite

(kha~~a)

and the commons

(Camma )

...... :J-t

The last remark of Ibn '\oTaki C about poetry tl">.a t can be accepted by the
elite and admired by the commons, is not very different from what Abu
£A1:xl . Uhh, the vizier of the Abbasid Caliph, said, as we have seen.
They appear to have meant that admired muhdath poetry is that 'Hhich
combined the characteristics of

~~cient

and

mlli~dath.

In other words, it

should be grammatically correct, contain firmness of composition,
facili ty of rna eni , natural poetic rna cani, and some of the .. poetic
beauties" and badi c .

This is the sense that emerges from these general

comparative views concerning the ancients and the mu..~dathUn.

Critics

said that "the ancients are 9.uoted for their words and the mu..~dathun
are 9.uoted for their "poetic beauties" and badi e".
b. Sahl said:

Ibrahim b. aI-Hasan

"the ancients are regarded as a hujja, and these peo])le

(the Ml.L'I-).da thun ) have more beautiful characterisation". 55

The C'Di!1ions of the Poets

As a preliminary to the discussion of the poets' o}m opinions about
good and ted poetry and about the merits of each poet and his views on
his own and others' poetry, it may be useful to quote some lines by
different poets in which they speak of their position in poetry.

Boasting about

one's poetry was a habit among poets, and they

ex:pressed their high opinions of themselves in different -ways.

:?or

example, a poet might claim that his .iinnl, who inspired him with
poetry, Has the amir of the jinn of all poets, meaning that he is the
best poet of all.
....

One rajaz-poet wrote:
.-
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~
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0> ~ _~1 c? cJJ!~
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Besides claiming that his jinni was the leader of all poets'

jir4~,

that

is to say that he himself was the leader of all poets, he also claimed
that he was inspired to write in all different poetic genres, and that
he was a natural poet; this is what the HOrd taz~~ni in the last line
implies:

that he did not need to think hard or consider when he wrote

.
poe'try
•1

A.~other rajaz-poet, Abu al-Najm al-Cljli wrote a line in which he

declared his superiority over other poets by
ji~~r,

cla~ing

that he had a male

while others had female ones:

fi

c3~~ j0t w~

2

Some poets, from the time of the Janiliyya, when comparing themselves
with other rival poets, described the latter as 'dogs'.

This is

exemplified in the line of Abu Dhu'ayb al-Hudhalr:

ltD;.Y ~

0"-

~ ~;;J}3

')

'does' is ex::;:-1e.in9:1 as

-t"ll8 i-IO:rC.

lbe by t. bu =ubay~ al-Ta'

r.

m::2.l:lYlS }!Jets--'

J

2..nC: also in

2.

in Hhich he yefers to certain poets ,;hom

he has silenced
as dogs'.
~,

/,/
,..r>
. <P~ ~-'1I r-1:L ~~

The poet Tamlm b. Abl 11uqbil com?"....red all poets with baYkinf:; dogs and
claimed that whatever they did they could not reach his position in
poetry :

2' ~ La
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In other lines he talked about himself and about his poems as follows:
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Ibn :'Iuqbil in these lines SPeaks of his 'unique t and 'unfamiliar' lines;
al-?arazdaq did the same, and stated that his poems Here famous and
reci ted everyHhere:

.,

Lli00-0 ~1~..:>

L~'I~'~~
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Abu Shu-~yh al-'Umayr spoke of the eternity of his poems, Hhich are
:perfect, like beautiful gayments, and could be quoted as aphorisms:

t:),':";~1 ~. z,;~'

L:i"~JJ

c.:.,-"!i:'?r ~l~

c.S~ "2.§~I~ ~l U!.?
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The beauty of his poems, it seems to be implied, lies in the words and
in perfection of structure.

Al-Ram~h

b. ~ayyada claimed that true poetry is that written by the

poets who belonged to the tribes of Qays and Khindaf, who were the
spring of poetry.
poetry.
divertir~

Their lines were many, and they wrote natlL...--al

Poets from other tribes merely wrote an unnatlL...--al and
poetry;

7

(U;al al-Qayni opposed al-Rammah and rejected what he claimed.

CUqal

declared that poetry was written for the first time by the tribes of
the Yemen, and that other poets then followed them:

8

Natural poetry was also praised by Abu Hayya al-Kumayrl, who claimed
himself to be a natural poet who wrote poetry easily; when he embarked
on a difficult rhyme it would yield to him, but if another poet
attempted it he would find it unwilling and difficult.
he used not

to re-examine his

poems because he

~aS

3e declared that

such a skilful

poet:

Eashshar boasted of his skill even though he was bo~ blind.

He praised

his natural, beautiful, easy, and harmonious poetry in the following
lines:

(men he was asked how he contrived to excel his contemporaries in the
beauty of his poetic ma~ni and in his polished words, he replied:
"because I do not accept every idea that comes into my mind; I search
out the essence of things, and elegant similes, towards which I walk
with thoughtfulness and a powerful instinct; thus I get right to the

bottOTr: of t!Je:n, select t!Je best of t!Jeffi and avoid t~e u:1n2.tu~l ones" .11

Besides the quality of naturalness

(~bC)

admired some sort of unity in a poem.

in poetry, poets seem to h;:we

They boasted that they wrote

poems in which the lines were connected with one a:1other.

This q'lali ty

of .connection betHeen the lines of a poem met us when we spoke of
poetic comparison in the Jahiliyya when we mentioned talahlli~ al-~2lam
in the poem of AbU Dhu 'ayb quoted by Ibn Rashi q and in the line of
nuoted
by al-.Ta-hl"~.
- or. _
'i
_
~
a l-~.t~ha-

La+er
on
in Islaml'c tl" mes , we fi_n~~ ~."n-p
v
• ,
_J.

poet and rajiz "Umar b. Laja' saying to another :poet:
poet than you".

"I am a better

i>Jhen the poet asked cUmar to explain, he replied:

"because I write a line and its brother and you write a line and its
cousin".

That is to say that his lines have some relation with

another.

A similar opinion is expressed by 3u'ba b. al-CAjjaj about his

son's poetry.

one

He described it as having no giran, or connection,

betvieen its lines.

Ibn Q,utayba explained the

word giNn here as

meaning that he "does not link a line in a poem with another similar to
"t" • 12
J.

A poet criticised another poet's poetry and described it as

follows:

The poetry of this man is likened to the dung of a male sheep
scatters when it falls.

~~at

The poet meant to say that his poetry contained

different thoughts (matanf), it was not written L~ one style, and there
v~s

13

no similarity between its lines.

The line quoted above shows us

the influence of the Bedouin environment in poetic criticism, in
likening poetry to sheep's dung.

It also seems that shortness in a poem was something admired and
recommended by poets.

This quality we also met when we discussed the

views of al-Nabigha in the Jahiliyya.

In different Islamic periods we

13 8

fi:!l:) m::my poets who c3.l1 for

s~o=-tness

in 3. poem 3.n:i prrdse it.

I'Then

the !1luk~a.dr2.mi poet t Ibn al-::::i b cara. ,,"as asked why his poems were short.
he replied:

"because short poems are quicker to enter the ears, are

more famous, and are recited in gathering-places
was put to al-:ju:aY'a.

His daughter asked him:

poems more in number than your long ones?"

rt

14
•

A similar question

"ifuy are your short

He replied:

"Because the

short poems enter the ears more quickly and they are more recitable".l5
Al-Farazdaq was asked:

"Why have you started to write short poems after

been used to write long ones?"

h~ving

of Ibn al-ZibCara. and al-Hutay'a.

He made a similar reply to that

He s3.id:

":Because short poems settle

in men's hearts and are more famous in the gathering-places than long

16

ones".-

f.Inen a muhda th poet was asked:
four lines?" he replied:

"Why do you not write more than two or

"because a fev, lines settle in men's hearts

better than rrany, they are easier to learn

~

heart, they are more

recited, they gather together more poetic ma~ani in a small compass, and
the poet who 'hTites so is more eloquent",l?
asked why he did not prolong his poems.
following

Another m~~dath poet was

To this he replied in the

lines:

c/~~ ~~~, d~
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The poet Ibn Hazim, in the above lines, praised himself as being an
eloquent poet because he expressed his thoughts in brief words,
especially in poems of hija r •
famous and spread abroad

~

His poems are eternal and they are made

being recited

~

the transmitters.

S!1o:r-tness in the poem of hi,ia' in p2.:r-ticular Has recommended by

:nany

poets, most of whom agreed that the best of hija' poetry is that Hhic!1 is
short and decent.

Jarlr was an exception to the majority of poets

concerning shortness in the poem of hija,.

He was reported by his

"
grand son, eAmara
b. c
Aqll,
to have told his sons:

"If you praise I do

not prolong the poem, because its first lines will be forgotten and its
last lines will not be committed to memory, and if you satirize, you had
better write at length".19 On another occasion, Jarlr was reported as
s::qing:

"If you sati:r-ize, make others laugh".20

mentioned by Jarir may be the kind of hi,;a ' demanded by al-Nabigha alDhubyani. and it also may be the kind of hija ' that contains mockery and
amusing images which He shall encounter in the quotations of Ibn al-

Some of the mQ~dathun avoided sharib and criticised those who used it;
they called for natural and easy poetry.

AbU

al-~~t~~iya

criticised his

contemporary Ibn Hunadhir for using gharib in the follovTing line:

L...J:;r';.t I ~.Y V 1J

l>

i,;..9

He accused the poet of trying to imitate al-CAjjaj and his son Ru'ba
.
.
~
' a bo ut the meanlng
'f
In uSlng
gharlb,
and he aske dhlm
0

1
~
a~-marmarlS.

\'men the mlL'ldath poet al-Sayyid al-Himyarl Has asked:

"'rihy do you not

use gharib in your poetry?" he replied:

"Using gharib in our time is

regarded as indicating incapability of expression
an unnatural poet if I used it.
the quality of

~bC

21

eel),

and I should be

I have been fortunately endoHed with

and great facility of speech, and so I write Hhat
,

?2

is understood by young and old and never needs an explanatlon."-

The quality of

~bC

and easy poetry were also praised by the muhdath

poet al-Khuraym! who was asked why his poetry was admired and accepted
by everyone who listened to

'.

J.. v.

He replied:

"because I attract speech

so that it becomes easy and natural for me, and i f anyone listens to it,
it will be easy for him to admire it", 23

.L.nother r.mhda th poet referred hiE fame to the fact tta t he "did not
l'il2..ke nuch incision, but "easily reached the joint and hit the most
vulnerable spot of speech".

He wrote "excellent openings and endinGE",

and "elegant transitions from nasib to madIh and hija,,,.24

The poet AbU al-cAboas al-Nashi' criticised those who used gharib and
neglt;cted easy anc. :plain ,;ords. a:-,s also those 'i-!ho rf.:'ote im:possi bJe and
mean thoughts.

He stated that ideal poetry is that which iE regular in

form. has similarity between its parts and connection between its lines,
in which there should be a relation between the beginning of a line and
its end; that in which the macanl and the words serve each other; that
in which the madlh is long and sincere, naslb is easy and apposite, and
hi;;' is decent and vrritten in a

~

statement (taCrid).

com~romise
.-

between direct and indirect

Accordip~ to al-Nashr', the most correct poetry is

that which is excellent in form, and if heard is admired; that which is
apparently easy but impossible to imitate.

He expressed his opinion in

the following poem:
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In another poem he advocated brevity and told poets the methods they
should follow in writing different poetic genres.

According to him

ideal poetry alHays takes a middle way aYld is a combination of tHO
things.

He ",Tote:
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also may notice the idea of combination in the previous poem in the

sixteenth, nineteenth and twentieth lines.

Because of his advocacy of

c::-evity he clai:ned in his book Tafdll aI-shier that he had excelled
T"

jarlr, Hho wrote:
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with a line that" is better than these two lines of jarlr because it
is briefer".

His line read as follows:
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Ibn Itashi'l criticised al-Nashi' because the latter had exaggera.ted in
o·~

praising his

poetry and preferring it to the poetry of all fuhul;

actually, his poetry was on a low level. 28

In his advice to al-EQ~turi,

AbU

TaR~m told him to ~Tite poetry at

certain times, namely when he was free from worries and relaxed.

The

best time for that was

da~~,

because the body would be relaxed after it

had rested all night.

He should not try to write poetry when he was

restless and if he felt so while writing a :poem he should stop and take
a rest.

When he felt that his worries had left him, and he had a desire

to write poetry, he might do so, because desire would enable him to be
excellent.

He should also look at the poetry of the ancients and consult

the culama ', to determine their opinion of it.
should follow

~,d

~lliat

what they rejected he should avoid.

they admired he
When he wrote

nasib he should use sensitive words, beautiful or graceful macanl, many
expressions of great passion; he should show his suffering and gloominess;
his longing for his beloved and his sadness ather departure.

1-Then he

wrote madih, he should make the virtues of the mamduh very famous J :praise
him highly and ennoble his status.
maranl and contemptible words.

The poet should avoid unfamiliar

He should be like a tailor; he measured

clothes correctly and made them fit, exactly as a poet should select

14 3
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From the comparative views adopted

qy poets about themselves it is not

easy to form a complete theory of poetic criticism; all we can do is to
gather these scattered remarks, concerning both their own and others'
poetry.

By putting these together we may gain some idea about what is

seen as good and bad poetry

qy the poets.

Among the muk.'1a.drarnun we have Labid b. Abi Rabica, who, accordL."1g to his
own assessment, was the third of the chief pre-Islamic poets, the first
two being I IlL'll ' al-Qays and Tarafa.

He called I IlL'll I al-Qays "the

wandering king with the wounds", and Tarafa "the slain youth from the
Banu

'<0
Bakr".~

.,.

Labld did not give any reason for considering Imru' al-

Qays as the chief of the J~~ili poets or Tarafa as the second; probably
the latter was so rated for his mucallaaa.

Another muk.~adrami poet, Hassan b. Thabit, when asked about the best
poet, replied that the tribe of Hucll-..ayl was the best in poetry and that
Abu Dhu'ayb al-Hudhali was the best poet among that tribe.

Jl

On

another occasion, Hassan declared that "the best tribe in poetry are
the blue-eyed ones from the Banu Qays b. Tha t:laba", referring to the

- J?people of al-Acsha.

.

Hassan also championed the poet cUmar b. al-Atnaba, who is described

qy al-Marzu'bini as an ancient poet who belonged to the tribe of Khazraj.
Hassan declared him to be the best poet on the strength of this line:

Hassan is also reported to have praised the poetry of Qays b. al-Khatim,
who belonged to the tribe of Aws and was a mukhadrami b~t remained

lU+

no::;.-:v}uslim.

~assan said. that "::!:f the A:rabs co:-:tend Hi th us 2.nd he wish

to sho", the h2.mra t (beautiful garments) of our :;:>oetry we Hill present to
them the poetry of ~ays b. al-Khatlm ... )4

Concerning himself and his position among poets, Hassan had great
confidence in his poetic powers and was reported to say proudly:

"If

I were to put my tongue on a hair, it would shave it off, and if I were

to put it on a rock, it would split itn.35

Hassan stated that he was

distinguished from other poets by tHO qualities:

first, that he did :lot

steal others' lines, and secondly, that his poetry is different from
theirs;

he did not, however, lJ1.ake it clear in Hhat ser..se his p:::>etry

differed.

He "Trote:

..-

0~r~~~·Y~ ~~~ :;'~I ~\)J

Probably he meant that others' lines Yiould not fit in his poetry if he
borrowed them, because they were not as excellent as his.

A third mQ~adraml poet, al-~utay'a, seems to have considered himself as
possessir~

less excellence in poetry than

ZQ~ayr

and his son Kacb.

He

himself had been the transmitter (rawiya) of these two and other poets
of the;'" family for a long time.
reported as saying:

Talking to Kacb b. Zuhayr, he was once

"0 Ka'b, you know that I have been the transmitter

of your poetrJ and that of your father for a long time.
poets have passed away except you and me, and I
you were to
mine.

~Tite

thi~~

Now, all master-

it H2uld

~

best if

a poem in which you mention your name and then mention

People admire and recite your (the family of Zuhayr's) poetry more

than that of others".

l:a'b complied with the request and wrote the

following lines in which he praised his own poems and those of alHutay'a:

In

~he

first line, Ka(b

c~n ~~ite

clai~s th~t ~oems

will not fin1 a poet who

them excellently when he and al-Hutay'a die.

In the second

and third, he indicates that they polish and re-examine their poetry
and select the best of it.
himself and his friend.

Poets did not accept what Kacb said about

The poet Muzarrid b. Dirar wrote a line in

which he preferred Hassan, al-Shamma~h, and al-Hukhabbal!

0t:'~'rW' 0d2~~19-

pb');y i~~3
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Al-Kumayt b. Zayd also rejected Kacb's opinion and stated that poems
would never be harmed if both Kacb and al-Hutay'a died.

-0"'"

He wrote:

-;;:''''

J.9...T? (JJ..P..! 0-t> Jf".;
Ka(b himself was proud of being a pupil of his father, Zuhayr, and he
noticed the similarity between the latter's poetry and his own poems.
Re stated that he had not been influenced in poetry either by his
maternal uncle or by his cousin but by his father only.

He praised his

father for his great knoHledge of poetry and said that he had imitated
h'
.. lS
~..!'
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In praising the sort of poetry written

~J

38

his father and in imitating

him, KaLb b. Zuhayr seems to favour re-examined and polished poetry
which stands in opposition to the natural poetry favoured by al-Asmaci
as He shall see later.

Kaf:b did not say in what sense his poems were

similar to those of his father but it seems that the similarity between
the two lies in their lengthy re-examination of poetry.
poetry is called hawlL

This sort of

AI-Rutay'a is reported as saying:

poetry is al-hawli al-muhakkak (re-appraised)" •

"The best

When he was asked about

his master Zuhayr he declared him the best poet, for his mastery of

146

rhymes and. for his variety of y:)etic subjects.

He s?id:

"1 have n:;ver

seen a man siillilar to him in fallins upon the shoulders of rhyme2

a~d

seizing their reiYls i-,henever he likes. besides his variety in the ma c anl
of praise and satire".

';Then he was asked who was the second poet to

ZU!-lB-yr, he replied "I do not know, except that yOel see me putting one of
my feet on the other and hOVv'ling after the rhymes (to come)".39

AI-~u~ayla

Zlli~ayr

praised

for mastering different rhymes and for having

IT~ny styles of madih and hi.4a'.

Later we shall find that al-Eu~turi

preferred al-?arazdaq to Jarir because the former satirized the latter
in many styles while the latter stuck to a feH when satirizing the
former.

When talking about the qualities of

ZQ~ayr's

poetry,

..

al-~utayfa

was aware of the importance of madih and hi~a', though he neglected the
genre of hikma, for which

2Q~ayr

was famous.

AI-Hutay'a characterised

his own kind of poetry clearly when he described himself as "howling
after the rhymes", by which he probably alluded to his lack of tab e and

.

his difficulty in evoking poetry, even though he was a master-poet.

As

his master did, he used to re-examine and polish his mom poems, spending
a great deal of time correcting them.

He believed that poetry was not

an easy thing to write for those who were unfamiliar with it.

In two of

his lines he says;
..""

~ J) LSjJI 0

uRJ./' 1'> ~

~ 'V.:.r'-!. 0 1 ~~.
Though he put himself second to Zuhayr, on another occasion al-Hutay'a
mentioned cAbid b. al-Abras as second after him.
of hikma:

.,

_~.

r' c;P..
C)..;I

0

J}

___

;:J

t>.--

Cro.!J ~.

He liked Zuhayr's line
_

0".,

0

~~ Uy.> ~ L9~ I ~.. u-;;

He also liked cA bid b. al-A bras' line of hikma:

~~jJ _cuJl J.; L:;-
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:hO;lgh his appreciation of the two lines indicates a moral tre?:1Q i?:1
his criticism,

al-p:u~Y'a

might have been guided by his own interest

as a greedy and avaricious poet, in that the two lines were composed
for begging indirectly.

He knew that his position in poetry was affected

by his gree.:3.iness, as he told Ibn cAbbis when the latter asked him about
the best poet of all.

He believed that the same reason had detractd

from al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani, even though he was not inferior to Zu..~ayr.
In his reply to Ibn ~Ahbis, al-Hutay'a declared Zuhayr the best poet

.

among the ancients and championed him for the line of hikma quoted above •
He admired the line of al-Nabigha-cited as a proverb - in which the poet

0_
-0-J;'J} G"t~, ~~

J~'--........

says:

'<'

•

He stated that al-Nabigha would not have been considere,d inferior to
Zu..1J.ayr. had it not been for his "humility and cupidity" for money.

The

same applied to himself, who, had it not been for greed, would have been
the best poet among the ancients.

Nevertheless he claimed that he was

the best of his contemporaries and that his "arrow is the best at hitting

ul
the target" •.

However, although he considered that greed was responsible for holding
him back from reaching the standard of the ancient poets, on another
occasion, he claimed himself to be the best poet when he was greedy or
when he was affected by desire or fear, "howling after the rhymes as if

4?

I were a thirsty young camel crying for its mother"."

He seems to be

the origin of the idea that associates "desire and fear" with the
ability to write excellent poetry.

We have seen that 'Ali b. Abi Talib

used these two words when talking about

Irr~' al-~ays.

They were also

used by Kuthayyir, Ibn Abi Tarafa and Ibn Q,utayba, as we shall see
later.
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Ibn R2shiq criticised al-::utay'a for regardinG Abu Du'ad al-Iysii as
the best poet on the strength of his poem that starts:

~

'....

l;;l~ W'..yl

:!"

~

J->

-

t

j}

Ibn Rashlq commented that though "Abu Du'ad is an ancient TT!aster-:poet
whose poetry Irnru'

made use of and transmitted. no critic has

al-~ys

ever declared him the best poet as

al-~utayfa

does. 4J AI-Hutay'a put

cAbid bal. Abras next to Abu Du'ad on the strength of his poem with the
line:

Both poems contain lines of hikma, which al-::1utay'a seems to ap?reciate •.
Before he died, al-Hutay'a was requested by his family to make his will,
but he merely kept reciting some lines of poetry declaring that
al-Shammak~

b. Dirar was the best poet, on the strength of the

following line:

/'~L31
~~I ~
.
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The line describes a bow, a weapon which al-Sha~mikh was famous for
He also stated that Dabl' b. al-Harith al-Burj~~l deserved

describing.

to be called a poet because he wrote the following line:
___

··f

.!!..JJ

••

He also declared that Imru'

e'"
~:.-J

al-~ays

having ,rritten the line:
!J.

-JJ...J.JJ.....
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was the best of all Arab poets in
~,/

(;.lJ
•

and that Hassan was the best poet in having written this line:

~k"2l ~~I

0-<

J)ti;y

;'W~l"U0':;y-~~

Lastly, al-Hutay'a, pointing to his mouth, declared:

"this hole is the

e.1S greed y lor
. 45
best poet, if 1t
some gOOQ".
From the different comments and judgments made by al-Hutay'a at
different times, it is difficult to tell who was in fact his favourite

al-ADras inQicate ttat he was interested in the ?oetry of

hik~.

Ideal

poet~J for him is ~awlif which the poet spent a great deal of effort and

time correcting and polishing, such as the poetry of his master 1.uhayr.
He identified psychological motives such as fear and desire that
affected a poet and caused him to be excellent in his poetry.

If we now leave the mukhadramUn aside and look at the Hijazl poets of
7

the Umayyad period, we shall find that 'Dmar b. Ab1: Rab1:~ was

According to Yar:qub b. IShaq, the Arabs admitted that Quraysh Has the
best tribe in religious, social, political and economic matters, and
when ':Umar b. AbI Rab1:Cci appeared, they recognised the superiority of

46
Q,uraysh in poetry also.

Jamil Buthayna, on listening to the lami}7a

poem of cUmar that starts:

~. J 1 ~ l-.ed I f.Jl!. ifu;;;

admi t ted that he Hou1d never be able to "\IITi te a poem like it because
there was "no-one who can address women and talk to them like (Umar
b. Abi- Ra bi- ca " •47

-vlhen a1-Farazdaq listened to the same poem he said:

"this is what the

poets were looking for, but they missed it, and instead of finding it,
they kept weeping over deserted dwellings.

This man has found it".48

The same opinion is expressed by Jarir when he listened to another poem
of (Umar starting:

»~ ~\.JJI d

He said:

t;;-£

~

"This is what we were looking for and missed; this Qura,shite

has now attained it.49 On another occasion, Jarir is reported as
telling the people of Medina, who requested him to recite some of his
poetry, that they were interested in nasib and that they should look

f
.
.
_OY It i l l

the

poet!"""j

of

c

UnBY

.
c;'1
Oec2-use "he is the best p::lev+ In
n3.2ib"/-

'Jhat poets Yl'ere looking for seems to have been rioga I which is expresse::
in c..elic2-te conversation 1-lith Yl'omen, gentle and sensitive W2-ys of
addressing the deserted dwelling, humility and

to the beloved,

sub~ission

and other such qualities which we have already pointed out in the poetry

Though Jarir had declared that ~Umar was the best poet in naslb, on
•
h e preferred KuthaYYlr.
. 51~
another occaSlon

Kuthayyir himself, who was

the transmitter of the poetry of Jamil, spoke about the latter as his
master in the ":path of nasib".
he 'Hould say:

If he ",ras asked about his nasib poetry,

- 5?"God has taught me about nasi- b th-yough Jamil".

'lihen

the poet Nusayb asked him to compare himself with his master Jamil, he
asked him in astonishment:

"Is there anyone who has facilitated nasib

5":<,./
for us except Jamil?"

The poets of the Hijaz were classified ~r Nusayb, when he
to compare them I as follows:

HaS

asked

"Jamil is our leader, t::Umar is t.l-).e best

among us in describing 'Homen, and Kuthayyir is the best among us at
weeping over departing women and at praising kings".

These, as a group

.

of nasib poets, were also described by Nusayb on another occasion:
"Jamil is the most sincere in his poetry, 'Umar is t:he most untruthful
4J.

among us, and I myself write what I know"."/·

Kuthayyir criticised l"Umar b. Abi Rablca, using the same argument as
used by Ibn Abl t:Atlq, that "instead of writing naslb about his beloved,
tUmar wrote it about himself".

He cited the following lines:

.
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~e

ajje8:. that a

",",OTll3.!l

"bJt ur.attai::1able".

sho~ld

be described

- . c:eSlrec.

nt2shful l

2S

He believed that what al-AhHas 'l-a'ote Has the ideal

and better than Hhat cUmar wrote.

He quoted the following lines of

al-AhHas:

r
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In criticising (Umar and preferring al-Ah.las, Kuthayyir was guided Uj
traditional etiquette and good

ma~illers

in dealing with women, to hhich

the lines of cUmar are contrary, just as they do not conform to the
requirements of riooa.

The lines of al-AhHas preferred by Kuthayyir

fulfil these requirements.

But, because KuthasJir was always concerned

with traditional manners in nasib, he also criticised al-Ahwas for
following the wrong path in ghazal on other occasions, as for instance
when he wrote:

He told him that it was not the way of the fuhul to say that he did not
care if she left him.

It was

cont~~

to the

de~~ds

of rigoa, and the

true lover should care for his beloved "not only if she left him b.1t
even if she broke his neck".

The one who followed the right 1r<-ay, he

said, Has Nusayb in the following line:

~i ~C; ~

i,L

0_

~~

0.-l~

-

-

i~-' ~~.

because he Hent to see her before she departed and told her that he was
not oored with her even if she was oored with him.
sincerity and humility to the beloved.

.

Nusayb for writing:

J~ feY.

p.

This was a sign of

Again, however, he criticised

l j ; ; ; ~J>!.f09

because it was ndt decent for the poet to wish for someone to love
after he had died. 55

her

From his remarks on these lines ~ different poets

it seems that Kuthayyir was no different in his views from Ibn Abi ~Atiq

15?

and ot!Jey
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of'
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otry.

po~

!":e hi"lself.

however, was criticised for not confo~ing to this style of nasic in so~e
of his lines.

The Iraqi poets of the Umayyad period were headed by Jarir, al-Farazdaq
and al-Akhtal.

Jarir, in his reply to cAbi al-Yalik. the Caliph, or his

son, al-Halld, when he was asked about certain poets, gave his opinion
about them in general and

va~~e

terms, especially when he spoke about

2u."f-}ayr, Ka 'b his son, ITTL~' al-~ays, and also al-E'arazdaq and al-P.kb.t::cl.
His views of his O1-rn :poetry are clearer and more valuable, though still
som.ewhat vague.

According to him, the best poet of all is "the twer..ty-

year old", meani11..g Tarafa, and "the poetry of Zdlayr and his son Ka c:.b is
full of light".

Imru'

al-~ays

he speaks of as "the wicked" who "used

:poetry just as he used his :pair of shoes"j if he had met him he "would
have raised the hem of his garment".

Dhu al-Rlli:l.m.a, he says, was

"ca:p::cble of writing elegant, strange and excellent :poetry to 1-fhich no-one
was able to write anything similar".
much poetr; unspoken".

As for al-A&'ltal, "he died with

Al-?arazdaq "holds in his hanis a nabe of poetry".
• J.

About himself Jarlr said that he was "the city of poetrj from which lv

goes out and to which it comes back".
delight, and

madlh

He had written"naslb that caused

that raised up f and hija ' that humbled.

written much poetry in the metres ramal and rajaz.

thOSe othe:!:' poets I4entioned because eac::

0-=

t:-~e7!!

tI •

He had also

He was better than

had.

c~lj~

yrri t te:: l.n cne

gen=e of poetry, and he wrote in all poetic fields. 56

In speaking about Imru' al-Qays as having used poetry as tla :pair of shoes",

.

Jarlr may mean that he had a powerful poetic ability and tab!: that made
it easy for him to write poetry in all genres and whenever he liked, since
it was just like putting on his shoes or taking them off.

His aa..'1liration

for him is inc.ica t9d by his saying that if he had. :net hi TT':

h~ HO·J.ld.

"have raised the hem of his e;arment", which prob::!.bly me?_ns that he would
have served him and followed his style of poetry.

The des8ription of

the poetry written by Zuhayr and Ka r:b as being "full of light" may mean
that it is clear and carefully written; Jarir described it on another
occasion as "polished and sharpened". 57

Thoue;h his judgement on Zu."-J.ayr

did not state his position with regard to other Jahili poets, Jarir
preferred him to all others when asked by his sons abo~t the Jahili
poets in general. 58 His judgement on al-l.1<..htal, that "he died with much
l

poetrj unspoken", may indicate his powerful talent for poetry, b'J.t Jarir
did not tell us about the position of
and

al-AY4~tal

compared with himself

Tne latter, who was described as having a

al-?arazda~.

poetry in his hands is not clearly judged either.

nab~

of

The word nab c may

mean a "spring", and it also may mean "a kind of tree whose wood is used
in arrow-making".

In any case, the remark of Jarir indicates the rich-

ness of the poetic source of

al-?arazda~.

In preferring himself to all

these poets Jarir used the standard of "multiplicity of poetic genres"
and the "ability of a poet to write in rajaz and in all oth9r poetic
metres".

'de do not know why Jarir should have mentioned the ra;rral

metre in particular.

We have a more specific judgement on al-Ak~tal by Jarir, when he was
asked for one by his son f1krima.

According to Jarir, "the poet of the

Jahiliyya is Zuhayr", and, conce:ming the poets of Islam, nal-?arazQaq
is the nabta of poetry, and al-Akhtal is excellent in praising kings and
in describing rrine u •

1men his son said that he had left nothing for

himself, Jarlr said "leave me aside, for I have slaughtered poetry
thoroughly".59

Comparing himself with the other two peets, Jarir

repeated his opinion that he was "the city of poetry", and that

"al-?ar2.zei3./1 is a m"l.n of boasting"; as for al-Ak1.tal, JarIr said:

":-ie

is the best among us in shooting at the fara'is (the part of the body
behTeen the shoulders ani the ribs of a horse) I the one who i;::. best able
to express himself briefly, the best at describing wine and 'the red
ones'

(women)".

60 Jarir repeated that he was "the city of poetry"

on many occasions, and that "al-FarazdaCl was the nab£: of poetry".
"Anyone who claims that he is better than al-FarazdaQ. is a liar n • 6l

In spite of his favourable judgement on al-FarazdaQ., Jarlr said that the
former vlOuld not resist him (in hija') and though he once said about
al-Akhtal:

"I met him when he was old and had only one canine tooth;

if I had met him yrhen he had two he would have eaten mej whenever I saw
him I feared that he would swallow me", he said about him elsewhere:
"there were two things that helped me to overcome him, his old age and
"
h.18

~ 6?~
un bel"
_leI".

However, Jarlr considered himself sunerior to his two contemporaries,
the reason being that he was "the city of poetry" and that he had
"slaughtered poetry thoroughly", both of which remarks indicate the
multiplicity of poetic genres in which Jarlr had excelled the others,
according to his orm criteria.

Nevertheless, he admitted that al-

Farazdaq was excellent in fakhr and that al-Akhtal surpassed both of
them in madlh and in the description of wine and

wo~en

(~urnr) .

The skill of al-A1chtal in shooting at the fara'is may indicate ability
at hija,.

Besides, al-Akhtal was praised by him for his brevity.

The

"unbelief" of al-Ak.htal helped Jarlr in the sense that his being a
Christian in itself stood as an obstacle to his satirizing Jarir and
his large tribe Mudar, as we have indicated before.
that al-Akhtal had excelled him in his line:

yWYI

LtG:.,

.vAl ~.

Jarlr admitted
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JaYlr prefeyred the poem of al-Ak1.rtzl which cO!1tains that line and ¥Thieh
sta.rts:

to his own poem which starts:

o

Yl/L; ~~\ ~
simply because it contained that line. 6J

His comments on the poetry of al-Raci al-Numayri and on Dhu al-?cu~ma
reflect the importa!1ce of the genres of hija' and madih, and may also

.

indicate that for Jayir the rr~cna is more important than the word.

His

opinion of the poetry of Dhu al-3umma is that "it is like the dots
(uecorations) of a bride and the dun.g of a gazelle".

His opinion of

al-RaCl is that "he is a poet, but has busied himself with the descyiption
of his horses, his camels and the desert.

He has lost the wayll.64

The statement that al-Raei concerned himself with the poetic topics
mentioned above implies that he ought to have paid more attention to other
genres such as mad~, hija', r2sib and fakhr, and to have tried to cover
all poetic fields.

Jarir Has again applying his criterion of

"multiplicity" as he did when he preferred himself to other poets.

His remark on the poetry of Dhu al-Rumma may mean that it had beauty
and decorativeness but there was no depth in his poetic macani.

The

similarity between his poetry, the "dots of a bride" and the "dung of a
gazelle" suggests that the beauty of his poetry will not last long, just
like the decorations of a bride, and the dQDg of a gazelle which has at
first a pleasant smell because of the grass that it eats, but this
gradually disappears.

Anyhow, Dhu al-Rumma was priased by Jarir for his

"tashblh and elegant, unfamiliar, excellent poetry in which no other poet
could compete with him".65

On the poem of Dhu

al-Ru~~a

that starts:

Jarlr said that it Has the poem which he Hould like to be attributed to
him rather than to its real author, and that
~Titing

i~ ~hu al-Ru~~a

had stopped

poetry after that poem he Hould have been considered the best

poet of all.

66 It is strange to hear Jarlr admiring "unfamiliar poetry"

that Dhu al-Rumma had written.

It is not clear whether this unfamiliarity

Has in words or nat:naj probably the HOrd unfamiliar means here "Honderful"
rather than gharlb, though on another occasion we find him admiring
hushl or strange and unfamiliar poetry.

In his reply to £.Abd al-j·lalik, the Caliph I who asked him whether he would
like to have the poetry of other poets attributed to him, Jarlr answered
that he would not, except that "a poet called Huzahim al-(1JClaylI 'hTites a
hush I poetry that no other poet can imitate; I should like to have some
of his poetT"J exchanged for some of mine". 67

On another occasion, Jarlr

wished that he was the writer of the following two lines by Muzahim al-

6~1 ~~ uy~ uU- ~jY-;:J
~Dl-; ~~,~t L~ 68

-

In his critical views al-FarazdaCl appears more specific than Jarlr, though
sometimes he too rnakes rather vague remarks aCo'.lt

:P~E.try.

The idea of

poetic inheritance was adopted by him and he claimed that he had

i~~erited

poetry from a group of Janill poets whom he mentioned in this line:

~;.?9 e...) I "Y:J Y./=y.l.,

,;i: Y1Z:!.Yl1 J- ;, ~I

V-f'-,

The poets he meant here are al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani. al-Nabigha al-Jatai,
and al-Nabigha al-Shayb2:nl, Im....">"U' al-Qays, al-Hutay'a and Abu YazTd alMukhbbal al-SacdI.

He believed that he was descended from these poets

through his grandmothers. 69 He also claimed that he had

i~~erited

poetry

., ' , I
--'

..-.~

I

that all poets claimed to have inherited poetry through their mothers,
as We have seen in the case of poets already mentioned I like ZU.'lJayr and.

According to al-Farazdaq, poetry is connected with, and influenced by,
the nobility or otherwise of the poet.

For him, ideal poetry is that

nol,.k. Y"II erJ.
Hri tten by sl ;;vee. Cri ticising Nusayb for praising an UInayyad Caliph

insteao of boasting, al-FarazQaq vITote:

~, J~' Lo ~r?~ .Yl:'J ~/1 P':;;~

71

He likened poetry to a huge old camel that haci been divided up; Tmrel'
al-~ays had taken its head,

tAmr b •. Kulthum its hump, £Abld b. al-Abras

its thigh, al-l·. cshi its rump, Zuhayr its withers, Tarafa its calloused
belly, and the two Nabighas its two sides.

\{hen al-::<'araz.daq and his

peers arrived they found nothing but the fore-leg, the shank and the
stomach, which they divided between them.?2

AI-Farazdaq remarked on the figure of taoslm in the poetry of Imru.'
al-~ays,

He said:

when he admired the line:

"It is the most comprehensive line".?3

For him, Imru' al-Qays

excelled all poets in fakhr, hikrra, sensitive naslb and tashblh.

He

quoted from him the two following lines as the best poetry of fakhr:

S}U 1 ~~. ~ I
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the following line as the best one of hikma:
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the following as the best line of nasIb (because of its sensitiveness):
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an~

this last as

t~e

-best line of tashbIh:

AI-Farazdaq also noticed the "different levels of excellence" in

t~e

poetry of al-Nabigha al-Ja cdi ",hom he likened to a man who sells neYi and
old clothes and with ",hom one may find a beautiful silk garment that
costs a thousand dirhams and beside it a veil worth

or~y

one

?C.

dirham.·~

Though al-Farazdaq admired the naslb of LUmar b. Abi Rabi'a, as 'He have
seen, on another occasion he told

cU~ar,

when the latter recited to

hi~

one of his poems, that "it is a l}ijazl ?oetry that will shiver if it
goes to Najd n • 76

It is not clear what he meant by his remark about

Hijazi poetry that would suffer from cold, but a similar remark Has made
by al-Ak~tal,

on listening to a poem of Kuthayyir; he described it as

"a J:lijazi poetry which is suffering from cold and if it is oppressed
by

the cold of Syria it Hill dvrindle away". 77

by

t:Adi b. al-Riqac- of the poetry of Kuthayyir; he too said t~at the

The same view was taken

poetry of Kuthayyir was "a ~ijazi poetry which is suffering fro::n cold
and if it is hit by the Syria...'rJ. cold it will fre eze and perish". 7

8

As I say, it is not clear precisely what was meant by these remarks.
However, it may indicate that the poets were aware of the influence of
environment on

poetry and that poetry differed according to the

differences in places.

It seems to me that the poets who described

the poetry of CUmar and Kuthayyir in this way may have meant to say
that the poetry which emerged in the F;ijaz ~as different from that of
Syria a...'rJ.d Iraq.

It was different because it was concerned only with

nasib, while Iraqi and Syrian poetry was concerned with hija', ~2di?
and fakhr, and the poets were engaged in tribal and political strife.

159

There:ore their poems were mo::::-e simila:::- to JahEr poetry

I

ir.l both

HOr::lS

and in content, than Ijijazl r..asib-poet:::y I v[hich was chc.:::-acterised. by
::::-ioQa and delicacy,

The Iraqi-Syrian poets rejected it, as it appears,

on the grounds that ~ijazi poetry was not suitable for, and not accepted
in, Iraq or Syria because it neglected the genres which had satisfied the
tastes and needs of the public in Iraq and Caliphs in Syria.

The demand

for these gerues, and their importance, are evident from the remark of
Jarir about aI-RaeI' al-Nuw~yrI cited before.

It is also evident from the

remark made by al-Farazdaq, 2...'YJ.d repeated by him on several occasions.
about the poet Dhu al-RQ~~.

For al-FarazQaq, a poet, in order to become

a master-poet, had to write poetry in the genres demanded in his time.
Hhen al-Farazdaq Has asked

u,t Dhu al-Rurn.rna:

among the fuhul?" he replied:

HitThy should not I be counted

"~\Tha t prevents you from reaching the

standard of the fQ~ul is t~..at you have busied yourself with weeping over
deserted dwellL'rJ.gs, describing the

restir~

places of camels and their

.

urine, and describing deserts and sandgrouse, and ~..ave neglected rradlh
and hija·". 79

"~'Tha t ke:pt you back

On another occasion, he said to him.:

from the ranks of the fQ~ul is that you have persistently avoided madI'h
.
.
80
and hija' and restricted yourself to the traces of deserted a.welllDgs".

The Bedouin topics discussed by Dhu al-RQ~ seemed not to suit the taste
of people at that time

i~

Iraq and Syria.

For al-Farazdaq, poetry should consist of a combination of two things,
firmness ~'rJ.d delicacy, as apyears from his remark .on Jarlr's poetry.

The

combL'rJ.ation of his poetry 2...'rJ.d that of Jarlr would make that of an ideal
poet.

ComparL'rJ.g himself with Jarlr, on hearing certain lines QJ' the latter,

such as:

and:
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al-FarazdaCl commented:
of the

fir~Dess

"HoYi

much he - with his decency - is in need

of my poetry, and how much I - with my indecency and
p~

desires - am in need of the delicacy ane. gentleness of his
there

1->!aS

poetr.]"".~-'-

a

that both of them had the same poetic power, but th~t Jarir had less
ability to dive deep in search of poetic concepts or to prolong his
poems.

Their styles

o~

poetry were not very e.ifferent from each other,

but Jarir could not compete with him, and his poetic power let him dOrm
p.alf-1-,ay along the road.

He is reported as saying:

"Eoth of us take

our poetry from one sea, but his bucket shakes on the long way (from
the well)".82

He claimed tr~t he had surpassed Jarir in four uniClue lines, to which he
gave the names al-mugaff1, al-mucanni, al-m~~tabi and al-k~figat.

All

of these are of faY~~r, a genre in which al-Farazdaq excelled Jarir, as
the latter admitted.

In them the poet is boasting of his ancestors,

such as Darim, l1ujashi c., Zurara and Nahshal.

He told Jarir that he could

not claim to have such great ancestors and that all his attempts to do so
would be in vain.

The names of these lines are collected in the

following:

Nevertheless, he admitted that he

~~ired

some poetry by Jarir, such as

~is JOerTl

trl>3.t starts:

~ ~~t.. ~

_

y;; 2' ~t;

~~l0':> &0 ~~I ~

Whenever al-Farazdaq listened to it, he used to say that Jarir
always to write poetry like that.

84

written by Jarlr:

Concerning this line

0:

ou;~t

fakhr

..

u..>-:?~

al-?arazdaq used to say that if he himself had
dearer to him than the whole earth. 85

~Titten

it, it would be

He also rem~rked that Jarir wrote

excellent poetry on the rhyme ~'J and he said:

"I have found that

ri'

is the mother and father of Jarir".86

According to Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi, the poets and the Bedouins preferred
Jarlr to al-Farazdaq.

l~en he asked Eashshar about the poets of Islam,

the latter replied that the best of them were Jarir and al-Farazdaq and
that al-Akhtal was not equal to them, but that his tribe, Rabita, had
an exaggerated admiration for him, and in order to compete .ii th i'ludar in

.

poetry, they claimed al-Ak.l)tal as an eq"".lal to the two of them.

Cf Jarrr

and al-3'arazdaq Bashshar p:::-eferred the former, because "he had composed
in poetic genres unk.T10r."Il to al-Farazdaq", such as ri tha' ; ".Then al-Na"rwar,
the wife of al-Farazdaq, died, women fOQT1d no poetry in which they cO"".lld
mourn her except the :poem of Jarir in 'Thich he had elegized his own wife;
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Those who considered Jarir to be the best :poet believed that his :position
in poetry had been harmed by the
with that of al-Farazda.:,r.

hQ~bleness

of his family in comparison

As the latter claimed that excellence of

poetry was associated with the nobility of the poet, so we find the same
o:pinion adopted

~~

other poets, who used it as a standard of comparison.

'I'ho'J.Sh the poet al-Sallatan al-LAtdi 2dmitted that Ja:::-ir was better
than al-Sarazdaq, he stated that the latter had overcome the former in
poetry because of the greater nobility of his rank.

Al-Sallatan

expressed this in verse:
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The poet Barran Ibn Abl Hafsa seems to have adopted a similar view of
the two poets.

He reported that, after cons'J.lting the Naqa'id of Jarir

•

and al-Farazdaq, he had concluded that the former had been overcome by
the latter.

Though Narran claimed that Jarir had been unable to resist

al-:?'arazdaq in the Naga'id, he stated that he had surpassed him in both
"sweet and bitter poetry", while al-Farazdaq excelled him in fakhr.
Comparing the two poets and al-Ak.l1tal 'Hi th one another J Marwan gave
his judgement concerning them in three rather vague lines:

:;
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By

"sweet and bitter poetry", Narwan probably meant the :poetry of p..2.slb

a.'1d madlh, and of hija I and ri tha' .

According to al-Bu.l1turl, al-Farazdaq was better than Jarlr, because he
had invented many concepts in hija r with which he satirized Jarir,
Who, in replying to him, merely repeated four points.
Jarlr had excelled him in nasib. 90

Nevertheless,

Al-MarzucanI, who agreed with

al-B1L.'1turi in preferring al-::<'arawaq, claimed that al-Bu.~turr did so
because his own style of poetry was not dissimilar from that of

al-?e.::-azdaq, in spite of the fact that he had a tab':: simila:!:' t') th3.t
of Ja:!:'ir, as he himself had declared.

The similarity between al-:::;u.lJturi

and al-?a::-azdaq lay in their use of ti"b3: g , mU:l1Rthala, tajnis and
isti cara , according to al-r1arzu"b3:ni, who added to...a t this style of poetrJ
was admired

qy

al-Buhturl because it agreed with his own. 9l

HOHever, it seems likely that tribalism had some influence on the
opinion of those poets who preferred al-Farazdaq to Jarir, as appears
from what Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi said concerr.ing ~hu al-Ru~maJ who

.

supported al-Farazdaq in his war of hija' with Jarlr. 92
himself was influenced
two poets.

qy

Sven al-Akhtal

this tribalism in his views concerninG the

Wnile Jarlr and al-?arazdaq were str~ggling against each

.

other in Iraq, al-Akhtal sent his son, Malik, to listen to their poems .
IIhen his son came back, he asked him his opinion.

M2::1ik said that

"he found Jarir taking his poetry from a sea and al-?arazdaCi hewing his
poetry from a rock".
and said:

In view of this, al-Akhtal declared for Jarir,

"the one who takes from the sea is better than the other".

He thereupon recited the following two lines:

~Id~~~~~ ~

~~Uc>~~~S

However, when Bishr b. Harwan came to Kufa, he gave al-Akhtal money and
other presents a.Yld asked him "to write a :poem giving superiority to
al-Farazdaq, because he is our poet".

al-Akhtal is said to have accepted

the offer and to have done 'Hhat he was requested to do. 9J

other poets were also paid to declare al-Farazdaq superior to Jarlr.
According to Abii CU1::ayda J

Mu.~ammad

b. (Umayra offered four hundred

dirhams and a horse to any poet who was ready to write a poem to this
effect.

It is said that no poet dared to do so for fear of Jarir, ~~t

.

Comparing himself with the other tHO poets, al-Akhtal stated that Jarir
was the best in nasib and tashblh r al-Farazdaq in fakhr and he himself
in the madih of kings, descri D_ tion of 'Hine and 'the red one s '
~

h_ UTTIr

(women).95 However, he told al-FarazQaQ that both of them were better
than Jarlr, but that the latter

fortunate in havinG his poetry more

viaS

,. an d reel. +veC1- L.. h••an th'
HlC1espread
elr poetry. 96

Al-.;.1r.htal was confident in himself and his ability to Hrite madih 1 hija'
and naslb.

He claimed that he had
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Al-Akhtal admitted that

~any

97

of his lines were plagiarized from the

poetry of others, and he used to say "the poet has no religion", meaning
that there is nothing to prevent him from stealing other poets' thoughts.
He

viaS

also reported as saying:

"i'le poets are better thieves than the

goldsmiths".98 thus apparently implying a hck of originality in the

Cl.;:.;

"'\

.,

.

had a

CeSC~l?-:l('n

different style of poetry from other poets f thou€:h Jarlr did not state
in what sense this was so, except in that he vITote a larc;e qU3.ntity of
unfamiliar poetry Hith stranGe kinds of tashbih.

Ibn RashI q st?-ted that

most of his poetry did not contain tasri C in the opening lines.
According to him, this tendency of Dhu al-Ru.rnma is that of the fu.~ul,
al though he ,;as not cOll..'1ted among them because of his lac}.: of variety
in poetic subjects. 99

Anyhow, llhu al-:lu.:luna himself 1,'as al'lare of this

" nf erence. E'.Dd though he consldered.
.
- .
d 11
al-Ra- c Tl al-Kum3.yri
as hls teacher

and leader lTl the :pe.th of poetry, as we are informed b"J j'1;mtaji C b.
Fabhan, he believed that he had a distinguished and individual style.

rmen

he wrote his line:

~"~~
l~.
"~~I ~0
he 'Has criticised for using the HOrd dhifra in describing his she-camel,
on the grounds that the word Has only used of a nale camel.

Defending

himself, Dhu al-:l'J.m.:lla cited a li:1e of al-Eaci al-Nmr:.ayri in which he
100
had used the same term describing his she-c3.mel.-

Dhu

al-Ru~lla

is

said to have been the transmitter of al-R3:t:I 's poetry, and Hhen asked
about his master, he used to say, comparing himself with him:

"Hy

rel,dionship with him is like that of a young I1B:n Hho followed an old
one, and "as guided by him, along various roads, and then left him and
travelled over mountains and valleys on JB-ths ll..'1KnOHn to the old man" .101

i{hat these paths were that were followed by Dhu al-:1ullli1!a and ll..11..1mO'h,,:} to
al-RaeI, it is not easy to tell.

Hhat we can say is that both poets

were occupied in writing poetry on Bedouin topics such as descriptions

differed from his master al-~at::l in the strange 1:inds of tas!!c::h that
he became famous for writing.

HOK8ver, it seems that Jarlr felt that

his :poetry and that of other poets lacked some other qualities that
Here present in that of Dhu al-:Kumma.

It if:' not clear "hat Jarlr meant

by sayinG that Dhu al-~umma "hTote poetry "which no one among us is able

to i'1litate".

As Jarir expressed admiration for the "hush I poetry 'hTitt2n

by J.1'.lzilhi'1l al-(Uq,ayll w!!ic!! no-one could imitate", af:' 'Hell as for the
"unfcmiliar poetry and strange tas!!blh" written by Dhu al-~umj'Tla, it ;nay
be

that he was merely referrir~ again to this ele'1lsnt in Dhu al-rtun'1la's

poetry in different te::-:ns; ho'vever, I still feel that Jarir meant t!:1at
there was something more in the poetry of Dhu al-rtum~~, something which
the latter and his peers lacked

L~

their own poetry.

The answer to this
b. al-~JHa'

problem may perhaps be sought in a remark made by AbU

"!l.mr

about Dhu al-RumIna, when he "sealed" poets with him.

This means that

Dhu al-RumI!la' s poetry was accepted by Abu ~Amr as a huj;ia.

Perhaps this
",';+1Y'I_ v .. l.

was due to the fact that his poetry was closer to the . TahilI
.
style.
its 3edouin topics, than those of his contemporaries.

The fact that

Abu I:Amr b. al-cAla' refused to quote other Islamic poets (including
T ':"
~arlr

' as a h.uJJa,
"
. ~
d bv
and a 1 -Farazd
aq)
as we are lnrorme
~

l'
a_-~sma

c':"
l , 102

while he accepted Dhu al-RQ'1l~~ from among them, may throw some light on
the "distinguished style" of Dhu al-RUlTHna noticed by Jarlr and. by the
poet himself.

Speaking about his own poetry, Dhu al-RUlTHlla wrote:
",-'
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The line indicates the effort made by the poet to avoid poetical
. -, 103
d efects such as SlDaQ.
Ru~~ l~S

It seems that the Bedouin style of Dhu al-

admired by other poets contemporary with him, who tried

to

- '-,
- -,
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Dhu al-?tu~~~ in his ?Oe~ beGinning:

He wrote a poem starting:
~
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\{hen he recited this poeI"l to Dhu al-RuTIL'na, the latter told him that he
described things in such a way

t~t

it was not easy to tell whether he

was right or wrong, because "when you describe something you neither
describe it as it should be described nor do you go far from the truth",
AI-Kumayt ascribed his
fact that he was a

fail~e

to~s~n

to produce correct descriptions to the

describing 3edouin items which he had not

seen but only been told about, while Dhu al-?tuJlLIJ.a had seen them with his
own eyes.

l04

1·That al-KuTTJayt saic: about hi:nself indicates that his poetry

lacked naturalness and sincerity, and that it Kas divorced from reality.
Ha:JTlad. al-~wiya I s account affir7'ls that al-Kumayt wrote second-hand
poetry.

He stated that al-Ku'7layt had gained his Yo-nowledge of poetry

f:::-o:11 his two grandmothers, ;-rho had lived for some time in the Jahiliyya.
They used to tell him about life in this period and describe to him the
d eserv anQ t"ne B"
eQOUln way
.l.

-,

~ l'lIe.
~ 105

o~

.

£l-Tirimmah, who was an L~timate friend of al-Ku~yt, followed him in

.

using in his poetry what had been described to him, as al-CAjjaj pointed
out.

Talking about the trIO poets, the latter reported that:

to ask me concerning rare expressions in the

l~~guage

"They used

of poetry, and I

informed them, but afterwaris I found the same expressions
in their poems, the reason being that they were townsmen

w~ongly

vrho

used

described

ifhat they had not seen and misapplied it, Hhereas I who am a Bedouin
describe what I have seen and apply it properly",

10~
~

The same thing is reported by Ru'ba b. al-CAjjaj, who said that both

:

'\

theJ~ used those wo:!:lis in t~eir :poe~~, • 107

Whe~ al-cj..jjaj and his son Ru'l:a disputed. about their own nerits, Ru're

claimed that he was a better :poet than his father, because he was Ha :poet

,.hich we

~2ve

;r:entioned be:ore.

be judged according to his
~~o~

"Q-y.

• .,..
v.~JnlS

+~

inventions and discoveries in poetic

h'
1 q
" - ' seems t 0 h ave •Known of
.lS rep1 y 4-vo h'
.lS son, a_.. JJaJ

., hO
or Jlnas
t woOlcn he considered a

his son:
t?~ught

O-NTI

His father believed that a :poet should

to be

p:!:"oud of.

"How can you be a better :poet than I, when I ar:-t the one who

you Catf al-rajaz?"

replied

fi~~re

~

:tu'ab asked him what this was, and his father

reciting his line:

Al-~jjaj did not call it .iinas but instead used the word Catf

-.-'

which may also

indicate, as Ibn Rashi q suggested, iltifat. 109

At all events, what al-CAjjaj said about al-K~~ayt and al-Tirimmah, and
the latter's acknowledging that his own poetry lacked reality and sincerity,
may well have influenced ani guided AbU Nuwas when he criticised those liho
st?~rted

their poems ~ weeping over deserted dwellings.

Ab~

Nuwas

believed that a poet should not talk about things that he had not really
seen, and that if a
succeed.

mQ~dath

poet started his poem with atlal he would not

He called for innovation in the introduction to the poem and

suggested that, instead of weeping over atlal, the poet should do as he,
Abu Nuwas, did when he wrote:

He gave his opinion on the subject in a number of his poems, repeating
the warning given by al-CAjjaj and al-Kumayt. For example, he wrote:
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AbU Nuwas' OHn o:pinion of himself is that he fell below those poets Hho
had preceded him but th2.t he ..as above those who ca;ne after him; thereht ~'h a~' h.8 was
f are h. e ~h
~ oug

.

unl~ue

~ h'lS T'
, III
KlnQ.

He told his friend

o~

al-Husayn b. al-~a~~ak that he had excelled him and all other :poets in
ll?

the poetry of wine. --.~
a~ong

Ibn T'Iunadhir called AbU

the best :poet

NUTdS

jinn and ins on the strength of the following lines:
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Ibn :t,madhir's justification for this remark was that "he vrrote :poetry
naturally".

Ibn Rashl~ agreed ..ith Ibn Hu..Dadhir and accepted the latter's

judgement on Abu Nu·~s' naturalness.

He said that it appeared in his

language (laf~), ..hen, for insBnce, he used the word al-d1..Lrr ,There he
could have used al-tall in order to produce a more

harmonio~s

effect.

To have done so, however, .. ould have suggested takalluf and tasnl C ,

.

which Abu Nu..as disliked.

Ibn Rashl~ admired the second line and ~uoted

it as an eY~m:ple of :poetry in which the poet combined several tashblhat
in one line without using the ~~icle ka.

Ibn Rashlq described the line

as malih jiddan. llJ

The admiration of Ab~ Nuwas for a poem of ghazal qy Abu al-CAtahiya, and
his

co~~ent

on that poem, may throw some light on the sort of :poetry

looked for qy Abu Nuwas and other poets of his time.

It is said that one

day Abu al-CAtariiya, AbU Nuwas and al-Husayn b. al-Da~~[k al-KhaU:c met

.

together, and Abu Nuwas suggested that each of them should recite one
of his subjective poems bolt not of maih or hija r •

Abu al-CAtahiya was

the first to recite his pes'!:

ul9fj)1 I~
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When he finished his recit3.tion, .t.b::;: NU-ri'as and al-:rusayn are said to
have sub:rri tted ,and to hc>ve seen no point in reciting their poems, savin?~

to Ab::i al- (:A tahiya ;

"In the face of such facility (suhu1 a) of vrord.s,

beauty of object (oa~), and excellence of emp~sis, we are not going to
.
114
....
recite anythlng". Ibn Rashlq said that those who req.uire facility
(suhula) of expression (laf~) would admire such a poem by

AbU

al-(:Atahiya,

and the poems of those who are like him, such as al-CP.bbas b. al-Ahnaf.
Such critics would regard this poem of AbU al-CAtahiya's as the extreme
'"
_lml' t

0

f exce 11_ence. 115

This poem is a goo:1 example of riaaa in ghazal poetry; the ideas of
complete submission, humility, servility, the

Q~venged

murdered lover,

contentment with little and with promises from the beloved, and gentleness
in addressing the belove:1, are all expressed in it.
poets and others for the poem

see~3

The admiration of

to indicate that riaaa was still

desired in ghazal poetry in the Abbasid period.

The fact that Abu al-

'Atahiya and al- cAb"b3:s b. al-Ahnaf, who were great poets of ghazal at
that time, were compared with cUmar b. Abi Rabica, as we have mentioned
before, confirms this.

Some critics, admittedly, denied the existence of

rigaa in much of (Umar's poetry, as we have also seen, but most were
agreed about the riqga of his ghazal.

Desire for rioaa in ghazal poetry

may be seen clearly in the remarks made by Bashshar b. Burd, comparing

171

hi:;:coelf v7:th Euthayyir. Hho:7i he c:::-iticis!?c1 for his lir.'?s:
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Eashshar is reported to have s3.id:
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~

"Ey Allah, even if he claims that

she is like a stick of marrow (mliYhkh) or of ~Jtter, she will still be
rough and coarse as lonG as he uses the word 'stick' in describing her.
does he not say as I have said:

~'lhy
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line; ,

c..ro

a man suggested to him that instead of saying k..'f1arc)at bi-'l-sa:nt, it
would be better to say:

kharisat bi-'l-samt.

Bashshar said to him;

"In that case it would mean that I wished her to be dmnb, which is a
bad thing".

ShaHqi Dayf attributed this so:phisticated manner of ]3ashshar's

of

his words and his sensitiveness in his ghazal poetry to the

selectir~

fact that he had a delicate Persian nature and taste in dealing Hith
women. 117

- is simply following the
It seems more probable that Bashshar

tendency that we noticed previously of men like Ibn Abi ~~tiqt who
criticised al-Harith b. fulid al-~'1akhzumi for wishing that un:pleasant
thL"1gs might come to the deserted dYTelling of his beloved t and t indeed,
the general desire for riaqa in earlier ghazal poetry, which we have
associated

~~th traditiop~l

to postulate a

~ersian

Arab manners.

There is no particular need

temperament.

There are also indications that some of the muhdathun favou-~d a kind of
poetry in which the poet could write both seriously and with hazl in the
same :poem.

'hThen Ibn i1unad.,.~ir was asked by Ibn Eishr al-Hizini 'Hho was

the best poet in Islam., his ans"er was that it

'HaS

the one who could be

-

-..,

.-

\y./->~ ~ l;~ ~jJl 01

d 2G3" 4~ u-o a£
and then became serious and vrrote:

~ o..;)LJ13 o~1 ~
~?~Wl F-?ujJl ~~
~>b',~i iro ~ cJl t:. f~~~' y.'G, (/.! ~

~:ZJ1-;Z;~->~:':"'Y Y·~~-,C?(A-~llj..o

Ibn Hunidhir further said that, as far as the :Tll.L'Jda thun were concerned f
the best :poet was "th3.t wicked one Hho takes his poetr-s from his sleeve".
Ibn Bishr asked him Hho that was, and Ibn T1unadhi:!:' replied that it was

len

Abu al-CAtahiya.
poetry and

len

Bishr asked for an example from the latter's

?-1unadhir recited the folloHing lines:

~yJ,.lb\9
~ld. -;:;;"
.

c? t·~ Yy

L>/..u. ~. y-,

Ibn r1unad.hir then recited the follmTing tHO lines from the same poem as
an eyzmple of the poetls becoming serious:
C>

-

9. \..0 GbL.9 YflY I vt> ~.
-0

--

-

ol~~~~wy

-

.,;.

It seems that Tb::} :'1ul1...adhir. in describing the first two 2.ines of Jarlr's
and the first two of A~~ al-CAtahiya's as hazl, did not mean that they
were jocular or amusing, but rather tffit they were of a delicate nature.
This desire for a combination of seriousness and hazl is not very different
from what al-Farazdaq had already said about himself and Jarir.
concept will meet us again in al-Asma c1 and Ibn al-~1u Ctazz.

The

The delicate

nature of some of the poetry of Abu al-CAtahiya seems to be one reason
for regarding him as the best of the muhdathii"1.

This at least one can

sense in the answer of Bashshar, Hhen asked "who is the best :poet of our
time?"

He said:

"The effeminate(mu.1illannath) of the :peo:ple of Baghdid",

meaning AbU al_ CAtahiya. 119

The combination of madlh and hila' in one

best poet a;T)ong YO'J, C m'lhda thuD 7". ansHered:

H:ie is t:h.e 0;):; H:h.O has the

That is Rabl~a al-RaQQI, w:h.o says:

most famous line.

?G ~''';-JJI.9 P

~/. o~r ~ ~J!~/ ~ Lv 0

a
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The ?Oem in which this line occurs 'h"aS quoted later by Ibn al-:·Iu Ctazz,
as we shall see.

It contains madlh and hija f and

as hija' muodhi c. or as madih bi- 'l-tafdil.

C2Xl

be regarded ei t:h.er

This last is the best kind of

madih, according to Abu Hilal al-C:;.sJr..arl. who quoted. the follOldng lines
of Layla al-..\k.hyaliyya on Tawba:

~~P.blfulif&JJ ~~~
-

0-

-' -3 G C:;Li.d. ~ eft ~ I~
~

-
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It is not e2.SY to give one definite answer to the q'.lestion concerning the
kind of poetry ad.mired by the muhdathii'1.

AnSHsrs will differ according

to the differences in styles of poetry and the tastes of poets.

The

comJ1ents and remarks lnade by some of them, as quoted above, Inay give us
some idea about their views concerning good poetry.

The differences we

have spoken of make it difficult to grasp any consistent criteria on
VIhich the mu.h.da thUn tased their judgements.

For instance, we find that

the style of ?Detry followed by al-3uhturi, as a i71u.hdath poet VIho is more
influenced by cAmud aI-Shier, plays a part in his judgements about the
muhdathlln.

He favoured Di~bil b. CAli as against ~mslim b. al-Walid,

the reason, as given by al-Bu.h.turi, being that Dicnil's discourse was
closer to the discourse of the early Arabs than "'"as that of T·mslim.
madhhab of Di 'bil VIas also similar to that of the early Arabs.

l2?
-

The
As we

.

have seen, al-Buhturl favoured the ?Det whose style of poetry most agreed
with his own, which was the style of the early poets, the style of
tAmud al-Shi cr.

Huslim al-1~alld is more famous for the tadi C style.

Tam~~mr to have irritatec his style of badl e , and even to have p~eferred

him to himself, declarir..g that the excellent poetry of _t. bU Tanmm
better than his

oym

"Has

excellent ?Oetry, but his medium and bad :;>oetry

y,ere better..l.h
I.
I." .an ..I.h
I." e me d'lum an d bad poe . I."ry

0

f Abu- '"J.am'lUm.
- 123 __Ab-U al-

r:A t2hiya I s remark on poetry, especially the poetry of zll.11d, will be the

last quoted in order to give an idea of the kind of poetry admired in the
period of the mu..'1dathun and its characteristics.

Ibn Abi al-Abyad

reported that he once visited Abu al-CAtahiya and said to him:
writer of

zll.~d

poetry, and I have written many poems on that suCject.

like this type of poetry; I hope that I shall not
write

zll.~d.

"I am a
I

commit sins since I

I have heard your poetry on this subjects and I admire it,

so I should like you to recite me some of the best of it".

Abu al-

~;tihiya told him what he had written was not excellent and when Ibn Abi

21-Abyad asked why, with surprise, A1J1:i. al-t:Atahiya replied:

"Because

poetry should be like that written by the earlier fll.'1ul, or like the
poetry of Eashsnar and Ibn Harma; if it is not like that, it is better
to write it in words that can be understood by the public (jumhur), as
is the case with my poetry, especially the poetry of

zll.~d

because the

Hay of zuhd is not the Hay of kings or the transmitters of poetry .
(ruwat), nor is it the way of those who are looking for gharib.

The way

of zu..~d is more admired by the zu..~d, the people of the hadith, the
fuoaha', the people of hypocrisy (riyal) and the co~mons
Hhom admire very much what they can actually understand".

.

Abyad agreed with Abu al-CAtaniya and said:
truth

tl

124
•

t~ou

(Camma ),

all of

Ibn Abi al-

have spoken the

The

C]~

Sc~ool n~

8ritics

of 3asya J

Hhom we find the most disting'.lished group of CulcF'13:', like Abu C;t.mr b.

Da bbi I Ab~ (Ubayda Ha cm3.r b. al-"luth3.n!'; and Ib::l aI-f. c.rabi.

Besides

and philologists, al tholCbh they ha:i some Ii teraTj" vieHs on poetic
These were men like

cO:rlp2.rison.

aI-Khalil

b. Ahma::l, Ab~ ~atim al-Sijistar.l wl:o Has a st'.ldent o~ al-Asma q.
Si "tav1a.y~i

the student of al-Khe..lll, and al-,A.kh:asr:.

J

The. school of

:5aghdad Has forT:led fro;") a co:c.bim. tion of the two schools of ~asra a::l::l

The rUve t

in order to collect :poet::C-j, travelled a:ld vTandered amant; t::'e

r

tribes; ma!1Y tribeST'1er. also ca"'le to Easra
:net them.

a::J.Q

where the scholars

As I have me!1tio!1ed. Ibn 'Aboas may be the oriGin

school of critics, O:1e of whose main interests was the use

0:

this

0:: ancient

Arabic :poetry in interpret3.tion of the QUT'an; Ibn C;~.bbas was ce:::-tainly
one of the first to do this.

In the course of this activity Arabic

gram22..r was established, and interest in ancient poetry increased for
other reasons, such as the gathering of ay_~car (ir.formatior. concerni"~
historical figxres).

Apart from their interest in ancient :poetTjT fro;") a
gra~~tical

ling~istic

and

:point of view, the members of the two schools. Basra and

Tarafa a,,'3.

cf..'JlY

b. Kul thu:n.

t:,e"l he:; v:as a rion8sr fo:::::- all

:poe":'~

p:::::-incipalJy in th:=: :ielci of similes.

i:1 n:.a::.y :poetic?l matters.

They pointed ou":' that he

inve::rte:1 certain :poet:ic ma ~3:nr in '\·;hich

ot~,e:::::-

It

S'?S!:-1S

excell~ci

:poets follmled hi'1l".

0: these irmova tions a:::::-e conce:::::-:1ed id th the :n'J.qaddi'l12. of the q ?sid?

,,,r_ich Imru'

al-~ays

fi:::::-st tille.

So:ne
r

i:l

ses'1l:': to have inserted ce:::::-tain s'J"bjects fcr the

According to the P.as:::::-ar..s, he Has the first Cloet to re;uest

his cC'J:panions to stop YTith hi:n in f:::::-ont of

2.

deserted dKeIling and to

HSe}? for those Hho haci departed fro:'} it long aGo; he also set the scene
in its geob-aphical location in the sane line:
\

,-

~

Besides beb.g attracte·d by the the:ne of the poet's cO'lpa::.ions stopping
with hi:'} ana weepin2:; over the :iese::-ted dHellir..g, as ir:troduced "try himr
the P.as:::::-ans seeT7l also to have ap:preciated the cO:1ciseness by which the
poet cO:r:J.bined several elements of this in one line.

The second innovation of
si:r:J.iles into :poetry.

ImL~' al-~ays

was the introduction of certain

These si:niles are divided into two sections, horse

desc::-i:ption and tashbib.

Those who cham:pioned hir:J claimed that "he is

the first poet who likened horses to sticks, eables, lions, deer and
birds.

He is the first to liken women to gazelles, wild

ostrich egbs.

All :poets then followed him ir.. this".

innovation concerned the subject of naslb.

COfTS,

and

A third

The I3asrans said tha.t "his

~?7

poetry, they were probably refe:r:ring to certain of his lines in '"hich he
implies that humility and submission to the beloved that we
frequently

enco~~tered

before, such as the line:

0-

,.-0..-

so

ha\~

~-

0-,

~. ~I ~~. ~ d./ t;

-

..

-

-

Hhen they described him as the first ooet to sep3.rate nasIb from ma~!1I,
by 1-Thich they meant poetic themes in the body of the aasIda, they

probably meant to say that his poetic themes are introduced in order,
and not confused with one another.

....

Thus, naSlD is

se~3-rated

from lines

of rahll, camel or horse descriptions and other items; ?8rhapS, again,
he was the first to make a transition from nasIb to other parts of the
?oem, as in the follovring line:

The claim that he was the first to introduce the concept of stopping and
weeping over a deserted camp and requesting his companions to join him
in doing so may be challenged with a line of his own, in Hhich he stated
that

he followed the poet Ibn Hizam in this theme:

r'~ ~I ~ Lb ~~~\ ~

_

0J'~,;1,

ul>

~~

'"

Ibn Sallam al-Jumahl mentioned that Ibn Hizam belonged to the tribe of

.

Tay', and that he had never heard of poetry of his in which he had wept
over deserted dwellings, or. indeed, of any other poetrj of his.

Al-Suyutl mentioned that the Basrans admired I~.r-~' al-~ays because, in
2
addition to this, he wrote excellent isti~ara and tashblh.

.

The people of Kufa preferred al-A Csna, for the reason that "he 'Hrote
~any

long and excellent poems, and he wrote poetry in all poetic genres,

madIh, hija' , nasIb, and others.

No other poet did the same".

Other

•

-

r

H1 th deep ma l:an1 , and his mu rc~12.'ia is the best of all, bed::3.es
su:pe!:'iority over all other p0ets in other poetic geYlres".

~is

Al-AsT!J3.~i

added that the people of Kufa prefe:rred al-Acsha because he W!:'ote ?C)etry
in all metres and in many different rhymes".]

The length of al-Acsha's poe~s, which was one of the facto!:'s in their
championing of him, of course implies that he included many theT!Jes in
them:

nasib, rahil, vasf and madih.

mu~ tiplici ty

This, together "ith his

of poetic topics and metres, indicates his ])OVierful t3.c c.

.

and poetic ability.

The standard of multiplicity (tafannun) of ?oetic

topics was also used by al-Asma ri and Ibn al-JIlu ttaz,z.
such a poet mutafannin or muftann, as "v-re shall see

The latter called

la~er.

The ?cint

that al-A c:'sha was the best at praising kings and describing wine shov,
that these genres, madih and ~~~amYiyyat, were the principle ones in his
poetry.

The fact that he

~Tote

long excellent poems, besides indicating

the inclusion of ','arious themes and to:pics, may be linked in pa.!:'ticular
"ith madih; if we keep in mind that al-A Csr~ may have been the first
_

4-

poet "to beg b'j his poetry", as stated in the C:Umda of rbn Rashiq, . "e
shall probably be correct in ass1Llling that these long poer.ls for 1,hich
he won c..IJProba.tion ~:ere e.3sentially poems of T!!:ldlh J ~,ir;.~e sue!'.
~ust

e., ,?Oe:T2

necessarily be long if it is to include all the elements that, at

that period at any rate, were considered appropriate as
madih itself.

~reludes

to

~~e

If al-A csha was "the first to beg by his poetry". does

this imply that he vIas the first to write madih and to arrange the
various themes within the oasida of madIh? Ibn Rashlq, however, stated
~

~

that al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani, and not aI-A Csha, was the first to "beg by
his poetry". 5

D:lt :"'uhayr at the top", said Ib:1 SallRTTl "argue that his poetry
surpassed that of all others in beauty. in its freedom

fro~

sakhf, in

having an abundance of macini in the fewest words, in effective pr?-ise
. quan t.t
anQ, In
l~y

- apllorlsms".
\...
6 ethers sa,ld:
.

0::

poets in praise and his poetry has more

"L.-uhayr is the best of

fir~~ess

of composition

(ashadciuhum asr shiCr)".?

The quality of "beauty" admired by these :people in the poetry of Luhayr,
though not explained, may refer to zuhayr' s poetry being particu12_rly
polished and composed with carefully selected words.
described his poetry as being free from

sak~f

The fact that they

confirms what has been

mentioned above concerning constantly re-examined and polished poetry.
Conciseness and sincerity were also admired in his poetry, despite the
point mentioned by Ibn Sallam, that Suhayr produced the most effective
praise.

8

It does not mean "exaggerated madih", as Ibn Rashiq understood ,

but rather refers to praise by means of telling details and the covering
of all the themes of that topic.

CUmar b. al-Khattab's opinion, that

Zuhayr did not exaggerate in his madlh, has already been cited.

"AI-Nabigha", said those who admired him among the people of the Hijaz
and the oadiya, "has the best poetic style (dioaja), has most beauty of
discourse, writes the purest verses, and produces poetry that appears
to be speech, without affectation".9

Others said:

"his discourse is

the clearest, and there is little hashw/sakhf (in his words).
more excellent phrases and openings (than any other poet).

He has

His style

makes his poetry look as though it were not rhymed verse, because it is
too delicate and womanly.

At the same time, his style is as firm as a

- ...

m2 tarn are th", clearest, his ideas are the

dee~st,

aYlQ !lis ?ost:::-y is

the most profitable".lO
was accustomed to polish his poetry to purge it of wort::less Hords aYld
expressions.

Although it implies that he practised a sort of santa, he

is nonetheles2 described as a poet Hithout affectation.
CO'1lb

" "
lnlng

S2_I:.

As

we~l

as

c
d '~ be:"ln thlS
" way, he vias also descri '::>ed as cOr.lbiniYlg
a an

delicacy and firmness of discourse, a combination thouC;ht desirable, as
we have seen, uJ al-?arazdaq, when comparing himself with Jarir.

The delicacy of style which made the poetry of al-Nabigha appear as though
it were "s:peech and not rhymed verse" Ip.ay be taken to be a sign of :a1:;l:.
The quality of femininity (unutha) "hich was noticed in it may refer to
line s like:

0

~'-..
_....

0,-,
.-

0

,..,

- -

-'

~;~

The same quality was found in the poetry of al-Acsha, in lines like;
11

The "clarity of his ma cani" and the "depth of his ic..eas" might seem to
be

in contradiction to one another, but this is not necessarily so;

presumably what is intended is penetrating images lucidly articulated.
AI-At:sha was also credited with these virtues.

"Profitable" as applied

to al-Nabigha's poetry almost certainly implies "full of hikma, akhtar,
:noral advice", and so on.

The preference of the people of the Hijaz and the 1Ediya for Zuhayr and
al-Nabigha may well have been influenced by the admiration of Abu Bakr,
'Umar and other such early critics for them.

These then were the four Janill poets vrho formed the first class, a.nd.

\J~() 'h3-:3 the be~t poet

0:

t~e fo1J.:!:'.

HO"T~eve~,

cth?::, 2loet~·) too f "~i t~

lesser rep'1.t3.tio:cls did not lack for critics who ad-nired the'] and.
preferred them to the great four.

Poets like Labld, cArnr b. Kulthu:Tl

and Tarafa replaced them, in the opinion of some of the critics of
Basra and KUfa.

They tended to assess poets ~inly on the basis of

qualities that they admired in their characters, rather than on poetic
hOYTe-,[(~r

grounds; nevertheless, they did apply some artistic: stan:iards,
vag'1.S r as can be seen fro!1"J their assessment of Labid:

"he is the

(morally) best of the wets in the Jahiliya and in Isla:n.
most a80ut the eloauent and fluent men a:nong the Arabs.

He

k:10y;S

His poetry

contains ver:/ little sak.'1f in

Those who admired Tarafa did so because "though he was very young YTnen
he died, he was able to compete Hith other poets older than

hi~self

and

to arrive at what they had arrived at only in the course of long lives".

CATJ1.2:'

b. Kulthum was :put first b'J those who admired hi3 Deca'.lse,

according to the:n, "he was one of the ancient poets; he was the most
powerful among

the~

and the one 1-<ho :b..ad the best

mu calh,oa".

This

m'.l call aaa c.fsa b. (Umar considered superior to all othe::- Arab poetry
and not only to the mu t"alhqat. 1J

It is interesting to see Ab'~ ~.mr b. al-~Ala' and al-Asmaci later
picking up the :noralistic standards of La.bid's earlier champions, in
that they too used the term salih in their j:.ldgements on his wor~:.

. .

unconscious) dependence on traditior..al attitudes

amop~

critics, even

when these were largely irrelevant to their immediate purposes.

th2.:1 he h'id achieved

I

in spite o:n hi:= early death,

t::'e -,.;ide sco:;>8 of TTl2.t:ani present in his ill'.l(a112::J2."
admired description of the she-ca!'lel.

T:J2}'

refer

to

l71e::'81y

Hith its gre3.tJy

If, however, we are to take

literally al-A(sha's interpretation, that he had covered all poetic
genres, we must agree with Ibn Sall~~'s assertion that most of Tarafa's
" 1 os.
t 14
poe ..."ry ~s

The criteria of those who favourec. [Amr b. Kul th1L~ on acco'.lnt of his
~rho

"ancientness" and ":power" Has taken up later by Ibn Sallam,

swke

of cAbid Ibn al-Abras as an ancient and :p::;werful :poet (qadim al-ihikr f
("azim al-oadr) and of tA:nr b. Sha' s as being noble among his people,

2,5

we shall see.

It seems likely that the presence of the Azd tribe in Basra at that time
had some connection with the admiration expressed for Imru'
like the Azd, belonged to the Yemen.

The Banu Tamim were also settled

near 5asra and they too were related to the Azd.
al-~razda'1,

wh0,

al-~ays,

As we have seen before,

the great poet of Tamim, favoured Il1LYU' al-l~ys and even

claimed that he had inherited poetry from him.
-'-h
seems pro babl ethat
.
".e

""

o:;)ln~on

J:'
0-,-

Besides that, it also

CAl':'"
Ab'-1. m-l"b
r. l b ..'i.
.La ~ , wh 0

S .J-~
v.:,yea, "1.n

1rag

to the end of his life, probably influenced people there in favour of
the poet.

Those who admired al-Acsha were the people of Rufa , as we have mentioned,
and this was perhaps because of the fact that his tribe Rabita was
settled near there.

As for ZQ~ayr and al-Nabigha, they were championed

Qy the people of the Hijaz and the C;~iya because they were their own

poets, and besides, as we have seen, Abu Bak::::' a:ld CUmar admired them.

-, --

"

E~sran and. Kuf2.D schools, 2-11d of the people of the :Ii j2.Z ard tl-J.e "'0",0 1YS

-

~

2.bout the Jahill poets, principally ths four who forC1ed ths fi:::-st e12.3s
among them.

;,[e shall now examine, in more detil, the vieHs of s.o'Je of

the ru.wa t and cul a m2:' from Basra and. Kufa concerning not o:lly the JahEl
poets but also the muk.l-J.adramun, the I slamic poets and ths :nU:'1da th-::in.
is not particularly easy to form a theory of literary cri ticisl1 fro:n the
scattered vie'Hs of these early critics, but it may be useful to q'.lOte
them, bearing in mind that these vie.'s "Here the bases on which 12.ter
critics founded their literary criticism.

'vIe have already given, at t.he

beginning of the chapter, the names of the principal critics of the old
school.

Ibn Salhm al-Ju:nahi represents the last stage of this school:

but, as one of its major figures, 'He have chosen to discuss his views
later in a sep:1rate chapter; his book, TabaClat futul al-shucara' may be
considered the first in the field of Arabic literary criticism.

Hith the

exception of al-Asma Ci, in some instances, the other culama ' and rcr~Tat
with whom we are dealing, did not record their

re~arks

concerning poetic

comparison; these were - in most cases - reported by their PJpils or
other scholars.

'.tle begin with Ham.'llid al-RaHiya, who ~-as knovm as the first collector of

the mutallaaat and was famous for his knowledge of Jahili poetry.

Ibn

Sallam al-JuJlahi spoke of him as "The first Inan who collected Jahili
poetry and transmitted its texts".

Ibn Sallam accused him of being a

falsifier of early Arabic poetry and of adding to it his ovm verses.

l5

AI-Nufadda1 al-Dabbi accused him of corrupting the poetry, and described
him as an expert in the language and poetry of the Arabs, and the styles
and ideas of the poets.

16

of len:;th very larGely, since the seven or ten :poem::, are very 2on[
comr:,ared ,d th others by the saiTIe poets or with the poems of other p0ets.
ether factors Hhich may have influenced Hammad in selecting the
muCallaqat are the diverse poetic topics and themes dealt ,rith in them.
The openings of the poems may also have attracted him, especially
07

Imru t

al-~ys,

which was -ddely praised.

t~~t

The description of the li::e

of pleasure led by the poet may also have appealed to

Ha~mad,

since he

.
17
hlmself
was described as a rrajin
and a lover of drink and lahw.-

The

mu Cc.l1 ?.-Cla is also full of similes and metaphors, describing a night, a
horse,
"Ha~f,

~omen,

clouds and rain.

In General the mucallaaa consists of

in Hhich the poet shows his skill at tashbih and kinaya; it

contains no m~ih, hija t or ritha,.

Fav~r is restricted to the :poet's

adventures with women.

The mu Callaqa of Tarafa is the longest.

.

Besides the muoaddima tale.liYY2

and the nasib, the main topics are wa~f (of his she-camel), Citab (of
his cousin), fakhr and aphoristic hikma.

Ha~~ad,

admired lines of hikrra and aphorisms, of which he
Tarafa's mucallaoa and also in the one by Zuhayr.

like earlier critics,
fOQ~d

a great deal in

The description of

the she-camel, with its Q~~amiliar words, satisfied Ha~~adts desire for
gharib, as a rawiya of the ancient poetry of the Arabs.

The 1m: callao a of t:Amr b. Kul thum is disting-uished by its muqaddima
v~aIT'Iiyya, for which it is probably unique among Jahili poems.

It seems

that, as the main theme of the poem is fakhr, the poet began with the
subject of wine as a part of this; the Jahill poets used frequently to
boast of their drinking feats.
al-Casr al-jahilr18 , Huhami'nad

In his book, al-~ayat al-adabiyya fi

9.ro al-l'funcim Khafaji referred the

mUQaddima khamriyya in r::Amr's mu Callaga to the fact that wine
widespread among his tribe, Taghlib, who '"ere Christian.

,laS

At a:r.y rate,

Hhich he

selec~ed

the poetry of fakhr.

as

and an

excel~ent

The!'lu callaoa of al-Earith b. Eilliza my have

been selected for the same reason.

~Antara

That of

nu~"ber

contains a

of

si;T)iles ad'1lirec. by earlier critics; it also contains SOTTle fins concise
lines, which ?as sed into general currency. such as:
,J.I

....

....,-

0\~YI~

0"' ......

~.

and:

The poem also contains a section describing war, beginning:
0

--

..

-

W..-9

The d.escription of his she-camel also employs 1.L.'rJ.familiar wo:!:Us s 2.ike

that of TarafCi.

The same thing could be said about the

aphorisms Cind tashbih is also evident in his views
?oets.

c0rres:pcnc.i~lg

concerni~~

other

As a representative of the KUfan school of critics, HaJ11Tlac1

placed al-Ar.:sha at the head of the Jahill poets, on the strength of the

.

-

folloHing line of wine description:

~y~~
0~
/
~~

-

.-

;;,y;;,;

19

~

His liking for conciseness and aphorisms appears in his judgement about
al-Nabigha al-Dhubyanl, and he alleged that he -",as the best poet beC3'..lSe
one could satisfy oneself with one line of his poetry, with a half-line,
or even with a quarter-line.

Such a line is the follOidng one:
',,,,,

.-

~-'

~~11

Either half of this line can be recited separately and have a meanlng.
Sometimes, even a part of one half can be quoted and give sense, as for
instance:
20

!-:is

as having "many a:phorisms

i~'

hi::: lloetry"; he qur)teJ. several lines in

illustration, such as;

ani;

Th.R TriC+ th"+
cc-" h o-

-

--

v

_

;::,1c:;0
~__

,:!uotpd
_
_

l';'n
__ RS
_ ___

+'ro~
J.
.'1

the
•

nOO"'~T
.!:
v-,-.;
~

o-f'_ ,an\-l·ce
u'

(-T-~a-\ra)
,',<::e;:, y '

o-f'
~

the same :poet, sucrl as:
o

0

0!I9
may inclicate a moral tendency in his criticism, like that of most
earlier critics, who looked on

~oet~r

as a source of moral teaching.

His interest in tashbih a:J.d in istiCara may be guessed fro"1 his
admiration for the following lines by

al-Ak~tal,

which he regarded as

"the best describing drun.lcenness":
"./_~~,

0..s.

~...:50 C:?~J}I
,., -

-

J.

:>

,,::;.~

"-0

r.:>
-

~,.,

~ 00 V ~ ~
-

-

- __

a,..,

_0."

..-

~

cJ;; c::G~1

OJ'

,...

Of
-

~~~1 0'..9 c:b~' ~ ~/jc.~5L' ~~ ~~ 1':>.1~_
~·~~';c.?_c!2~' 3~
~~~ ~Lb~ ~ J";j /J
..

...,

__

."

0"-

_

'-'"

to,

0,-,~b.YIJ91yJ-;;;~1 JiJ~0j)/~fo~.~~ 1J0~

?l

Ha%mad admired Imru' al-~ys and Dhu al-Rumma for their skill in writing
excellent tashbih, and declarec that each of them
class (!abaja) in that res:pect.

'BS

the best in his

He believed that Dhu al-Rumma Has a

great poet and would have been ranked with the famous poets, had it not
been that he was young and that :people envied him.

"illiat most attracted

him in the poet was that "he is the most eloquent poet and the most
...

??

knorrledgeable about gharib, besides bein.g skilled in tashblh". --.-

b".lt bslonsed to the 3::.sran school.

::is e:;rea t k'1oHledGe of Arabic IDetry

was ackn01dedt;ed by conte~?Orary critics as
reJr,arks concerning him.

W'e;

shall see froTJl ltn Salla:r: I s

Al-Suyuti spoke of him as the one who kneH mClst

abClut ancient Arabic J;loetry c.nd I being a J;loet himself, the best able to
i mi tate it and a Uri bute his

?")

0'tl"D

poems to earl ier poets.· -'

It is said

that Khalaf admitted to being the author of LamiT-vat al-Shanfara and the
other laTJliyya attributed to Ta'abbata Sha~nr beginning:
~

~ u)J~ c>jJl_~l:-

.::

u I~

l;evertheless I Ion Sallam al-Ju!l1ahi spoke of Khalaf as a trustworthy
,
~
-'25
tranS:7lltter
ano.-" a s.k'l
l_I~ul crl't'lC OIpoeo.-ry.

a bo_ve Ab u-

Ibn Rashi q even placed him

"-'-h
-'Amr b . a I - r;A1-'
a an d h'
. lS peers In
0.-. e aro.- 0:

t:

It seems tha t

n

}~hala:f

paid great attention to words

creating the correct macna in poetry.

ar~d

.,
poe~lc

crlo.-lClsm. 26
"-,-'"

their role in

'rlhen al-Asma~i recited to him

the following lines of Jarir:

he criticised the poet for the first half of his third line and said:
"Hhat is the use of a day that starts vl"i th good and ends with evil 1"
He then told al-Asmaci to change the line to:
instead of

y

~ ~

.He

justified his actior: by saying

t!1at the ancient transmitters used to amer:d the poetry of the early
poets. 27

The poet Tamim b. Abl llluCJ.bil is reported as sayir..g:

write false rhymes and later the transmitters correct them".28

"'fie

'Hords

and fo:::-:n of poetry is the idea

have discussed befo:::-e.
the lines are

co~~ected

with

o~e

another.

Be criticised the kind of

poetrj that was -"Titten in affected language, contained straine:3.
and had no connection between its parts.
uneasy

i~

H~ich

Kh2..1af seems also to have a:imired poetry in.

"13.

~ani,

The words, he said, looked

their places, and the inconcr.lity between the lines Has like

that between brothers from one father but different mothers.
followiD~

quoted the

Khalaf

line to express his opinion of such poetry:

l'!hen Khalaf Has asked to say who was the rest poet of all, he replied
that it was not possible to say who was the best poet, just as it Has not
possible to say who was the bravest man, the most eloquent orator or the
most beautiful person.

People would neve:::- agree about such TJl2.tters.

The

sa:ne vieH has adopted by the grar,,;narian Yunus b. ~abib, ..rho said:
"PoetyY is like nobility, cOliI""'.....ge and beauty.
who is the best of all in these things". 30

It is not possible to say

'.Ihen asked:

"i\Thor:J. do you

find the most admirable a'Tlong poets?" he
"because he Has the one Hho combined all poetic genres, rhymes and
':11

i'let:::-es" . ..J~

This is the same argument adduced by the Kufan school for

championing al-A csha.

1ike other critics, Khalaf sought for tashbih and conciseness in Hords.
As

?am~d

before him had placed

Imr~

al-Qays first for his excellent

similes, so Khalaf, toc, indicated his admiration for the poet's similes,
and. for his ability to put an abund.ance of :n3. ~a:nI into a few words, as in
the followin; line:
., 6

~ ~

~.. :

~~~3

-

-

whicr.. Khalaf described as "the most cO'Tlprehensiv8 (ajma C) line".

This

t::q Sl1l.

Q,u13:lla b. Ja C"f2..r quoted the line 2..S an exa:T?le of :poet:::.-y that

contained a variety of similes gathered in one line ar:d in a feH i-Tord.s. 32
Ibn ?caS!1l~ quoted it as an example of poetry in ">Thieh there were foar
similes vi thout the particle 'V..af) and he pointed out that Imru I al-~ays
",as the first to ?roiuce similes in this Hay.33

cns above, na:nely llt!;,e rr..cst

th~

com:;J::'ehensive line":
_0

~\.9 .J0..9 .)';'~

T!1e line is quoted. by Ibn Rashi<l with slight differences:
_0";_..,.,

--

~ 19 :;U.3 ;'19 :;t;;

;\~ ~0; -;~ :;~"\

:Ie obser~ed that it consisted entirely of taqsim, and that it was the

original of a number of similar lines writte!l by Abu al-Tayyib and ot!1ers

-

')~

of the mlLi!cia thun . ..J../

In madih, Khalaf quoted these lines of Zuhayr as "the most realistic
ana. most flatterins praise":

..,~

w;::: ~ ~ \';1 ~~

cJLo ~l ~jJ::Q.ii f> t
~

.~ ..

CV.J-?~

.- 0, . -

~J> ~

~SJ,,;.h~
:;'./'/

j;;b

,

0'- ."

c:::.".;J.J.i

~~~

..,.,O-o.£"_

k~~(!~ ~ ~/l9
These lines Here also aa.mired ~r Ibn Tacataca, who quoted them as an
example of lines that "fascinate because of the elegance of t!1e
discourse".')?

Khalaf declared. that he would have uroclaimed the superiority of Kat.b

36

lO'l

much aQTlJired by people" 1 st?-rtins:

~; &03

2- eft u;Y;-f

in which he says:

-:111 I cP 1; ~~,

u-:;

o

;;1

.J

Concerning hija t poetry J Khalaf took the tradi tiom.. l vie"" of what was
the :nost harmful sort of hija'
h"
";:-, b"J. - 11'"
-"d''':''l
. l.la,
- ca..!.
l.~"

na.mely that it was hi.ia' rrJ1~fJdhi t:

t

or

Khalaf added. that "the severest hi.ia' is th"-'.,t w!lieh

is most decent and most sincere.

Cn another occasion, Khalaf inoica.ted

Hhat he meant by decency and sincerity in hija', giving a::1 exaT'lple froT"')
a poem, already quoted, by al-nutay'a:

39
His admiration for "beautiful and suitable words" caused him an one
occasion to prefer the muwallad poet 1'1arwan b. Abi Hafsa to aI-A Csl->.a,
even though he had regarded the latter as the best af poets, as Fe have
seen.

·tJhen ~·1?.r,.;an recited to Khalaf his poem that starts:

~J}--, JLJ. L: -"~ ~~.

-ftJ

~k?~ 5"0/0

Khalaf told him that in that :particular :poem he Has better than aI-A CSlB
startinoC":
in his DOem written in the same rhvme,
~

!l -

~~to;J£~~

because aI-A t:sha had. used an unpleasant 'l'-TOrd in the follo"fring line:

\J ~;} _¥9' ~ ~l...Pt?
This :poem was marred by the word tihal, whereas Nanran I s poe:"] was free
~.
40
from any such bJ.emlshes.

" attitude, of considering certai::1 ;'lOrds
Thls

unsui table for :poetry r is also taken by al-AsJ'la ~i, as we shall see later.
Decency in hija l is also required by Abu cAmr b. al cAla l
already see::1

al-A~htal

expressing the same view.

,

ana we have

Khalaf's standards,

variety in :poetic genres, rhymes and metres, the use of pleasant ano
sui table vl'OrclS, and decency and sincerity in hi:ia' Here adopted by some

1::;1

vieHs, we are incli:l.ed to regard him as the rest critic of his gro"Jp,
j~dcinf

by the accounts given ~J Ibn Sallam al-Ju~hi and Ibn ~ashi1'

The third critic of the old school, and a verj good representative of it,
is Abu '?mr b. al- cAli', a J3asran scholar -...rho, according to aI-:·1ar:z.ub3:nl,
was born during

1:;\ b:i

al-I'Jalik' s caliphate and died in the year 155 A.H. ,

at the age of ninety.41

Though he belonged to the ]3asran school, who

his peer, Khalaf al-Ahrnar, cO:l.sidered no poet to be superior to al-Acsha,
about whom he is reported as saying:

"Learn the IJOetry of aI-A t'sha; I

liken him to the hawk which is able to prey upon all birds, from the
nightingale to the crane" • 42 According to him f again; "AI-A csha was the
best of poets, but ignorance and his persistent begging (ilhaf) had
caused him to be und..er-valued". 4J

Hhat Abu I:Arnr meant by his first

observation is either, as Khalaf also remarked, that al-Acsha had rrritten
poetry in all genres, or that his poetry contained both excellent poems
and. tad ones.
al-A~hafs

His opinion that "his persistent begging" had reduced

standing as a poet, was possibly influenced byal-Hutay'a's

belief that "persistent begging and self-abasement (ilhaf wa-daral:a)"
had spoilt al-Nabigha and himself as poets.

These early critics are often,

as reported, completely contradictory in their vierrsj Ab; cAmr also .
is said to have declared that "The best poets of all are four, and these
are ImrJ.'

al-~ays,

al-Nabigha, Tarafa, and Huhalhil".44

Later,

"1"8

shall

see the influence of such remarks on Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi j for now, it
is sufficient to remark that

ImL~f

al-~ys

was once more placed first,

which may simply be a reflection of the general view of the Basran school;
~tL~alhil

was added to the list, for no very clear reason, except that he

appears to have been admired by a number of critics in IraQ at that time;
Tarafa Has :probably, once again, included for his mul:allaaa; al-~abigha

see:ns to h3-ve bsen very much adllired by Lbu CArnY, who proclaiTIJed his
s'.lperiori ty to 2uhayr in extravaGant terms.

ComparinS />.1,S b. Eajar with

al-~abi&ha, he stated that the former remained the master-:?Qet of the

tribe of Hudar until al-Nabi&ha appeared and reduced him to being a ?Oet
of his tribe Tamlm.

He alleged that al-Nabigha was so much better than

Zuhayr that Zuh3-yr W3-S not worthy to be al-Nabigha's hireling. 45

He

claimed th3-t "if 2;uh3-yr were to stamp his feet on the ground one huncired
times he would not be able to write a similar line to the follo1Jing one
(of

i{ha t cannot bs i mi t3-ted by 2 uhayr cannot be imi ta ted by others". 46
appears to be some inconsistency here, if the report is correct.
~~mr

There
Ab;

O. al-cAla' noticed similarities between certain Jahill poets, and

also between certain Islamic poets and Jahill ones.

5e co:n::;ared al-Hamr

b. Ta..rlab with Hatim aI-Ta'l and pointed out that they had the same
mdhha b of poetry.

He ad:nired the former and used to call him "the

skilful one" (al-kayyis). 47

Abu cAmr did not indicate in "\>That sense the

madhhabs of the two poets were similar, but it seellS trzt the similarity
between them was that both were famous for being generous men and they
talked about generosity (karam) in their poems in lines of hikma.

This

suggests a liking on the part of Ab~ cAmr for poetry that teaches good
manners and noble deeds, a liking shared by earlier critics.

"No poetry is more admirable to me than that of L3-bld", said. Abu t:Amr
elsewhere, "for he mentioned Allan, he was a ?1'.lslim, and he s:poke of
religion and good; but his poetry is a corn-:nill'"

uS

Cn another occasio!l,

he compared him "Hith Khia.ash b. iuhayr, preferrinG the latter to L3-0Id,

uc

Hhom he described as na man of qualitie::= (sahib sifat)". '/

',T::1at Ab; CAT1lr

appears to mean is that Labid was admirable as a man, and. that his poet~r

de~lt

with

th~ ~ost

elevated subjects,

excellent

:112.

~ence

descri~tion

his

~ut

that

~t ~i~ ~c~ ccnta~~

ta!ll, 2.!:d consisted of h2.rsh 2.m'1 grc.tir..; ",ord", ('.n:1
of it as

2.

co~-~ill;

gives a similar description of it. 50

the grammari2.n

al-?~rra'

The opinio!l of Ibn Sallam al-

Jumahi concerning him ",as that he had "a SHeet JTJ.a.!lner of discourse and
elegant vl'Ords" r as we shall see later,
other than the mu'allaC)a,

Thi s r:l'.l::'t refer to his poetry

Fer instance, the language of his elegies en

his half-brother Arbad is much simpler than that of his mu call aJa , as is

Ab; r:A~c:: c'e,"cmstrated his interest in fasaha in poet::::-y by his reJark on

th.e poev4- 'Ao.' l~ b •
other poets.

rc
~ay

d , wh om h e I'lKene~
" t 0 Ca!lOpus In
" comparlson
""
Wl th
•

Though he Vias a poet, he could not reach the standard of

other poets, to take Ibn Qutayba's explanation of this comparison,
Eecause of the fact that many of his 'l'Tords

'l-lere

Najd, his :poetry was not red ted by the culamf,

not fro'Tl the language of
According to

al-;'Tarzucani CAdi's language Has influenced and softened by his stay in
Al-:·lufaddal al-Dabbl acided that durinc; his stay at the Hiran
court, CAdi used to listen to the different delegations who visited the
"
anc..- .he mad e use
k 1ngS,

0

f tne1r
·"

- "1n "lS
h"
HOra.S,

.
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poetry,

Com}:)3.,ring the Islamic poets with Jahili poets, AbU ~Amr likened Jarlr to
aI-A tsha and said that they were "bra haHks 1-!ho prey upon all birds from
the crane to the ni[(:-ltingale".

(:{e have already come across this

meta~hor in connection Hi th al-A tsha).

He likened al-?'arazdag, to Zuh"l,Y:c

in "firmness of co:nposition and facility of poetry", and al-Akhtal to
~')

al-Nabigha in the correctness of their poetic la!lguage • .)..)

Of these

Islamic poets, al-Akhtal was the one whom Abu 'Amr admired most, and he
even claimed that, if al-Akhtal had lived a single day in the Jahilinra,

...., ,--,,',

to hin.

to Abu tA:nr

sor:;e

excellent :yoetry I !-Ie said:

";~O-Clr..<: of t!-I8 Isla"li~ lY)ets

co-~lc. "r~i te poetry eQual to this. not ever.. al-Ak.'1tal hi'1lself". 9-~ AlonE:
with other early critics, he

p~ticularly

admired certain poe'1lS of

al-Akhtal; the five poems that begin:

rre::ce especially praised for their excellence, which :nanifested itself
in their length, their

p~ity,

their polish, and thei::c

co~ectness

of

style. 55 It was also said that a fUL~her five of his poems were of a
sil1ilar quality to those specified above. 56 On the other hand, Abu cAmr
declared that Jarir surpassed all other poets in lines of boasting,
praiser satire and nasib, and Quoted the lines quoted earlier by the two
aCrab who championed Jarir.57

In spite of this admiration for al-Ak~tal and Jarir, Abu ~~mr did not
recogr..ise their poetry as a hu;1.4a and a;rparer..tly counted them among the
muhdath'~r..

r
<;8
or the muwalladu...'1, to judge from the account of Ibn Rashl'l . .-'

Al-Asma~i

mentioned that he had never heard Abu cAmr cite any verse of

~{hen asked to give his opinion concerning

the Islamic poets as a hujja. 59

the muhdathun, he replied that the ancients had p::ceceded the mu...~dathun
in creating all excellent marani, and so the latter were just imitatir~
the former.

If they made mistakes, it was their responsibility and had

nothing to do with the ancients.

The poetry of the muhdathQ'1

h~S

not

written in one consistent style but had different levels of excellence.
Some of it was written in a style like a piece of silk, some of it like
a rough Diece of cloth and some

0

f

. 4l~

l 'l.e
k a plece
.

f'
o~

1 eaver.
+h
60

p.o.S

;(1

'Am:::- "sealed"

al-·:i lll::3.. '- i

he perhaps accepted him because of his :Bedouin style, 'Hhich, however,
seems to have been affected later on by town life, as
from al-As~zci's attack on him.

~ay

be gath?red

Sometimes Abu cAmr softened his hard

line against the muhdath~~ but he never really altered it at all.

Once

he is reported as saying:

"This m'..L.'ldath poetry has increased and c-2came

so goo d th
.a t I h,ave amos
1
t

. h ed
WlS

t 0 Clve
. + l",".
•~
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tlOHeVer, one cannot

H

alHaYs t~~st information from different sources concerning A~~ tAmr's
hostili ty to muhda th poetry.

\'Ihen we look at his selected lines we find.

that they actually include some mu..~dath poetry, as Hell as the Jahili and.
early Islamic poetry that is to be expected,

Like other early critics,

he did not state reasons for admiring some of the lines that he quoted.
In Jahili poetry. he expressed a high opinion of the poe;n of al-I"!uthaqqib
al-CAbdi that starts;

~ c:Jl! ~L~ J1;:~

and, in pg.riicular, of the line:
"

.J

:;::,_

_

~~ 0R-:? L.PyJl

About this poe:11 he said:
should learn it".6J

~ 0·-:·

"-'...

- -

...,

-

-

0-

~u~~

--

u-:-v ~

"If poetry is vrri tten like this poem, people

It seems probable that he Has attracted by the

facility of the poem and by the tHO lines of hikJTIa Hith Hhich it ended.

Like ;nany earlier critics, Abu ~~mr appreciated moral pOetrJ and he
looked for sincerity in it.
al-Hutay fa :

C-:!" CJ '-.9

~

_OJ) 1

&>:1

0!. c9.rJ)

to that of Tarafa:
~ .... L ~ -

3Yf r-

For this quality he preferred the line of

~" ...
J~iJ\.~ ~ L-.!'

c.n>_.

.

..

.,.

He thought that Tarafa's line Has less perfect than that of al-3utay'a,
in that he said concerning it:

"him who]} you provide will bring you

more information than he whom you do not".

He also said that eVerJ line

written by the Arabs contained a defect, except the one by

al-~utay'a

64

His interest in moral ?Getry is also to be seen in his admiration for
the :poe:n of
-

~,
A"b:i

Cp.TH::-

~urayd

cfi>.

.,.,

b. al-Simma 1-Thich starts:
/'

.,. .:,

t /

•

~ U}I Ltpl UV-o

citei the roe::l as:

C> ..---....

0./\ ~~

"the best }?oetry ever written advocating

patience in time of misfortunes".65 He also expressei his admiration for
the

66
He also a?preciatei conciseness, and this may be seen in his
for ce~ain lines of ritha,.

ad~iration

He cited this as "the best line of ritha''':
-
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and these lines of Aws b. Hajar as the best opening of a marthiya:
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The conciseness of the lines is remarked on by~dama, who describei
them as lines that had gathered together all the good

~ualities

and

. t ues -'-h
Vlr
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In J11.adih poetry, he ~uoted the sa:ne line of
admired by Khalaf.

Zuha;YT f

s ?Oem that l,as also

He said that it was "the best line written by the

Arabs in malih":
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tSjJ'

His opinion of hija' poetry is simila.::' to

t~t

0::

al-:.ld".tal p who rec:.'..:.ired

hija' poetry is that Which a virgin can recite in her k~idr (private
section of a tent for women) without feeling ashamed, like the lines of
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?rom among the yoetry of the mQ~dathun, Abu tA~ expressed admiration
for the following lines of ghazal by Bashshar:

7If 'c::.J 0;51 ~ j:;i
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He described the lines as aMaC: 1::aytayn, but, as so often, it is not clear
Hhether he meant "the most amazing" or "Honderful" lines, or was
referring to the presence in the~ of badl~ itself.

Like most earlier

critics, he was interested in the macanl more than in other poetic
elements or "beauties".

The poetry that he liked had plain and simple

maCani, and, naturally enough with a grammarian, correct lan~Jage.

His

concern for perfection in the marna appears from the preference he
expressed for al-}1utay'a's line to Tarafa's.
re~uired

Like so :nany others, he

conciseness, variety in poetic genres, firmness of composition,

facility of expression and length of poem.

Hikma and moral sentiments

also pleased him.

The fourth critic of the old school chosen for discussion is Abu tUbayda

Basran school.

It seems that he was the first to classify poets into a

number of tabaaat Jahills, early Islamic and mQ~dath~n.

The mukhadramun

were mixed in with either the Jahilis or the Islamic poets.

Perha?s Ibn

Sallam al-Ju,-nahi Has inspired by ..hat Abu cU1::ayda had done in his O1m
classification of poets.

According to Abu tUbayda, Imru' al-Qays leads

the poets of the muCallagat, and after him in order come
al-Nabigha.

ZQ~.yr

In the second class are al-A csha, LabId and Tarafa.

and
In the

third class are al-!1uraq'liah, Kacb b. Zuhayr, al-Hutay'a, Khidash b. ZQ~ayr,

al-Sham:nakh ani ~.L.mr b. A!1!l3.r.

Al-:>lufadc.al al-Dab::ci described these

?Oets as "t!:le :poets of Najd who wrote hi,:ia' and madih ani -"ent into all
the fields of poetry.
cattle, and the

As for the people

~jority

o~

of their poetry is

t!1e Hijaz, they are people of
7?

f?hazaltr.'~

The comment made

by al-J'iufaddal may give us an indication of the criteria used by Abu

(Ub3..yda in making his classification, namely variety of poetic genres.
We notice that in the first class he placed three poets, in the seconj one
three also, and in the t!1iro class ten.

One ma.,y also guess that the

Hijaz had been famous for ~hazal poetry since the time of the JahiliJ~a,
as al-:'·lufaddal implied rand t!1is may throw some light on the developi11ent
of 5hazal poetY'! in the U:nayyad period.

His woros may also explain to us

the attitude of Ibn Sallam in neglecting the ghazal poets, among whom
'Umar b. Abl Rablca was a leading figure but received only a brief
mention from Ibn Sallam.

The widely accepted criteria for excellence

at that time were ability in hija' and madih, and versatility in genre.

Although Ab~ 'Ubayda mentioned Tarafa in the second class of Jahill poets,

.

he also classified him in a fourth class with al-~arith b. Hilliza, 'A~~
b. Kulth~~ and Suwayd b. Abi Kahil.

He declared that in his mu'allaga z

Tarafa was the best of all but he would not allow him a place among those
poets whom he called the bl~Ur, meaning the great ones like Imru' al-~ays.
Zuhayr and al-Nabigha.

AI-A'sha is better than Tarafa, he said, "because

he has a greater number of long and excellent poems than Tarafa.

He is

also more excellent in describing wine and women
more excellent in madi~ and hija,.73 The criteria of length ani variety
are once again used here in comparing the two poets.

AbU

.

cUbayda added Aws b. Hajar and al-Nabigha al-Jatdi to the third class

of Jahili poets, and again he put al-Ja'di with poets of horse description,

18.:)

-

~l-~u~ay I a
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,

rel'rehenied by Abu CUbayda for his "bad manners" but

praised for his excellent poetry with its firm composition
of defects. 75

a~d

absence

This separation of poetry from morals was folloHed by

other critics t among vihom were al-AsT:la ~l and Ibn al-I<lu ttazz, as we shall

s/!,~

later.

Among the Islamic poets, Hassan b. Thabit was put at the head, be cauO"e,
according to Abu lUbayda, he excelled other uoets in three respects.
First, he was the poet of the Ansar in the Jahiliyya, second, he Has the
poet of the Prophet, and third, he was the poet of VIhole Ye:nen in Islam".7 6
His position as the poet of the ?rophet gave him special standing in the
eyes of Abu tUbayda.

When speaking of Jarlr, al-?arazdaCl and al-Akhtal

as the poets of Islam who stood next to Hassan, he said:

"no :poet is like

the :poet of the Prophet, may peace be upon him".7?

Jarlr, FarazdaCl and al-Akhtal had no other poets equal to them because
"the~r

VTrote effective praise and satire".

They had also overcome those

VIho exchanged satire with them.7 8 On the other hand, l>.bu 'Ubayda also
claimed that Kuthayyir was the best poet of Islam, although lacking the
sincerity

0:
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This desire for sincerity may be one of the reasons behind the aQmiration
of Abo:;: [Ubayda for the poetry of the Khariji te poets, especially the poet
~tari

.

b. al-?uja'a, as for instance in the poem starting:
'~/:?::: 'JrLQ...I I a ~
.. , eft, (..>.-/
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tIhen he cited Kharijite poetry, Abu tUb3..yda used to say:

- -

::;,.:> L
u.:....> .,

"This is (real)

:poetry and not that with which you entertain yourselves, from the Horks
~ ) ~ 80
of effeminate poets ( m~~annathln

Abu 'Ubayda himself was said to be

3.

Kh"iriji te, belo;;;inC to the

S'J.friYY2~

0'1-:

he

and ::lOt reveal it exce"!:lt to those . . Thom he trusted.

Accordine:

-:0

Ab'J.

~atim al-Sijistani, he used to recite the poetry of 'Irrrran b. Hi~~nf one
of the Kharijite leaders.

One of these poems is the elegy for Bilal b.

Hirdas, another of their leaders:

According to al-Tavnf2_zi, Abu 'Ubayda called Q,atari b. al-?l..J.ja'a "the
Comm:mder of the Faithful".

The lines recited by hi:n from Khariji te

verse are from poems concerned with holy war, containing description of
fighting f courage, vea "'JOns and death.

Cne of the ?Oems

of~a v"ri

that

he recited was:
-;:J
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another was the poem starting:

Describing the Kharijites with

aQ~iration,

AbU

tUbayda used to Quote

the following line of al-Hutay' a:
.,
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Those who were interested in the poetry of the Kha:;:-ijites Here
to come to him and listen to him.
wh a t h e

"

rec~~e

•
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So
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Some, like al-Tawwazi, wrote do . . m

d lor
~
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Though Abu tUbayda "sealed" poets with Ibn Harma 82 , he expressed
admiration for some of the muhdath poets.

He even preferred the poem

of Bashsrmr rhyming in mrm to those by Ja:d:r anG. al-:?arazdal in tte sarrie
rhyme.

Bashs~ar's starts:

e~ ~'Li C;~-'~

J)3

It is said that originally the poem ...ias

of revolt against the Abmsid caliphate, it aI1:;;e:=;.,led to Abu CUmyc.a's
Khariji te leaninss.

It also en::ed with lines of hikT"Ja I aI:horisms ar.d

advice, s'Jch as:
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The spirit of the yeorn, callins for war in the last line quoted, suited
the character of Abu 'Ubayda as a Kharijite, and his liking for hik'Tla
and moral poetry in general was in line with the wides?read interest of
early critics in such to:pics.

It is said that he used to cite the two

~Y-f u W cf 3~ ~ ~

-~/
&J\e'l u'
" ..

>

:J-"5-,,

He admired Abu Nuwas and described him as "among the m1L"rJ.dathun like
Im-ru r

al-~ys

al"Jone; the ancients" r and he claimed that he had :lever

learned by heart any lines of the muhdathun exce:pt the following ones by

86

Another poet among the muhdathun whose poetry he admired
b. :'1atlr.

What attracted him in this poet's poetry

~s

y~S al-~usaJT

the abunda!lce of

hI'"

ss..ic.:

"He ca:! w::,i te excelle:--.. tly fyom. time to tine ani I

abur::1ant ba,da'ic.

wonde~

2t his

If you meet him, please tell him tl:1at his ycetry is

the most admirable to mell,S?

Though AbU !Ub3.yda ad'1lired some of the mw'1da th poets, he ,!as still a
typical critic of the old school, since he cOC1sidered Jahill poetry to
be the standard for judging poetry in general.

One of his reasons for

pyeferring al-A:khtal to Jarir and al-[i'araz~ was that he was moye like
the Jahili poets.

He accepted what Yunus b. Habib han said in preferring

al-Akhtal to his peers, that he had written "more lOC1g excellent poe"'ls,
which contaiCl. no obscenity or saga~rr.

Abu 'Ubayda said that al-Akr,.tal

had written ten poems with the qualities mentioned and had another ten no
less excellent than the first ten.

Jarir had only three of such a kind,SS

AbU cUb3.yda's critical leanings are illustrated by his COffi.ilent on tHO
ancient lines recited to him by IShaq b. Ibrahim al-Yf3,wsili I 1-rho admired
them.

Abu CUbayda Has not attracted by the lines and asked ISh.aq:

you find any aphorism or rna cna in these liCl.es?"

"Do

-\\Ti1en IShaq replied that

he did not, AbU (Ubayda criticised him for reciting such poetry and
compared hi:n to a donkey carrying books that does not

knOYT

Hhat is Hri tten

. .. th em. 89
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Abu 'Ubayda differed from Abu ~Amr in some aspects of his poetic
selections.

For instance, the poems of ritha' quoted admiringly by Abu

C:Amr differed widely from those quoted by AbU 'Ub3.yda.

The first

resembled Jahili poetry and the main idea which they expyessed was that
of consolation and patience in enduring the misfortunes
facing the reality of death.

Even the tone of

f~~

o~

time and in

is different in the

selections of the two critics, as can be seen in the quotation by Abu 'Amr

f:::-o1l

th~

al-Si!TD'n~

J'Tl3.rthiva of Dx:-avd
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others of his people.

for his b:::-othc;:::-

'.t~b::

AII?::h 2,d

'dhen He look at the guotatio:ls of Abo] ti..Jffiyda

from the ritta' poells of the Kharijites, instead of finding the themes
of consolation and patience, we find the poet expressing his
death in holy war exactly as his companion had died.

longi~~

Lines like:
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by

t:Imran b. Hittan, and lines like:
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a Kharijite from Tay', and other lines not quoted here,90 are all

good examples of this.

~mile

the Jahill poet confines himself in his

ri thi I to his oitm family, own tribe, and his maTTJ.dUh, as can be seen in
the quotations by Abu ~~mr, the Kharijite poet in his poems of ritha'
extended his passions over a wider circle of people related to him through
religion and the Kharijite belief.

We do not want to go beyond the aim of

this thesis and discuss the differences between Jahili and Y~~arijite
~etry,

but what should be made clear here is that, despite the fact

that Abu 'Ubayda seems to be similar to Abu cAmr and other early critics
in accepting Jahill poetry as the standard ~J which to judge contemporary
~etry,

and in accepting other

approach from his peers.

CO~TTJ.on

standards, he requires a different

He seems to have lost L~terest in J~~ili poetry

because, as it appears, it was irrelevant to him as a

h~arijite.

A story

told by al-Taitrnazl about him may have some significance in this respect.
AI-Tawwazi reported that he went to see Abu 'Ureyda and took with hin
the poetry of cUr'..va b. aI-Ward.
to him:

When Abu 'Ubayda realised this, he said

"an idle man who carried the poetry of an idle man in order to

recite it to a poor man"; al-Tawwazl regretted that he had no other
~etry

with him to recite and asked him to recite to him what he liked.

of Hhich He have

As we

c:.:::"rea~y

quoted:

have mentioned before, Abu 'lJ1::ayd.a said. of this poem:

"this

lS

real poetry and not that with which you entertain yourselves, fran the
works of the muY~annathin".91

It seems that he did not mean the poet~J

of 'Unra b. al-'tTard D"J tithe works of t!1e muk'1an..'I1athin", D'J.t rather
muhclath ancl Islamic

poet~J

h~arijite

ether than

poetry.

He

carillot allow

ourselves to claim that AD'J CUbayda was influenced. uJ Islam in his liki~
for poetry that had a more universal outlook, and. found this in the
poetry

0::

the Khariji tes.

This may be true tc some extent, "b..lt He think

that he Has interested in the Kharijites' poetry mainly because he was
:r::e~cBr

hi::.self a secret
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The aclmiration for this line of Abu f;Amr and other earlier critics, and
their regarding it as the best opening line of a marthiya, may be

0:

attrihlted to the influence

Islam in creating this ,·rider outlook.

Nevertheless, Abu cAmr was still more attached to Jahill poetic concepts,
while Abu 'U1::ayda fou.Tld release in the K.tw.riji tes' poetry; perhaps it is
significant that he was most interested in th~ Jahili poetry that contained
a&'1car and genealogies (ansab), according to al-Jahiz.

The fifth figure in this group of earlier critics is Ibn al-A'rabl
NuhaTrL'Ilad b. Ziyad, a Kufan scholar, who is said to have more resem"8led
O?

the Basrans./-

He was widely knovm for his anti-muhdathun attitude and

examples are given to confirm this.
from BashslBr and AbU Nmras

$

Although he had a feH quotations

he was an admirer of ancient poetry, in

which he seems to be most fond of similes (tashbihat) in the genre of

various topics of wasf.

He expressed

series of models for

t~e

opinion as follows:

"Anyone who attempts descriptions of horses will be

~is

L~ need of AbU Du'ad al-Iyadl, and he who attempts descriptions of wild

asses will be in need of Aws b. Hajar, and he who attempts descriptions

0:

ostriches will be in need of 'Alqam. Ibn 'Ab-:::..d3.,tl, and lastly, "he

..Tho

aspires to compose i (tidhar (a:pology) poetry Viill be in need of
- r
al-Dhubyanl"
• 9~../

al-~iabigha

This may stand as a certification or a sort

of indirect preference for these poets in these different topics of yrasf •

.

The three types of

wa~f,

namely horses, ostriches and wild asses, are all

Bedouin subjects.

His admiration for Jahili poetry appears in his

judgements that certain lines of, for instance, hi.ia', were the best, such
as:

Hhich he regarded as lithe most effective line of hija''', an:i also the

These tHO lines do not go beyond the Ja~ili values in fakhr, madih and
hi.,a'.

It also appears in his admiration for the folloYTing lines of

wasf in Yihich two Islamic poets describe the severity of hot weather •

.

Al-Qutami wrote:
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Ibn al-A ccibi sUlll'ned
follows:

UD

his opinion of the Jahill and mu-'11dath poetry as

"the poems of these muhdathun - Abu Nuwas and others - are like

aromatic plants, which people gather in order to enjoy their pleasant
smell for only one day; when they fade they are thrown on the dunghill.
The poems of the ancients, on the other hand, are like musk and perfumes,

sllell".9

6

rell~rk

This

on Jahill and m'.l:'1dath p0etry reminds us of the O!'1e

J1~de by Jarlr about the poetry of Dh:l al-::i'.l1nma.

Ib!'1 2.1-L Cr-3:bi rejects:::

the poetry of Abu Tammam on the grounds that the poet did not ~ollow the
ancients, and when he listened to one of the poet's poells in which he used
a gc:'eat deal of badl I:' he commented:
composition of the Arabs is false".

"If this be poetry f then the
He was sincere when, on listening to

a poem of Abu Nuwas 'Hhich was said to be excellent r he ad1li tted that it
Has indeed "a very excellent poem but y[hat is ancient (CJadlm) is more
admirable to me". 97

~or him, poets Here "sealed" b'J Ibn Harm~, and l2..ter

03
by Mar~an b. Abi Hafsa, vmo Has said to be the last poet whom he quoted./

In s pi te of all he said about the muhda thUn, Ibn al-A crabl, vri th the same
dualistic attitude as most of his peers, expressed his admiration for
certain lines of Bashshar and Abu NUHas.
were almost the only two

m~~dath

It is strange that these two

poets who were admired and quoted by

both Abu cAmr, Abu cUbayda and Ibn al-Acrabl.

The last was said to be

fond of the following lines by Bashshar, describing the length and the
cares of a night.
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The following lines of wine description by Abu Nuwas he regarded as the
best on the subject:

and:
99

Apart from the fact that Ibn al-A'rabl may have been attracted by certain

, I

eleil9nts of "tAdi c: like isti c~c::-a ar.ei ta~hlih in t'1e lines (0: ',,',"-sf)! 2-:lei

--'

2pa:ct from his dua.listic attitude to Ja'1:HI and

r:l'~c.l-Jd?th

poetry, his

admiration for these tHO poets, and the admiration of the others for
them, was prob3.bly due to two factors.

nrstly, they recited these lines

and others similar to them as a sort of relaxation from long recitation
the ancient poems.

0:

Secondly, these two poets were moderate, es?ecially

B?_shshar, in their use of badP: and rhetorical elements, unlike Abu Tam:nam,
Hho used them extravagantly.

One may not, at any rate, find it e2.SY to

accept "That al-Suli said about Ibn al-A cmbi and his book Ki tab alNawadir, that he collected in it a lot of mUhdath ooems "without knoHing
that they belonGed to the muhdathun, and if he had knoHn that he Hould not
have collected them n

•

lOO

It seeI:lS much more nrobable that his motives

were such as 'He have suggested, even if he Hould scarcely have acknowledged them, and that he Has well aware of ",hat he was doing.

Perhaps the best representative of the group of earlier critics of the
old school is Abu Sa tid CA bd al-:'1alik b. Qurayb al-:E&'1ili, Y_T10wn as
al-Asrnac:r,
a pupil of Abu eAmr b. al-C::.!o.la"
,
'

Khalaf al-Ahmar, Sibawayhi,

Hammad b. Salama and others, but closest to Abu tAmr b. al-~Ala', from
whom he inherited his views concerning poetry, criticism and language.
His vast kT10wledge of poetry was proverbial, as we are informed by Is~aq
b. Ibr8:him al-~aw~ili, and according to his pupil

AbU

~atim, al-A~maci

' memory IOU~
~ rt een +
h ' poems 0fra.laz,
'
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coula." reCl' te from
ousana.
v.

His

FUhulat al-shutara is regarded by some scholars as the first book of
l't
'
Arab lC
l erary

,.,.

crl~lClsm.

10(

Apart from his great knowledge of poetry, he was kno,m for his reluctance
to cite or transmit any sort of poetry in which stars (anwa') were
mentioned, or any poetry that interpreted a Quranic verse; he also did not
like to listen to hija' poetry, as al-i1ubarrad reported,

10°,

-'

4~~~ -.~· s~~
,
..

C.r

in!} uencec

2yi tici::='il, by J1'2r:y

0:

f

IT:

his lJye:1eC8;:,SOYS 1 lJoets, g:rc.mllaYians > :p~ilolOfists,

transT1)i tters and men of 2.etters 1 whom we have alre2_dy "1l8!ltioned; this Hill
DeCocn8 clear during our discussion of his vie,<'s.

The best source for these is his book ?u.'1ulat aI-shu ~ari I , taJ:en dOvin by
his Vupil Abu Hatim al-Sijistanl.

The term ---filhl (m.aster-Doet')
used
~,

al-As'la ci in this book was used for the first time, as far as I
al-Hutay'a Hho t3.lkec. of himself and Kacb b.

Zt:~ayr

k'10H

""r
~

J

by

as the last fuhul.

Kuthayyir
ter:.. 2.nd it

2.?:;;22.,:;:'S

t;,,3. -'v it vias lddely known by the time of al-As'Tla ci.

?YO'Tl the title of his book, it seems that fa?l was used to distinguish a
class of poets who'Tl he considered particulary [ood.

As he explained it,

"fahl
. means the one who has a marked superiority over his fellows, like
the sU:p9riority of a thoroughbred stallion over mere colts; it is the S3.7Tle
thing which is expressed by the line of Jarir:
...... -"-' ,.,,/,..-""'"...-J .:)I ·cJJ..-f ~~. 0..1
~

GJJ-~

~. f~

The definition given by al-Hurerr3.d in his Ka'Tlil is different from the O!le
mentioned above, in that it deals only with poets of hija'.
any poet who overcame another in hija' was called a fa?1.105
occasion, al-Asmaci defined the fahl thus:

.

master in the craft of poetry

~'1til

he has

He says that
On another

"A poet vrill not become a
~uenched

his thirst vrith

reciting the poetic compositions of the Arabs, has heard the stories and
learned the poetic conceits, and their words resound in his e3.rs.

?irst

of all, he should learn prosdy to the extent that it becomes a rule for
all his discourse;
U~A

of

i~flection

gra.~m.ar

to improve his language and ensure his proper

(iCrab); then also the Arab genealogies and events in

the life of men".106

Ibn Rashig himself said more about the importance of the function of

his :p-2e::cs "bec3-use he recited others' poems, Jr.new the stories (akhb::;:::Cl
,
- aYJG.
became a pupil of a senior poet.

People used to S3-y:

this one is a r oet

and a reciter (ra-vriya). meaning that if he is a ::ceci te::c he Hill
'Hays (maaasid) of poetry, and that discourse 'Hill be

82.,8Y

knOll'

the

fo::c hi"'1 and he

Hill not be forced to follow a narroH Hay in poetrYi and if the poet by
nature (TIB~b;C) has no k."1owledge or experiences of recitatior. (riwaya),
he '"ill folloH the wro:r.g way

0: poetry un::H,are of that; perhaps he may

try to write a certain poetic :Jl2.,cna but will not find it even if it is
befo::ce his eyes, and this is because his tool of poetry is weak". 107
Ru'ba b. alCAjjaj, when asked about "the fahl among poets", ::ceplied that
"he is the rawiya-poet", meaning that when a poet becomes the rawiya of
another poet, this will help him to develop into a

fa~l;

to his own

excellent lines he will adel the knmdedge of the other excellent lines
of those poets whose poems he recites; thus he will not be misled in the
ways of poetry, as the gramma::cian

-

YQ"1US

-

lOR

b. Habib explained.- -

Sometimes

the term khindhldh was used instead of fa~l, ;neaning a ?Get who wrote
good poetry as well as ::ceciting others' poe;ns.

In the second class

W2.,S

the poet who was muflig, the one who had his o,m excellent poetry but did
not transmit others' poems.

In the third class

~as

the one who

h~S

simply

SYI\J&""...i1..called "poet", and he 'Has a degree above the bad poet, the ~, Viho was

nothing.

Some critics mentioned the shuwayCir who was said to be above

S ~ uC"""..u: ....

the ~.

As we have mentioned before, this classification of poets,

or at least part of it, had been known since the Jahiliyyaj I~xu' al-~ys
called the poet Ibn HimL~n a shu crQr. 109

According to viha t has been said,

fa..~l

may mean a good poet Hho is the

transmitter of another poet, or poets, senior to him.

Critics gave

examples of such poet-transmitters (ShaCir Ravnya) like Imr~' al-~ys, who

theme of FQ~ulat al-shucara' is, of course, the fuhula or non-

The main

fuhula of :poets:

those who deserved the title fa:;l and those 'H!10 did not.

Certain :poets 'Here mentioned as furs

an

rather th~~ fU!1ul, although amor~

them there were some "ho deserved the title.
~uj ja

J

and others were.

Some ?oets were not a

?a brica tion a::1d plagiaris'Tl in

on but not thoroughly discussed.

:poet~r

are touchei

80'Tlparisons are made between the

Jahill, muJr...hadra!r.l and Isla'Tlic poets and. also betHeen differe::1t tribes.
Like earlier critics, al-A:maCl gave comparative views concerning single
lines and, someti'Tles, whole poems.

They
~!;,.LL num be..:l
~re-J. t wen I"y-I our. 111
Th ose wh 0 Here c 1 ass1· f'1ed as .£>_'1\.-'~'
.J..

1

l'

included the four Jahill poets who formed the first class, as 'Tlentioned,
but al-Asmacl' omitted al-Acsha the Great, as we shall see.
he put Aws b. BajaI'.

112

In his place

'Has not sure vrhether a poet
Sometimes al-As;r.a'l'
.

was a fahl or not, like Kaeb b. J'.l_cayl, about whom he said:

.

"I think

113
that he is of the fuhul, but do not feel certain of it".

It see'TlS that a'Tlong al-Asmacl"s criteria for judging poets as to
f~~ul~~

were general excellence, variety of :production,

cO'Tlposition, and SO'Tle other moral and religious factors.
three of these we have

fre~uently

~uantity

of

The first

encountered before, especially .,hen

we s:poke about al-Acsha's being favoured by the Kufan school. AI-A~~~cl'
did not speciiy the poems through which the masters

h~

oeco'Tle so, but

he stated that those who were non-fuhul needed to prod.uce more excellent
poems - in addition to what they had already written - in order to be
regarded as fuhUl.

.

Such :poets were:

al-Huwaydira, who, according to

al-Asma~l "if he had com:posed five gaslcias like the o:J.e which we have,

.

"if he
- 0 .... -

O->-! \.:.JJt
0:

T
al-3ariql,
who

fa~l";

"i£' he had cO:Trposed five or six oasidas, would have been a
Tha '12..1£ b. Su ~yr al-:'razinl, who "if he had written five

P08T:lS

like his

aasld,i, would have been a fa~l"; Aws b. Ghalfi', 1-Tho "if he h:::.d composed
twenty oasldas would have joined the fu.lJ.ul, but he fell short of tha t" j
and SalaTI1?~ b. Jandal, who "if he had accomplished somewhat m:)r8, VTould
114
have been a fahl".

P.gain J al-AsTTB. cl did not s?ecify the poems that he admire::3. by these poets I
with the exception of that by Huhalhil in which the poet elegized his
brother Kulayb and boasted of his avenging him.

The poem, which seems to

have lost some lines, consists of about thirty-six lines of simple, plain
verse, though it employs some exaggerated ideas, such as:
.?/'"

::!yJjJ~

e

y-~,~..

It contains a group of

sirr~les,

J-::

0-"

/.cn~I~~1

~l ~

in one section of nine lines, most of

which are about night and its stars.
night:

oJ

The poet begins by an address to a

0 , - ..... .,

v..o5' )&' ~1~1
..
~, 01J1 # .q(t ~;
-~ ? eft> -8~1 ~
.,/

-

• • -.

..,.'.>

<-

and then turns to his series of similes:

and:

~U~6;';6~1

1it

~J1cJ~I~~

~

He also repeats the same half-line:

115

eleven "times

.

ll ....Y'>r:>~
.1..... .::

fuhul.

arc. .,...L oct ), . 116 AI-Asmacr was ~~certain who was t~e best of the
"--

I

~

......

.Influenced by AbU t:Amr, a:nd perhaps by aI-Khalil b. Ahmad I he

.

decided for al-Nabigha, but he was also reported as sayinG:
of them all in excellence is Imru'

al-~aysj

"the first

his was the highest honour

and the precedence, and they all drevl upon his poetry and fonowed his,
canons" • r7
.L

He remarked on the difference in levels of excellence i:1 the poetry of
Imru' al-'~ays, and said that he was surpassed 171 Tufayl al-Ghana1'11 in

.

some of his poetry.

He tried to excuse Imru'

al-'~ays

for his baa. lines;

"it is said that most of Imru' al-Q.ays' poetry was not his at all, but
'"'as
"

"l-"T
V'y

some

f'
o~

4-ht:>
c , T"k wh 0 accom.J:=.
"''''n1' ed .h'1m " •118 :S::ven al-Nabigha was
c.. ~ sa,a_1
1

surpassed by Durayd in some of his poetry and "indeed Durayd came near to
vanquishing al-Dhubyanl".119

In :preferrip..g al-l;abigha to Z~hayr and
"
0:p1n1on
or~ A""":.uU cA mr:

AHS

b. Hajar he repeated the

.

HAws was the fahl of Budar but al-Nabigha took away

from him some of his glory", although both he and
him.

Z~~yr

borrowed from

Because of the conciseness of al-Nabigha in O:1e line borrowed from

Aws, al-Asma~i preferred him to the latter.

Aws wrote:

~~ ;~:JI ~

-

rrha
A'- -"'~
::,"t ;b;
.........
.Jo..oJ.

,

i:- ~=-::;.

in adapting this conceit, contrived to add to it:

- -11
~b') J!l (3
-:;'..7",,:

..-

>

..7 - -

Some poets were admitted into the class of fQhul on the

120

stre~th

of only

one excellent poem, such as Ka'b b. Satd al-Ghanawl, "who was a fa~l only
in his marthiya, to which there is no equal in the world", and Bishr b.
Abi Khazim "of whom I heard Abu cAmr b. al-cAla' say:

his oasida

In

his poem, Katb concentrates on enumerating the virtues and good

~ualities

of his brother, whom he is elegizing.

The idea of consolation

is to be found indirectly in the lines in
~-;

L;'~ sl~ ~Ll'..9 c?-I

'0? J;;~'-9

~

Direct consolation occurs in a few lines, like:

and:

The poem is a long one and, according to some sources,

amoQ~ted

to

. . t wo 1·
SlX"ty_lnes. 122

Among those who were classed among non-fQ~ul were al-A~sha the Great,
Labid and I:Adi b. Zayd.
fahl nor a female".

----=--

l?)
~

The last ,ras harshly described as "neither a
••
l , s oplnlon
A.1 - A~ma cO:-

0

f La bO:-,
• f'l
r'I .....
lQ was ln~_uence~
uy

AbU CArne::' b. al-I:.Ala'·s describing him as a man of good qualities. ',{hen
he was asked about Labid by Abu Hatim, he replied that "he was a good
man"; Abu Hatim commented that "it was as if al-Asmac:i intended to deny
him any great merit as a :poet".

He once described his poetry as being

like a mantle from Tabaristan, meaning that it was well-woven b~t without
elegance; it was good-looking but lacking grace and sweetness. 124
Al-I:Askari described the poetry of Labid as "consisting of correct words
with correct macanl but having no beauty (rawnaq) or freshness".125

-;":

"

In=-.: !-0:::"]3.:::-, t::,O'.l:'1 not a :a~l! "stooj above his OF" c~ass"; al-/.los',;.::;d

"re"e::JbIed the fuhul though himself not a fa~l"; .Jarada b. (Umayla "haci
some poems which resembled those of the fuhul, but his were short".
AI-Asmaci did not give us any indication of the nature

0:

the similarity

between these poets and the fOOul, not even of how some of cTarada I S D:JeffiS
resembled theirs.

At any rate, it is clear that the length of his poems

had a considerable function in making a poet a fa?l.

His judgement on

;'Iuzarrid b. Dirar reflects his moral tendency and his hatred of hi;ia',
for he said that he was not inferior to the fOOul but had spoilt his
126
"
poe t ry by much sat lre.

Though the term fu.hula gives the sense of "strength", aI-Asmari separated
the knight-poets (fursan) from the fooul.

\·Ii th the exception of Durayd

b. al-Simma, who is mentioned among both fuhul and fursan, there is no
other of the ~~ight-poets allowed into the class of the fuhul~ not even
CAntara. 1?7 It seems that among al-L.sma ci'
s criteriafor fuhula in poets
0

was that their predominant occupation should be poetry, rather than, for
example, knight-errantry.

The exclusion of poets like 5atim al-Tall anQ

(Urwa b. al-or/am, whom he described as generous men but not fuhul, was
also due to the fact that their predominant quality was generosity rather
l ?8
than poetry.-This being so, we can also understand the attitude of
al-Asmaci in excluding "those who made incursions on foot" such as
Ta'abbata Sharran and al-Shanfara al-Azdl among the sacallk ::poets, from
-

I?O

the class of fuhul. -/

Although al-AsmacI conferred the title of fa?l on Zuhayr, al-Hutay'a
and those "who were like them" in their styles of ::poetry, he ',as not
enthusiastic about their work, calling them "slaves of poetry" because
they used to review and polish their poems and did not follow the wa.y of
the natural poets (matbliCun) .130

Speaking of al-Hutay 'a, rTho:n he

-:':;is ::';".2ite clear ·"hen
never :i!1d a defect".

~e

stated tha-:' in 3,"2.-:-Iutay'a's :poetry "you Hill

This statement ,las an echo of that ;]lade by Abu

'A;rr b. al-cAla' about a line he quoted from al-::utay'a, as we have
seen.

The fact that :poetry, owing to its constant revision, contained

no defect

"faS

in itself a defect.

attitude, said that it

·,;'3.2·

AI-Ja!1iz"

explaining al-Asmaci's

a sign

AI-Asmaci defined the "slave of poetry" as the poet who "rats Great
effoyt into :presenting excellent poetry; he stops for a long time besid3
every line in his poe::l, correcting and revising it, in order to produce
a poem com:;:lete and excellent in all its
tha-:' t!1C 2ytif:ciali ty ,,,hich al-As:;z, ci disliked in the poems of the
"slaves of poetry" is not the same as that foy which Abu Tammam was
conde~illed

later.

The artificiality rejected

~r

al-Asmaci is connected

Hith the selection of words and the cayeful maintenance of "one level of
excellence" throughout the poem, .,hile the artificiality of Abu TaTfl.:llam
consists mainly in exaggerated use of badi c •

His admiration for poetry

t!1at contains "diffeyent levels of excellence" (tafa"rut fl al-:iawda) is
re:lected in his praise of al-Nabigha al-Ja CQI and Ru 'ba, when he
descyibed their :poetry as "coITunenciable poetry",

AI-JaC'di ",'as described

by b. 5alla'll al-Jumahi as having"different levels in his :poetry",
Which al-Asmaci praised and took as a sign of naturalness.

AI-Asma'l

used similar words to those of al-Far2~zda1 when speaking of al-Ja'dl,
saying that "he has in his poetry a veil worth one
worth thousands".
• .1..
crl~lcs,

diYha~

and a shawl

In admiring such poetry, al-Asmaci stood alO:le amone;

as a IJ-"'·
- a~l~ c1·
alme d •

rn
~/

Concerning the "difference of levels" in the poetry of al-Ja'dl,
al-A sma cf was repoYted as saying:

"while al-N"abigha (al-Ja Cdi) is

WYiting a speech (poetry) which is smoothey Cashal) than sweet water

he

su~denly

Cliffere:1t

dilutes
!lrst..

Such poetry is the folloHin.::;:
o

.,.

_

_<.!.:;lj or;
o

.,.,/

_

~~ W ~
-

0-

~~~J./~ ~~G3

After these lines of firm composition

co~es

this line:

Here his :poetrJr beco;nes thin; even if Abu al-ShaT1l2..qm3.G. was the write:!" of

1*

that li:1e fit would be regarded as "'tad a:1d -weak",../

It seems that

al-Asma q only admired t~e early :poetry of al-Ja cdL

Be said t~at

al-Jacd.i was silent for thir:'y years after havi:1g written :poetY"j; t~er..
he again began to write, but while his earlier :poetry was good, his later
1

'< ~

poetry looked as if it vrere stoler... (TT'J2.srUq), a::1d it is not good. ~./../

Though al-Asmaci criticised the line of al-Jacdi's on the gro~~ds that it
was thin and weak, he contradicted. himself by
vrhich has the same thin <luality.

selectin~

other verse

Ibn Q,utayba reported. that al-Asmaci

AI-Asmacf justified his admiration for it by claiming that "it has a
light rhyme

(k..~iffat al-rawi)" ,136

AI-A cskarf criticised al-Asma «:1: for selecting lines of "lo"r and rase

loJOr:i S",

s1Jcr: as

t~e

fo 11 ov[ing :
1/

~\J~ ~~.:0
6~

137

""-

It see~s likely that al-Asmat::r, in admiring such poetry as quoted. above,
was no different from others of the critics of the old school, who used
such lines and some of the mu.."1dath poetry as a sofa on which to recline
and relax from the heavy burden of ancient poetry which they studied and
transmitted for various pu...r:poses.
ancient

~oems

This desire for relaxation from the

is one of the reasons behind the attitude of £Abd Allah

b. al-:'luCtazz in limiting himself to m:rhdath poets in his Tabagat
al-shu'ara', as

'YTe

shall see later.

Nevertheless, it does not

necessarily mean that the early critics were not attracted qy other things
in the lines of this kind that they selected.

They were, in fact,

attracted by certain qualities and mahasin in them, as we shall see
shortly.

ROI-Tever, the combination of delicacy and firmr.ess in poetic

style that al-Farazdaq spoke of when comparing himself with Jarir, and
that some critics found in al-Nabigr~, describing his style as extre~ely
delicate and

extre~ely

firm at the same time, was still sought by

al-Asma ci even in the :poetry of the mu..~dathUn.

Talking about Abu Nuwas

with al-?adl b. Yahya al-Barmaki, and encou...raging the latter to choose

AbU Nm,as as his poet, despite his :tad reputation for mujun and khalaCa
(for vrhich al-Fadl rejected him), al-Asrna c:r praised him for his Jr.nowledge

.

.

of the various kinds of literature (fun~~ al-adab) and for his high level

C:i:i vft.. i 1;; JJJ J!
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In -:his poe])
1ualities,

0::

Abu NUh~2 0::18 ::cea-iily feels the pre2enc:e of the tHO

fir~~ess
_

and delicacy.

0 -

::;.,

~,~"~I

The first nine lines,

fi~is~in6:

//

CkJ

~l~

are clearly of a delicate nature.

0::

The rest

the poem is firm, both

in Ho::cds and i::1 macani, especially the line:
_ ..... 0..........

,,~

_Oa.Jll!

__

~I~ ~\

&1

~~ l.:)~

-

0

8~(ro ~;;;; ~\ ~-:;
~

and yet, there is still a delicacy in the last lines, for instance in
the second half of the thirteenth line:

and also in

~~e

last line itself.

Apart from these qualities in the

style, al-Asma'I may also have been pleased by the conce:..t ir:. the l?st

on ::oot and not on his

1 '<9
she-caJlel.~/

There are indications that al-Asmatr admired some elements of
poetic "beauties" in general.

badr~,

or

Though on many occasions he p::caised poets

for following the path of the ancients, he favoured others for following
a new path never trodden Defore.
but the path of badlc.

Tnis new path seems to be nothing else

One has to bear in mind that though

al-Asma~l

rejected the "slaves of poetry" and those like the'll because of their

still be

'i

natural :P'Jst.

T~is

bet-"een t::e.2.1 to and takalluf.

indicates that al-As)Taci

The latter q uali ty could be f()'.2no. even iT"!

the :poetry of those who follo.[ed the path
mUhdathun themselves.
in the reply

0::

differeYltiate~

0::

the ancieYlts a:rlcnt; the

Con::irmation of what we have claimed is to be found

al-As:na ti when asked to cO'11pare Eashshe:r 1-~i th :1'u....,aYl and

say which was the better poet.

He said "Bashshar is a very natural :poet

(matb; Co :iiddan) and does not seek out difficult or impossible ma canI.

:Se

is not like that poet (meaning l>1arwan) who v-rrites a line of :poetry and
spends many days polishing ar:.d correcting it.

Eashshar is like al-At:she:

and al-:;;-abigha al-Dhubyani, and j,1a.rwan is like Zuhayr and al-Hutay'a; he
is aYl affected poet (mutakallif) .....

j'~arwan

has taken a road that rr:any

others have taken be::ore and has not overtaken those who :preceded him;
the same is true of his contemporaries.

3ut Bashshar has taken an

ll.YJtravelled road, has excelled in it, aYld is lL.YJequalled in it; he is the
greater in versatility and iYl all the genres of poetry, aYl:1 he has a
greater abundaYlce and broader scope of badi e, whereas Nan8:n has never
.

140

gone beyond the manner followed by the anclents".al-Asma~i

showed his admiratioYl for the similes of Bashshar and his new

style of poetry.
1-TOrld.

On another occasion,

"He was born blind", he said, "and could Ylot see the

In his poems he compares things with one another and attains

such a vision as those who can see are unable to attain,
on which nobody before him has walked" ,141

He o:pens paths

According to al-Asme. ci

Bashshar is the "seal" of poets and "had his days not come late in time,
he would have preferred him to many poets".

He criticised the ruwat of

Kufa because "they 'sealed' poets with r·1an,,-an instead of Bashshar",

This

1-[as not acceptable "because Marrl'an was associated Hi th Salm al-Khasir;
they competed in praising caliphs, and they received the same re1-iards.
Salm himself was a pupil of Bashshar,and the latter used to correct the
poetry of Marrl'an himself who never

di~~lged

a poem before reciting it to

2. ppro·v-al n

•

J4:::

Al-.lI. sma t.i

.

did not greatly exaGgerate Fhen

he ci.escri bed. E:::.rwan as a!1 affected poet and likened hi'Tl to ZlL"1ayr a!1d
al-Eutay'a.

]hn,an himself admitted that he would take a full year to

complete a poem; he would spend four months writing it, four months
checking and revising it, and lastly he would take four months to present
l' t • 1
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i·That has been said has given us a general idea about the interest of
al-Asma ti in ba.di c and/or the poetic "beauties" in general.
consider some examples

0:

i,{e shall now

ba.di c and mahasin admired by him.

He is

reported to have spoken about m'ltaba.qa, Hhich he explained as follovTs:
"Its origin

(literal meaning) is putting the ba.ck foot in the place of

the fore-foot, and it refers to the manner in 1-/hich Cluadrupeds walk".
......-~

• 1...J L• ~
.' tk
.- ~..J
- •• J...-;~
,.

_

.-0

0

':::

~e

then recited the following line of Zuhayr as "the best line of

mutaba.aa":

. -JG~I
,-=>,.
J

r.

U;

;ll.v..,~
-:. - D..
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He is also said to have admired tasdir, which is known to some people as
radd al-kalam 'ala sudUrihi.

It means that a poet uses a certain word

at the beginning of a line and then repeats it at the beginning or the
end of the second half of the same line.

If poetry is 1-TTitten like this

it is easy to guess the rhyme-word in advance.

AI-Asmaci said:

"The

most beautiful tasdir is the follovnng line by cAmir b. al-Tufayl:

'rc..vy ~...J';

'V' "'cY~-" l!::\.:. 'i., I':; if '(.,\..:.....-

~
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In a passage Cluoted by Ibn RashiCl, al-A;maci displayed his knowledge of
iltifat in a poem of Jarir.
asked him:

Is~aCl al-t1awsili reported that al-Asma~i

"Do you know the iltifat of Jarlr?"

IshaCl asked:

"What is

that ?"

(:)

~

Then al-."'.sI""
,,= £J.':'" saJ.· Q' .-

""on'
t yo"'"' see
..J

h•• lm
-

"
concernJ.nc:

0

I

__

-.,~

J~i

Hl +h h'lS

•
1.co· ~_
nJ.mse~.:.

::poetry (muCJi.bilan cala shi Crihi), and suade:11y turning to the bashama (a
kind of tree) and blessing it?"

Jarlr suddenly breaks oi"f the seCluence

of his ::poem in order to ::pronounce a blessing on the tree, a branch of
which was in the hand of his beloved when she bade him fare,;ell.

The

same exam::Ple is to be found in Kitab al-malc of Ibn al-:1u Ctazz,l4 7
"here he defines iltifat as the ::poet's chanCing from the second to the
third or from the third to the second person. 148

AI-AsmacI ::praised the :poet who used ighal, the one who could elevate a
low macna and lower an elevated matna, and the one who "after com::Pleting
the macna before the rhyme, adds to it by writing the rhyme-word, like
al-A'sha, who says:

He

c05 if~'..9

'Jl';>l ~
- 1'>'"i th
:produces 19hal
~

al-wa (
lu, .
WhlCh comes as a rhyme J 8.1 though the

ma'na is complete without it.

AI-Asma'I cited more exam::Ples of Ighal

from the :poetry of Dhu al-Ru~~a, for instance:

The matna is com::Plete before the rhyme (al-musalsali) is su:pplied and
when it is, "something is added" to the ma~a.

Again:

"his discourse is com::Plete, but he needs the rhyme, and when he su::P:plies
it (al-mufassali), he adds something to the TJ'l.aCnan.149

I,2;hal, it is

clear, is a means of exaggeration, and in ::Praisir.g the ::poet Hho has the
a bili ty to demean a great ma cna or to glorify a lov. one by his 'iOrds,
al-AsmacI may be revealing a taste for exaggeration and a tendency to
give more im::Portance to words than to maena.

On another occasion,

hmrever f he is re:ported to have demanded tru.th and integrity of ma cna

he said to the r:l2.n Fho had recited the lines:

"Do not aar;]i::-e them,

because they are Horth nothing; the most excellent poetry is that in
"hich you find truth and a full
:::;l-':'i;:.vS·
........
--- v.., __, . ; . . . . . . . .

-::;

~
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na , as in the followinG line of Ic:lru'

'll'O.t

;

t.'
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0
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protaoly -vl'a!'lteo.. mata!'li that were 'realistic' and not preci,:)Us, 2.!1d

although he could ao..mire exagseration, it hao.. to De sensiole, and in
moo..eration.

O!'le needs to De careful in using the. term "truth"
."l .e hvlews
·

~

0-,-

(~idq)

1.'
~r
•
•
a_-r.sma
l concernlng
poe .l.'
"lC COllparlson.

vhen discussing

Sidg
-.--

should not De

understood as the opposite of "lie" out rather as meaning "reality", as
just suggested.

In its religious sense,

~id"

,.,as not to De reco!TLl1enc.ed

in poetry, in al-Asma c1' s vie(~.

ar"d trJ.th (sid:) '\ a::-: not
-:----"
s1:.ita:;l..e for poetry, and in fact they reduce the rank of the poet if he
pursues the~.

Talkip~

aOo1:.t Hassan b. Thabit, al-AsD~t1 declared that he

was a fahl in his Jahili poetrj oJ.t not in his Islamic poetry.

.

reported as saying:

He is

"Poetry is nakid and its ..a.y is evil (sharr); if it

is composed on matters of good (khayr) it will become Heak and soft.
Hassan b. Thibit was one of the Jahili fuhul, but when Islam came, his
poetry declined".I51

On another occasion, he said:

"The poetry of Hassan

rITitten in the Jahiliyya is some of the most excellent poetry, but its

.

firmness was cut tack (quti ca matnu..'l-lU) in Isla11, and that was because of
the hal of the Prophet •.• ".

He gave as examples of Hassan's weak and soft

poetry in Islam his elegies on the Prophet and his c01lpanions, Hamza,
Jacfar, and others.

Real poetry, he said, "as that of the Jahi11 fuhul,

like Imru' al-':2ays, Zuhayr, al-Nabigha, in which they discussed topics

hor:oe cescrip-:ions, Hars and

mufa~a::a.

These

,,~ere

suit.a-ole 2::1bjects for

poetry; if it ,.as Hri tten on subjects ca:mected Hi th k.lJ.ayr, it HO'1lci ::at
1 S?

be excellent. -../--

.

It is somewhat strange that al-AsmacI should have rejected roetry that
deal t "\-ii th religious subjects, particularly that of Hassan, in view
t!:J.e Pro:phet's approval of his poet.
rejection appear even stranger.

0:

The reasons that he gives for this

If he had

arg~ed

that, since poetry is

evil (or even si"lply conceTIled with YTOrldly matters, Hhic!:J. is probably
-v;rhat he meant by sharr in this context), it 'Wo'.lld defile or deb."l.se
religious themes, this vTOuld be intTfledia tely comprehensible.

To say,

however, that religious themes make poetry weak and soft might be thought
to be sacrilegious.

I suspect that what he said was connected with the

doctrine of iC;iaz al-Qur'anj given the inimitability of the Qur'an, any
attempt to render in poetry any part of the divine revelation could only
result in a weakening and softening of it.

The lIn of which he spoke Y~s

. -'" one can use the
thm: to be understood as a softening of the ma cani ( 11.
term in this connection), in comparison with their presentation in the
Qur'an.

This would detract both from the roRjesty of God's words and from

the secular standing of the medium in which an attempt

v~S

made to

paraphrase them.

It was probably for similar reasons that he did not care for the later
poetry of al-~abigha al-Jatdr, who was also a mukhadram, like Hassan.
His remark that this poetry "looks as if it were stolen" may refer to
the effect of Islam on al-Jatdi's poetic production.

~e

find that most of his selections relate to the topics that he listed

ri tha' a"ions the~e, he Yl€vertheles2 ad!'1irei a nU'":lber of fa:nou~, ri th3:'
poems and declared them to be the best in the genre.

As an example of the way in v,hich he criticised poets I treat'1ent of
these topics, let us take horse descriptions.

Those 'ilho:n he s:"nb1 ed out

as being excellent describers of horses ,,[ere AbU Du' ad al-Iya.d.i, Tufayl

- ani al-Nabigha
- 15':1.-I The first two of these had been
al-Ja tdL

al~han2.wi

associated with horses for a great part of their lives ani so they were
able to describe them very Hell.

As for al-Ja tdl, he lacy-ed oriGinality,_

since he had learnei to describe them merely

~J

listening to other poets'

,
. t'lons oJ..~ th em, 'DUt h• e was s ~'ll
aescnp
vl
exce l'_ent . 154

In these

descriptions al-AsmatI looked for factual expertise concerning horses,
rather than for othe::::' a::::,tistic qualities; they should conform with
reality.

Thus, he criticised 1m-ru t

al-~ays

fo::::, describing his mare as

folloHs;

"because if hair covers the face, a horse will not be regarcled as noble
(karim), it is best for it to have little hair over the face, as in the
following line of

155
The best lines of horse description are written qy al-Nabi&~a al-Jatdr:

156
It is

i~:nediately

evident that the lines constitute a simple physical

description, which depicts the ideal model of a horse, and correctly
describes its various members; it seems likely trzt al-Asmaci was right

n2.~

the correctness of the Ciescription in re2.2_tion to the tr3.c.i tional

d2.ta.

The sa.me applied to the lines describing camels that he selected

fro;n a poem of [Umar b. Laja' that begins:
~

.,

;J

0

bJJ;.:>I~ 0!5~' ~~
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The poets w!1o Here f3.J11oUS for describing ca;nels ,rere C:Uyayna b. I'Iirdas,
Hho Has the best at describing a riding-ca'":!el (JTl3."Y'kub min 2.l-ibil), al-;::ac:5.
al-;\u'"'l::.yrl, who 1'las the best at describing a milkin5-ani:nal (1Tl?~hlub) in
SF,sid
.

I

and C:U:u.r b. Laja' al-TaymI, who was the best at descri bine; it in
1'18

rC.laz. -

In spite of al-Asmacl's obvious attac~ment to topics connected with the
desert and 5edouin life, and his use of Jahill poetry as a standard by
which to judge later poetry, he did, on occ3.sion, express a preference
for Islamic poets to Jahill ones.

It is reported that he criticised to

ELI-Rashld the following line of al-Nabigha al-Dhubyanl:

--,~1 -"~;

J\ &,~;

~~;. ,~~ D;l-~ :::.);:

Admitting that the simile in the line was incomparable and unique, he
deprecated the poet's use of the word saalm and stated that it was not
acceptable to liken the beloved to a sick person.

He preferred the tHO

·
by th
" poe +~ c.p.C,l
_':" b • a 1"'"
- c 'In wh'lC_h 'ne useQ- a p1 easanver
+
. e IsIamlC
--'llqa
1 lnes

simile, describing the eyes of his beloved
cow:

.-

~~ ---'~
~ ~ ~-

f \....-'

,.

0

the sleepy eyes of 3. Hild

--

!:J _o~

l? eTc ----,y I

- G,., ~-

~.

2_S

3-;.~L c,J,
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Ibn Rashlq said that al-Asmal:l was aware that "the madhhab of the ancie:1ts

tetter -"ith t:,e passinc of tir'ne".159
K!1alaf al-Ah'Th3.r,

",:'0

His attit'-lde was similar to th,,-t o+'

prefe::-rcd. K".THin to al-A [sha for using :;;lea8ant

in his poetry, as we have seen.

HOroS

Nevertheless, al-Asma[l was still a

admirer of the ancients, whom he regarded as standards for poets of his

mm time.

Hhen asked whether the three Umayyad poets, Jarir, al-?arazda'l

and al-Ak'f1tal Here fOO111 or not J he replied that since they belonged to
Islam, he wO'-lld say nothing about them, but that "if they had belonged
to the Jahiliyya, they would have had a distin6~ished place (in that
rankins)" .160
in

1
"

However, al-Ak'f1tal excelled even the ancients in his :poem

hich he >!Tote:

In comparing al-Ri ti with Ibn lluqbil, he did not ir..d.ica te a preference,
but his vwms implied that he adT:1ired al-Racl, because "his poetry is
• °1 ar 'to
'.Lh
nore slml
" e poevry
..I-

OI~

th_ e anclen
. t"
s •162

Those poets of Islam whom he called the saaat al-shu(ara' or the "rearguard of the poets" are al-Rammah b. ~\layyada, Ibn Harma, Ru 'ffi, ~akam

al-Khudri, a.'1d Jvlak1n al- 'Udhrl.

Of these I Ib:1 Earma "'Trote the best line:

Al-}·.sma [I still declared that "had Ibn Harma not come so long after the
time of the ancients, he would have been considered a
is a

muta'ak~khir

he does not deserve the title.

fa~l, ~~t

since he

When he expressed a

preference for Ibn Harma to the others on the strength of this line, he
was actually most impressed by the poet's nobility and generosity as
demonstrated in it.

He claimed that even Hatim aI-Ta'i could not have

said more than Ibn Harna had said from the point of view of generosity.

16'<

He praised a group of both Jahili and Islamic poets for their distinction

~

....

"rir+
~) ...

p.bi al-3al t

considered uns1J.itable for poetry.
-

~st

CAntaYa w:'-s the

at de::,cri bine

-

_

1?iJ.

war, and t:Umar b. Abi Rabi(a at vrritiYlC about youth (dhikr al-shab?_b).-c~.

~.ike 1b::-: al-A crabi before him, al-Asma [i mentioned lines H::'i tten by

'2."'hey ought to follcl}J 3..Y1d =-;ni tate those l:"ne:; i:

t~e:-

·. ;arlts-i to

s~C:c'- c~.

HO:T'2.n Yleeds to look at the follor:-inE; Ii:!", 1::"; Eishr b. Ali Y.h3:zi7fl:
'"

~~i ~ ~~I z:)i:
':'hose who wish to describe a HOT12.n'S eyes need to look at the lines of

?a bi c:,- :'-re the best exaTTl:ple for those who w-ish to describe a ·'iO;)lan' s
..:;;

0::; /'

(...) ~5.J' )Js.Lo .0}S I

r:?' cr
.J-.

u~'cJy.;~~)jJ1J ~

..-

.

The line of

cAIQa~~

al-?ahl describing a male ostrich is a model for

those who viish to yrri te on

And lastly, al-Nabigha al-Dhubyanl is to be folloHed OYl the tonic of
l•

c·~lQnar.
• " -

.

l'

especl~~y

.
thO
In
. lS l'lne:

Some :poems he declared the best OYl their subjects, such as that by
:'-l-ShamTTlay~h b. Dirar in which he described a bow-, rhyming in 73:',

It

was better than another :poem, in the same rhyme, yiritten by al-"Iutanakc"'1khil,
because the one by al-Sharrrnak.h Has longer.

Al-:'lutanak."'1k'r:l.il,

hand, 11Yote the best poem rhyming in ~ 1 , in Hhich he said:

0:2

the other

Ab; Dhu'ayb al-Hu~~all wrote the best poem rhyming i~ jim, starting:

The tHO poe!11s of ritha' by Ka'b b. Sa'd al-Gh:mawi and al-A[sha al-

- had no eaual in the
fuhili

166

'Horld.~

IJike earlier critics, in most of their judge'Tlents, al-Asffi3" ti did not
state any criteria "hen judging those poems.

One can g'Jess at

S0110

of

those that he applied in certain Doetic genres, such as madih and hi4a'.
It see:ns that he was looking for poetry in Hhich the poet combined an
L~;7/k..l,~i"2-/i-. F) v"·v.... </~

abu..l1dance of rna {ani with great eOO.eiseness.

An exaT:1.ple of this is in

the fol101dng two lines of T:1.adih by Ka 'b b. Zlli'1ayr on the Prophet:
'./ ::0'...,
,J'....
,:J 0 .. "":"
~ -,\..o;;>.lJ) ~ W, ~

~- J; ~~ V~'-:

(fu'

~~I ~I _~ ~ c,.;J
& 0-' y.--' ~ OJJ/ r1;;.' ~ d..;
-.... :/~ v
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The

C (1.;0,..,,;01..<,..1... C/~,f'- ;r~l.-{,/~

e~~

is in the second half of the last line.

.t...l-A sma ci

cited the lines as the best ones in praise of the ?rOPhet.

167 Sil1ilar

to these lines is the one by al-'Ajjaj;
0""'''-

O/i.; JJ
-'

L;;

....-c:>o/

0./

0./..0 Lo ~ ...

Al-As!11a'i stated that the origin of the lines by Ka1:b and al-£Ajjaj was

.

the following line of al-Harith b. Hilliza:

.

-'j.~ ~ ~G{J ~1. ~
in the first half of .,hich he had condensed a number of ma 'ani.
Al-Asmaci then stated that no poet had produced better matan~ than those
of Kaeb in the two lines <].uoted above.
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Conciseness and abli.l1dance of rna 'ani in the poetry of hija'
fOli.l1d in the following line by

to be

al~~~~~l:

r
He said:

W2_S

" .J

(.1 . W j), ~~ I
~

.

C-

"This is the most satirical line ever written by the Arabs,

reo?le (.ere rrisers, since they put ou:, their :ire for fear that a Dle:::t
may see it and COr:le to them at night; they are misers also because they
do not use water

~Jt

urine to put it out; they are misers also because

their fire is so srnall that a little urine can :;mt it out, the urine of
an old "Homan, at that - denoting very little indeed.

:-fe also re}!resents

them as having no respect for their mother and as having no :::ervants in
' "en t . 169
th. elr
.l.

In phaz.al, al-P_sma ci again required rio'Ja.

This may be seen in his

criticism of al-Nabigha al-:9h:lbyanl for likening his beloved to a sick
person.

Al-Asmacl's view of riqaa appears eClually clearly in his

criticism of Tarafa who "did not know hOvT to love passionately" becau.se,
after writing excellent lines in which he expressed his great passion for
his beloved, claiming that he could not sleep "hen he remembered her:
__
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he then spoilt the effect by writing:

170

According to the dictates of

ri~qa,

to his beloved, and should not

rr~ke

the poet should not boast of himself
himself equal to her; he should not

be harsh with her if she angers him, but rather be soft and gentle.

Also,

the true lover should be content with little from his beloved, as we have
seen before.

This is why al-Asmaci adr:lired the following lines of IShaq

al-:1awsili, in which the poet seemed to be content .ii th every small
token of recognition from his beloved and to consider it to be something
great:

-

,,;,:>~..-

.,,:;,

~! ~L!.~ a~' ~

;;:.

~I ~~~r;

The :fact that he re jected the line s Hhen he
hi:nself, on

}"~'1e'"

t!12. t they

vre:::-e by I sha:~

the grounds t!1at t!1ey were written with affectation, does

not alter the fact that he first admired them for the reasons that

1,:e

haV'2 Given.

To su.rn up J

r~e

"2..y sc:,y that although al-As:i1a r: l

have cliscussed, and although he

',:a5

on::

0:

greatly in:luenced by those Kho

H3.S

preceded him, he differed froT:1 theT:1 in that he had SOl7le of his v:"e"h"s
concernin.; poetic criticism recorded by his pupil Ab":i :ra.ti:n in ?u.lJula t
al-shu cara '.

He tried to make a classification of poets based on the

quali ty of fuhula, and he di videe. them into fuhul and non-fuhu1.
influence of the

~,ed.ouin

The

environment appears in his using the term fahl

.

itself, ·,Thich Has originally used for a ca'l1el-2tallion, according to his
orin definition.

Among his criteria for fuhula was transmission (riwaya)

of the work of senior poets, excellence of p:::-ocluction, variety of poetic
genres,

~uantity

of composition, and sometimes religious and

mo~l

considerations, although he actually separated religion f:::-om poetry.
Other standards that he used in comparing different poets, poems and lines
are tab e , varying levels of excellence, writing at length, conciseness and

.

abQ'1clance of rracani compressed into a few words, especially in madih and
hi ia', thouc.-h he ;-.ras not interested in the latter; he also

~

~

in ghazal poetry.

re~uireQ

rio12

He rejected affectation, and, like Tnany of the earlier

.

critics, he recited Islamic amd muhdath poetry as a means of relaxation •
He sometimes praised a
style and form.

combi~~tion

of firmness and delicacy in poetic

!-Ie accepted, and appreciated, the new path of poetry

by Bashshar, and he even admired some kinds of badi~ and mahasin.

Nevertheless, he still considered Jahili poetry as the model to be

he

'I-12.S

:noderate in his jud.:;e:1snts

to Jahili poets.

0::1

the:n a:-:a e\'er; eJre:fe:::-ren. so:re of "::he:1

Those co:r:sidered by him as the "seal" of poets "ere

feHer than they miGht have been because some ,rho Here othe:::-vise qU3.1ified
appeared only in Islamic times.

His most interesting and original view

was that of the reb.,tionship behree:J. kb.ayr and sharr and poetc::""J f Hhich
led him to advance a more or less logical justification for reb2.raing the
tonics treated

b-j"

the Jahill fU.,l)ul as the most sui table for poetry.

The old school of critics and the :ru"~dathun:
The me:nbers of this school were generally interested in ancient poetry
for vario'J.s reasons; as Ibn rtashlq said, they were principally looking for
shawahid for eloquent language. I??
the schocl

C3.::'.1.

As we have mentioned, the origin of

be traced back to Ibn 'A boas, 'V,ho used poetry in

interpreting the ~ur'an.

~Vhen

these critics appeared they based their

studies on this idea and extended them to cover other areas of linguistic
and grammatical learning.

Besides this, some of them were interested in

poetry that contained gharib, akl)oar ~~d other items of knowledge.
felt a responsibility to preserve the

lar~ge

and this resulted in collections such as the
:1ufaddaliyyat and Jaffiharat Ash

tar

They

and the ancient poetry,

:"):1

rallaqat, ASTna t:iyyat,

al-'Arab, despite the fact tmt some of

these contain Islamic poetry as well.

Although there may have been some

artistic criteria behind these collections, the main reason for their
existence is that the collectors saw it as their duty to make them.

Some

of them were even requested by the caliphs to do so, as was the case with
the Hufaddaliyyat.

This activity displayed the official side of the

characters of these early critics, ruwat, gra!lL-narians and :philologists,
who seem to have lived a kind of double life.

Aside from their jobs as

defer.ders of the language, occupied with their taxing studies of ancient
poetry, they tended to seek relaxation as we have mentioned before, in
reciti~~

what they thought to be excellent of Islamic and nuhdath

~oetry.

a

~elic2ccy

0::

touc~

an:'l we::::-e composed in short metres Hi t~ "} i,;ht"

admiration, lines like:

In ad!'liring and reciting such lines, and others of "'11"hdath poetry, these
critics of the old school Here truly and since::::-ely expressing the::1.selves
as men of letters who appreciated poetry.

It is true that ~e~ like A8~

'Am.::- b. al-'Ala', Khalaf al-Ahmar, Ibn al-P.(rabl, Ab-:i 'Ube.yda and ever:.
al-.Il.s:na ci, ex:pressed some views hostile to the mode:::::Tl, a:r~d eve!1 the early
Isla!'lic, poets.

Eut their selections from the two grou:ps' poems, and

al -r./'S"""
T',raJ.·so~ Tor
+he
,J= a,s
- .L
..l:'
_
;., •

i i
1'.1.
or_g_na~J.."y

0 f"P
.:..;as'I-).. s h.ar

"
t'lon .t:'.Lor
and aamlra

some kinds of Cadi c:. a:;.d mahasi:;., should :prevent us exaggera tin€; their
hostility toward.s the m:L"'1da thli.~, despite the fact that they too=~
mu.~d2.th

antiC}.ui ty as a standard against ,,,hich to judge early I sla:nic and
?octs, and even those whom they called sacat al-shucara,.

~owever,

mu.~dathun
res~lted

the hostile views expressed b-j these critics towards the
caused a reaction f.::-om the latte::::- against the

fo~er

and

in the emergence of a group of critics who represe:;.ted a new

trend in Arabic literary criticism,
:particular.

regardi~~

poetic

co~parison

in

This group of critics demanded an eClual judgement for

ancient and mu.hdath pcetsalike, based not on

antiCl~ity

but on excellence.

This Hill be discussed later, bU.t in the follovTing pages we shall see sO;j)e
as?8cts of the reaction of the muhdathUn against the earlier criti~=.
!a~t,

~u

the c'l e:fenc~ 0f the ''-.1'1d.a thun st2.rtec3 rri th the poets themselves; Ibn

I'1unad."'1ir was perha:ps the :pioneer in this.
he once met Ibn JYlunadhir. who said to him:

Ha::l.;nad al-.ll.rqat repoyted that
"Pass TIrJ greetings to Abu

(U1::ayda, and tell him that Ibn I1unadhir says to him:

"Ii'ear P.llah, and

is :1l'..l.'lda th. so that you j-c1dge between the two epochs; but rather jud::;e
between the two poems and foree;o partisanship",

He then recited to

Hammad al-Arqat the ritha ' poe~ he wished to be judged:

Ibn ;,funadhir regarded himself as no lower in poetic rank than the gre2_ t
Jahili poets,

\'ihen he met al-As'"lJ3 £:i and h'halaf al-Ahmar at a dinner

party, he said to the latter:
:6uha;;rr are dead, their poems are still alive I so I ask you to corrr:?9..re my
poetr-y with theirs",

Khalaf took a plate full of soup and threH it in

Ibn ?'lunaci.rlir' s face" .1 74

Instead of submitting to the critics, he fought them, boasted of his
capabilities, and shoHed his independence of them,
(Ubay~,

He satirized Abu

and when aI-Khalil b, Ahmad claimed that all poets submitted to

him, and that if he praised them their poetry 'Has marketable I otherwise
not, he challenged him and said;

"Ey Allih, I will praise the Caliph in

a poem with which I shall need neither your help nor that of anyone
else".175

Other poets among the mQ~dathun are reported to have opposed the earlier
critics.

It is said that Bashshar was able to force al-Akhfash or

Sibawayhi to quote his verse as a gram..matical huj,ia, probably for fear of
•
•
-&'-1th ey.a
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hls
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The mQ~dathun expressed

their views about the earlier critics among the ruwat in their verses,
I~rwan

b. Abi Hafsa accused them of ignorance, likening them to camels

that carried books and knew nothing about what they contained.

He vITote:

(~~JJ .-J~jJJ cr~:!

I..J. '.:> L~'

V-.-/.J.!. Lo
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c!'i ticis9 poetry ~c3.use it

H2.S

rnore difficult tc :!:'eco[T.ise excelle:1t

poetry than to distinGuish tL"'.1.8 coin from false.

~e

'"rote:

~'lhen Abu Nuwas vTaS asked to judge between Ja:!:'lr and al-?arazdag"

he

preferred the former; and Hher.. they told him that Abu tUlnydz. did r..ot
agree Hith him, he replied:

"This is not

somethin~
~

knoHn to

P.b-~

'Ubavda',
~

it is k..'Y).OHD only by those H!l.O are pushed into t!l.e narroH (hayS) of
poetry". '78
~

A similar reply was given by al-~.1.hturl, W!l.O preferred Abu Nuwas to
I'luslim b. al-Walld because the former had written poetry in all poetic
genres and Has excellent in all its aspects.

He wrote poetry according

to his '\fish, serious and jocular (jidd 'Ha-hazl), Hhile r1uslim limited
himself to one style and never Hent beyond it.

-rlhen al-Buhturl

HaS

told

that Ab:i al-cAbbis Tha'lab did not agree Hith him in this judgement, he
replied:

"This is not something known to Tha(lab and those like him, Hho

get poetry by heart but do not 'Trite it.

Poetry is knoHn only by those

who are :pushed into its !1arrOW ways" .179

However, while the muhdathQ'Y). were engaged in their stL"'.1.gg1e with the
earlier critics, the field of criticism began to be dominated by another
group of critics, who formed a new school and represented a compromise
between the two vrarring factions.

These neH· critics Here men like

al-Jahiz, Ibn Q,utayba, al-Hubarrad and Ibn al-:1u ttazz.

Nevertheless,

they made use of the views of the old school, even though t!l.ey differed
from them in their approach to the muhdathun.

The conflict continued in

another way and reached its peak with the appearance of Abu

-

Ta~~am,

These last stood for 'a:nud aI-shier, Hhereas Abu TamJ1l2:m s-::'oo1 for the
style of mal 1=.

AI-Ilu.hturl himself did in fact use b:;uil C in his noptrv t
__

_

v

but he clung more firmly to camud al-shitr and the style of the ancients,
as may be seen from Kitab al-muwazana of al-Amidi.

The old school of criticism resembled a bridge between the scattered
vie-ws of literary men that we have already discussed a!'ld the views of
those ,,;rho recorded their opinions in systematic "Horks of literary
criticism.

The first representative of these was Ibn Sallam al-Jumahi,

Hith his book ~abagat fu.hul al-shu Care: ' •

Al though he "HaS :really a

typical critic of the old school, we have chosen, as He have said, to deal
with him separately, since his book is conside:red to be the first work of
Arabic literary c:riticism, putting aside AI-Asma'i's ~hulat al-shutara'.

Ibn Sallam was a Basran scholar, who, with his book Ta~Q~t fu~;l alS h·lC.,,~.
... L.. c..._Cl..

,

re~resented

the second staGe of the old school of literary

criticism and poetic comparison.

Being a

p~pil

of

al-As~~cir

Khalaf al-

Ahmar, Yunus b. Habib and Abu cUbayda, among others, he was ciee:ply
infl~enced by

their vie1-rs conce:rning poets I and b-y other e:roups of

Cul ama ', as well as by men of letters, and poets; he had, however, a n'.rnbe:r
of vieNS o-P

~is

own, in which he see:1S to have been original.

The tit2.e

of his book ir:dicates the :possible influence of al-AsTna cI, in using the
term fuhul, though Ibn Sallam's concept of fuhula was more open than that
held by al-A sma cL

This "Hill be a:pparent from the fact that, ,;ohile

al-Asmaci Has very grudgin~- in conferri~ the title --.fahl on his "'Joets,
~

Ibn Sallam, on the contyary, admitted many of them into this category.

One of the main p:roblems disc~ssed by Ibn Sallam in the introduction to
his

Tab::v~at

is the authenticity of the AY2"bic poetry available at his

time and in particular Jahili poetry.

The authenticity of the poetry

attributed to any poet was important to Ibn Salla~ in his gradinG, since
1uantity of production was one of the standards he used for this.
negative description of the falsified poetry gives us a general idea about
the characte:ristics of the

a~thentic

poetry in 'Hhich he was interested.

?Detry and shows us the

~ualities

of

The fabricated verse did not contain

evidences for elo1uent language, as he described it; and this indicates
his similarity with those grammarian critics who were looking for poetry
which could be <luoted as a

(matna

~u_ija.

Poetry should contain edifying matte:r

and adab) and aphorisms, apart from the principal poetic genres,

which were, as far as he was concerned, wonderful ?raise (ffi2_dI~ ri'i~),

~p. cid not mention rithi' and wa~f, although he gave the poets of

n~rathl a separate section in his study.

The sort of hij~1 sin;led out

by Ibn Sallam is hi.;a' mU:1dhi c, and on this point he seems to have been
in a full agreement with those of his orm time, like Yunus b. Habib, and
his distant predecessors, such as 'U:nar b. al-Khattab, in their vieHs
concerning the most harmful hija'.

One may also expect the ~uotations

of Ibn Sallam to be relevant to what he said aoo"'Jt the characteristics
lacked by the falsified ?Oetry.

The most authentic poetry was that transmitted by the Bedouins and
accepted by the culama '.

He gave great consideration to riwaya, and

therefore rejected those :poems recited by the :l1..~afiyyu.'1, those who
learned poetry from written sources and did not hear it recited by the
3edouins. 2

Some of the poetry transmitted by Ibn Ishaq in the SIra, the

poetry ,.Thich the different tribes had attributed to their poets after the
early Islamic

con~uest,

that transmitted by untruthful transmitters, by

the muwalladu.'1, and even by some Bedouins - all of this Has totally
rejected by Ibn Sallam. J

-

Isr~~

He described the poetry transmitted by Ibn

- wahin
as kalam
khabith
and

.,.. al-asr qalil
- al-tulawa.
4

da~lf

l~ile discussing the authenticity of Jahili poetry and rejecting that

transmitted in the Sira by Ibn Is~aq, who attributed some poems to ~~d
and Thamud, Ibn Sallam stated that aasld and long poems began to be
written at the time of Hashim Ibn cAbi i1anaf and c..;.bi al-;'1uttalib, the
Prophet's grandfather. 5 Again, he mentioned that "the f;,.-st one Hho
wrote qasld and mentioned events (waoa'i~) was al-}Il1..~alhil Ibn Rablca

6
al-Taghli bl, when his brother Kulayb was killed by the 3anu- Shay1::e.n."

stated that :produstion of p08tr'"'j iClcrea:::ed ',Ii th H?,rS, such
Hhich took place behreen

AHS

and Khazraj.

22

the Hars

There was not much paetry

the~uraysh

or in Oman, because there Here not many wars, disputes

or mutual raids.?

Also, when he talked about poetry in different tribes

among

and its transfer from one tribe to another, he re:ported that it
oriGina ted in the tribe of Ra bl ca , among whom there ,'Tere al-:'llL'1alhil and
Sa Cd 1m l,ralik, who says:

Such remarks seem to indicate that he linked poetry vii th Har, 1-There \,e
expect poems of mufakhara (tribal or personal), ritha', and narrative of
events (Haaa'i C) and battles (a;7am) of the Arabs.

Such poetry contains

a great deal of akhbir and genealoGical facts, as do poems of hija'.

He

considered poetry as both a sort of science (cilm) and a craft (sina ra) •
He quoted tUmar Ibn al-Khattab as speaking of poetry as cilm, and he
o

himself described poetry as the diwan of the Arabs.'"

Interest in poetry

as a source of ak~bir, and records of genealogies, is also attribJted to
other Basran scholars like Abu 'Ubayda.
his shu'"'jUY~ in that respect.

Ibn SalIam did not differ from

The Fain point, hOHever, is that his re-

!12.rks concerninc:; the relation of vars Hith poetry and the use of poetry
as a source of various kinds of knowledge may cast some light on his
quotations in the Tabaqat, and F~y serve as a guide in our attempt to

.

discover the criteria he used in his selection and in his grading of
poets.

The other point to be mentioned here is that there is a

similari ty between al-.D..sma ci , with his notion of poetry and evil, and
Ibn Sallam, with his notion of the relation betHeen poetry and wars.
Both critics also

taL~ed

1....
about the quall"ty of .2:!!.,
as 1,e ,n2.ve seer.. in

the case of al-Asmari, and as He shall see in the case of ICG Sallam.
Discussion of IbCl Sallam's criteria will occur later, when we talk about

t!;e

fro:)

the. t the c:.-uthentici ty of :poetry and its e':cellence could 0::11y :::.,?
by an ex:pert and Qualified critic with Good t"lste.

10

Ee believed that

cnly prolonc:ed stud.y of :poetry a!:Ci CO::1timlOuS reci ta tion ,/Ould result in
v-r-p-y.+ 1;""oHieri
e'"".!!_~"
..: .. ,',.l. ~ge

f'·t
· accura-c,e
..
lana- ,\.,.. e 1 p th
. e crl·t·lC t
0 '
may.e
JU d Ge;nen t s. 11

o~

A si:1ilarity ffi'iy be noticed betHeen Ibn Sallam a::1d the Greek :::"o::1gi::1uS liho
:pointed out that an accurate juC:C8r:lent in literature resulteCi only from
lone; experience.

Only those Hi th this ezpcrience could distinguish b3breen

the true and the false.

12

t.h:=:.t exceller.ce in poet::-;:v vas so.,,::thinc; to M sensec and felt,

c-.J

J
.:,

th3.t

t:-;sr8 vas no certain c.efini tier.. of it, just as it is not easy to define
l~

fctce. -"

In his grc..:ling of poets Ibn S3.l1am see:1S to have been guided by tHO basic
factors, the q uo-11i ty of fuhula and the similarity (tashabu.h) behreen poets.
The application of the terD

fa~l,

though not explained by him, was

considerably enlarged, and Ibn Sall8:m selected forty fuhul from the
Jahili poets and forty fro;n the Isla;nic poets, including a grou::? of
ffi'.l.."k..hadramun.
al-marathl

Besides these, there Here the urban Arab poets, shu '''J.ra'
and the JeHish poets.

In dealing Hith the forty fa;nous fQhul,

he said that those Hho Here similar to one another in their verse Here

a

divided into ten classes (ta baa t)
eQual to one another. 14

r

in each of vlhich there Here four,

Out of all these ta tao at , he said that, in

accordance with viha t the learned people had said ar..d wi t!1 his

O"hTD

esti;nation, the first Jahill tabaaa was already settled, having its four
poets, YTho were cOlT'.cllonly regarded as the best among the Arabs, despite the
It;
fact that peoyle disagreed about who was the best of t!1e four. ~ He did

th3. t c:::-i teri 0::.

The fact that he E;:::'aded some of the ;']ukh3.'lr:o.""!:m i·d th

both the Islamic poets and the JahEl ones, and that he included so'::e
of the la-:.ter with the Isla'1lic poets, may Hell have had. so:nething to do
+h th1· S
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3.1-A csha, "Hhich he regarded as already established, he a.voided giving
his opinion about which Has the bes-:' of the'1l, and. he liClited hi:rlself to
mentioning the vieHs of critics fro'1l Kufa and Basra, leavinc the :::-eader
to decide for himself.

nis differences from al-Asrracl in the conce~t of

fuhula appeared in his inclusion of al-A£sha in the first tabaoa of
fu..1J.ul, since al-A sma ~ had excluded him from t!1at :rank.

In the second Jahill tabaoa, Ibn Sallam was faced with a proble'1l of his
m-ill making in limiting t!1e number of poets in each tabaqa to four.
According to him, Aws Ibn Rajar deserved to be in the first tabaga but,
since the nU::1ber Has completed by the four poets, there
him and thus he 'Has transferred to the second class.

>-laS

<

no room for

Though Ibn S3.l1am

quoted Abu cAmr b. aI-A CIa's vieH that Aws Has the fa~l of NudaI' "ho was
relegated

qy al-Nabigha and

Z~1J.aJT,

he still regarded him as Horthy of

the first tabaoa, "hich included the latter tvro poets.

:But before we discuss t.1J.e criteria used by Ibn Salla::rr in grading
and his peers in the second tabaaa, and try to guess

t~e

AHS

"simila:::'ity"

betHeen its members, He should try to arrive at a solution of the
problem of the number four, since it had its influence on the inclusion
of Aws in the second class and his exclusion from the first, and indeed

inb fO'.lr g:::-a:ies had a Ions history in Lra "bic cri ticis:'1, rm:i He have
already mentioned that IlTL"'ll f al-1a;:'-s I perhaps folloFing the classifica tio::1
used in his time, called the poet Ibn Ha~~n a sh'.ltr~.
have also quotei the lines attributed to

'(Ie

al-~utay'a

:''ioreover I we

that start:

have also quoted a line of a poet addressing another:
"
/
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The line indicates a possible grading of poets into four classes, the
fourth of "Hhich was prol:e.bly the shu trUro

The othe:r three 'Here the

~dh
"
., th
"e mu:::~I le,
and th
"e s.ha t:"lr. 16 One can.'1ot deny the possible

T"h"
"h
Y_lln~._l

infl uence of this on Ibn Sall2:T:l with regard to the n'..1::Jber four.

But, in

all p:ro b3. bili ty, Ibn 5all2::11 H?~S directly in:luenced by the "Hords
attributed to Ib:l Abi Tarafa, according to al-As::JatI (also to ~iusayb a!1'1

.

.

Kuth2.yyir), H!'lich He have quoted be:ore:
poets:

"Y ou rnay be satisfied Hi th four

IJ11..ru.' al-~ays Hhen he ridc;s; zu-'1ayr }Then he desires; al-Nabig!'la
~'!e have suggestei

when he fears; and. al-Acsha when he feels delii;ht".

tha t this idea Has in i tsel:: ar.. echo of what ",-as said. b'J c.b.li b. Abi
Tali b about ITIL.""U t

al-~ays,

"Hhen he descri:xd him as having 'vITi tten his

roetrJ neither ::or desire nor for fear.

~Ie

have also said that this vie"l-T

of 'Ali's developed into the notion of motives for poetry, and

'vle

have

referred to Ax-tat b. Su-'1ayya l s re?l~T to 'Ate. al-:'1::.1ik b. ~1an8:n when t!'le

.

latter asked hi::n about poetry.
their relation with poetrJ.

He s:poke of desire, anger and deli~~t ar.d

This notion of the motives for poetry reachei

its final form in the idea that referred the pillars of poetry to four
emotions:
0:;:n

desire; fear; anger; ~'1i delight.

th
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Similar to it was the idea
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:Sven when the two a Crab championed Jarl::::- in ::::::-ont of cA bd al-:,hlik,

they mentioned four elements or :pillars of poet::-J; and Hhen the poet

on.:!..y

o~e-;u~rtc~

of a ?8et,

of -::hc fo·.rr eleme:1ts of ?oet::::--j.

NOH, the one "Hho see::lS to have been most influenced by this OO:o:::-e Ibn

c-h?'
T""""
al -"-a-bl'
•\
0'
'- ,
- ... ~ f..,
u.,.
~{'1en rle come to Ib!l Sallam, we can see th,it he might have fO'.lnd himself

encircled
t2.b2,oa

~J

the number four.

The

fo~

poets he i!lcluded in his first

vere al:::-8ac.y said to be the four best in particular e'Tlotional

circ~~T:!stances

1

accordi!lE; to the notion of the motives for :poetry and to

vha t Ibn A bi Tarafa had. said a OO'.lt them.

There -"as no :possi bili ty of

Ibn Sallam's putting five :poets in one tabaoa, because he
establish his first on the already given data.

.L.'

to be f01.L'1d in "Hha t "He have suggested above.

the first Jahili tabaoa
Hhich he found himself.

~s

~s

the equal

The solution to the problem of the !C'.lmber
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himself avoided giving his

forced to

This Has why Aws Ibn

Hajar was excluded from the first tabaaa, even though he
of those -"ho 'Here included.

~as

o~m

opinion a bout

T

l

t 18 , l ,S pro;,):j.
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The fact that Ibn SallaI1
~rhich ~las

the best poet in

probably due to the critical situation in

Earlier critics, folloViint; the idea of the

motives for poetry, had credited each of the four with especial merit in
a particular topic, Vlhich corres:ponded Hith one of these motives; this
~de it impossible for Ibn Sal lam to give superiority to one of ~he four

:poets over his peers in all :poetic topics. 19

If we return to the classification in the second tabaoa to investigate the
criteria used by Ibn Sallam in grading its members, lie find that there is
some relation between it and the first.

The first aspect of this relation

has been covered by what 'He have said about A"'rlS b. Hajar.

The second

first

:'""00'12-, and 3ishr Ibn Abl lJ12:zim from

for com::li tine; i l :f\',2: I in their verses.

the ~ecor.d., ,,~:::re critj_cised.

Igwa' (change of the vO',iel fcllov-ri:s

the rhyme-letter) viaS committed by al-!~abiGha i:! these lines:

-P.;

60
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19,"'8' was committed

by Bishr b. Abl Khazim in these lines;
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Ibn Sallam, through association of ideas, Hhen mentioning that alNabigha had co;n..:--ni tted igwa', immediately thought of Bishr, v,ho was the
.l-h er poeu
.l- a:nong t'ne -f
on l YOu.
_uhu-1 t 0

r'~o
1

so. 21

The :nost :probable criterion used b'J Ibn Sallam in grac:ing AHS, Kacb b.
ZQ~ayr

and al-Hutay'a in the second class, a criterion which also may

give us an idea about the similarity between those three poets, is something concerned with rivraya, vThich can also be considered as a link
behreen these :poets and ZQ~ayr from the first tabaaa.

Ibn Sallam

mentioned that ZQl).ayr was the rawiya of Aws b. Rajar.

Zu.'1ayr himself had

his poetry transmitted qy his son Ka&b and by al-Hutay'a, who was also a
rawiya of Ka&b himself.

This chain of riwaya suggests a relation of

pupil and master between these poets, at whose head stood Aws b. Rajar.
In fact the three others, namely

ZQ~ayr,

his son Ka&b and al-Hutay'a,

formed what the earlier critics called cabrd al-shi(r (slaves of poetry).
Ibn Sallam was :possibly aware of that, and this may cast some light on
his grading of the :poets together.

Another possibility concerning the

ranking of Aws with Ka I:b, and the lin..'l{ between the two poets and Zuhayr

of u?2e:'ic'l1 !1ouses".

Tall:ine:; a bou:'

.'\HS,

he mentioned t,,:;. t he

the

-yES

fuhul in whose family house there Has a continued tradition of poetry as
there

'Hi th Zu.l1ayr, and with Jarir in Islam. 23 Ibn

~l'as

Q.uta~b-:l

'Tlentioned

those y;ho 'Here poets among the family of ZU!1ayr, such as hi::: father, Ab-~
Z'~~ayr

Sulma,

himself, his sons

Ka~b

and

B~jayr,

~U~ba

D. Kacb and

al-CAr,tram Ibn t:Uqba. 24 As for al-:9utay'a, he Has included in t!1e "house
1---:cp..use
he '·"-a<=. -'-he
_
Lr::: __
l-_
Of' _/.uhayr"
~

~

~ul'
va
C. "
),
~

of the family, beside o:'her factors

common to them, 'Hhich have been discussed above.

The

t~ibal

.

adherence sue:;gested

~r

. . ? c:

Braunlich-J as a criterion used

~

Ibn

Sallam in his classification and in his quotations, namely that he 'Has
drawing on a tribal diwan, agrees with 'Hhat I have noticed concerning
Ibn Salla'Tl and the notion of the transfer of poetry from one tribe to
another.

AI-AsmacI mentioned that poetry flourished in the Jahiliyya for

the fi!.'st time in

the tribe of Rabica, then it moved to Qays, and.

finally it 1-;rent over to Tamim in Islam and relTained t!1ere.
al-~'lusayyab

.
poet.s

0

AI-A csha,

b. I:Alas and al-Mura'lqish were mentioned as amonG t!1e best

f th.ose -r.rl
"be?6
s. '.

Ibn Sallam follovred a similar course concerning poetry and tribes.

In

his introduction, he talked generally about "the Arabs and thei!.' poetry,
their famous poet horse-men (fursan) and noblemen (ashraf), and the
battles (ayyam) of the Arabs".

Then he stated that it vas not possible

to know all about the poets of every tribe of Arabs, and that
limited himself to the famous fu.~ul.27

~~s

why he

In another place, he spoke about

poetry being 'Hith the tribe of Rabica in the Jahiliyya, its first poet
being al-~luhalhil, then the t'HO Huraqqish, Sa ~d b. :1a1ik, ~a!.'afa b. a1t;Abd, I:Amr b. Q.ami'a, al-Harith b. Hi11izah, a1-:1u.talammis, a1-Al:s ha, and

'--.'

:::

brother :'Iuza.rrid I and Khid2:sh Ibn ~u."rJ.a.yr.

::;ventua.lly, poet:!:jT moved to

Ibn Sallam th9n spoke abo'Jt trib9s and
families who 1 on revieHing their poems, fO'.md that they W9re feH, and
therefore started to fabricCl.te noems ane. a ttri b..1te thsITl to their poets

01

the Jahiliyya.?9

Such remarks and c01Junents by Ibn Sallam indicate his interest in

8

tri b?l

classification of poetry, but it d09s not mean that the differe::1t classe;:
in his book 'Here all necessarily clas:::ified 0::1 those lines.
his description of

AHS

Nevertheless,

b. Hajar as "the :poet of 1,1udar" and 2.1-}'. csha as

"the noet of ?cabiCa" ffia.y support the claim that he was sometimes guided
by
u

+1.-~

v~Ll.S

criterion of tribal adherence.

J"l."3ke it clearer.

~\Iore

ey..am:ples will b9 given to

HOHever, the most important lin.'\i:s beh,een the three

:poets of the second class, and

~u..J.1C:tyr

himself, are those of rhJaya and

similarity of :poetic styles (revised and. refined. poetry), or al-haHli
al-'1uhal~kak,

as al-Rutay'a describ9d it.

He himself Has descri b9d by

Ib::1 Sa.llam as a :poet who had. "firmly composed poetry and famous rhymes"
r

~~tln

30
aI-shier sha.rud
al-oafiya.

The perfection and

composition of al-Hutay'a's verse described here is no

firF~ess

d.i~=erent

of
frem

':!l..la', al-As:na ci and Abil tUbayda, who descri red his poetry as containing
not a single defect.

The sa:-n.e ;oint is mentioned by

AbU

al-?araj al-

- - in the Aghanl.
- ':"" 31
Isfahani

The last hro points concerning this tareoa are, first that Ibn Sa.11am.
differed from al-Asma.cf in including

Ka~b

Ibn

tabaga of the fuhulj al-Asmaci excluded him.

Zu.~ayr

in the second

As we have seen, Khalaf a1-

nec:.::' his i'athe::'.
gai;:wd him a religious a!)d Do-:;tic reputa tio:::J. "hich should be k8I,t in
wind Hhen we try to understand Ibn Sallam' s, and perh?_ps Khalaf's, hiGh
opinion of him.
-lthou~h
•
o. l'~v l'c_

Cl,

The second point rL"bout the second t21::P_G2. is that,
o~~
.'co o~
-'_ ~he
V
•

T
J-hol
a l~l

+"a~lJas,
~-

t HO

O.c~

the
v

Kacb and al-Hutay'a, Here included in it, a fa:::t Hhich 'nay sUGgest that
Ibn Salla11) Ha" not attempting a chronalobical classificatiof. of !rli:::
poets, out was rather guided by their "si'nil?_rity", as he understood it.

".ere incidentally !!lentioned Hi th the yoets of the secar..c. tabaoa.
them were fro:] :'Jedina and belonged to the clan of £Awf fro'n t!!8
tribe.

Both

0:

sa~e

Later, al-:'Iuk."rlabbal -"as !!lentioned in the fifth Ja!!ill ta'b2.·':) 8. and

was described as a fa~l, whereas, when he was mentioned with al-Zioriqan,
bath of the'n were described as poets who were m'.lfli'J.J?
guided

~J

Besides being

the criterion of tri"be.l adhereflce in mentioni::'-G t!!ese :poets

together, Ibn Sallam 11as also guided by his concept of poetry as
con.'Ylected with the wars and ayyan of the Arabs, whic!! were rich sClbjects
for mufakhara and hija'.

Hhen al-:Iutay'a came to stay with al-Zibriqa:1

for a short ·time at Nedina, he
latter's wife.

W2.S

angered U.f signs of hostility in the

He satirised al-2'i'briqin and !!loved to stay v,ith :Baghiq

b. CAmir,the cousin of al-~ibriqan, who co~?eted with hi~ in matters of
nooili ty and generosity and who !!ad his other cousin J al-I1u1rlv:.b'bal J on
his side.

The latter defeated al-Zibyiqa:: in hija' mixed -"i th lines o-f'

~Clfakha:ra,

such as in the poem tha t starts:

~~,;r U~51
Therefore it seems likely that Ibn Sallam had hija' in mind when linkins

second t~b3.'Ja.
shall see his

~..Jhe::1

HI?

inte~est

cC''"'::e to d:'scuss the quotatio::.s o:£' Ibn :::'all2:'] ,

He

in these kinds of postic topics.

The criterion of tri1:al adhere:1ce is also used in the classification of
the third ta1B.oa, where "e find al-l'iabigha al-Ja cdi', al-Sha'ilmalr.h b. Di~r
aY'~a. ~abid b. Rabica, all of who:rn belonge:l to the larbe tribe

0: 1a -::IS.

Besides that, al-Jacdi' and Labi'd both belonged to the clan of ~4mir b.
SaCsaCa.

The selection of Abu Dhu'ayb al-::1udhal1

tribal groQ~ds.

W"'C::

also made on

Ibn Sallam pointed out that, according to Hassan b.

Thabit, the tribe of ::1udhayl were the best in poetry, aYld that,
according to AbU. cArn..r Ib"~ al- £':l\.la' , Abu Dhu' ayb was the best poet of
that tribe.

These jUdgements he accepted. J4

All poets of this ta1:aga vere muk."'adrar:ruYl, though it should be noted
'Or:;

that Ibn Sallam only once used that term, in his introductoIJY seCvlon. J.../
-

J,.'

'dhen he talked about al-Hutay'a, he sbrply stated that he had lived. for
~6

a long time in the J~~iliyya and for some time in Islam."'"

He said that

al-Nabigha al-Ja car was an ancient :poet who lived for a long time in the

Jahili)~a and in Islam. 3?

The judgements passed ~f Ibn sal~m on the third taDa8a are that al-Jacai
was a muflio poet, 'Hho ,.Trote in different styles, or levels (muk..'1t2.1if
al-shier), and a mughallab poet (one who is defeated in hija'); Abu

.

Dhu 'ayb was described as a f2.o'1l without a defect or a 'Heakness;
al-Sha~~ik.'1, who was compared with Labld, ,.as said to be shadid 'Jutun

a1-shit.r, ash::<dd asr kalacn min Labid, wa-fThi kaz,az,a, wa-Labid ashal
mirillu mantiqan.

Labi'd was described elsewhere as ca~~b al-rnantin, r2.1ia

h::<~'Hashr al-kalaTil. 38

It is strange that, although Ibn Sallam regarded al-Jacdi as a

hs still co:rr.tecI hi:::.
n.L.1.l"~l ani called hb! mu:fli:J.

~{hen

He

a~8::.c

th8

discussed the ,,-iSHS of al-As:-:-2. ci

about the te:::'!:! fa~l f we quoted al-Nubarra.d Hho once defined the :12..'l:il as
those who hac beaten others in hija,.

This attitude

0:

Ibn Sallam, in

rebardin b even those beaten in hija' as fu..'1ul, is one reason for
consid.erinb him. a ::lod.era te critic. "I-Iho con:ferred the title of fe.hl to
;nar.:.y poets J sone of Hho:n Here re jected by earlier critics.

I:orE: eX2..::::ple s

of such poets Hill be given later Of. in this che pter.

i.,Ti th the exception of the distant relationshiJ? betweeYl Labie. and
al-Sha:n-:-aI-:.'1
.
as poets of Qays l i t is difficult to find a si:nilari ty
""bet;.;eer.. the:n., since al-Sha:rrmakh Vtas described as a poet of fir:rrly
cCi:lJ?osed poetry, "Y;hich is ;nore cOJlpact than that of Lable. and contains
the quality of dryness (kazaza).

Labid has an easier and less austere

discourse, .~ith s"\;eetness and aillialli::"ity.

;'::"-JaCf.I himself die. =::::t ::".1"

:dt:: ::..l-Sh2.m~k.~, "b9c?use his discourse someti::nes lacked firmness and
became soft (layyin) as al-Asmaci described it.
tabaqa Hho came closest to al-Sham..rnakh Has

The member of this

AbU Dhu 'ayb, whose poetry vias

also firmly co~posedi al-Shammak~, hOHever. had the additional quality
of "dryness".

The idea of J?oetic families appears agaiYl "Ylith the mention of the two
brothers of al-Shamm.akh, Muzarrid and Jaz', both of who;n Here poets, and
fu..~ul, al though al-Sham..TJlak~ was the foremost fahl of the three.

.

~o

was the more similar to him, and he was also a famo'..ls poet •..-'-'

Huzarrid
Ibn SallaCl

differed Hith AbU cAmr Ibn al-'Ala' and al-AsmatT, both of "Yrho;n YesJ?ected
Labid for his piety but did not regard him as a bood :poet OY a

fa~J...

Ibn Salhm described Labid as a good and true Huslim, and at the sa:ne
time ranked him Hith the fu..~ul.

The three critics agreed abo'..lt the beauty

th3.t 'ie

C2_,,-

c.iscern i!} his ocservati()D o!} these tHO I::Jet3 J il:;d on other:::

elseHhe:::-e, a gre2-te:::- concern "Hi th the for:n. ano. "fords in :poetry than
displc.yed by his predecessors.

In the S2-me way as Ibn sallall t2-lked abo-elt Abu Dhu 'ayb al-Huih2.1l from a
tribal point of view, describing him as the best yoet of his trib?, so too
rri
he con~l"de~_ed
T,abl
o~
-_ . . . . . ~_rom thl"~ 1)Ol"nt
_
••
1- v;p
_
-rr , pointinc out
~

best poet of his tribe in the Jahili~72-.

~

th~t

he

v~S

the

:ie used to ;~ise aYld elegize

them, aYld mention their ayYam, wars and horsemen.

40 The notion of the

rel2-tionshiI betvreen ,;ar and poetry, Hhich perh2-ps guided him in this
study, appears again he:::-e.

The fact that IbYl Sallam talked about Labid as

a poet who stop:ped writing poetry in Islam41, and ..ina t he said a bout the
genres of his poetrj ,rritten in the JahiliY-.fa

I

reminds us of the view of

al-Asm3. ci about suitable genres for :poetry, and his assertioYl that Hassan
v,as not a fahl of Islam because he wrote poems connected with khayr rather

.

than vith sharI'.

The criterion of ~uantity, vhich was used by al-Asmaci, ,'ho only allowed
those who h3.d produced a large amOQnt of poetry into his class of fuhul,
Has also used by
tabaqas.

lj

Ibn SalIam in speaking about his fourth and seventh

Ihile it -was essential for a poet to have many excellent poems

in order to be a fa~l, according to aI-Asmari, Ibn Sallam differed from
him in tr..a t he regaroed those Hho had written a small number of excellent
poems as futul, but of an inferior standard of fll-hula.

Hi th rega:!:'C. to

the fourth taba~a, he described its fo'JT :poets as fuhul who deserved to
be mentioned together with the earlier tabaaas but, because they had few
poems known to the transmitters, were mentioned later.

The same applied

Another difference between Ibn Sallam and al-Asma t:l is that, v-rhile the
latter rejected the poet cAdi b. Zayd and described him as "neither a
fahl nor a fem:=tle" as we have seen, Ibn Sallam mentioned him among the
fourth class, although he described his language as "softened" and
delicate, for which reason the gramr:,arians did not cl'J.ote his poetr'J, as vre
are told by Ibn QutaYba4J ; this seems to indicate that lb.'"!. Sallam did not
link fasaha and fuhula, as may also be inferred from the case of Abi
DU'ad al-Iyadl.

It also provides evidence that Ibn Sallam did not collect

his Taba~at for philological and grammatical purposes,

The most important

fact concerning CAdi b. Zayd is that he was described by earlier critics,
like AbU cAmr b. al-~~la', as a poet who followed a different path from
that of other poets.
.A bU

t:Amr.

~baga,

This 'Has mentioned Hhen we discussed the vierrs of

Now, Ibn Sallam classified him with the other poets in this

on the basis of "similarity" between them; what the other critics

had said makes it difficult to see Hhat the nature of the "similarity"
was.

The tribal criterion is employed again in the fourth tabaqa, as yiell as
_

_

00

in others to come j cAlClama and CAdi b. Zayd belonged to Tamim. ..

It was

also employed in the fifth tabaaa, where we find Khidash b. ZQ~aJT and
Tamlm b. Ubayy b. HUClbil belonging to cImr b. Sa t:sa. ca. 45 Al-AsHad b.
Yacfur from that tabana was not regarded as a fahl by al-As~~ci because

.

he had only one excellent poem; if he had wTitten more similar poems he
YTould have been a fable

.

Ibn SalIam, however, regarded him as a fahl

merely for that one excellent poe:n, adding that if he had written
another similar poem, he would have been graded in one of the earlier

-

ta baaas of fu.rlUl.

46

:::'he conrparison was !ll3..de because the tHO poets acain belonced to the
c 1.... an I

CA:
.tdTur

b • Sa t:sa

S2,:)S

c.. 47

c..,

In the sixth :ah~gar three :poets belonged to Rablca, ~a~elYI cAmr b.
Kulthu1'Jl, al-:iarith b. Hilliz2> of Bakr b. Halil and Suwayd b. Abl K~hil of
the same clan.

~-li th

one :poem ( as.ha-b

1
-.
)
a~-wahlda

CAntara, they Here graded in one class as "poets of
". 48

Iii th the exception of Smayd I each of

the1'Jl had his mn Callao a singled out as the best :poem

0:

ho
his :poetry .. .'

Ib:} Sallam alsCldescribed Taraf3.., from the fourth taD:.l2., in the S2.T:1e
tC;r!1ls.

50

1:Jha t is interesting here is that Ib:} Sallam did not call theC'l.

"the :poets of the mucallaoat" but "poets of one :poe1'J1", a fact Hhich l1'z-y
indic2.te th2.t the term mu callagat 'Has not in general "Use at that ti!lle I
a-: aYlY rate by him; he did state that Ham..md al-RaHiya was the first to

1
collect "the :poens of the Arabs" (ashtar al-Cft.rab)5 , ani it vas, of
course, Ha1'J1:nao to 'Hhom the collection of the mucalla'Jat was attributed.

THO of the :poems of the seventh class, i-l"hich He mentioned with the f01L.rth,
as cor..taining those Hho had Hri tten rather fev! poems, Here also classified
together on tribal grounds, al-NutalaTh'Tlis and al-?·lusayya b, both of -,iho'Tl
p b~c
a l a. 52
bel onge d to ..

The first is mentioned as beiYlg the

~~ternal

unole

of Tarafa 1 'Hhile the second is said to be the rna ter:1al uJ1cle of al-:'. csha. 53
The tribal criterion is also used in the eighth class, Hhere He find
al-Namr b. TaHlab and rA'Hf b. CAtiyya belonging to '.-\hl ;·la:nat b. Udd.
Al though Ibn SallBm allotted CinE the fou....-..th place in this ta be.g "', he
discussed his :poetry im,'nediately after that of al-Namr, a fact that
indicates his awareness of the relationship between the
po ems sele cted ::rom the :po etry of c)..1-.f, and ::::-o:n that

cJ.}

poets.--

0:: ::. HS -0.

The

Ghal f? t ir:.

cf
,

.

hlS

•. 1"'. .-

• c.P-;!;~ I

_1,.
(f'->

T~

\....AJ~

Ibn Salla:n someti!T!es spoke' Hi th enthusiasll about t!l.e no tili ty (s!l.2.ra:~) oJ'
a poet, his re::?'.lt2.tion, ancl his anti'2.uitY1 as He have seen in the case of
~.~bid
"

2.nd
s'n~ll
~ee
in' v+he
c as~
~
~
_
_
.
0

~ 0 ~'e
Oc..
v!1 rs;

the generosity of a poet (e.g. Labid).
see:r:l to have played

SO:7l8

These goOo. Qualities in a poet

role in his :ranking, ano. this is reflected. in

the Ib.es T'J.oted from the poetry of
opinions a bout generosity.
quob.tions in the

h e al~o
..
__ often enthused abc'.lt

Taffi~(d.

al-;\~amr

in "hich he ex::;-,resses. !ns

This will be discuss9d -;·;hen

Fe

CO'Tl8

to the

The immediate :point concprning al-Na:-rrr is

that it is not clear 1-That Ibn Sallam meant by ,4ari'an t=ala al-:-1e.n-:i%
and Hhether it had. sOJ!ethi:J.g to do .<ii th 'the poet's poetry or not.
used the v,crd "le.n:,i~ when s}y-::aking about Labid and w:1en Qeloting cU7"13.r b.
al-Khattab on Zu.'lay:r.
here, in the case of
his :a s2:ha.

HaYltiq there meant
al-~amr,

"HOydS

it seems to be

pa~

in poet:::y".

0:,

As used

related. to,

He was jarl' e.n t:ala al-'1Jantiq 09Ca'.lSe he 1-<e.s a fasih.

we shall see Ibn

..

al-~'1u Ctazz

La ter,

using the word manti9.. 'Hi th rei'erence to

eloquence and rhetoric.

In the ninth tabaga, the c:rite:rion of nobility (shara~) is applied in the
case of Suwayd Ibn Kura c , who we.s related to al-!h::1Y.
belonged to CUkl. 57

30th of them

Suwayd, who was describeo. as a skilled poet

The term muhkim b'J which Suwayd was described, as 'He:re also t::e :poets of
the seventh class, indicates a particular degree o£

rar~~

in poetry.

The

co~~on term used by Ibn Sal lam was fa~l, which is appliei to all of his

di~fered

i~ t~eir de~ree

de 2 c::::-i bed just as shacir (?l-Huwaydira and Khidash b. L.uhayr).

The last

term, sha ci::::-, ind.ica tes an inferior rank of poetry to m1jld and. Tll'J.flirJ ,
1

w~ich

is the highest of all, accordine to the inforIT2tion given

~r

Ibn

Infe::::-ior to shacir are two other types of poets, the mu::;ha"'l
and the thunyaIl (two further terms used for camels, to Yrhich should be
, r'l d "':z'
1
~
. ) . 60
ac:.ve
u::c l 1 f mus t alhk'
_ll1 a ,..,'
..Q cd\...·
aw , W~.l.lC,h are a_so
use d Ior
poet,s

AI-ASTll2. ci bo::::-rm·red the term fahl from the caTTlel aIld I"hn Sq,llam did the
same, as well as ado:ptinC a !:umber of different terms fro:::: the same
sou::::-ce.

It a:p:pears that even the term

with mustahkim, a

stror~

and mature

T'1Q~kiTll

may have something to do

~le-camel.

The fo:rrth :poet of this ninth ta Daca f SQ~aym cA b:l Bani al-Hashas, ..Tho is
described as:

hulw aI-shier ra9i9

-

-

- 61-, terms similar to

han~shi al-y~lam

those in '(Thich Labld was described earlier. 62

In the last tabaaa, the tenth, the criteria both of nobility (sharaf) and
of tribal adherence 'Here applied.

Talking about Umayya b. HlL-rthan, Ibn

3allam described him as a poet who 'HaS a sayyid.

Also, >-Then he talked

about cAmr b. Sha's, he said that he had high status and nobility among
~'!..r
<>9'
__

h'
1
. lS :peo:p_e:

c?

"

.0

,.~

:cJ_,-o"
~
~-; ~ ~
-;.;~3

-;

_

J;g,'
-:;;

\;>

ut?'..,

6J

Both of them were muy~adramUn and had written :poetry in both the
JahiliTJa and Islam.

CAmr b. Sha' s was said to have :produced much :poetry

' t h. . 'lS res:pec ..... . 64 AI-Ku::layt
, tabaga In
and to have excelled the rest of hls
b.

Ya~rUf,

who was an

Is~~ic

poet, was :placed in this Jahili tabaga,

and this may be due to his relationship with cAmr b. Sha's, both of them

- Asad. 65
belonging tb the Banu

The other two KQm2.yts, al-Kumay t b •

(:'!''lC micidls :-:u::nyt).
~'J.t

of his poetrJ,

:Ie Has said to b3 t~e best of t~e,",: b. t~e y''J.C-.li ty

al-XuT2yt b.

~ayd

The i:1clusion

of' the tHO ot::er KU'Tl.2yts was due to their tri 1::e.l or family re13.tionship:
al-Ku:-rlayt b. T!l-':1 (.laba Has the grandfather of the :nid.dle Ku:nayt. 67

In his Cl1.lotations f:;::-o:n J~'lill :poetry, Ibn Sallirn was g'J.ided by his vievs
on the connection between its authenticity ane. the length of the :1)oe;:.s,
as he mentioned in his introd.uction.

T~is

is re:lected in his citation

of sho:!:"t :poe:n.s from t!'i.e most authentic and ancier.t poetrjT b'J Du::ayd b.

, ~!. b ras h.... 68
a-.:..-..

early .!:.:ra bs

:'I8.n2.:.

These short :poe",-s Here cited. as evidence that the very

0:

the JahiliJ'ya did not co::rpose long :poe:ns. and t:--.. a t these

This he2.:ped Ibn Sall2-;:]' to reject the laDg P08T:lS tra.Yls:7li tt9d by

to poets who lived at

t~e

time

The citation of lines that cO!ltain taCahhur and faHahish by Im::::'U' al-~ays
ar..d a ,.... -..~ csh'1-69 , and by

0:

continuation

al-?arazda.~,

- was a
implies that len Salla;:)

the earlier grou:p of critics who separated poetry and

,
in that they saw nc objection to citing such poetry from a
T1.ora 1 J.· -cy,

religious or TIoral point of view.

In the first Jatill tabaaa, Ibn Sallam seems to have been interested
principally in tashbih, and for that reason he favoured

Imr~' al-~ays,

declaring hi1Tl the best :poet of his ta1::e.oa in this field, and conpa.riLg

.... 0

classes. (

FrOhl

d(J1 P I

the poem of Imru' al-~ys starting:

c? ub' c.:n,

~ (j-D..i

,

" - '"

,

J~I cJ1.V' ~.\ G~

'jf; ~\

?rO;"11

his mut"allaga, the lines Cl'.l.oted are also of t~shbIh, and most of

.!.-"

?-re

v~e~

01~

hlo~se d eSCrl?~lon.'
" .
71

In accordance with what we have t?-ken to be Ibn Sallas's conc8nt of
poetry, his quota tioYls , although in 50:)e cases int~oduced by D2"sib! a~e
concerned YTith fighting, hija' (tribal hi:13:' and ey.changes), r.:'.1fak!J~~,
and the mention of a:rya'Tl aYld akh1Er.

In the second Jahili tabaoa, some liYles of the casida ~nat Sut"id are
Clu0ted, such as;

These lines are in

~raise

of the Prophet's

their fighting and c01L.."'age.

comp~~ions

fro'!)

Qurays~

for

A line in which the peet :praises the "Tluhaj-

irun and satirises the AnS2.r (because they were not friendly to him) is
quoted:

-'~C:_H ;~l ~5 );,~ c '~/p

tillen the muhajirUn became angry at his satirising the Ansar, he composed
some lines in

~raise

of the latter, describing them as good fiGhtsys -,rho

fought bravely on the day of Badr.

These lines, 'Hhich are also q'J.o-:'ed,

start:

72

Personal and tril:al hi~a' and mufakhara are to be found in the poe"Tls of

l
3..-I-SO

~

01

, .•- t
nl.l~

f

,

74

A si~il~r subject is found in the lines of al-~ibri~an b. Pac.r.' .

l'1adih anCl hl,l3.. I , are ouoted fran the :poetry of al-:-iutay' a, such as his

Another

P08'11 0:

his, on the

Dl:.rnafaT3..

bsh,een (Uyayna b. Hisn and Za bbin

b. Sayyar (both of who:n belonged to F'azara) is also Cluote1.

He favoure1

CUyayna and satirised Z~bbinr ad1ressin~ hil'1 in the first lines:

The :nention of war in these three lines, in which the poet referred to
three men killed by different tribes in battle, is one of the reasons
for quoting them.

As we mentioned in connection with the second Jahill tabaoa, Ibn Sallam
Has interested in hija' poetry. es:?eci?-lly hi ,;2:' bi- 'l-tafdll, as
ci te1 fro!'l the :?oem of al-Hut2-y I a in H!1ich he praised the ren; ~uray c
and satirised al-ZibriClan, and also from the poem of al-;Ilu..1ffiabbal to
.
HhlCh
'He h ave re f erreCl'be.!:'
..Lore. 76

citins the ?oem of the form~r which contains hil~' on the t~ibe of the

latter.

-----

In this ::poem one :p3.rticular line gave the pelet su:?eriority over

al-Jae:di in hi.iit:

".7

o~

0

-

-

~;~ ~ ~IJ ~r

~

,;VI eft
-'

Poetry of aY~~~r was quoted from this ~aCega, such as the lines of
al-Jacdi quoted to support the claim of Ibn Sallam that he was earlier
th:::.n al-:;abigha al-Dhubyani. who

yES

conte'TIpOrarf

Hi th

the kinS of ?.irc,

al-Nucman b. al-;.'!undhir, while al-Ja~di lived at the time of al-;'~undhir
himself.

In one of his poems he hTote:

In another of his lines he is more specific in establishing his date;

In dealing with the poetrJ of the fourth Jahili tabaoa, Ibn Sallam takes
a more integral approach, in that he gives his judgements on whole poems
rather than on ait ~s or individual lines.

Tvo poems of Tarafa are

praised., among them his mu call:::.qa , I·Thieh is s:::.id to be the best of the
mu~llaaat.

Ibn Sallam again did not use the term

said:

•

mu~allaga,

but instead

Ct

In his judgement on CAlqama's three poems he may have been influenced by
the judgements of

~uraysh

on the same poems.

~e

described them as

excellent, 1'1onderful poems which could be excelled by no other poetry.79
A third poet from that tabaga to receive an integral judgement on his
poetry Has 'Ad I
:poems.

o.

Zayd Hhom Ibn Sallam :praised greatly for several

80 Since he mentioned that little of the

poet~r

in this

tah~aa

d IHrln

of it; this 'YTOuJd ex:Jain his intesr2_1 ar:proach to its I'oet:ry 1

1>lhich he aooyted -vri t!1 no other ta b3./J?....

His interest in tribal hi,ia', and :poetry associated 1-;ith Har, a:p:pears
ae:ain in the fifth ta baga., vThere "Yre find VJ1idash b. ~~u~ayr ~uoted as a

:poet H!10 satirised

~uraysh,

who had killed his father or:: the day of

-0

.-J;iJ1

c.J>. -;'GyJ) ~ \:; 1..9

his hija' on Q,uraysh:

--'P

13

.:>~\

and the :poem called al-munsifa (a :poem in Hhich a :poet pra.ises his
enemies and their bravery in battle against his own :people):

' 81
are quo t ed..

His judgement on al-Aswad b. Yacfur ~~s similar to that of al-As~?-ci but
he differed from him in conferring the title

fa~l

to al-Asvad for only

one :poem, Hishing that he had com:posed another similar to it so t!1at he

..

8?

could have been :placed In a hlgher class. -

Eoems of tribal and exchanged hi.ia' dominate in the eighth tabaga.

The

:poems of cAwf b. al-}~ari c. in which he replied to Lag, i t b. Zurara in a
sort of exchange of tribal hija', and the :poem of Aws b. Ghalfa', in
8'<
Hhich he exchanged tribal hija' Hith Yazid b. al-SaCiC]., are quoted . ../

A :poem full of obscenity is quoted from the hija' ,aetry of

Dahl'

al-Harith of the ninth tabaga, >"hom Ibn Sallam describ::d

an obscene

and very evil man.

2_S

b.

His poem is hija' on the peo:ple of~urhan of the

Banu Nahshal, and in it he accuses their mother of makin: love vrith a

about tribal conflict, cOYltaining triml hi:ia', are 1uo-:'ed,
2~nd

Khalid b. CAICJ.aTn2.
"1
01n '"trlca

POS::l,

eelS is

the other is a reply to it by

n--h
mUlak!.?_ra,
on th e

'''-1
8U b"
Jec"t 01nt rlu_c-__

o-j

A thir3
l't
COellnlC
r 'lS 1UO

~ec:

.l--

=roi7l the :;?oetry of al-?arazdaq, even thonsh he is not in this t?CPJJCl,
His

poe~

othsr

is quoted becCluse its subject is relevant to the subject of ths

tHO

poems,

~'Ioreover

related to one another.

A relevant poem

c~

-.lne tribe;:: involved iYl the COYl=lict are all
, +'

One

J3aelU c.l-sId of Dabba, to Hhich

lS

Jarir is also quoted.

The poet addresses the tribes

of Tha '"12.ba 3.nd Ea1c:- b. SCl rd of Da bba, the r!I.aternCll uncles of al?a:razdaq.

Tht:; poem contains tribal
-

anQ YaWTl

a

poe~

of Hurayth b.

o

t -;-

• ,.

...

and mer.tion of ayya"l such

In the tenth tabaga, lines =rom

are quoted, stClrting:
/'

,~._

\

P.7

al-Ghabit.~·

~'Iu.'1Clffiz

-::! c .512~'

mufa~:"'1ara

~

J

~ -::.~

J's

~\~ ~ ;(V'
"

pOet is quoted, st&rting:

83
are quoted from the ;ostry of
b. Sha's, starting with Yl2.sIb:

t~wJJ
Another tyro lines, ;;hich are associCl teo. 1'1:5.. th a1:h b2'r ani tribal conflict,
are also quoted from his poetry:
~/'

-0

-

-

"

_Q.:t _

r~ ~, ~-'.) _:~:,

-}~~

7(? t;lr

';

-;

GUz!

~~G

posts
still regarie5 then as
belon~in6 to these.

one

It is t1""'" that he classified the ::12T2thl Doe:,s ire

on the strength of their simi12.ri -:y in s'.1bjec:t matter, b'.1t the

t?~ b~1a

f2.et that the poems that he Cluoted from the"] have the sa:r:;e characteristics
0
as the Jahill :7l2.rathI9 , and that they do not see:'l to be in::Juencecl by
Isla7Tl even thouSh theiy poets vrere muY.hadya:'l~n, m.ay explain vrhy he nJ ac'?d

Sa Cd is on his brcthey who hai died, and not been kille rl. , but the oth'?r

::32:hila are all aoout bYothers ...ho had been killed.

The

t-;,l"O

brothe~s of

al-y':hansa' ",Tere killed by the Banu Asad and Eanu Hurra O. Sha t2.f?:n; the

2.nU al-~-J:ari th b. Ka '0; and the or:-other of ~:ut2~::J::T!il'l UTalik)
.,
by Khp;.llo.

h

~.

". 1 ':"d 91
al-;ia_l
•

H2.S

killed

Such information is useful to us, since we have

seggested that Ion Sall~~'s concept of poet~T is somehow r:-elated to war,
and 1-Ie have already quoted him as saying that :'1u.'1alhil Has the first vrho

-

..

.

riJ::'ote c;asid (oassaoa al-gasa'ida), vrhen his or:-other Eulayb v12.S killed by
the Eanu Shay1:E:'n.

This connection between ?oet::::-J aId vra::::- is sinilar to

al-AsT13.1;I's connection betwee:r.. :poetry ano. shar:-::::-, as we have mentioned

.

befor:-e.

Concer:-ning rit~' poetry, we have seen that al-Asma cI rejected

-'-h
-, poems WTl
• t''ten
v. e rl• +'"
v~ia

hr
'-',J

u•• assan

on the Pro:phet and his

co;n~~"ions,

in accordance with his theory of k,1-J.ayr:- and shaY:!' and thei::::- r:-slatior.. with
~oetry; hOHever, when he considered the two ri tha' poe;ns by A csha 33:hila
O?

a::1::1. Ka (;b b. Sa'U, he praised them as having no equal in the ¥Thole Ho:::ld.'/'His admiration for those h;ro :poems and his re jection of the JTl..ar:-athi 'l-ryi tten
b<J Hassan, were :presll.'nably due to the fact that vlhile the marathI of

Hassan Here connected v.i th k'12_yr:- (religious matte:rs), the othe::::-

hTO

!'lad

JahilI character:-istics and wer:-e connected with sharr (wo::::-ldly affairs

',-"," 1-,',•. .:..,.L.., c;"'1 ,
C-rr?

tha+v,.

;_~l
y;

1

~~t.!' ~wi

&

&J}~
~

Ibn Sall2:'m prol:ably preferreCi ;,lut3.J1lmim bec3.use his pro::1'J.ction

1HS

04

grea ter/ ; the other hro :poets 'Here fa'l1ous on}y for one ri th3

I

l'osm ea ch.

Shu ~a""~' 3.1-;<.ura al- c.!'.ra biyya, Quantity of nro::1uction I t,..,i l:a1 aCihereYlce,
and the concent of 'Doetry in re1at;on to iia.r ani the 2.yyaTJ1 of the P.rabs.

In

~.is

classiTl'C~+vioYl
_
~

p ~oe.Ls
oT
.Lh
~
v,~:'
v

.L the
,.

o~

~~b
hJ..~

+oTms
~
,', ••

ps~~cl·a~l
'~'r=

l._y

tho~p

... ;::,,,

OI~

i':ediYla and !lecca, and to SOT'le exteYlt those of Taif aYlG. Bahrein I Ibn
Sallam was guided by three factors, ,tril:al origin, ~uantity of production,
and hjs notion of the connection beh;een poetr,f aYld Har (which Fas related
to the use of :poetry as a source of information concerninz the
the Arabs).

2~J'Y?rn

of

He stated that I1edina Has the best town in poetry; this

perha:ps was due to the great quantity of poetry :procluced by its :?oets, as
a result of the wars bet..,,;een its hm main tribes, Avrs and Khazraj.
According to him, llecca I Taif a.nd Gman :produced comparatively little
poetry, because there were feHer civil vrars in those :places than in
Hedina. 95

He made his division of the poets of MediYla accordin~ to tril:al origin,
selecti!1g five fuhul, three from Khazraj and two from AVIS, and declared
tha t Hassin "Has the best of them, des:pi te the fact tr..a t, some people
. ':'" 96
preferre d Q;a.ys b . a 1 -Krha'LlJ1.

~an

.!..
. an d genera1 exce11-,-enee ,,,ere .l.h
vl t,y
v e

criteria ap:p1ied here in favour of Hassan, besides the fact that he
excelle d t.e
h

~'J.raysh. 97

0

.!.
th er t 'HO :poevs

1"

0:2:

th e ~
h' .-, a.:;alns
. t
rroph.!.·
ev In .,
DlS..2:..E:.

Prol:ably Ibn S?~11am was influenced by the o:pinion of the

Pro:phet concernine; Hassin, as well as by that of Abu ':Jl:ayda, and indeeci

c:;:-ite:r-i2-

sa;zyic.. in his t'1b?'j'1, tl-'J.e most

re~recte::1

aT1or:;; his people 3.r;.::1 t-J the

T!i.is vas

'hTi tterl in Isla:n,
Althoug!i. Ib:l Salla:1 d.id. not give

OY~~ ........ lo-:::-

--~~.~~--""''-'J

that it had Jahili characteristics from the fact th'1t Hassan :1~c..e
consiC.erable use of H!i.at A b::i B-:::.kr (,.rho kne~: a gre2. t deal about the

.

~~

&1:c..:i":::'

-, _....

.

.U-.\::::B ci, as ,·re ha-v·e see::1 t regarded !{assan as a Jahill fahl only.

SalIa:n also classified him

a JahEi fahl, b:~t consi:iere:i th'1t his

2.S

~e

JahEi

P08'11S

first the

Ib:-;

i:-; praise of t!i.e family of Jafn2"
starlinG:

selected tvro of hi s

the Ghassar;.ids of Syria,

...

y9'

c?~;.4~

and seco::1dly the fakhr :poem:
J

1 - - ..
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He disregarded his Islamic marathi, and concentrated on the hija' that he
he ':r.:'ote during this :period I this being similar to Jahili hi:i2" ,ani also J
of course, a genre that Ib::1 Sallam cO::1siclered appropriate tc ::?oetry.

:'he

he attributed to the fact that a Great deal of s~~ious :poet~r had been
ascrl"be'Q t 0 .'
rum. 102

and he quoted the p~e~ that Hassan v~ote ab0ut it:
-:--

103
~e

selected fro'!] the :poehy of ra'b b. :'~lik his ?8emS "H:ci tte!1 on the d:::ys

10'+
of IT.'lud 2_nd a1-Khanda1'

:ie also selected tvlO poems of Abu Qays b.

al-J..sl?,t, one comp02ed on a v.ar that to.ok place behi8en hiE' yeo?le, ,'.i:S,
and D1?_zraj,

:?!lei

the other consistin0 of tri 1::al J11Tf;k"ar2. ~05

:;'yom the

?0etry of ');..,,)'s b. aI-KhatiB, h'3 selected a 'Joem on the day of 3u Cath:
-

-

...., ' . -

0

_

J.

0.,

~Jj..J1 ~y-b'~. . . c..9~1

-

-

quotinG froT;') it the lines of naslb and those in Hhich Qays v_Iked about
vB.!:'.

106

The cri teri2~ he used in classifying the poets of :'1ecca (the~'.1r2.shi tes)
a::::-e similar to those he used in the case of the Hedinan poets, ir.. that
t::::-ibal oricin had its role to play and that his ouotations were
conn~cted ,·;i th ~{am, 3..khbir and vIars in general, granted that Q,:..lra.ysh

had not a great deal of poetry in any case, owing to a paucity of civil
',p..rs.

The concept of poetry as a source of 1r.no-rlledze for tri betl

genealogies is also found.
belonged to 0L"'O..ysh.
al-Ziffi

era:

t

107

The

taba~a

included nine poets, all of whom

-

-

Ibn Sallam gave first place to cA hl Allah b.

althOUGh he said that l.bJ: Tali b '·,as a poet of excellent

discourse. 108

Though Abu Sufyan b. al-:larith I-Tas a muk'1?rJ.ra-:rJ. poet, Ibn

Sallam regarded him only as a fahl of Islam, since he rejecteQ his

.

.... '1.1109
Janl
l ~,kJoe",ry.

His re:!p.ark on Hubayra b. 1-.bI "J2_hb, \-Tho was one of the

leading men of Quraysh:

. J~;-; -::u" ';{;{;c ~~~3
SU~5ests

;UJ

_~I;LII jJ~ U l!~

a religious tendency in his criticism, as does his co~~ent on
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"the best ?oeT:! ever \TC::'itten by P.bu

11 {'I
Talib".--~

Be also s.uoted

two poems or Ibn al-Zib3.. cri composed after his acceptinG Is}am, loth

0:

;'Thich are of rnadih on the Prophet. III

C!oncernin£ Har and poetry t Ibn S2.11am quoted the poem of Ibn al-~ibat:ra
on the day of lJhud:

"" ,
~1~t'~~cY~'JJ
~:J J"
~
.,.

in Hhich he talkeo aoout the defeat of the Huslims at that mttle. ll ?
also quoted the :?Oem in 1'Jhich Ibn al-ZimCri praised the family

Be

0:

al-~\lughira al-~'l2.Y.hz.umi for their Good fighting on the day of al-Fujjar:

~~ eft!
""h
~ e poem

~

a~so

~ 1
con"alns uselU
.l.
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genea~oglca

c..;t

~;J; S-r;J" _~ ~,

l '1n!Orma
~
t'lon. III-
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of Abu Sufyan b. al-:.arith, Ibn SallaTJ1 selected the poem written on the day
of Uhud in reply to Hassan.

The latter's poem ,;as also quoted; its subject

is the attack on the caravan of Quraysh after the b3..ttle of Badr.

114

From

the poetry of Hubayra, the author again selected. the poem on the day of

The poets of Taif shared both a local and a tribal (Thaqif) origin; the
idea of the poetic family or house also appears, since Abu aI-Salt and his
son Umayya were mentioned among the first poets of the group.

The idea of

war's influence on poetry also appears here, in the remark of Ib:1 Sal1e::":\
that not much poetry came .from Taif because there Here few Hars or raids
there. 116 :Sven so, Hhen it came to making a selection from theiy poetry,
we

notice that Ibn Sallam quoted the poem of Abu aI-Salt b. ::taoI'a "in

which he praised the Persians when they killed the Abyssinians":

--

j}~{ ~Wl ~

117

of AbG: ;';ihjan al-Thaqafi, he tluoted a tl i t ca 1-rritter:

0"

the da.y of

al-::).adisiyya between the !1usli'7ls and
_

".

D

0_~; ~ '1-'3~

50th

AbU

,.,...0"

d;-t;

119

:'Iihjan and GhaYlan b. S3.13.ma were described by Ibn Sallan as

~h
~~20 ,and as we h ave mentioned, the nobility of the :poet was aT'1onc:
~_ arll.

Ibn Sallall's criteria for grading his ?oets.

j'Tore examnles of this will

be given from tine to time in this challter.

Like other eroups of shu'3.ra' al-oura, the "Doets of 5ahrein belonged to
one tribe

VA hl

2.1-~ays).

The criteria of cUE.nti ty and fasaha were again

l ?l

a:;?plied to this group.-·appears here, since

"vie

The use of poetry as a source of information

find Ibn Sallam tluoting lines Hhich give an

explanation of a poet's name, in this case al-I'iuth3.qqi b, Hho is so called
because of his line:
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The last group of shuCara' al-gw...-.-.a are the Je"vTish pJets of ~\~edina and
_
1?1
:;;laces nearby, whose poetry Has praised for its exce-tleYlce. -- The
obvious similarity betvl'een these poets is their religion , although they
Here

0:

different tribes, for insta.nce, al-SamaH 'al belonged to Ghassan,

al-Rabi e b. al-HulaYtl to the 3anu al-l~adir and Ka t.b b. al-Ashraf to
:::"0
T'"v,1?4

Ba~rayn

Th.l.
• e
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and the Jewish ?oets.

In the tluotation from the first group,

anc. inste3.d 'fe find four lines of naslb by al-:·Iuth3.tlCJ..ib al-cAbil fro::n tis
gasida, quoted also in the Nufaddaliyyat.
.'
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The Jloem OJ?ens:

The ?0et here
to his beloved

ar..~

deTflands that- she should tre::t him or.. e:rLF'.l tSrTflS
:?ro::1~ses;

ShO'lld fulfil her
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othe:cHise 1:1e i-Jill
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The other lines quotei from the same :?oem 2Te four ir.. "';ihieh the poet :i1C:K:;S

not auote the full

descri~tion

of

t~e she-ca~el a~t

~tarted fro~

the line;

-;;:-

"63 l::
T[18Se

Eoth

eight lines he said Here the best lines of the -dhole

qi t 'as are subjective :poetry, since in the first the :poet talks of hi:nself
directly, and in the second indirectly, throu;h his she-ca:nel:
~
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also has a subjective theme:

also

.
~ 1?3
The :poet is ",;ITitins a marthiva on hl:nsel=.

The s2.:Je theme is to be

found in a 'Doem by t1:1e Jevris1:1 :poet Sa eya b. al- c,:.rlq :

-;.

Ibn Sallam's contention, that a larGe :poetic out?ut

lS

connected with

Ha::::,s, is not borne out by the :poetry of Bahrein, of Hhieh, he said, there
yTaS a

great deal.

::-""Y'r.~
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to sey..::'a te the:-l

,-;--

JC"'v~ish

.... ' ....... . .:. . ,

[yom

the othey

~leGin'3..n

roets.

in religion is one possibility, but this is

Obvious2.y, the ci:f:'2YEDCe

h~ydly

quotatio!1s that he presented fror:] their yoetry.

reflected in the

The verJ fact t!J.at he

lc,beled t:-:e"l as Jevris!J. indicates that their rc2.iGio::J :>12.yei 20::2 :r:ayt b
hi::: cl"'ssification, O.1t diffeyences of

the~2

from the nO:l-JeFs, 30m2 of

li1:1om even beloYlCed to the same tribe (AviS) are also 2.:?:;.:-e.yer::t, Ctn"1 i":. is
li~:::-ly

":.hat these Here also taken into consideyation.

theTT!es of the Jevrish poets are Ja.hili ones.

In ce::1eyal: the

1';0 religious influence 2.IJpe?Ys,

and Hith the exception of the poe~s by al-S!J.aJ1l'3.:H'al, al-?abi c b.
2.1-;{u'l,syr;. and Shurayh b.

and tribal.
.t:'
0.:.

ayy2.~,

~lhat

we do not find in these poe:::1s, hOHevey, is any mention

.t
or a::1'Y exc h
. .2 nGe
s :0.1.'

h'
.-,
,.l J2.

f

.
In
s 4-var.k- con .J..t.,ras t.,
.l.

t.Lh
0 ('•• e 0 -I-h
v' ey

j:jedinan poe:ns, Hhich were concerned Hith t!J.e conflicts betHeen AHs and
Kh3.?Y2..j, and bet'Heen the Ansar and Q'.1raysh in Islam.

It is possible ":.ha t

Ibn Sa.lla~ was led to cyeate his separate category by this cOrYesDondence
of non-'J2.ylike themes 'Hi th religious difference.

'!:'he Isla:nic t;::.. b3..c; 2.S
This title is somel'That misleading, since 0.1 tho:.rgh the Jn3.jori ty of poets
listed under it are Islamic, some of them aye mu-1c..~ad~:'l:i.'1 2.nd so::,e
belo:1{;ed to the JahiliJ''Ya.

This may indicate, as we h2,ve su;;ested befoye I

that Ibn Sallam made his classification according to the similayity
between the poets of each t.abaga, 2.S he u-'1derstood it, and not accordin,;
to any chronological criterion.
-...:l
d th e woe
h 1
he rebCl..Lu..e

unity.

°f

It seems yossible, in vie'H of this, that

l ' J rl'.l.:-..;..a
T-h d rB.'TI and ISlamic, as one
}X)e t ry, J-h'
a. l~l

~arlier critics (men like

AbU

~Amr b. al-~~la' and al-Asm2. ci), did

07

Jahill.

This should be seen i~ the co~text of his conce~t of ~oet~r

a::: the di H3.n of the Arabs I recor:iing t!Jeir ak!:bir a::l:1 ayya:n, t!l.? t is to
say :poetry of mufa1<.hara (tribal or ~ersonal), exchane;ed hija', ",_no'
info~ative :poetry (for GenealoGical facts, historical events, explana-

tions of na.mes or nickm.mes ano. lir..guistic usage)
his idea of the

relatior..shi~

I

~eYha~s

and

also

0:

of vray "ith incyeased :production of :poetry.

His Quotation:::, with feH exce:ptio:1s, are to do vith these

tO~iCSf

a:1d

their siT.1ilari ty, Hhethey they co::ne fYe!") Jahill, m'..1Y~"1ao.ram or Islar:lic
:poetry, may su~:port the view that he looked on Jahill and Isla::nic poetry
as one vrhole.
r

l~n iT.1~ortant

.... '
b ..".I bl "::lna b la,
"laS

Rh0

addi tional

~oint

in t!J.is regarci is that la tid

"[.,h
1
• -P' d'
J-h·l
was a "lW:':'LaQram
poe1-• c..:..assl.!.le
In -'-h
iJ, e
a. l 1.....

+~a b,a::j2_5,

judsed by Ibn 3alla:cr: according to his Jahill :poetry only, since he is

.
sald
to have

stop~ed

. .
.
l~?
HrltlTIg
poetYJr In Isla:n • .-/-

h
He have also seen tL.at

Hassan b. Thabit was judged according to his Jahill :poetry or semiJahili poet:!:"'J written in Isle.;n (exchanges of hija r Hith Q,llI'2.shite ~oets
and mention of 2_J-ya111).

In a.ddi tion, Ibn Salla:n (].uoted marat!11 (with

t~eir Jahill CO:lcerts) in conjlL.~ction vri th the Jahili

their poets were muJr...'lad:ra:n:un and l'-iusli;ns.

ta ~ga,

ever.!. thoug!-i

If this :point is vieHed

together with the others, that he did not quote the marathl of Hassan
(written in Isla;n) and that :nost of his quotations are of Jahill con8epts
and do not s!J.o"H an Islallic infl:zence J one wq perha:ps s:lggest that,
although diffeYent froll earlier critics in considerinG

Isla~ic

?oetry,

in the depths of his soul, he Has principally an ao..::J.irer of JahilJ: lloet:!:"'J
and used it as a criterion by 'H!J.ich to judge Isla:7lic poets.
concept of poetrJ and its relation to

h~r.

ThrouGh his

his idea of the transfer of

~oetry'

as
• .L

urll

This si:r:1ila::-i ty and unit:)" ex:pressed th8",scl ves in th'3

S?'T'](;DeSS

vJ~

•

of h:"s

Q.'-l0t2:tions and in his mixing the three grou:ps in the di:fer211t t::e.Ce-Clas,
esp2cially the Islamic ones.

:!:n his first Isla-:nic taCa1a, Ibn S?>ll?:m is !1uch concerned. ,-,itt the

akhb;:::-.

The criterion cf tribal

2,8.hercr-~ce

is

a:p~licd

h9re 2.5 1-!Ell

~s i~.

::ur..y other Isla:1ic b_b:l?as.

and al-?'ac:i al-:-~uIilayrL
Ta:nI;;: and it

Se:8J:1S

The first bw poets belonged to the tribe of

that Ibn Sallam' s ::-8cogni tbn of:;':e::-. is

i;:..

t :Least

of

tri bes, for, as ',.8 have seen, acccn:ing to !-lim, :poetry reached its final
destination Hhen it arrived at Tamim, and it remained there with them.
Jarir ani al-2i'a::-2LzdaQ. -"ere the leading poets of Tamim.

Though al-Akhtal

belo:lged to a different tribe, his inclusion in this tareaa is due to the
conflict behreen him, al-F'arazdaQ. and Jar:ir, of ¥Thom he recked the former
against the latter.

The inclusion of al-Ra c:i comes fro:;) a Hider t::-i D:>_l

point of view and also fro~ the conflict between him and Jarir.
said to have been the

fa~l

of Hudar, until he

W2,S

Ibn Sallam regaroed.. him as the last of his tarega;

He is

vanqyished by Jarir.
l~~

~./

!-low ever , he

remarked on his originality and his difference from other poets, not
imi ta ting or folloi-fing any of them:

Jd.:>

-0_

~. o'~1 <..9~'~~.

'"
As we h'ive said, hija' is the key-Hord, and Ibn Sallam, Hhen s:peaking of
Jarir and al-?arazdaCl, mentioned.. t!-lat "the hiD :poets continuei to exchar:e;8

we:re so ::1uwe:rous t!-lat it "as impossible to c;.'.1ote all

0:

t!-le"1! an:1 so he;

1 '05

,muld only select the best of them.-./

'.1.sed. to favour 2_1-?arazd?~:, which Has the :re?"son :or <..Ta:rlr's sati:risinS
l ')(.,

!-lim . .J..~~

('the:r :poets He:re :nentioned 'Hi thin this ~ re.q,a, Deca'.1.:=e they

partici?3-ted in the wa:r of hi:ia ' behreen Jarlr and. al-?araz:J.2g,.
t!-lem b3cked. the latter against the fOTJ1'ler.

i'Tost o-='

Such poetz He:::-'? al-E2. clth,

In his quotations from the poetry of this tare.tJa, Ibn Salla'11 ""as concerned.
v;i th informative poet:!:'"! and lines of na\la I i~ of Jarlr J al-Farazdal and.
al-AJr....'1~l, -::ogether Hith seI'1i-naqa'i~ poe:c.s of other poets mentio::1ed 1-1ith
t!-lem.

:'1utual hi .la', tOGether Hi th tri reI mufakhara, and occasiO::1al '7lention

of ayya"l, are the general characteristics of the poetry that !-le quoted. in
this tabaga.

Ccncerning the three principal poets, he stated th2.t no

decisive answer could be given as to which was the best. lJ?

In spite of

that, he appeared to favour al-Farazdaq indirectly. w!-lich Tn.ay have bee::1
-

...

due to the influence of the grammarian Yunus b. Rablb.

1":18
#

Trirel

considerations may have had some role to play in the attitude of Yunus
towards al-?arazdaq, because he belonged. to the tribe of Dab1E, to w!-lich
the mother of al-Farazdaq also belonged.

This may also have been the
1 '.\0

reason for al-;\'Iufaddal al-Dabbl's favouring al-?arazdaq. -.//

The .ot!-ler

reason for YUnus' admiration of al-Farazd.aq is concerned Hi th gra"1mar.
Ibn Sallam mentioned

t~At

complicate his discourse

the grammarians admired him because he used to

. f~1
/

-.>

~ 1.J.!. U V-,

.1lJ{)

On the question of muqalla,da:t (memorable lines comulete in themselves
and quoted as proverbs), Ibn Sallam stated that al-Farazdaq had more of
these than the others.14l

The ip~luence of Yunus on the judgements of

A sign of the importance of hija' in this first Islamic taeaoa is

t~e use

of tac:hlib and the titles TT1.uJThallab and mae:hlub, H!lic!l are intiCl~tely
associated ,Tith exchanges of hi,ia'.

The cne vrho is defeatecl is 'llap;hlub,

lU':i
t!le victor is said to have fhul1ilJa or to have been recognised as su::perior...... .-/'
According to Hilary Kilpatrick, the meaning of mu£':hallab seems to have been
est'O'tblished "by Ibn Sal la'll, 144 but since the term is used by the '!1uk.'r)adram
lL
poet al-!:rabigha al_Ja Cdi J.-5, Hhat she susgests may not be the case.
-k'lng -c.. b ou -'v- -'-h
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"[hen

entl' onen_ al-.Ja. 'nl':"
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a '!1u.cs!l?"lla. b, -"ho had been defeated in hija' 'h'J Layla al-Akhyaliyya, AHS b.

-

!'Ja.!'!hra',
~

,,1u6
10a1 b. Khalid and others. - .
~

b. Tllu~bil was also regarded as a mugha1lab, ",ho had been beaten in hija'

. .-

.... 147

"by al-l~aJ?_shl.

In this first Islamic

~a baqa,

- th vras regarc1ed
al-32. ci

as a map-:hlub, 'Hho H2.S defeated by Jarir and sought the assistance of
.
t h'lm. 148
a 1 -?araz d aq agalns

hi.4a"

There Here other poets beaten by Jarir in

such as 'umar b. Laja', Suraqa al-B2:riq i, and al- 'A boas b. Yazid

al-Kindi (said to have died of sorro'H after being beaten); the most
important was

-

-

al-~a. 'i

T

al-N"umayrl.

lU9
'

The ak.~oar of al-?arazdaq are filled Hith trilJal mufakhara and exchanges
of hija' with other poets; for instance, his mufak.~ara with al-Ashhab b.
. promlnenv.
.
+ 150
?umay1 a lS

~Ie

also find contests of the same kind ",ith :poets

such as al-Eakri (Jarir b. Kharqa' al-'Ijli) and. :'Iiskin al-:Jaraml, as "Hell
as a good deal of madlh on both individuals and tribes.

151

In the second Islamic tabaoa, two poets Here related to one another,
a1-Ea. 'ith and Dhu 8.1-3.umma, both of whom belonged to Udd b. Tabi1rJ'la b.
11yas b.

Hu~ar.15? The other two poets in the +f-baqa were al-~;u~a::ll and

-:'riO?_l c.dhere::1ce I poetic subject (hij~'

t2_2:;'bib and b.shbih) 2.:;1.0.

I

Al-~.l~nl, "vi!;.o belon(!ed to ':'aghlib, ~72.S compared ,·,ith

linguistic usage.

al-Akhtal of the first Isl2.mic tamoa.
th3.t they belonged to the same tribe.
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The reason for the cOl'lClarison was

-

cP- Y..Jr
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.... y,as described thus:
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JJ.J I

that took ::place behreen his tribe (".nd Q?-ys, lead by ZufE'er b. al-::arith,
Hho captured al-~utaml but released him; he praised him for t:;.is and also

s:po~:e about the Har itself. 155

::Jhu al-~'lmma Has cOTf1yared Hi th Jarlr and al-arazo.aq, Viho Here his
cousins (all of them belonged to Ucid of T.f:ldar).
01~

h'
.lS :roe J..v;::Y b'
u't

n
11
Ie

P.e equalled then in SOT:!e

'0'2_0H
1
th em In
. -'-h
v. e res -I-v. 156

OHin,; to his close

~elatior:.sl1i1? 1-rith 'Umar b. Laja '0, he Su]?po:=ted him against Ja:::-Ir in their

- he also supported al-FarazdaQ. 2.gainst Jarir.
- 157
vrar of hi.ja';
reason Jarir supported Hisham al-!·1ara.'I, Hho
iii th Dhu al-R'l:nrnEL.
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;.., rHS'La:n

H2.S

"laS

?or thi2

exchanging tribal hija'

hCO".lSln.
. . 158
ano t. er

of hiia' Has
~

docuT1'J.ented b-J Ibn Salla:n, ¥rho quoted many of the poems Hi th "hich they

and -;·;as said. not

J..'

1,..0
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C:1ce

Hith hi,ia', :;::articularly trib::.l hija', and :nufakhara, is acunc.antly
evident.

The mention of Jarir, al-Faraz~aq, tUmar b. ~ja' and Hish~~

al-:hra 'i in connection Hi th al-:sa Clth and Dhu al-~u:::r:.a is due mainly to
their tribal

relations~ip.

Dhu al-:l.uffi7l1a "Has also compared Hi th ITIL-rtl I al-~ays in his tashblh, in
ifhich both excelled the other :poets of their respective times. 1 61
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he "Yr3.S still ranked before Ja:"1il.

1<e :--.Clve seen; he said that Kuthaj-yir "has "D0etic arts not to bs fo·.1.::-':':-:

by the :poet ;·;a,rHan b.
Jbn Sall2:m criticised Kutha::":rir fer so::!? lines of naG ih SUC!! as:

and quoted lines of

~~dih

and nasib for

hhic~

he had been criticised by

It:11

others, ,-"" 1Thich does not sU63est that he h2,Q

?o:L::.t of linguistic usage.
7

,

2"

very hieh o:pinion

0:

h~.Ti'.

The line concernei is:
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~f'~i

ar:':3. the :po::nt is that he uses a-can in ?lace of a,-3.~.

',,'

the 3anu Asad used also to do the same.

't .• 15

Dhu al-Rw'1Ji13.

also
Burda over the readi:r:.G of

t,yl"Q

lines by

Hatim

al-Ta' L

Bilal re3 d the

lines as;

c;l:; Lv;; JJ; L~ ~I
~ ~l =-OJi U. .,;;; 0...~~
th

Dhli al-Rumma considered that the reading of the second wore," in the first

half of the second line should be cl-khins and. not 2.1-1r"::'i::ls.

mind Ahl I:Amr's vieH tha,t D!!u al-::turruTla Has t!!8 "S8?1"

0:

~:hen

the roets.

they

"':'t - - -

a~G. a2.-~uta:ili

0: the

saT"l~

tr:" b9.

P. . l-P.J::hta.l 'Has

~arJ.}:ed. ir~

t3.b~C1a of t~e IslaTTliyyun and a1-~taml in the seco::1d.

, /:7

-,

r,-

ths first

Ka''b

W'lS

have lived at the tBGir_'1inG; of Is1ar:l, thus "b-2ir.i£ earlier than
tHO.-~·

I

said t')

t~p

other

THO other poets of the third tab3,:,a, Sul-"aYili b. Hat~ll an'i

AHS

b.

were ap?lied in the case of SlL"1ay'11 b. Va thll; Ibn Sallirr. described hiC1 as
Et

noble fa:'1ous ':!::m in the Jahili:yya and 1::1 IslaJ11 and respected a~o::1G his
160

]~Orl8.-

/

1:::. .l:.h::1.ar ,",ho was :::raised by Ibn 5allarr: for his correct language (kala::!)

- 170
and ab'..uldant gh?rib.

Once again there is a:1 i:1clication that Ibn

Sal1a:1, in s:pi te of his mixing the groups, Has essentie.lly a tradi tiona-

.,.

..

- .

--:'

preCllleC-ClO::1 for Jahll::.. poetry and the influ8::1ce of grar:L7.3.rians a::1d

'Ubayda,

T:.'1e influence of the last is clearly se en in Ibn Salhm r s

interest in the a~~~oar

0:

:poets,

~he

lines quoted fro'11 the poetrJ of this

taD3.,:,a are of :personal fak_hr, sometiTll8s mixed Hith :1231:1::, like those -tv"

1- 1
'71-

The other quotations fro'11 Ka~b's poetry are individual subjective lines,
but one ca::1 se:1se S0'118 tribal

fa?~"1r,

as in the line:

~~~ 0~~; :;f c ~WJ ~
and!

The lOT"'-G8st 9 it Ca quotecl fro:'} Ka cb' s poetr-J is one in Hhich he ele b i2ed

Siffln 17J the 3anu Shayoan" ,173
i::1te:rest in the poetry
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fasily, starting I'Ti th
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cr;J

to

himself:

his father, his grandfather, an:!.

other family of the tribe of Tamim had a comparable

n~mOer

of

l76

poets.~

His Cluotations fro:n the pOetI"'] of Kahshal reflect his opinio::'1 of his
nobility.

In one oit'a the poet offers moral precepts, while boasting of

the "'JOvier and greatness of his people:

and:

Ibn Sallam' s interest in tri be.l hiji3:' and mufaki;.i3,Ye., anQ exchanges of
hija', appears in Hhat he soda

abo~t

al-Ashhab b. ?cu-:nay1a, of this

ta,b?_oa, "\-iho exchanged hi:j2::' vdth al-:9"arazd.aq.

fo~rth

It aI'pears ?~1S0 in his

2CCOli.'1t of the exch2nge of hija' bet"l-re-:)TI Jarir ani cUmar b, Laj2' ,17

3

c :~

lS

d escri bed cts a noble m?.T:, of high-3.i "'::ing

kines.

2~bi tion,

a71c.

respect'?G.

~r

Abu LUb-3yd 2~1-72"1 is also de;:;,cribe:3. as a visiter of kines,

es})eci2.11y the Persia7:s, and 2.3 breatly respected by 'Uth'"7lan

1--,

'p.ffan.

131

The fourth poet, l~uwayfi'b. Laqit, is also described as distinsuished

•

as a ?oet 2.nd a warrlor.

~Te

ha:ve seen in

20:18

C2..S9E:.

18'::>
-

Such

re~ar~s

indicate that

before.

The !}.uot2.tions f:!:'om those poets are related to their 2khbi"'.

Hhen

'Ut!:.r.Bn asked Abu Zul::ayd to tell his sto:cy about a lion, Ibn Sall2::n,
after relatins the story, quoted a poem of lion descri?tion ~J Abu ~ub?-yd.
J... lso, 1~~en he 2.poke of him. as

2",

visitor of kings, he cuot2d.

t~e

?oern

i!l

Hhich he eXJ?ressed his so:!:':!:'ow for al-'iJalid b. 'Urrb'3., the governor of
al-Kufa, on his bein3 disch:;J,:!:'€!ed b'J 'Uthman, his half-brother.

18J

Ibn Sallam displayed an interest in tracing tri 00,1 conflicts, ci tin; t':1s
. ted- vn. 1:"'h t'nem, sue.h as th e q:!.. t Ca
poems of mu:fakha:!:'a
aSSOCla

~ bn
OT~ :.
U "'-'
U "'"'
Lt:yQ

concer:ning a conflict bebreen his t:!:,j be Tay' and Shayb§:n.

The lines

sta:!:'t:

,,0,_

.-

D

_ . __

?~ ~'~f:~0' L:;;';>-

conflict behTeen Az.d of (U~n. and
. 'T'CtV'
.' _, occaC:::l"
. ~ on e CJ.ri
from the latter tribe.

the k"ll'
'l_ lns

"\...
uj.

OJ:~

a 17'.:::.n

Ab::i Zub3.yd's poen on this beGins:

The :poetry Cluoted fro'Tl 0.1- tUjayr is also connected with his Ct1r~b;-r, and
tritp,l and nersonal

mufak~ara.187

Ibn Sall~m s?Oke about ~Abd Allah b. Hamma.m al-Salull as an ambitio~s m~n
and as one Hho was greatly respected by 1I",l,s:a:',riya and his scm Yazld.

This

niece of akhrar is folloHed by two poems, in both of which the poet urged
~azid to appoint his son, :'b 'aHiya the seccmd, his heir as caliph.
... ' ~.
'h"lS a d"
accepveQ
Vlce. 183

~azid

Ibn Sallam's point, in 'luoting these tHO roe'TlS,

was to substantiate what the statement in the poet's ak~rar suggested,

Alhh mentioned the revolt of al-EuJr~tar and the tribes Hhich supported
him in his Hars, was quoted in full by Ibn Sallam, even tho~gh it was a
long one.
of

yEr

180
/

This is another illustration of his interest in the poetry

and 2v;vam.

Lastly the poetry q,uoted ::rom NmTayfi to b. Laqit is also connected Hi th his
ak.l-Jb?:'rj Ibn Sallam described him as a fighting-man, "rho sometimes
" r i. ."
. "vrave 11
__ ers.
+verrorlz,e

'T'h"
. h e was Ylanl,e.
' c3 '-1 U . " - "
• lS was wny
uj CC_-.lc.JJaJ,
ana'th;
. .LS

is reflected in the :poems in which he req,uested al-::Iajjaj to forgive him,

other poems are also associated with this piece Of akl-J1:Br.

poems of tribal

mufak.~ara and tri l:::a.l hija' 'Hhich are so COTlLmon among Ih1 Sallall' s quotations,

are also quoted here.191

:Besides haviw;_ a coTftTilon local ori.c:in.
these were all
of lr-h;::>7,,1
_
•
- - """oet,s
_
'

~~CA.._"

Hhich m..::,.y have been the reason for classi:yinS the:n tog,other.
'HEts com:pared Hith ~Ab:i "Ulah b. al-Zila'ra, after whom he was said to he
the second poet in Quraysh for firmness of poetic

cOTft~osition:

c:.s~~I~' J.L! r~-}'J ~ ~?{ ~.3 ~1

He vias also co:npared Hi th 'Umar b . .;. bi -:ta1:i 'a in gh2,zal :poetry:

..~/ C/.'

~ ~? ~ £fl ~~j.!'

The difference bet'Heen them Has that tUmar Yirote plain ghP_zal! and that
he did not vrri te hi,ia' or madIh .19~

The re:o,son that these three poets

Here compared 'Has that all of them belonged to

'~uraysh.

1,[e have seen

before that Ibn Sallam graded Kutha~ir in the second IslaTilic tctbaga an1
_
1
_
Qescribed him as the poet of the Hijaz.-/- Although he placed Ja:nil
o~

above him in nasIb! he actually classified Jamll here in the sixth
~,la1a!

ar:plying the criterion of variety of E;e:1res.

applied this criterion here also with regard to

,

::e seems to have
--c

Umar b. Abi Rabi a,

.

•

.C'

•

Hhom he othen-iise neglected, classifying him in any ta baqa, and, In .LaC"L,
never mentioning hi:n except in comparison with al--:tu1a:yyat.

The fact

that he pointed out the difference betwee!1 the hro poets concerning
madl~ and hija' way support this;

~Jmar's absence from the Islamic

classes is pro'tEibly due to his having uri tten roetr.f only in E'hazal.

Ibn

Sallam, in accordance Hi th his concept of poetry, reCluired variet:r in
poetic Ee!1res, and he was interested princi~_lly in nija', :nufakhara,

explain his lack of e!1thusiasTil for Jamll and his limited selections fro~
his lines

0::

naslb.

His interest in tri tal Trmf§Jd1.ara annearS in his

auotation of such poetry by JamIl as:

W~ ~-di ~~l~ i~;
:'loreover, this ?oem contains mention of ayya:n, foy inst2_nce:
'. -

o·~

c..PJ-. /

.:t•• ;

.J.

q;,~ jJl..9

~_,.,

..,0_..-

c?' (-.P;:'-'

tr

Al thou~h Ib:J. Rashiq 'llentionec. that Jamll D,,-?',rer HI'ote Tll~dlh excs:;?t on hifO
_

lQ~

OH:J.

reb,tives,~/,/

al- t:czlz
•

0:

Ibn SallaT!l quoted a poem of hif' in pYi:ise

~:~bc3

th
I ' ;2,f!:.fP -I• e 30ver:lor O.L
u. 196

1-,.
~!""]""""'a,~.c', Y)
.~.

-:1

in his madih to ths fa'Tli1y of a1-'::' ubeyy; he used. to :praiss 'CJ.. b:: j,.lla\-; 2nd.
his brothsr ;·:us ~a b b. aJ-Zubayr and. to
•

1:2.S

described as

?~

.

[Jm~yyaC1

=ventLBlly, he also ,Trots n?c.ih on the

.,
loB
callpns."

AlthouGh he

e;h3,zal :;?oet, no quotations ..Tere giv,:ol'l fro'll his poetry

on th?- t Genre, except tHO lines of naslb from his poem in praise of the

-

",

~;iJl P./~ ~;tS

~ ~~t; "o.;;;J
::=::ven yii th the :poetry

0:

199

al-AhHas, about -,mc:n Tb:l Sallai7l quoted :ia:-,::B:c5
the quotations in hhioh

:l2,Slb occ:rrs are taken froT"l poems of mc"d.lh such as that on cAM al-cAzlz

A oit'a of personal

fak~r

is also ouoted from al-Ahwas'

.

poe~ry.

202

From

the poetry of l'~usayb tvro poems of nasib are q'.loted, bro concerning shayb I
and- one OIn rna d':'"h
l __ OY!

l CJ k
a.--na
. . am, +h e
v_

'

gra~C1son

I'
o-.!..

CA

~

i1.U1-

':'"
b . -,
?OJ
a l. . . - ~.",-'_ZlZ
. '.:.a.~t·12.Yl.

In the seventh Isla,!i\ic tELb3.qa Ibn S2.11as's interest in subjective and moral
poetry,

.-, poevry,
-IIn h'
~
appears c 1 ear1 y.

r'I'
an~

Al-:'luta:~I?c1<.kil al-Laythi has

no si'llilarity with the other Doets of his ~b?J1..a, and the Cluotations fro:n
his :poet~J !i\ay explain the reason foy his inclusion there.

In his poe~s

he

~ren~:ts,

=~

,~

~;~

?"Sm:

~.0jb ~~jJ) ;;.;{

T1iO

o-:'hsr poets of t!1is taoo,qa are Yazld b. l1ufarri-:: al-'-rimyarl, descYibed

_
"'_ C'.~,','
o.',rl"l
2•. ..

mar.l

_.~

I ,
,_
T"Tr.,O
T,crO+O
V~

-,

(....

G
""ro ')+
~G.

~

_c_

Q- p-,l

_

0.1:' h," ,";:'

and. Ziyad al- CAja'Tl, Hho ,,''is also said to

~

h'3.'18

H::-i tten a g::-ea,t de;o,l 0:

" "-,
h
" J J2. •

his cus-:'om Hi th hij2' t :poe-:'s, q,uo-:.ed a lot fyo:n t!1e Hoyks of these hie
:'loets.

Horeover, the hjja' tTj Yazid is cOelr..ectec "ith his ak..h1:By,

ane-:'hey subject of intsrest to Ibn Sallam.
'"b";:":"
v:LQ b

•

These akt:h::- are li::1ked iTi th

h •
h governor OI~ -.ilJlS
Q •••
.l.._lyaa b . 1:'.Ab....l •.
l, ...."He
,,2.n , and h'
. lS -or:o th
,e::0,'

-,

'Ubay::' Allah, the gove::-nor of al-Pasra.

YazId's :poe::::3

0:

-

Some of them

-

:1os-:'1y di::-ecte-:3. against the family of ZiY3,d b. Abihi.
.L"
h"lila
.-,
COn,,2.ln

"h'
TilUg,
.• ,l C.

.-, b',- ,-l-l.-a.:.Ql
. .1:"':"1 , such as the poem:
or: h'l,la
_

.

H,h'lC"h

he

WTO -'"e,

(h'
.-,
. lJa

'h''''
mUOQ.
lJ;

In another

roe~

he

eo

~f iTo

0

-::: - -

u;.vi

F-i

~ L:? r'~ ~ L;JI 0~
,?

-

r~ Y;;~(L~~~' ~~
~3! ~
k

~t.. 2,-,~1 c? ~~
"

-- 0

- #.

~~I
.
In

hij8.' 'Here

-

Y~ote:

h' .-, a 1 so Has quove
.L
d Iram
~
h'
.1207
. '1----1 ~
,lS poovry.
T rlu;:.

· .-, poe .1-LJry
The <luotations fr:o:n t he h lJa

+'

0-,-

- .•

-,

~lyaQ

l'
"
a 1 - tAJa::l
a 1 so COel t inn

tri b::.l hi la' such as that against the :Banu Yashkur:
---'"-

..

J
~

-

~1..JV~' ~{~'PJ ~.vLc ;;~ ~r;.u, bi ~ of I'

and that against JaTm:

----

~~e !!~~

-i:?'

Yas~ku.:r:-

is an eX3-m:ple of this:

lifo

_,-?jJ)

~ ~.0uJ

1-1o:::-e e:ene3-loGic81 fEtcts a:::-e to lY= found. in a

0:

])012;11. ~uoted

f:r:-o::l the ?::Jet:::-y

'Adl D. al-:KiCla& in H~ich t~s :poet sta-:ed his t:::-i1:P..l o:::-i2: in . ?09
?l

Li!les

n

of hikma and tat'!"loih were also quoted fro~ his :poehy .... -~

In

t~e

eig!"lth Isl3-mic ta t::e.qa,

,ddely a:p:plied 1 since ,ie find
to t~e Ean'J.

;'lUITa.

hl0

t~e
t~3-t

0::

tri tal adhe:::-ence

1·r3..S

all four :poets of this t2.De.'Ja lY=lon.;ed

of them, b3-sha'1B o. al-Gha:llr ani ~urad o. Han2.sh,
m1he a'.,,=h":::--r_
__ .xL

D.

c:r:-i terion

.C'
oJ.

t"'o
o~
d~ f'
lrst n
_ 0_;"

T
0_

thO
~ a ,
, l S +",
':'" ...
~q

tUlla.fa, i'Te:r:-e na.u.2.ted tOt;ethe:r:- 1-ri th those of his child::::-en.

c:~
r.q rl
__

In dealing

with hi":l, Ion Salla:r. a:p:pea:::-s to have 'been Euided by his idea of :poetic
families, because he also quoted SO::1e :poe:ns ty his roDS, suc~ as Jatht:;,3";.u
and tUlla::a, and by his dau;hter, al-Jaroa'.

The lines cuoted f::::-om ~is

:poetry and those of his child::::-en are of different
the sarr:e events.

The interest

rathe:::- th3-n in his :poetry.
others in

Hhic~

0:

ge~xe ~~t

related to

Ib!l Salla::1 was in the poet's ak" hr

Nevertheless, some lines of tribal hija' and
?l?

the :poet challenged cthe:::- t::::-i bes we:r:-e also q'lOted •..~-

The :poems quoted fron the :poetry of ]asha~ are longe::::- and their s'J.Djects
are of a tribal nature.

In three :poems he addresses his :people 3-nd

advises them, as, fo::::- inst3-nce:
~.-

-;

IJ-d"..:e:...c

.7

%~

!.sJ'-l' Lo

J'; J

r~,
,/

::P

cJ h.

r~' ~~ ~L;Jl ~1

and:

."

-

lfi~o y

,

-"..-

L:o;;o L:-.

C~d ~'jly( l;~iJ

_
_
_ __ _
_
:='08'713 of tri:::al and T)ersonal
fakhr nere ,:;uoted
from Sh. :=,,,1-i1-.
h.

c,_
",l_"P",~_;-1 ,
-'~_

"'~

:or instance:
_

_

oJ'

~:J~
..
..
anc certain line2 from his poem:
?

14

::?oems CnJ these :poets

A :poe::! by '~u:r2:d b. Hanash contains genealogicaL facts:

~:,'-?~ ~:;, ~?~~d~:
-F' u. ~ ~ ~!Y-o

0

y-,

The q,:rot3..-:-ions in this tab3,qa a::-e either of a tribal nature or

akhbar in general.

co~:?rise

The similarity beb-reen its poets See"13 :-:-lostly to l:'c::

in their common tribal origin and in the

~zture

of their verse.

In the ninth Islamic tabe<F3., Ibn Salla:n graded the r2.j2.z, poets.
having the obv'ious simila::::-i ty of' yrriting in the same

ba~Y,

:Eesides

the pClets in

this taba·Ja '·'ere chosen fro'"'l two different tribes.
l~aj!Tl

-

and al-~~jjaj and his son Ru'ba to

belonged. to
?17

Tarr:im .. -,

Two poems, one "by 2.1-Agh12.b, satirising S2.jah 1-:hc:m she v,as

mar:ried to ~'lusaylima al-Radhdhac, and the other by Abli al-~jaj'71 describing
a na.kei woman and his impotence when she 1-,as ye3..'iy for hi::!. f are full of
o b scene

.,...-1'

'HO_~S

.,
anQ lQeaS

were CIuoted in full; as

r"1

conce::::-ne~

118

have s~en before, 11:::1 SallarJ.

critics vho sep2.rated :poetry
approv2.1, a

Poems

0-:

~u~bey

1 • -'F::!..• t1..,". sexaa_
::!..n"ercoaYse. "18

fYo11

the

:n.orality, even tho:1£;h he C}.uoted, vitj,

of lines of 2. moral

t::::i be,l mufa}r.hay2. "Here

W2.S on0 0:

~lso

n~tuye.

quoted. fro::J. these t"'o :poet£"., such as

~

1 _

-"--

~

-'..-..!
.. -- '"J_1-...

,

..
~
-

t> '-

"hic::' starts:

anc:

el;::}.}1 ~~'d~1

-

th~ p083

"f7~ich

in

')lO

he

addressed 'JT12..r O. 'Uoayd Allah on his 1,~ay to :ight 30:n8 0: the h"!larijitss.
THO poe:ns of tri rel m:l:al:hara -fiere also Cl uoted fro::n 0.1- Co:. j jaj. in .:hich he

spoke
Salam b. Q,utayba is about the war between his mamdUh and the Banu a1-

In the tenth Islamic taDa0a, which is the last, the criterion
adh9re!'.ce is not neglected.

-

Y2~zid

0:

tribal

The four :poets in this ta "b. 0 a. Nuzahim 0.1-

- o.l-?-u 'as1
- ... and
b. al-Tathari;yya, !-.ou Du 'ad

al-~uhayf

al-

Tvo :poets of this ta lxtqa
were perhaps classified together because of their similarity in :poetic
genre; one of them, guzahim al-CUClayli, was described as a r;ho.zal :poet,
the other, Yo.zid o. o.l-Tathariyya w:o,s si;r.ilarly
sha7:?_l and a lover of conversation wi th

f,1uzahim al-CUClayll, hO'rTever, Has 2.1so
· .-,
and h.1,)a

0

wc~en:

knOi-P.1

-.

•

Q8SCTl

..

"'!

r::e.:l :

as a :poet of

--

for his ability iT: descrirtion

Ion Salla'Tl 'Jraised hin for combining delic?cy and sHeet;;.ess

(,,:-- ='r-.~''':,::=-~'' ~,~"l :\-~ ·:i:-!~·~c-~ :.:1~ ~""~r'~T':0:-;S j_!l dc'sC'",!:,,~~~=--r?: c1_:-:

'-'!~ ,~:-

r :

.'~~;~I/'k'~*?~tc
611.,( oy.t;~'~i ~~ ul/!J
...hich lo;"cT.:::ed delicacy, ancl the dece::;.t postry
fir-mess.

0:

JarIr, '.:hic:l ~2 c~\:r:>~

Ibn Sall2";'1 C2.'J.ote:i h70 .;;h::>.zC'.l :P8e"1S
,

•

-'-.

contained a QeSCrlpL-lOn

I'.

o~

hls

she-c2~el.

?26

('ne of 1--ihich
..,.'
lnr~e

?oe~s

said a lout his r:hazal and conversation with HO'1en; tr.ey "ere also, h01TPVer,
related to his akhb2."r.??7

Ibn 53.112m' s interest in poetry containing a!r~'lb2."r a:1d
is ence more demonstrated clearly in this

taba~a.

He narrated ths story

of Y21-fm al-:~akhll on 1-:hich a b-3-ttle :ras fought betHeen the clans of

-'- d ay. 228
a b ou t -'-h
L-~ a L-

He also spoke about the fighting among the clans cf

P.e also guoted his :poem "rri tten on YaHm ?ayf: al-Rlh (sometimes called
Y;:;.HTTl

Ba~lC:: or Y2 1 :c:1 al-Ajshar) in "(ihich he s?oke of th.s defeat of: the

clans of :·Iaclhhij by cAmir b. Sa c sa ca.

The ?Oem starts:

o

~

'.~

~

v

"

w: ~
"_
--0

-

--..po"-'-':;

L; .=jl:: 1

JJ'.J} \

A t'lird lloem by the poet "as CIuated, the subject of Hhieh was also the
_

??o

mention of ayYam, war with other tribes, and trihl "lufak.'lara. - /

?rO:1

the poetry of the f:ourth poet, al-.~1L'layf al-'uqayll, 1l0ems on the ayya1"'J
of clmir b. Sa'saca against other tribes were also quoted, for example,
the

P08TTj

0::;' the day of al-?alaj, on Hhich they fought

the Ban;

.

. 'I jl of the Banu HanIfa, starting:

Ibil

2,~.112:TTl

did not quote many lines from the nasib, bu-:- <luickly turned

to the lines on ,<ar, starting:

~-'.~~..,
- ~L.

-.
,

~

--

both Hrote c;h2..zal.

Ibn Sallam I s reference to hi :iii' in connectio:'l Hi-th

:'luzahim. and the n,,_ ture of his ouotations. both stronerlv su<:"rest th2_t
•

..

I

\.oJ';

'-''-'

here aGain he applied, to a considerable extent, his criteyion of

trib~l

adheyence and his idea of the relationship of poetry ..ith Har 2.nd c-,rvam.

The last critic with "ho'!l we dea2. t :roI1 the old school 1'72,S I"!::,,- S?clla'l1

Thoue;h SO'!le critics of h:i s type, 2.ike 2_1-A see ti I

":::;eal"

0

2.1~

uoterl

amO::lg their selections some of the mCJhdat':lun, Ibn Se.1J.am d.id not Co h;yonc1
the IsJ3mic poets, and we have seen

th?~t

he in fact chisfl:, ,d"1ire:1 2,ncie:::t

roetry, af which he regarded Isla:",ic :poetry as a cor::ti:;mc,tion.
of a moierate 2,tti tude on the

::;'2Xt

0:

some critics

the TlJuhcla thun I the General viev cf these critics

0:

De'OI,i t2 der::s

the 02.:: s-:::hooJ tOi;::>,rjs
in :2.YOUr of the

;T2.S

ancients.

The ar~e2.re..nce of al-Jahiz J'Tlzy yerhaps be recayded

2.5

the first s-:'a.:::e of

t':le neVi school, which tried to reach a compromise in the conflict
concernins the ancients 2.nd. the '1'c:!_hclathun.
point I and. he

Ho,S

He did. not say Cluch on t':lis

largely interesteci in :;JoetrJ fro'll the racial ;;oi::t of

vieH, as we shall see.

!1oi,ever, the mast importa::lt

0:

his vie"ds concerninG

the "1uhdathun and the ancient ?()ets 2.nd poetic criticis'!l, even thcugh he

i~c~i8rlta~ly

Taoyin,

Hc,S

~::cellence

In ,"'-ric::s 'Of his ",crks, like
that a critic should j".l:ige poetry accor1ing to ele:1ents of

and not as to whethe:r the poet

This 1-rill be clear -"hen He

leads to his conce:?t

0:

CO;;)8

viaS

an c.ncient

to his ju::lge"1ent on Abu

0:::-

a :7lu.:'1Ciath.

!\UiT2::::

co'll:?ared

poetry in re12"tion to racial gro'.lps ano.

•
+•
.( na J-vure or lns
vlnc .l.\
v) •

conteTT)porary Hith hi:n to poetic citation, and his praise for the r ___n,at
a:10ns the h"Uttab and men of letters, reveal to us his theory of

"tTCrOS

and

C'C':ct 0:>:~ S\~4,9h4.,/;:2 C':;:~

.

Conc'<=;rning the critics of the old

schoo~

I

a~-J2:hiz

1·;rote:

noticed that the e;ra:rt'Tla-rians a::::-e only intere~teQ in the kind of poetry

contains e:hari band obSC1l::::-e rna ~ani Hhich need to be explained; the -ru~.;~ t
every kind of poetry tha."';; conts.i"s eviccencec:.

:::;lseHhere, he is reported as

1

"1 went to al-As:na ci se2TchinZ for

the Jr.r"oHled,se o£' roetry bJ.t I found that he only k,,8H its f,Tha::::-ib; I tU::::':}8C.
~'1e1f

lack to al-Akt"1fash but I :found that he only

its i Crab; then I tu-rned

to Ab~ cUbayda but I found that he only cited poetry that Has connected.
Hi th ak.lJ.ta-r, ayyarn and genealogies.

I have never :found Hhat I "Has lOClkir:g

fo-r except fro:":} meY.l of lette-rs amoY.lg the kuttab, such as al-::1asan b. iJahb
~

and '1uham'TIad D. ell. bd al-:·Jalik al-Zayyat.·::
icmo-rtant subjects
of u_ oetr\r
_
..... .; cited

hr
I-IJ

Speakin.; about the ~ost

ruFat al-:11..as ,J'icii'ltvin
a:""G those c£'
at
!

al-:,:i-rwd 1 he :nentioned that they "would not accept any ra"rTi lli'11ess he
could recite the poems o£' the madmen: the poems of the a Crab robbers, the
naslb and the short rajaz poe:rts written bJr the aCrab, the

P08:'i1S

of the

Jews, and the mu..'1sifat (yoe:ns in which poets praise their enemies and
their bravery in fightiY.lg).

Then I noticed that they lost interest in all

this and just limited themselves to short speeches, short qa:i~asJ
frag'ilents and extracts.

At one ti'TIe, they

~Tere

very interested in the

T'
naslb
poetry of al- c:Abbas
b. al-Ahnaf, as soon as

to them the nasib of the aCrab they liked it
of al-CAbtas.

ve~y

}~alaf

al-Ahmar -recited

much and neGlected that

After SO'TIe years, they gave "'.1p all this, and

t~ere

"Has no-

one w~o liked to recite the nasib of the a~b except a yo~~ beginner

o~l~r

o~e

W!1C cEd,

poetic
')

al-;~h'lleT,

as al-Jahiz, n'lentionei. ~

1r!h2..t was al-Ja!1iz looking for, Hhat did he obtain from the

2:'"'.111;2... t

a~ong

the kuttab and !:1e;-;. of letters, 2.::;.d vrrat did he :ail tc find with the othe::!:'
nnrat, grarF1arians and philologists, whom he severely criticised?

In fact 1

he did 'llake use of the views of these last groups concerning poetic
criticis:n, but he HEtS looking for so:nething more, sO::let!!.ing disregarded
b"J t!!.e:n.

He Has looking for a combination

0:

ap:propriate words 2,nd ma ~?,

S:::)1,lnc:.ness of metre and skill in poetic crafts:nens!1ip.

Concerr~in[;

reciters of poetry a'llong the secretaries (kuttab), he ylrote:
observed the'll over a lonG :period, I have found that '1102t

0:

the

"Having
them concern

the:J.sel yes only vri th choice 'llethods of expression (alfaz mut?<kha::crra) and

har'llonious so~::ls?) ( ",,,T-h;rlOj
... _:\..!. ... _"

<:::::>1.-12)

_:.....':J._~

::>n"
""'0 ..
_.............
.....,10
...... ---

vmrk::B.nshir (saCk ja;)ryid), vrith such discourse as has a fresh sparkle
(ma' 1-Ta-ra;ma:;), a:li wit!!. t!!.oughts that, on entering men's hearts, educate
then ard a::J.end their nrevious ignorance (CaJUratha va-aslaI-r3"tha m.in a1fas?':d al-:C3.QI:n), and oper.. the gate of eloClUe::1c8 for the ton.;ue I guide the
:pen to the buried treasure

0:

HOrdS (madafin al-alfa:::;), amI point t:18 Hay

to beautiful concepts (hisan al-maCani).

I have fOllild that insight into

this essence (jewel?) of C!..iscou.rse (al-ja',ih::>.r :::in 3,1-Y::3.~a:::) is ::-!.ore CO"':1~on
a~ong thOSe secretaries (kutt~c) 1·rho

ha~le

t::-ained. as

.:;.,. __ c.>.--:~j)

.

;)

see:;).,

a Bedouin, or a t01fn dweller; so all that one has to do is establish
metre (ir:arn2. t al-,-,azn), c~oose the

HOroS

I

::lake t~e
instill

(kat'Ll'c.:t 8.I-mi')

and a:::::;:ly

I

SO:h"lQ

fres~n2ss

instinct ani skillec: ~:crk:n"inshi?

(sihh2_t al-tab G Ha-ja-vJdat al-sab}:); ,for poetry is a craft, a for!1l of
.
-c..n d a k'Ind
p7eavlng

for

aQ~irin5 t~e

'.J.. '
paln
"lng . 5
It

1:'
0.;.

~e

lines quoted above,

himself quoted them, among othGr

To achieve a high degree of excellent poetic craft, "weaving"
"paintins", al-Jahiz required poets to contrive har::r.::ny in 'Hords a:ld
letters (qiran), avoiding ta~Dxr.

~e

also pointed out that the PO$t
Concerni:lG

inconsrui ty of

HOrdS

(ts.nafur al-alfaz)

I

he quoted al-AsTil.a 'I I 1-iho ?ointed

out that some Arabic Hords are incom:;?atible

'Hi-:~

one another ar.::l, if they

are used together in a verse of poetry, it will be difficult to recite
it.

Such is the line:

.,J

_

:;§ ~~;; /.' ~ ~~
.J.. •
Al-Jahiz stated that no-one could reci ts thc.t line three vlmeS

difficulty.

F.e q'..lOted as another example of poetry i:l ",hich one fin:'s

tan~ful" al--o> 1 f'az the follovring line of ::uhaT:L"'1Bd b. yaslr:

.

.

b~r

hili!, it is such poetry that is referred to in the follo',line:; lin'" citec.
Kh'llaf 2.1-Ahrnar:
•

. .,_

And

2.130

~

, . "

.;1

/~

WI u. W .-.JJ-:.
r_
....v~ U..P
L'-: ". I \

"

in the lin·? ci tei byA b:i al-Bayda' al-?ciyahi:

-J9.)
.- ~~I c?

~-'

~

uw

The first line m83..nS that, if poetry is artificial (mut2.k::l.ll;::,f), the
HOrdS

in its lines 'Hill !Cot b2 in har:nony Vii th one another 1 "Thich :lakes

it difficult for the toncue to recite it,
SC'tTIJ8

idea of tanifur al-alfaz,

The second line

re~ers

to the

It co:n:pares such poetry I'd th the dun::: of

the ram 'Hhich falls scattered on the Gro"J.nd.

The poetry >Ihich is

characterised by tan~fur in its words is similar to that scattered dung.
In the other kind of :poetry, in '\;,hich the HOrdS are in full agreement Vii th
one another and easy to prono"J.nce in

conjQ~ction,

and in which the letters

are 2.1so in agree;nent and harmony yii th one another J each line will seem
to b2 one y,ord ani each word Fill seem to be one letter,

0:

The :parts

this poetry ',Jill be well connected and its transitions very easy (or;
Hill produce harmonious sounds)

it

it will look as if it were "Toven in one

J

piece, and it will be recited as easily and smoothly as oil (dihan) r~ns
off the tongue.

~

An example of this is the lines of
., al-.!\. ...-;racl al-Thaaafi:
~

11,

~ •l
(.)

:-·-°'0"" --:cr.:
•.

oj

~

., ~ oj ... :. ~
)>JOf 1
.""

til

.""

0

j,J

,

U;:.

-

~!

r"

~y)'

-'., L

.:;

J~~ avwJI f0T ~.(~~
-

'~. ul);:

;-' -'"

~
~

,;; -;; b' ir;,

(J1J •• ~

another is the lines of Abu Hayya al-Numayri:

J --

V...JJJ..

....

~

0

...o --

-;-

~

YJ (!

'(.:-9 <J~I.: o~ U

It Has the concept of airan that influenced al-Jahiz in requirinc; har"1ony
letters of the HOrdS, or talahll'Tl
bet'Heen the words of the lines and the
/1 "
/,(,,,'
al-a .iza· as he called it. He auoted! al- '.j_jjaj describing his son's raiaz
,,~

-

'"

'{

ch~Tltey

~e

on thi::: subject,
.

I

also cited IcY} 2~-P.ey;bl:
/6-

:::-

'0'-

....

\.>''; 12 y~ ~ U~.>S'
These
.3

ex~mDles

are concerned with

I)

iran and harmony "hetHeen the VOr2.s of

line and betvreen the lines of a roeTTl.

·vT3_S

F.S far as iqtir2:n of the letters

concerned, al-Jahiz stated th2.t ji;n does not harTr~or!ise with

~?: or !2"havn, or zay Hi th ~a
I

I,

sin, ~ad or dhal. 7

The ie ea OI~

'2'.a"
I"J

n~f,

ir2_TI a;;d

tal2.huT!l al-kalam, which may have been kno,m to the Jahilis, as we have
seen before, Has taken up by later cyi tics, such as

al-~'~ubarrad

in his

k2T!lil, where he auoted the lines ~uoted above Cy al-Jahiz from the poetry
of Ab;:)" Hayya al-I~umayrL
ioTas

Abu Hilal al-r.Askari :pointed out th':tt al-Sa'TJ3..w'al

criticised for his line:

.7L1-i;;; ~JJ.."

fr;r~L..ei~4<UjL' ~U~

There was no connection beb·reen TTla' a.l-muzn, nisab ane. kaham.

If the p::let

had 'V-rri t ten =

or;

the discourse would have been excellent and harmonious.

8

The idea of qiran, which indicates a sort of unity in a poem, seeTTlS to be
connected with what al-Jahiz said concerning poems of hikma:

"If the poems

of Salih b. tA bd al-~uddus and Sabiq al-Earbari were c.istri "!::luted amone; the
:poems of a number of other poets, they };ould gain greater recogni tien and
attain a higher degree of excellence than they really have no . .r,

If t::'e

whole subject of a poem is a:nthal, the poem 'Hill not .sain reno"m 2.nc. Hill
not be very much admired.

If the audience has to listen to one thing

'Hithout a change, it Hill not be

o

•

+

Qellgh~ed.

9

AI-Jahiz seems to have been misinterpreted by some scholars with reGard to

2S

he:; :'2,lked c·f them as beirlC !ldjs:?layed cy the road-side"

cri tl' C1' <:;1'
'- n,,",:
- E:

-.6.h~
-"

'l--;::"'" for admirinc
:'.TTl:!:' a.1 - 5h,aYu.::.Cl1
the

t;,

t;1C)

].

I

Hhen

ines

above.

The fact that al-Jahiz claimed that the lines could not be recard.eC:
poetry a.nel that the sons of

thco ?oet Hho 1-1Yote the:", would 1::'8 un::>,ble to

y;ri te excellent :?oetry becEl"..1se they were descended frorc him,
by

C:.t.'l---'l

• LU.

2.2

v12,S

t2.Y.:en

'-"-h'Ir as uneqUl. voca-'..
1
1-.
••
"
•
a I -~~.
c:lamplO!nne:
0_.f' wo:::us
anQ as a oecl2.rat:::.oCl

fo:!:' the

over

- - lO

:rB. ~aYli.

-

1'..wted the renJ.ark concemin::; rna ~;:;:d: bei::.:: !Td is:played by the ro?o-dce"
in order to sup:port his CHYl vieFs ahmt the reauty of words ,11

:Sven some moderYl scholars believe that al-Jahiz Has more interested iYl
-chcm In concep"s. l?

" .

~JorQS

.L

- - k. Jirays Ylo-:'iced, :Ii12_1
As Ibrahim

cOYltr2.dicted hi':lself iYl th'? Sa':l8 b00k f concerning al-Jahiz' s :position on
•

1

~

thIS subject.-./

If He investigate al-Jahiz's vieHs further, 1,e find that he reC'uireci a
combination of

Yro~s

-so/nd concept, b91ie'ling that both -vrere eQ..ual i:1

he criticised: iYl beth vITi tins aYlQ teachiClg, the artificic,l Fay of using
Hords th?t involved forcing them to fit a certaiYl concept.
artificially would not produce clear and
they would thus

re~in

functionless.

comprehe~sive

Using

FOriS

concepts, and

The best kind of discourse,

l:ho chose their HOrdS before creating the::'r conce:;:ts did. so oClly for the
sake of the words, which might not fit those conce?ts, ,Thich
right Hay.

~~s

not the

Noreover, one read the beoks of wise ;nen in order to make

-""'0-"'-'-' ,~,

Hishei to

in a

n;;:.ch as they could

SCl

fO:rl1 to

li::t~:J

as

that 1wr:ls "ould stick to their ea::-s a::1cl be

absorbecl by their hearts.
0,-,0

~,erfect

In their hearts, "Hor:ls -,J0vld. D::: c;;3TrieJ

iii

th

2Dother, becO!"1e brprecnated, anc.. cive birth to noble frLlits \-Thich

he stated that eloquent discourse is that i::1 1-I!lich the ",ords c,no.. concen:,s

s!l.ould :;'lOt re;:?ch the ears bei'ore

~lTi ters

J

he emoted a reliSio"'Js

!12.D

lLJ
concepts :reach the hearts.-'

In

of lette:rs \-Tho advise:l his :;;uyils to

seek out beaCltiful ,;roros and harl1onious sounds, becaClse if the

:'l?

c

na

-was

be2vutifully and har:noniously expressed, it Hould be s"TeeteT to the he2.rts
of the a"'JeiieClce.

If cor.c8J?ts ac::-e dc::'9ssec.. in noble Hords, "Hith beautiful

elevated descriytions, they "QuId be more beautiful In men's eyes,
ard the more they ve::-e embellished J the !'1o::-e they liould be a:3C1ire:=!.

Hords

-",ould thus serve as shm"roons ,:here beautiful gi:rls vere
FrO"'ll

all that has beer~ said J it see:ns that al-Jahiz considered woros anrl

concepts fTOB an integral yoint of view.
creating a yerfect and beautiful poetic
use:i for YaYtic:'llar conceyts.

In his eyes, both were
i~2ge.

T1?"

in

Sui table HOroS should be

rIe believed that a noble

expressed in noble words and a mean

e~ual

cni in mean words.

T'B.

Sa:

should be

If the rna Cni is

serious, serious words should be used and if the macni is jocLuar, jocular
-words should be used, othendse the ma Cua would not be cleaT and cO:lrplete.
Since there are different classes of yeoyle, there are also diffe:rent
kinds of discourse.

The ?oet or tte syeaker should not use gnarls or

wahshi unless he is a Bedouin, because a wahshi disco~se is co~~rehensible
only to the wahshl man.

.

Also the lafz should not be

CO~"1on

or mean unless

a:;.d direc:'ly yrhen he advised write::'s to avoid s~"l and Hah:3!:1

much tiT1Je polishing

lIOrdS

HO:::,(1S

and searchinc out st:::-an.;e concepts (F;::'ar~' U;

One should be econoTllical and follow the 'Tlidc:le "\-ray so as to
avoid difficulties.

A good discourse is that wtich cones betHe2n t::'e

l
states of fallins-shor:' and excess. ?

This

t17C

reco'Tl~endation of the

inter:ne1ia:'e aY1d of J11oderatior:. appears to be an extension of the >':u c-:azili te idea of :'he H:IJosi tion beblee!"l the hro positions" (2,1-::la.rcz,ila myrc
al-::El.nzile~hyn), 20 doctrine deriviY'.{; fro:n ·wasil b.

the :'lu Ct3.zili te sect.

c,A:'a'} the foud.er o:~

The saT18 idea also see;:)s to be behind al-Jahiz' s

~sition in rejecting 'Tlutalasha (exaggeration).

He criticised the

l'lu'Hall;::dun for eY2ggerating in their descriptions, and he cl"..rotcd
Huwa-s do <:: c-"-',; bl' TI1C"
_\

....... -'.,;.,........

-l-ho
\,1 • .1....-

~

.t..bU

speed of a dog as an eY2mple of this:

. u,..) .Y1 (>/Y1. ~~ ~~ '-0
Another muwallad

J

q,uoted uJ al-Janiz 1 ,,\'Tote:

18

Even in his attitude tOl{aris the a::lcients and the !!llL.'1dath;:-m, he adopted
a !!loderate position: standing mid-way between the two groups and judging
them according to excellence, reGardless of their period.

Here again,

we !!lay ::per:b..aps see the influence of the doctrine of al-:nanzila bay!"l almanzila t:qn.

The influence of I1u Ctazili te thought did not stop here

J

b-..rt v-rent even :further to connect Hith oo.dI'. In her article "TovJ2..rO 2..
redefinition of 'Bad!~' TIOetry", Suzanne ~. Stetkevych has tried to

-

-

esta blish a lin.'L: between baelI c: and :'ru C-tazili te thought.
of Safr-..an al-Ansarl J in which the :poet, Hho

i-laS

';).uoting a

1='09:-1

a Mu t-l-va.zili te J re:;?lies

~
~

jn

~i2

-"-.:,-,-,... . . . . ,+.-.;::
v v __ . '..:,. ,.... \.,

li:18;

~ WI
stetkevyc~

c:.:..; b'

1.: "'o-,~ ~ CJl-,

a2:'bues that the

])08'1

of Saf-,ran startin.;:
'/ -' ": ~

~

..,

,,~

1/1

-.

..-/Wl
2.1-

j:?Yij~' (after he had bee:-. crJ.cified), sta2:'ti::1C:

S~e

also refe2:'s to the stats::>8Et of

vr~ich he attributed. to al-Ja~iz.

k2.1amI,

self speakinb aD:::'Ut b2_diC: aECl citi::g,S0"18 lines t~at contain it.

outst?~:ldi!1b stylistic device fO'J.nd i:: the ~u::'an sno Hac.ith" ailc ea::::-11

those relibious script'..rres".

..
hls

III

~cre

-

or :neta::;hor,

2.1-:sayan,

explicitly, the personification of the abstract as he

Qr

~derstood

it

10
use of ta "'il". -'

lS

tte

for it seel0.S that SOI7lS such concept is behind.
of

bac.i (".

t~e

do:rnina tioD of the art

and the idea of c.ualism t:u t expressed themselves widely in the

Hay of life and the poetry of the m'..L"l:lath~n, as He shall see in tarx,oat

Ib!} Abi

:'he

the modern poets.

~':ri -tint; in t~e

ir:

The most inlpori2ont poi!lt in vTh2_t he s2id, is th2_t

re.11

t~:e:,:,e

style; he fou:'1c. Eashs!1ar tht? best in both

C

:Sven those '\-~ho ~iere callei b:,J al-.'l.sm2. ci "the sl2_ ves of :poet:!"J", sue:; as

~uhakk2k.

?l

-

:Ie :pointed. out that this nethod of re-ex:::''llining 2.::1'5. revisinG

his ¥Jork '.;as ad.o:pted. by a poet because he hoped to be a

post.
a:ce four:

~uotins

various critic:;::"

fa~l,

a "Yhindhidh,

he stated that the classes

al-:::2.hl al-k."f1indhidh: the muflic; poet, the poet shS" Cir,

counted those called ~2;.ili;rvat, muo2.l1ad~t 1 munaooahat, and mll..'1k2T7lat.

Ir.

the :poem itself there are lines which are called 2.'1lthal (a:phorisms) a!l:'
aHabid (,·ronderf1J~ ani unfamiliar lines); there are alsl) shctwahid, and
sh2:warid (famous and widely-drculating lines)".

Y.e excused the poets ,·rho

¥Tere called "slaves of :poetrj" and those iTho folloHed their ':1ethod, and he
said ths.,t if a poet used his poetry as a 11'leans of earning m::mey and seeking
re~~rds

fro'll noble and

~th of sanca trodden

~rominent

men, he had no option but to foll01l the

by Zuhayr, al-:Iutay'a and those similar to the'1l.

In the dispute concerQing the ancients and the

,

~o8..ernsJ

22

al-J2:hiz, foll01Jeo.

a middle way, not favouring ancient poetry at the ex:pense of muhdath :poetry.
He criticised those who did so and accused them of ignorance.

He wrote;

"I have seen some of them (ruwa t, granl'narians and :philologists) reject
the :poems of the mmJalladu..l1 and droD the ra1-Tis who recite them.

S'lch is

0:

Viho

Hrot::: it or 2.t wh::>t

tim~

?'::

it

H3.S

Hritten.. -'

a theoretical cri tj_c I al-Jahiz sometime:: a:pplied hi s cri tic2.1 vi"'Hs "hen
he judged the anci:::nt and

t~e mu~d~th poet~.

An eX2.mnle

"-ttitu:'ie is his com:p2.rison of T\luh8.1hil and AbJ'
preferred the latter to the former.

~·Iuhalhil

f

KWBS,

0:

his f2.ir

in H~"ich he

describinG the silencs of

the p20:p1e at the T'l::>,jlis of his brother Yulayb, 1-Irote in one of his :poe'ls:

, /'1 --' " . . ~ " 0 _ .:; - 0
~\ 0J'-:-.bJJ.? ~,~

~('

r"/WI~~~I

~} ?~ uyi: lfyJ

.

I

• \

-

0

i"

U':>.:P\

~~~I~c? !'p-~L::-"

Al-Jahiz. claimed that the lines of Abu Nm-Tas concerninG the food of
Ismacil Here far better in describing the silence of the people at the
rna_ilis of :CCu13Sb th3-n the above lines of
/~

"

•

,;;,

....

J.1lL~alhil:

c.,

c - _

0,.:1

JJ
j)) &e V LoJ,}J --' '-' US' jP ~
~ 1 ~I~ ~ VI ~ u-ts,
J~ y--" ::U~~ c) 6~) /.. ~ cC.!' 0/.. o--,,¥:ill ~ 1.0-,
Jiilc)~iJy1LlP. c?J~'
~~~~.J}J ~lo~

r!'

$J}~~ ~~Lo~~y-ICS~ ~~~~~~~I ~ cS~.
-

J

JPI ~o> ~··ulJ~.!}

.~

f~~ ~YJ ~Lo3
o~ <l~ ~,:(?,!..J)~ .=»).3
0-'

- u?y./p.. (iJf' ~~J J/..!J
J;-0->.~,J1; ~ ~/~wl LSjJl,,-! ~&.f~
~~
Jgi 6':> ~ 1b (ft L5~~' ~3~ t.t.L':;~ ~LV' ~~

e

J:;;;
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:21sewhere, when al-Jahiz was talking a.bout o.ogs, he quoted one of Abu
Nuvras' raj3-Z poems o.escribins the s:peed of a dog as follo1-7s:

~w. ~o~l
~.J-b ../.Y'

_~wl

{;:E

ZlJ

~S I U;~

Citing the whole urjuza, he wrote:

•

.

~~

~ l.)S', c? _~J;J \I

~LV' ~~1

).;';1

.,,_0

Cl.V \..9
'I~

"And I h3-ve Quoted to you his ra;iaz

in this cha:pter beca.use he was a learned J'lBn 'ali'll ano. a raHiY2_.

::-:e had

played with dogs over a long :period, and he kIlew more about the:n than the
2, Crab

did.

This can be clearly seen in his :poetry, Hhere dogs are fully

~:':l,c:., i::. 'l!". excell':'!".t for'l, a"c. "ith skilJed art.

....-,

:poetx:' f y'ou will :rrefer -,-

,

:I: yo',- cnnsicier his

unless you are guide,:1 by I'artisa:r.shir

( ca~ biyya) , or you think th~ t the Eedouins are 1 in ~;tll c?_ses t -retter
poets than the muwalladun.

If you thi!".k like that J you yTnl never be

able to differentiate beb-Jeen right (al-hana) and }TronG (aJ-1::Btil).?5

Al-Jahiz. did not use the term muhdathUn, b'.1t rather muw3.11a.dun.

This

atti tude of his is very inrportant beca.use it leads us to his concert of
:poetry in relation to race.

Instead of participating vrith the earlier

critics 2,mon~ the TUHa t and [ulama' in the dispute concerninG the 'Tleri ts
of the ancient poets and the muhdathuD,al-Jal1iz transferred the l'!atter
to a racial field and compared .the Arabs (of both tmms and l:Bdiya) with
tt.e mU1Jallac.un. stating that nthe majority of Arabs, the a

Cr2:1:: , both

Bed.ouins and t01m-d.uellers l are better poets the..n the majoyi ty of the
!1mraT!.e..dun (those \'Tho are not of :pure h.rab blood), but this is not valid
for all of Hhat they have 'Yrri tten
::luvrallad (poet) and the a

The c.ifference beb-reen the

cr2:bi is that the !i1.uHall::>_d, if he iTOrks

,~i th all

his effort and concentration of mind, will be able to 1Trite excellent
lines, equal to those 1-rritten by a :Bedouin, but when the m1.Hl'2.llad VITi tes
at lensth, his strensth will fail and his discourse will beco'!1e confused H .?6
Acco~in5 to al-Jahiz, the main factors required in

..

for ,rri ting poetry are three.
d

1

"W-,
I.)::l,.ca

~r

.:::;hariza (instinct or -;a b C)

These are:

(.1.
•
. ) , ano.' t.s.
.
( race '\?7
counvry or enVlronmen't
/.

. scholars 28.In a d.l..·
.1."
certaln
op~ln: ~nlS

a group of people

.

.I.. •

~oslvlon

P:..S

J

ha,s been re:rna:cked

•
COnCerDlnG

t

poe~ryr

he

disagrees T..nth Ibn Sallam, ,·rho linked increase in poetic :;?rd.uction >rith
wa~.

p.I-J~iz

very brave and

noticed. that f al t!1ough the Banu Hanifa 'Here ver.l nU21lerous,
lived in

2~

terri to:r:-:r

surr'ounded by enemies 1 and Hers envied by othey Arabs, they composscl the

+-.-. . --~ 1-,,':"":"
...... ._. ,
./

post::y.

T::e
hO·T""-r<'~
.:.J.
h',-,,,,-,..L..,

T:;hl'
r'1_
__ u_
...... '7
.u,

..

tc

A c:
r._

:-18

'...-'

took a

~iffe=ent

direction, in

t.ha,t t

.,
1-<e have S2...lCl ,

not

v:~:!

TilUC!L

ttE: 3..nc2.ents and the mu..~dathu~, and such ;noys inte~e~te~ in :poetic
cor'l"orison from a racial roint of

vie~T.

Em,rever, he favoured. the Arabs

on this :point a::-5 regarded the mmialladun (Hho Here seYleral~.y '11uhd.? thun)
2,S

h=.wbc-:- less 'Doetic
ability
tab c .
. and -.---

selves,

1ie

If He take the "Arabs" as a

may disce::-n ir.. hi:;]. a distinct bias t01'I"ar-ls t!Le ar;.cients .

.:O.s ,[ell as s:peaking about s;ha::::-l7ca or tab C (instinct for ·y;riting roetry)
frc~ a Csne:::c.l point of

\Tiei-f,

2.1-Jahiz also went into t!1e :1atter in so~e

detail, Hith regard to different poets ano. different :poetic z:;e:r:::-es.

Poets

o.if:e::::-ed accoro.in,; to the differences in their poeti c (","t,il i ty an":. the
stre~6th

0:

their tab c .

.

Some of them were not excellent in hi,la'; ot!Lsrs

had. no a bili ty in vrritir..g n2_slb even thou;:;h they Here f3.710US for thei::::long associatioYl Hi th women, for instance al-?araz.c:::,'l, iiho Has a
r:rhawan 1 but dio. not 1ITite one single exceller;.t r..aslb, ';T!Lile ,Tarlr, Hho
Has a virtuous man and had never loved a HOTUn, Has the best of

.f"h2,~al

poets; so~e rajaz poets could not Hri te g2.~ld, ,rhile othe::!:'s CO'.lld 1 SL,-~h
as 'Umar b. Laja', Abu al-:;\[ajm, HU!J1.ayd 2,1-A::!:'~at and 2_1-c:Jm!:l;
an ability in oratory and

SO;}S

SO?lS

have not; ano. a :poet's poetic ability

h;:we
2nd.

.

t:::ol ..... I~,~
. - , ,-_ ..::.

in one nie;ht he Has able to "l-rri te his

and th'l t i tEo rhyTlJes pO'.ITecl

e2~sily

into his Tilir5, D".lt ther" he tri0Q fo::,
':>1

even of less excelle:lce, but failcri. . ./-

'.!'he

al-J2hiz in speakins a "bout the dif~erences b. poetic tq be a.ni ?bili ty .

.

pheno~enon,

an explanation for the

as we sh'lll see l'lter.

P-.I-J2hiz seeTI":s also to have inspired Ilm=?,ut?.yre and Qu.da'1a b. Ja c~ar in
their views concerning the combi::1a tion of lctfz ano rl'l ~a.

~ucla:ma follm7eo.

.

hi'1l in clescri bing poetry as a craft ano. kind of

'"=<?
"p3.inting"..-'~,

al t::lOu[;h in

fact, both TIl3.:;,r have derived this independ.ently from. Ib:;. Salla:n.

~ua.a::Ja and a nl..l.'1lber of later critics, such as Ibn al-:1u Ctaz,z, al-I:nic.l

and Ibn Rashi q , all seem to have been in agree'nent Hith al-Jahiz.

conceYTling

t~e

point that ei.lcry cateGory of men sj,ould.

....

p'lrticular kind of ~adlh poetry.

J"")
J

~

praised. with a

AI-Jahiz criticised al-Ku:nayt b.

Zayd for the followinG lines in praise of the :;?ro"Slhet:
"

•

t ) _ .

,-:-,~I ~~ ~J~p'~
~

~/ J/.JJ

"

.

~.-J uJ~.

~~l~ U~J V~ ~
~I yy' L:'~yJ., 0.tJ

.:I

o->y~ ~~,~t;
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..J..?' ffi 1 (~) J~

LJI

zi'yJ!J ~d' o:....r.

--,JJ' ~ o-o~ ~ ~~
~1.9 ~~~~./J yJ.!'uLuJJJ~~ if

~, ~~ 6Vu1 ~ ~'~~j.gll~'

!Jjl

AI-Jiliiz believed that al-Ku~yt had followed the Hror:.g :path of !'12..dlh

Houle be
'Jl:.

h?ir.c p::'ais:?tJ. . ../'

Ibn .rtasl:11 !:l2ntior.8d t"lC.t so:ne critics :ounr'i a:1 excuse

for "'~l-Y.u:-:laytJ 3.11eging t~at he

>-I2.S

but that he feared the Ui112.J'yads and
?::::-ophet, vrithout chanGins

actually :praising 'All b. Abi ':'alit,
t~erefore

atJ.dr8ssed his ?oem. to the

t~e ter.:lS in ',Thieh he expressed it. J5

.t..l-Ku:'12_:/t was a120 criticised "tGr al-Jahiz for fallinG short ir: his ri t~a'
o~."

-:-.;:;; .

~
o· -

Ibn

Ras~i':'

1r13.S

not.

".1

1:>-:-

;:,:)--'Y:'~ _~ ~ I ~ .vJYJ

J,((~

to;;; 'I~ y.- ~r

thought that the first line Has excellent -bt that the second
He vJOndered why al-Ku:1ayt

s~ould

have o",rri tten such a line of

ri th?:' on the ?rophet 1 while cA be.:'a b. al-Tc_blt wrote these excellent
lines of rithi t on Qays b. cAsim:

::e also Hondered if al-Ku:nayt had uritt:m lines si:1ilar to those by
the Pro:phet' s daUbher, a1:xn.:t her father:

Ibn

:q2.shi~ clearl~r

considered that al-Jahiz' s

c~i ticis71

of

al-}C~1i.c.)rt

'Has

for failing to ex:press an intense feelinG of sadness and of great loss
at the death

0::

the Prophet, Hhile other poets, like cAbada., had succeeded,

'rihen elegizi!16 men of less importar:ce.

..... ,......

... -

~-

~.....,..,

C)---~-

.

- .... t:....

I';")

s'J"bject, 2-Di ::Jost of such c07'1.Tf!.er..ts as
his

OD

rhsto:::ic a:-d

elo~uence

,iith the lite:::ary as?8cts of n2-tural histo::::-J, in K;t2:b ?l-h?yey2'::1.

CHAPl'ER TEN

The Modern Schoo.l
2. Ibn Qutay1:a

The second figure in this new school of cd tics, and of more importance

than al-Jahiz
. . for
b. Qutay1:a.

.

poetic criticism is Abu Muhammad ~Abd AlLah b. Muslim

His book al-shi -=r wa-a.l-shucara' reflects tile influence of

..

Ibn .Sallim ani al-Jahiz, and also that of other critics of the old
school and of the scattered views of men of letters with which we have
already dealt.

His most important opinion

is that ancient and modern

poets should be judged on equal terms, according to their merits,
regardless of their period, whether of the Jahiliyya. or not.

From the

practical point of view, he included some of the muhdathUn in his book,
wi th selections from their poems.

In the introduction he wrote :

"In

citing extracts from the works of the poets I have been guided by my own
choice and have refused to admire anything merely because others thought
it admirable.

I have not regarded any ancient with veneration on account

of his antiquity nor any modern with contempt on account of his being
modern, but I have taken an imp3.rtial view of both sides, giving everyone his due and amply acknowledging his merit.

Some of our scholars, as

I am aware, pronounce a feeble poem to be good, because its author was an
ancient, and induce it among their chosen pieces, while they call a
perfect poem 1:a.d. though its only fault is that it was composed in their
own time or that they have seen its author.

God, however, did not

restrict learning and poetry and rhetoric to

a particular. age

appropriate them to

a:

nor

particular class, but has always distributed them

in common amongst His servants, and has caused everything old to be new
in its own day and every classic work to be an upstart on its first
appearance

"1

Jarlr, al-Farazd.a.q, al-Akhtal and those like them, had

been regarded as modern in their time and now they were regarded as ancient

.

poets.

Thus the muhdath poets, such as AbU Nuwas, al-Khuraymf, al-CAttabr,

and othe~, who were now regarded as modern would be a~cient in time to
come.

2

Thus, "whoever writes excellent poetry, we shall mention it and
.
praise him for it, whether he is a modern or an ancient ; at the same time
we shall not profess to care for bad poetry even if it is composed Qy a
noble ancient poet~t. 3 Nevertheless, owing to the influence of the critics
of the ruwat and of the"old school in general, he called on the muhdathUn

.

.

to follow the themes of the ancient gasida, starting with the atJiI
section then proceeding to nasIb, rahll,and then to the main subject of

.

the gasida, which is

.

madill.

He added that the excellent poet was the one

who followed these themes in order •. The muhdath poet had no right to

•

.

change what the ancients had initiated; for instance, the muhdath ought

.

to stop at the a tlal because the ancients had done so, and he ought not
to address an occupied house.

.

He ought not to make his rahil on a donkey

or a mule, because the ancients had used camels.

Indeed the muhdath

should do nothing but follow the ancients in the manner of writing his

.

muhdath poet should also
. The
.

gasida, except in using gharib and wahshr.

avoid using certain words in which a letter was replaced Qy another, such
as

Yi:.'

Qy jIm.

He should avoid those styles that did not suit particular

metres and thus offended the ear, as in the poem of al-Muraqqish:
~/~
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The best kind of poetry, he said, was that which used a good raw!
(rhyming letter), and simple language (alfa~) which should be devoid of

-

-

-

-

complication and affectation and should be accessible to the minds of the
common people.

The most famous poetry is

D1U-:mi C

impossible to imitate).4 The combination of

.

(apparently easy but

wo~~ (alfiz) and concepts
_.

.

(ma canI) is one of the major ideas of Ibn Qutay1:a. concerning poetry.

-

-

-

..

Like al-Jalliz before him, Ibn Qutay1:a. saw words and ma ~ as equal

}05

elements in completing the poetic image.

This is clear in his division

of poetry into four categories, according to excellence in word and in
rna eni.

In this division, the first kind of poetry was that in which both

words and concepts are excellent.

From the examples that he quoted, it
and rnathaI, as in

would seem that by excellent ma eni he meant hikma.
lines like:

,?-,,--

..... c.W-9·Jl

~ ~

••

J

and:

The second kind of poetry, which he did not much admire. was that which
was of a high quality in form but not in content.

Among such poetry were

lines by JarIr which had been admired by earlier critics as excellent
lines of ~sIb; Ibn Qutayl:a. saw no good in them except for their words:

~
~,. Lo~.
'iii;
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The third kind of poetry was rejected by Ibn Qutayl:a. because, although
its content was of a high quality , its form was not excellent, as with
the following line by Labid:

~~L.eJ1 ~I ~ ~1!J
Ibn Qutayl:a described. it as a line of "excellent ma eni but of little
freshness and beauty".

The last kind of poetry was that in which both form' and content lacked
any excellence.

The best examples. of this were the poems of the 'Ulami'

which were written with affectation and bad craftsmanship, and which
lacked naturalness and facility.

.

The poem of a1-Kha.1I1 b. Ahmad, starting:

306

was a good example of such poetry.5

His desire for naturalness (~b~) in poetry and his disapproval of

~ffectation (takalluf) may be ci~arly seen in his discussion of the

.

affected poet (mutakallif) and the natural and gifted one (matbii c ) •
Al-Asma cr·s de~cription of Zuhayr, al-Hutay'a, and those who wer~

.

..

similar to them, as "slaves 'of poetry"', mea~ing that they wrote it with

-

-

affectation, seems to have influenced Ibn QUtayra., who quoted it to
support his views on affectation in poetry ~

However, excellent and

perfect artificial poetry might be, the eyes of the learned could not
miss the long reflection of its author, the effort and the sweat of his
brow that he had expe.nded, the numerous poetic licenses that he had used,
and the unnecessary additions that he had made.

6

Artificial poetry also

lacked giran, as was the case with nany lines of al-Farazdaq, no matter
how excellent they might be.

..

The influence of al-Jahiz concerning 9 rran

appears in Ibn QUtayra.·s quoting his words, the renarks of CUnar b. Laja'
concerning "writing a line and its brother", and those of Ru ira. a..bout
the poetry

~f his son that contained no ghan. 7 Opposite to -the affected

.

poet stood the natbiiC:, for whom poetry came easily and who mastered the
rhymes to the extent that one could guess the beginning of a line of his
from consulting its end, ani one could guess its rhyme-word by' looking
at its beginning.

In his compositions one could clearly perceive the

splendour of his naturalness.

If he was put to the test he would never

stammer or appear under stress.

8 From this, and from the examples he

.

gave, quoting al-ShaInJDikh b. Duar ~ al-Husayn b. Math- and al-Farazdaq,

.

.

from certain of their poems c~mposed on'· the spot, .it seems that the

.

natbU C , in his view, was one who, besides avoiding being a slave of his
poetry, could produce poetry extempore. 9

Poets differ in the degree of

.

their naturalness (,tab
c.) t and this is why some are excellent in nadfu
-,.

-

but not hiji', and others find it easy to write rithi' but not ghazal,

YJ7

for instance.

The poets of different poetic abilities who were cited

by al-Jahiz are' also cited here by Ibn QUtayba.

lO

He seems also to have

accepted the idea of the motives of poetry being desire, delight, fear
We have quoted 'AIr b. Abr ~lib, al-Hutay'a, Kuthayyir/

and anger.

Nusayb, Artai b. Suhayya and"Ibn AbI Ti~fa on this id~a.

.

..

Ibn Qutayba

quoted some of these, and he used' the idea to explain the variations in
excellence in the poems of rithi' and of

madih

-

•

written by al~uraymr •

The poems of madih on the Umayyads and on the family of cAlI

•

b.

AbI Talib

written by al-Kumayt b. Zayd are also very different in qllality.

The

reason, according to Ibn - Qutayba, was his desire for reward from the
Umayyad CaliIils.

ll

Ibn QUtayba also spoke about the variations in the

gharrza (poetic instinct) of a poet, just as al-Jabiz bad done.

He

-

"

attributed the difficulty that sometimes faced a poet in writing poetry

to disturbances that affect the gharlza, caused by l::ad food or a sudden
sorrow.

However, there were some times suitable for writing poetry, and a

poet might evoke poetry by sitting alone, by wandering in grassy places
and gardens, or by travelling.

12

Ibn RashIq thought that, in his

discussion concerning suitable times for writing poetry, Ibn Qutayl:a was
influenced by Abu TaDl1lloim, who held the same view. 13

Besides these qualities required by Ibn Qutayl:a in poetry t he found that
there were some excellent kinds of poetrY which were not included in what
he had said.

Poetry was admired if it contained accurate tashbih, and

short and light rawt's, as in the

if it contained an unusual concept (m cna:' gharIb) , ""as in

.
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AbU HiLil al-C:Askari mentioned the "unusual concept" in poetry in

-

.

.

connection with madIh.

~

-

He quoted Ahmad b. Ibrah1m who said:

kind of madIh is the gha~Ib which nothing else resembles".

"The best
Then he

quoted:
1>-

r~/JJI ~ ~~ ~~, ~
"
Ibn Qutayl:a is also interested in rare poetry; "either its author did not

write other lines or his poetry is not known to many".

He quoted a poem

by Hishim, the brother of Dhu al-Rumma, and said that it" was not an

excellent one, but he had quoted it because he did not know any other poem
by that poet.

16 The nobility of a poet was also a criterion that he used

in selecting poetry.

He quoted some lines by the Abl:asid Caliph al-MahdI,

a line by aI-RashId, and three lines by the Abl:asid Governor 'AM Allih
b. Tahir, whiCh run:

~.. / , -

(f'-Oy

•

JO__

-

""-0_

.

"'.~J
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~~ ~ ~/\

17

These lines and the one by aI-Rashid are of a moral nature; this is a
genre of poetry which Ibn Qutayl:a appreciated, as can be seen from many
of his quotations.

Hi~.use of the criterion of the sharaf (nObility) of

the poet is pe:i:haps due to the influence of Ibn Salhm, from whom he
seems to have taken the whole idea of compiling his book.

There is an

apparent difference between the two scholars, in that they belonged to
different groups of critics, but, in fact, Ibn Qutayl:a, in his introduction,
displays a marked similarity to Ibn Sallim
fuhUl aI-shu 'ara , •

:in

his introduction to ?-ragat

-

"

The latter regretted that he could not mention all

the Arab poets but had to limit himself to the famous ones.
about spurious poetry that could not be regarded as a ~ujja.

He talked
He mentioned

three ca.tegories of poets, the Jihilis, the Islamic poets, and the
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.

mukhadramun, and he repeated what the
the poets.

£ul.a.mi' had said about each of

He criticised those who recited poetry from books and learned

it from the ~m:afiyyiin, and he talked a bout the authentic ancient poetry,
quoting some of it.

He pointed out the importance of riwaya.

He also

spoke about defects of poetry, such as igwa', and about expert ~ritics
of poetry.

He mixed the JahUI with the mukhadram and. Islamic poets in
"

"

"

some of his classes and he used tribal adherence as a criterion in
classifying some of his poets. 18

Ibn Qutayba said tha. t he limited him-

self to the famous poets whose poetry Was cited as a ~ujja, and he also
regretted that no-one could mention all the Arab poets because their
number was so large.

He too stated that he

had said a bout each poet in his book.

had

quoted what the

Culama'

Again, like Ibn Sal lim , he did

not follow a chronological method in s~ about his -poets, and some
of the mukhadramiin are mentioned with the JahilI and. Islamic poets.

He

also talked about the importance of riwaya"and the ne~essity for knowledge of poetry in the critic.

He criticised those who learned poetry

from books and other written sources, he referred to the loss of much
Arabic poetry and he spoke about the authentic ancient poetry, quoting
the same poems quoted by Ibn Sal lim before.

He was interested in the

nobility of tha poet, and he . seems tobave followed the criterion of
tribal adherence in mentioning some poets.19

The number of poets mentioned. in his book is over two hundred, with two
poetesses, al-Khansa' and Layli al-Akhyaliyya.

.

The JahilI poets came first,

then the Islamic poets (in~luding the muhdathiin) ~ th~
"

-

distributed between the other two groups.

.

mukhadramUn are

The first poet mentioned was

Imru' al-Qays; next to him came Zuhayr, who was followed immediately by

-

his son Ka ~b.

Iln Qutayta had iIi. mind the idea of poetic families; he

310

gave the examples of the house of Zuhayr in the J~iliyya and that of
Jaru in Islam, since in both cases the sons and "grandsons also 'hTote
poetry.

This is the same idea as that of Ibn Sallim as we have seen.

Those who came after Ka 'b b. Zuhayr were ~lier poets, such as Tarafa,

.

~l-P.arith b. Hilliza ~nd cAmr b. KulthUm, who were all famous po~ts.
•
•
"

Ka~b was mentioned before them either because of his relationship with

.

Zuhayr or because of his famous gasIda, Binat Su cad •

Tri1:al adherence was widely applied by Ibn Qutayl:a, as in the case of
the poets of Hudhayl, whom he mentioned under this common title; there
were twelve of them listed, one after another.

When he came to Janr f

al-Farazelaq and al-Akhtal, he mentioned them as one class, in that order.
Perhaps he was guid9d by the fact that the three of them were already

regarded as the first Islamic class of poets, or because they had
participated in a l:attle of hiji' against one another, as we know from

.

the naga'id.

-

Again, in speaking about al-'Ajjaj, he was guided by the

criterion of the same poetic genre, in this-case rajaz, and also by that
of relationship between a number of the rajaz poets.
immediately after his father, al- CAj,ji'j.

Ru'l.:a was mentioned

They were followed by other

poets of rajaz, like AbU Nukhayla, -AbU al-Najm and al-Aghlab, all of
whom belonged to (Ijl:

Other poets" were mentioned together because of

some event that linked them, or because of any sort of relationship.

.

For instance, Tawm b. al-Humayyir was followed by his beloved, Layli
b. al-Akhyali:yya.
next

Al-Ahwa~ was mentioned next to Kuthayyir, al-"'ArajI

.

.

to M3.jnUn r.ayla, a.nd Q:3.ys b. Dhurayh next to -C:Urwa b. Hazam." Ibn

Qutayl:a

's

reaso~ for mentioning th~se poets in this" order ~s perhaps

-

that he was thinking of a rough classification for poets of the ghazal
genre, even though they were different in their styles of ghazal.

)11

Another sort of relationship between poets which he seems to have
followed in mentioning them together was friendship, for instance, that

.

.

between al-Kumayt and al-Tirimmah, since the latter was put next to the
former

alth~ugh there we~ many differences between them. 20

The idea of compiling tri1:R1 dIwans, which we encountered with Ibn

ara',

Sallim, is also perhaps to be found in a1-shi ~ wa-a.1-shu c
the case of the poets of Hudhayl.

We also find it with the poets of

Bakr b. Wa'il, who are li~ted together.
-

as in

Such poets are a1-Musayyab b.

~

t:Alas, who is described as a distinguished poet of his tri 00 and the

m.i ternal uncle of

.

.

al-A (shi, a1-Mutalammis of the Banu Du1:Ry Ca, Tarafa,

and al-Harith b o Hilli~. 21

Then we have two poets who were related to

them, namely the two Muraqqishes, who belonged to Qp.ys b. Tha(lal:a.

22

-

We also find two poets from the Banu Asad listed together,

'AbId b. a1-

Abras and Eishr b. AbI Khizim. 2 )-

When we come to the poetry selected by Ibn Qutayl:a, we do not find any
criterion on which he l:ased his admiration for the lines that he quoted,
with the exception of what he said in his introduction concerning certain
characteristics of excellent poetry.

Whenever he wished to quote a line

or a poem which he admired, he would simply introduce it by saying that
it was excellent and admirable.

He was also interested in plagiarism,

and he would praise the poet who initia ted a ma eni and then mention those
who borrowed it, stating whether or not they had added anything to the
original idea.

Generally, Ibn Qutayba., like many Arab critics and men

of letters before him, was interested in the poems ~ of a moral nature,

.

such as hikma, mathaI, precepts, and ~ poetry.

.

He described

Ali'S

b•

Hajar as ·'a wise man in his poetry, who used to point out noble virtues,

-

and the first poet to write deep macinI and a large number of
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aphorisms ...

24

-

There are more than sixteen poets whose lines were quoted
,

as having been cited as aIilorisms (amthil).

In quoting such lines, Ibn

Qutayba reveals a distinctly moral and ed~cational concept of poetry.
Examples are the line of al-Nabigha.:
-

>

~jJ, tfl, ~.0 ~

-

.,

•

":'YY..!'J

the lines of al-Mutalammis, starting:

.) c..v ) --~ Ut> __CUJ I
.....
::-

0

-:-

.~ ...

•

L>y.tV .9

and those by al-Namr b. Tawlab:

-c.;;~ ~l5J' ~~ tSjJl cJ ' !J
_~\9 ~~_~ 2~cft.~
Further examples are the poem of

..- •

J

tb

..

~"

_..-

-'

~

__

~le\9 ~~ ~.~;

oJ~ tJ ;<>..J1>1 ~ ~~ 25

HaJlllllid

'Ajrad, about friendship,

starting:

and also the end of the mu Callag a of Tarafa and the poems of 'Adi b.
Zayd.26

In the poems of titbi' that he selected we also notice a moral
-

.

-

tendency and a liking for hikma, as in the poem of AbU Zubayd:
.7~

)~)

-

c.P.-',
'-- 1: J.M,;9

~

.

~

and the one by La bId:
:1 •

_..-'

-"

..

0..."".

(;,Wl.9 l~

_0"-.. ,- -

.7Jw.' ~~

He also quoted poems of a religious tendency, like that by al-Nabigha
;U-Ja'dI, starting:

Cji ~-;. ~:; ~~ ~ ~

The poems of

~

that he selected are akin to moral and religious poetry.

They contain reflections on life and death and fit in well with a moral
and educational concept of poetry.

This kind of poetry started early in

the Jahiliyya; according to AbU 'Amr' b. al-cAra', the first poet to write

poet~ in dispraise of this life (dhamm al-dUnY~) was Yazid b. HadhdMq.
-

A poem of his was quoted by Ibn Qutayba:

ct~ tft }lA' (~cft D-1

JPrl -

cfl..!'J~~.3, ~~ eft ~ ~

29

J1J
This poem and others similar to it are subjective poems, in some of
which the poets elegized. themselves.

That of YazId b.

Hadbdhiq is a

AbU Dhu'ayb al-Hudhalt, starting:

good example, as is also that of

" i? ;, ~l c/ ~~.v-cJ1
~I ~

~O'~J~~
JO
_.._.. J~Ls-t
-

~

In the poetry of AbU al-~Atahiya, Ibn Qutayl:a found a great many poems
of ~ which he described as ·"excellent, sensitive and fluent".

Examples

of such poems that he admired are that starting:

u:~ c.b~

c)\j;.
and:

Ibn Qutayba's interest in subjective poetry may be clearly seen in his
many"selections from poems on longevity and those in which the poet weeps
over the loss of his youth.

These poems are generally characterised Qy

simplicity, plainness and facility.

Examples of such poetry are to be

found in the poem of ~Amr b. Qamr'a on his old age, starting:
.-
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-

-

.-

b

0,:1

_

~
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0

0

in the poem of al-Mukhabbal, also on his old age:
"~.!J

.:AI

0~ _c..;\:~1 ~lo Vt>~;
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oJIj} ~0./~'
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0
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and in the lines of al-Musawir b. Hind, on the same subject:

~->:.~;;; :;JlIC?~ Jj{;

~~ .?~I t.?~~ ~~
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Further examples are the lines of al-Mustawghir b. RabI'a complaining of
old age:

and also the poem of Zuhayr b. Janab, on the same subject:

::#111.
o~C>...f~
~~
.. -

-- y~-:'~
~ ·...r.?~A'
0

Examples of poems in which poets weep over the loss of their youth are
that Qy al-Mura.qqish al-Akl:ar, starting:

\~'LVc.::..LJ'~u,
'6""'.
~ .
~

0'-

that Qy al-Akhtal, starting:
-'
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that by Tamim b. Abi Muq bil, starting:

;.YI (2~Gdl ~-:i ~-.-

and that by AbU Nuwas, starting:

u.:;;;:;

J~'.~ ~~,

In spite of the fact that Ibn Qutay1::a. did not give any reasons for
admiring those lines that he quoted and indicated no criteria by which
he judged them, it may be possible to guess at some of these.

We find

that among his quotations there is poetry of wa;f, madll;, hiji', rithi',
khamriyyat, and ghazal, and there is also a good deal of tashbih.

If

we examine some lines from each of the genres mentioned above, we may
be able to form some idea about what constituted excellent poetry, in
his view.

.

Concerning~,

he singled out poets who were excellent in

particular aspects of the genre.

.

For instance, Aws b. Hajar was said to

be the best at describing wild asses, weapons, especially bows, clouds
and rain.

AI-ShaEkh b. D:trar was associated with Aws in describing

wild asses indO-bows.

Lines were quoted from each poet without the points

of excellence in them being specified. 35 Aws was favoured for his line
describing a she-camel:
D
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other poets did not go beyond describing the she-camel as having a cat
or a jackal tied to its side; Aws initiat~d a new macna when he mentioned
a pig and a cock as well. J6

Ibn Qutayba also listed-those who were good

.

at describing horses, and he ~entioned AbU Zubayd al-Tili as the best
at describing lions. 37 A poem

.

by Humayd b. Thawr was

ing an excellent description of a

~olf.38

q~oted as contain-

Other lines, describing

various things, are praised and quoted by Ibn Qutayba, without his
referring to any specific quality in them.

Nevertheless, some grOLL'1c.s

were indicated for the praise bestowed on certain lines of tashbih,
especially those of Imru' al-Qays and Zuhayr.

cJ~\ ~,~ ~~\ ~-;c.>JJ

The line of Imru I al-Q3.ys:

~\:.!' 0';-~1
~ 11
- ~;;.
.

was admired because it was comprehensive tashbIh, in which the poet
likened two things to two other things.
." 0..-

0

-

~. ~~:;

Another line of his:

y 8~ -: C.; l !!'.

contained four similes. 39

Qudima b. Ja (far was among those who praised

this second line of tash bib ~ because it compressed four similes into a
few words.

40

Ibn Qutay1:a.

Ibn Rashiq praised the first line for the same reason as

41"

"

He also admired the second line because, in addition to

including four similes, the poet did not use the particle

~;

Imru t al-

QJ;.ys was credited, as we have seen before, with being the first poet to
compose tashbIh in this way.42

and"~ ~bn

Taratabi' in 'Iyir al-shiCr4 3

. .

~

.

The first line was also quoted

Ibn

al-Mu(tazz in Kitab al-1:adt,.44
-

-

-

~

-

A third line of tashbIh by' Imru' al-Q:l.ys was also quoted:

&-4' "~t;
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The same line was quoted ~ QUdima as an excellent line of ishil, one of
the npoetic beauties", as has been explained.

In this line, the tashblb

is complete before the rhyme-word is supplied, but when it is, it adds
to the

maCna. The line was also quoted

purpose.

by Ibn Rashiq for the same

46

Interest in such "poetic beauties" is found elsewhere in the quotations
of Ibn Qutay1::e..

Three lines were"quoted from Zuhayr, who contrived to

produce "three tashbihat for a woman in one line; in the second and third

.

lines he gave details (tafsil):

~- ~C~ ~;;y,
~~, ~;';~lo~, ~
!'s-4JI
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A fourth line of Zuhayr's was admired because in it the poet managed to
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condense various kinds of fighting:

~I !Y-'--'
L.P Lo
•

~ ~.-/~
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..J.

The same line of Zuhayr's was highly praised by Ibn RashIq, who quoted
it as the best line of tagsIm and the most diffi~u1t to achieve.
said that it had no equal.

He

49 Three lines of apology were quoted from

al-Nabigha and admired for the'excellent mugayasa he produced in them,
addXessing al-Nu (min b. al-Mundhir:
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In Ibn Qutay1:a 1 s quotations from rit~' poetxy, there were three lines
.

.

-

-

Two of the~ contained the figures of muga1:ala

by al-Nabigha al-Ja'dr.
,.

-

.

. or

~

and. istithna t, as Ibn Rashl.q pointed out:
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V.;~.01 ~~~.~-~ ~f ul> J~~~.lc ~:;;"~

Ibn al-Mu'tazz quoted the first line as an example of ta'kid al-madh bi•
~ yushbfu al-dhamm. 52 These ma.hisin were, of course, i~corpora ted into

.

the art of l:ad.I c, and th~y indicate a degree of interest in this art, on
the part of Ibn Qutay1:a, as do also his quotations from Muslim b. al-WaIId,
and other poets.

He praised Muslim for his fine ma~I and sensitive

discourse in both ~f which

AbU Nuwas and AbU Ta_m' had followed him.

The latter borrowed. from MuSlim some of his ~I t: lines such as:
....... "..,

()
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Ibn Qutay1::a quoted examples of 1:a.dIc from other poets as well as Muslim,
but mostly from him. 53

In some of his lines of

1:adI c, Muslim is fond of
~

-

repeating certain letters, like sin, as in the line:

-' .,
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There are other examples, in which ~' and gaf are repeated.

~lso

d;:;'

repetitions of certain verbs in the same line. 54

There are
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Among Ibn Qutay1:e. 's quotations from
,

"

ma..dih.

poetry there are lines that

. bi-'l-tafdfl.
. which was regarded by

madili

indicate an admiration for

some critics as the best kind of madIh,as we have pointed out.
o

,The

poem

.

of rithi' by Layli al-Akhyaliyya on Taw1:a b. al-Humayyir, some of the
lines of "which were quoted by AbU Hjjil
~

.

'l"

.

al-'As~ as an excellent

- '

'-

example of madih bi-'l-tafdJ.I, was quoted also by Ibn Qutay1:a..

Madill

The

bi-'l-tafdll is also to be found in these lines, quoted from the

poetry of al-Musayyab b. 'Alas:
J

'.

~

and in thesep two lines, by the same poet:
(I
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In his quotations from hiji' poetry, Ibn Qutay1:a seems to have favoured
"

,

amusing hiji' which could be regarded as~.

This possibly reflects

the influenc~ of al-Jihiz, who used to follow hi~ quotations of serious

..

hi,p' by those of ~, in order to afford. the reader some relaxation.
This was also done by al-Mu1:arra.d in his al-Kimil and also by Ibn al.
Mu ttazz in his ta1:agat,
as we shall see. In Ibn Qutay1:a ',s quotations
i
,-.
-from hija' poetry as well as in those of Ibn al-Mti ttazz on the same

-

,

subject, we find. that this genre was gradually losing its position as a
serious one.

Ibn Qutay1:a found ~ in poems of hiji' written by poets

against themselves ~ in which they ridiculed and presented themselves in
an amusing light.

He also found it to a great extent in poems of hip'
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associa t.ed wi t.h hospi talit.y, from which he quoted a great deal.

Examples

of the first. kind. of poetry, that in which t.he poet satirises himself,
are the following lines by Suhaym C:Abi Banf al-Hashis:
0:--,
• __ ,. .

M~ cuJ,-·~l.r= _~~

~. /b16 ~i cV~;·J}~
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..-

The mocking t.ype of hip' associat.ed with hospitalit.y was written eit.her
against. individuals or against. tribes.

In the lat.ter case, it may be

thought to represent. a development of the kind. of tribs.l hi&' quoted by
Ibn Sallam, which is concerned with mufakhara, t.he ment.ion of arem, and
other serious matters.

This serious element is not.iceably lacking in

the quotations of Ibn QUtaybs., and this may well indicate, as we have
suggested, that the importance of hiji' was declining.

An example of this mocking tribs.l hi~' is the following lines by Bilil

In another poem he wrote:
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Ziyid al-CAjam mockingly satirised the tribe of Ashiqir as follows:
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Humorous mockery is also to be found in two lines quoted from BiLal b.
_Y"_

Ja~
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UJ Y
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on Hammad al-Minqar1:
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HaIDJJid

(Ajrad wrote a number of similar hiji' poems, also associated with

.

-.~

. 61

hospitality.

-

One of the lines quoted from Bashsnar in a similar vein

.

contains the figUre of istitria.., according to-Ibn RashIq , who cited the

Among the quotations from hi,ji' poetry there are also poems containing

.

.

obscene ideas and words, such as that by nibil b. al-Hirith al-Burjum!,
already mentioned, against the

Banu Jarwal of the
-

.

.

tribe of QUI'hin.

In

it the poet accused their mother of having sexual relations with a dog.

Two lines from the hiji' poetry of Zuhayr were also quoted, in which he
accused the women of a certain

trir,e

of having sexual relations with a

camel. 6)

The significance of the quoting of such hija' poetry is that it may
indicate a change of opinion concerning the most wounding kind of hija,.
Earlier critics, such as AbU cAmr b. al-e:AlA', Khalaf al-Ahmar and

)20

al-Akh~l, admi:red decent hifo:' that contained no obscenity either in

words or content.

Ibn Qutayl:a., in spite of the fact that he criticised

Imru' al-QaYs and cAdi b. Zayd for proclaiming their adultery in their

poe~64

instead of-hiding it, was nonetheless prepared to cite obscene

poems of hiji'.

Later, we shall see more examples of this, in the

quotations of Ibn al-MuCtazz.

Although Ibn QUtayl:a. criticised poets who told lies in their poetry,
through exaggeration, such as Muhalhil, in his line:

.;;1.Jt. ()J' w. l ~

./' JDI

t:' {j! ;;;;:

and al-Namr b. Tawlab, in his line (about his sword):

he still admired a line of ghazal by MajnUn Layli, describing his thinness:

0
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_~.ti. ~' ~ c.;o.:u" ~{ ~.w

In fact, he preferred this line to two others by (Umar b. Abi Ra br 'a. ,
on the same subject:
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This acceptance of, and admiration for, exaggera.tion in ghazal poetry,
whereby a poet expresses his intense love, is related to the demand for
rigga in fihazal.

Ibn Qutayl:a. appears to have shared the common view

concerning the various ways, which we have frequently referred to before,
in which riqga might appropriately be expressed.

When speaking of Jamil

and other poets of fiha.zal, he mentioned the former as "one of those who
were content with little in love", and cited a line of his:

,t-~~ ~ ~o[
c?5 ~~
j;($~Jc;c?5:];f
~
~
~
.

~
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All of this may throw some light on the supposed criteria used
Qutayba. in making his selections.

qy Ibn

However, even in those cases Where he

did give an opinion about poetry that he considered good, it is not easy

to tell whether he was actually applying the standards that he indicated
to the poems that he quoted.

For instance, he wondered why al-Asma cI had

.

selected the poem of al-Muraqqish al-Akba.r that starts:
:;;..",.,/
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He described this poem as an example of poetry in an inappropriate metre
and rhyme; the words of which had not been carefully chosen and the
concepts of which were commonplace.
it

He said that the only good lines in

~re:

and:

He did not explain how these two lines were admirable, but judging from
his interest in tashbib and his moral and. educational tendency , it seems
likely that he admired the first line because it contained three kinds of
tashblh, without the Iarticle ka

68 , and the second as being a line of

hikma •

•

Ibn Qutayba often quoted lines for which his poets had been criticised
critics before him.

In some cases he accepted their criticism; for

instance t Ka 'b b. Zuhayr was criticised for his line:
---
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because he had described the neck of his she-camel as "big" (dakhm),
whereas it would have been correct to describe it as thin, using the word

.

digga, as Ibn Qutay1::a. maintained. quoting al-Asma (I. 69

Another example

. He was criticised for his wrong use of the verb dawwam, which was applied
to a bird. flying, not to a dog running.7

0

Such criticism was connected

wi th facts and reality, and it was to a great extent 1::a.sed on what earlier
poets had said on subjects similar to those written about Qy the poets
being criticised.

This use, even at second hand, of the ancient poets as

standards against which to judge later poets , appears to indicate an
unacknowledged bias, on Ibn QUtay'ta's part as well, in favour of the
ancients.

Although he took up a moderate position in the dispute concerning the
merits of the ancients and the muhdathUn, we have already seen, in his

.

insistence on the perpetuation of the sections of the gasIda , his
predilection, i f not for the ancient poets themselves, at any rate for
the traditional themes and methods of composition associated with the
Jahiliyya.

It is not, therefore, altogether surprising to find him using

the conservative judgements and criticisms of the
he quoted.

ruwat

and culam' whom

In addition to this, however, we find him actually

articulating something that we may suspect to have been behind much of
the apparently arbitrary judgements expressed by early critics, namely
the possibility of being provoked into making an instinctive judgement
Qy

the immediate impression produced Qy a poem on first hearing.

following remark is revealing in this respect:
darr) is the man who said:

The

ftHow excellent (Li-Llani \

The best poet is the one whose poetry you are

act~lly reciting - until'yo~ have finished it".

He also told the story

J2J

of how, when the poet

Ma..rwin

he was highly moved and said:

b. Abi Hafsa heard some poetry of Zuhayr,

"Zuhayr is the best poet of all".

Then

some poetry by al-A C:shi was recited to him, and he was again moved by
it and said:

"Nay, this one is the best poet of all".

Finally, he heard

some poetry· by - Imru' al-Qays, and he was greatly delighted and said:
"By Al1.ih t Imru' al-Qays is the best poet of all". 71

CHAPI'ER ELEVEN

The Modern School

3. AI-Mu1:arrad

..

The third figure, after al-Jihiz and. Ibn Qutay1:a, in the modern school
-

-"

.

""

T"

of critics, is Abu al-'Ab1:as Muhamma.d. b. Yazl.d al-Mu1:arrad.

He was one

of the great 'ulam' of the third century" of the Hijra and. was famous
-

.

as a grammarian, (he was known as al-NahwI), am ~ philologist.

His

interest in poetry is shown in his books like al-Kamil, al-F'idil and
al-Rawda, the last containing quotations only from the muhdathlin.
Ci ta tions of poetry as a witness for language is to be found here and
there in al-Kamil, together with examples of what he thought to be good
and admirable poetry.

AI-Mu1:arrad was an important figure among those

critics who followed a middle way in the dispute about the ancients and

.

Besides his quotations from these poets in al-Rawda,

the muhdathun.

there is a considerable number of quotations from them in al-Kamil.

Never-

-

.

theless, al-Rawda was severely criticised by Ibn cAbd Rabbihi in al-CIgd
al-farid.

He claimed that the poetry of the muhdathun "selected by

al-Mu1:arrad in this book was the coldest poetry ever written by them,
especially those poems selected from the poetry of AbU Nuwas.

As for

those selected from AbU al-CAtahiya, they could kili with their coldness.
He thought that Abu al-'AblRs was called al-Mubarrad (rather than
al-Mu1:arrid) because of this coldness that appeared in his selections.

l

Whether or not Ibn cAbd Rabbihi was right, AbU al-cAb"bis was also" known
'.

-

..

-,

-

-

-~

--

-

.

.

as al-Mubarrid; he was called so by al-Mazinl., as Yaqut mentl.oned m
Mu 'jam al-udam 1 . 2
"

Anyhow, whether he was al-MubaITad or al-Mu1:arrid,

-

the important thing is his interest in the mrn;dath poetry, which he used
to teach to his students, such as Ibn al-Mu (tazz, to whom he explained
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the meaning of the poem of AbU Nuwas starting:

\e~b3

lYP<.ft y~?

LPP; ~ ~1..J -::.:;J

3

Those critics who favoured al-BuhturI and rejected AbU Tammam supported
their views

"t~e

qy

quoting al-Muba~ who praised al-BuhturI and called him

poet of his time and the unique one of his

.4

ki~d n.

However , it is

.

.

not easy to tell which of the two he actually admired more.

Despite his

de claration in favour of al-BuhturI, on another occasion, according to
Ibn al-Mu 'tazz, when he asked him about the two poets. he replied:

~~ ~~~ ~ w4-y~1

"AbU TaEm has

to which al-BuhturI has nothing similar in his poetry.

He (AbU Tammam)

-j1~1

is

~

~

and al-BuhturI is
(more e~cellent in consistency); in this he is different from AbU Tammam,
who writes an unique line and a weak one:

.

This style of poetry was preferred ~ al-AsmatI (who took it as a sign of
naturalness).

I liken AbU Tammam to a pearl-diver who brings up (from

the bottom ~f the sea) pearis together with makhshalal:a (?).

-

-

Abu Tammam and

.

-

~

al-Buht~

.

By Allih,

-

have so many beauties whlCh cannot be found in

most of the poetry"written

~ the ancients".5 These last words display

.

a great enthusiasm for the muhdathUn.

.
He demanded that both ancient and

.

the muhdath poets should be judged according to their excellence, regardless of their period, or as he wrote:

"The ancient poet is not favoured

because of his antiquity and the muhdath one is not disapproved of (if

.

he is excellent) because of his modernity, but each of them should be
given what he really deserves".

6 Al though he was a grammarian, in his

.

selections from muhdath poetry, he -sometimes ignored his grammar and
showed admimtion for lines written by a poet who was not a
shall see in an example later.

~ujja,

as we

Despite what appear to be his moderate views on the question of ancients

.

and the muhdathiin, al-Mubarrad seems to have been a critic who was much
influenced. by his investigation of the elements of rhetoric and
'eloquence' in the poetry that he quoted from the two groups of poets.
This led him to consult the ancient Arab heritage and the Qur'an and the
IJadith in order to support his views concerning what he thought to be
good or 'eloquent' poetry in different

genres~

So, while he rejected

the antiquity of a poet as a reason for necessarily preferring him to a
mrn;dath, on the other hand, he judged the ancients themselves, together
with the mrn;dathiin, against the criteria which he had established by
consulting the ancient Arab heritage (poetry and prose), the Qur'an and

.

the Had!th. In other words, the muhda thUn were in fact judgedby' the
.
.
standards of the ancients, as we have found with a number of critics
before.

The rhetorical figure that al-Mul:a.rrad most admired was concise-

ness (iji~), to which he referred, from time to time, as one of the most
important qualities of excellent poetry and speech.

He supported his

views concerning the merits of conciseness by quoting the Prophet as
saying to one of his companions:

"0, Jarir, when you say (anything), say

it with conciseness, and when you attain your object, do not be
affected!"
0.

-

~C..

0

-

C>~

_

~W ~G~'.?l~/~19 ~"';1 J-.J:>~ 7

.

Al-Mul:arrad explained the hadith as meaning that the Prophet desired
sincerity of speech and. of intention and that he was anvocating the
avoidance of what was not needed in one's discourse.

8

He then gave

examples of what he considered to be eloquent speeches which were free

oa and

from affectation and complexity, with magnificent rna. e

firmness

(jazala.) of words. 9 He also quoted the Arabs' view about the best kind
of discourse, it is that which satisfies with its conciseness and does
not

"

req~

exaggerat"~on. 10
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~

Conciseness should be comprehensible, and

means of allusion or

gesture (Ima'), which would easily be understood ~ the intelligent,
one could achieve conciseness that did not need to be explained or

..

A good example of this was this line ~ al-Hutay'a (madIb):

elaborated.

•

0,).

_

. ". oJ t: JJ cJLo
~
,

--

and this one ~ CAntara (fakhr):

J

_
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..

_0-

_(7..,
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The two lines were "a plain, easily understood kind of poetry, with
beautiful descriptions and composition", and although they were
expressed in a few words, they contained complete concepts.

Similar to

The line describes the house of JarIr, comparing it with a spider's
web.

Instead of saying directly that it is very weak, al-Farazdaq made

an allusion (Ima') in the second half of the line to the Qur'anic verse:

0,- c:::--'.'~
~ (.". II ~,:: J '-.
~
•• '
~1

'1~.- 1 - 1I.Y

• U~. !Y-'
(f

•

Conciseness is achieved

1

_C-/

qy omitting words or

concepts into a few words.

~

-

0

c.:J)-"

t" ::-. -=, ,;
c...)

JIll

oJ

compressing a number of

As we have said, al-Mubarrad supported his

.

views by citing the Qur'an, the hadIth and ancient Arabic poetry and
prose.
omitted.

Here he quoted some Qur'anic verses in which words were
In the following verse:
II •

c: ~

~ ~

-.- -

. ()~. ~~'/3;\ ~jV'';1
the meaning, according to al-Mub3.rra.d, was:

.~
And in this:
If

~~

Y;;- ~

~y9' ~~~G'~

"

the preposition min was omitted, and one might expect:

-

. o...o~ c:.n. ~.Jl..o.-/ G

1!J

11
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~

The following two lines were admired

al-Mubarrad for similar

conciseness and omission; the first one was ~ ACshi TarUd:

_~

,;;

~~

,;

~~:- _~~~ La

i;l9 ~I

amartuka al-khayra stands for amartuka bi-al-khayri.
was

~

The second line

al-Farazda.q, who wrote:

0- L:;JI C l:--~I ~ 1'; ~
~. "

J

~;:-(

:;, .......

'l

1./...9?.!'

Min is suppressed before al-rl,pl.
according to al-Mubarrad. 12

Such elipses are a sign of 'eloquence I

Further examples were in a poem of tribal

mufakhara by a poet of Tay'.

AI-Mubarrad quoted the whole poem and

pointed out some lines which he particularly admired for their conciseness.

One was:

~-

__

0';;;-

0;;_

\;Ju.~.~? _~ 0';~ ~ »~

One would expect the poe t to mention the name of the other tribe, which
is Tas'am, but he did not.

.

There is also an elipse in the line:

W~9 \e-v\~1 ~\ ~ tr

In the second half, one would expect:

According to al-Mubarrad, the poet who is skilful in discourse is the one
who can compress many thoughts into a few words and still express himself clearly.

Ibn f.Uyayna wrote:

9, ~l-t\k '/~t>~ ~~ £.t~ljJ~ v~ S-,;(. iC t:
Of ~ rYe? J-:lJ ~ ~~~;~1L? ~~\..u.J :::;;, y~
~, ~~-

_:..(

r ~~I i·, 1 ...r.f"
.,?o

~, (~.Y'-" d~' U ~

_

-

U-t-

"O");J

-

AbU TaIll1llim borrowed the ma eni and was able to condense it into a single
line:
~o

c

~

~~JJel~~I~
Besides expressing the ma
original idea with:

'oa

-.-

na~~un

more concisely, AbU Tanunam had added to the
- y~~~. ~
la

Another excel1ent example
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The lines were admired by al-Mubarrad because, as he described them,
they belonged to the kind of beautiful poetry which could easily be
understood and approached.

He also praised them as '''a kind of discourse

-

which has no excess over its meaning", which implies conciseness of

-

expression, and skill on the part of the poet in employing suitable words
for his concepts.

The most admirable line was the last, because in it

the poet expressed several concepts in his words:
by which he meant:

inna. al-hurra hurru,

Ita noble man behaves according to the manners of

.

-

r

This expression of several ma ~n~ in a concise way was to
.
be found also in a line by AbU al-Najm al-£IjlI:

no ble men".

•

~ ~~.9 r.'~t
~.Jtr

The poet was boasting of his poetry and his line meant:
such as you have heard and known".

[;,

poetry is

Al-Mure.rrad claimed that the concise-

ness and 'eloquence' of the line would disappear if the poet had
explained his words:

for instance, if he had said:

~ou

heard of the great eloquence and excellence of my poetry".

.

have already
To support

.

his view concerning the conciseness of the line, al-Mubarrad quoted the
Qur'anic verse:
((

which referred to the punishment received by Pharaoh. who was drowned
in the sea.

Instead of specifying the extent'of that punishment, the

verse gave an exaggerated impression in describing the punishment
suffered by Pharaoh and his people who were drowned with him". 15

3.30

A poet, besides being concise, should avoid affectation (takalluf) ani
isti'ana (seeking help).

Al-Mubarrad explained isti'ana to mean a poet

or a speaker's adding to his discourse something which was not really
needed and was not useful to his audience.

This sort of addition was

made by the poet in order to achieve correctness of rhyme or metre, and
~

the speaker in order to have a chance to think for a moment and

remember or prepare what was to be said next.

The common people, in

their oonversa tion, used isti -ana in saying, fo~ instance:
hear?"; "did you understand me?" and similar things.

·'don • t you

The one who cannot

expre~s himself may use isti'a~ in twisting his finge~ or touching his

.

beard and other parts of his body.

16

AI-Mubarrad then quoted from two

poems, as examples of poetry that he admired because it was free from
affectation, unnecessary additions (tazayyud), and isti 'ana.
example was some lines by

AbU Hayya -al-NumayrI:

/.
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The second example was by an a Crab! of the
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The lines were also praised for their ·'beauty of words and strangeness
.

of concepts".

The poet was said to have succeeded in presenting his

.

ideas beautifully

,.~because

of his eloquence and his knowledge of the

-

pearls (essence?) of discourse".
-

-

>

This appeared clearly in the concise
•

-

...

expression embodied in the last word of the last line, where la-ga~n~
stood for la-ga.da calayya aI-man.

•

Al-Mubarrad quoted the Qur'an in

-

commenting on la-g~I:
r(

-

0

.'

-

I,

c.-J~

0

- --
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JJl

Conciseness should be accompanied

qy correctness of marna, otherwise

the poet would be regarded as unsuccessful.

Al-Shanunakh , although praised.

-

for his conciseness in this line:
-

~~J

rJ.:'

C-'

~G :;~

0_

0....,,,,

0__

uh--,
- -~3 ~
- ';1

.

was criticised for being unkind to his she-camel, when he declared that
if she carried him to his

mamdUh, he wished her then to

be slaughtered;

he had no further use for her, since he did not need to travel to anyone
other than cAri1:a. (the
p3. th

mamUh). Dhu

al-Rumma also followed the wrong

when he wrote the following line, addressing his she-camel:

,.,

__

0--0.--_0_
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o .......
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,s.-

J
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Rawaha., in these

The one who followed the right path was cAbi Alhh b.
two lines:

and al-A cshi, in :

oJ)).(iru '-8J J..;\ J} i.;J-G;
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Al-Farazdaq, who rightly followed al-A cshi, wrote:
.",.
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Concerning rna canI, al-Mu1:a.rrad rejected exaggeration (itra~), criticising
-

.

certain poets who depa.:ited too far from reality and sincerity in some of
their lines.

An a (ribI was criticised by him for exaggerating, in

describing his-thinness as follows:

,.,

~ .)y

.,:r......

-:'y L:' Lc

r: \2 '--:>J-L1..
~."

Another poet similarly exaggerated in describing the speed of his shecamel:

- .. ,
~
,._

':o:;o
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U
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According to al-Mu1::a.rrad, "the best kind of poetry is that in which the
poet produces apposite similes (tashb'fh mugan.b); better still is that
in which the poet tells the truth (~gIga), points out what is hidden

from others, and uses firm composition and comprehensible conciseness~'.
The following lines by Qays b. Ma. ~id.h were a good example of such poetry,
with plain and clear concepts:

The following line of Dhu al-Rumma was similar and was admired for the
same reason:
..:.-

0_0

0-

0\ 9--?10~1 ~u:1\ ~ I
A

IDa
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'ni should be clear, uncomplicated and free from constraint of

discourse.

The following line by al-Farazdaq:

~~~ oy\ 't,Jc? ~\ y1

~j,1

(jPCJI ()

~~-9

was said to have "the ugliest constraint, the lowest words and the most
odd and incompreh~nsible macini".

The poet complicated it by using
.

-

tagdIm and ta'khu-.

Al-Muba.rrad. wondered how this complicated line

could have been written by the same poet who wrote:
./

~

0.......

;; Q _~~ ~ C4>

-' c0 tt :>l~l c? ~ ~J~
__

and:

Such lines were described as poetry of "the clearest ma Cni, most fluent
words and closest ma'khadh (easilY comp~hended).20
-

J~t as the first
.

line, of al-Farazdaq' s was rejected because of its complicated composition

na, so

and odd ma e
-

the following lines of Ibn Mayyida. were admired because

of their correctness of ma ~ and firmness of words, and because this kind

JJJ

of poetry was frequently written and poets were very familiar with it:
0_ 0;: ..,
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Al-Mu1:arrad. also required g:t:ran between the lines, and he accepted
Nusayb's criticism of al-Kumayt b. Zayd, who wrote:
•

.-;;
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Nusayb
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said that al-Kumayt had gone too far when he said:
." ....... ~
"'-

. ~'.SJ '"'J:0 I

~~ :;.;~

~ ~ u::-

and wondered why he had not produced something similar to Dhu al-Rumma's
line:

,,,.,, .-

~

~~, c?~ ~Qjl vb~

Al-Mu1:arrad believed that the second half-line of

al~umaytts

was very

ugly, because the discourse in it was not harmonious or well-arranged,
and the words used did not match one another.

The most important thing

in any discourse was that it should be arranged in an orderly way and
composed of elements that possessed some congruity (mushakala).
Al-Mu1:arrad then quoted cUmar b. Laja', who had already been quoted by
~i

critics as claiming that he was a better poet than one of his

peers because he used to write a line and its brother, while the others
wrote a line and its cousin.

Al-Mubs.rrad, concerning the idea of giran,

seems to have been influenced by al-Jattiz, who said much the same thing
and quoted (Umar b. Laja', Ru're b. ~-":A.jjaj and al-A ~hi on the
subject.

..

Al~Murerrad supported his views on guan by quoting al-Jabiz's

citation of the following line:
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Concerned as he was with his investigation of 'eloquence' and rhetoric

in

poetry, al-Murerrad also sought out mahisin.

He cited the following

al-Mublrrad was attracted by the figures of kinaya and iShara in the
third line.

The first half of the line contains kinaya:

Literally, the poet described his drinking-companion as "having his
garment excessively long and dragging behind him".
implied that he was proud and walked haughtily.
that this line

~

This. metapl19rically,

Al-Mutarrad believed

al-Ahwas had a similar implication:

-- -- ~/
[,' i ~ 0
~.-J ~::v.v
t / ' ~1~

r-

as did this by Zuhayr:
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The isnara consisted in the poet's likening his drinking companion who
is fadfad al-gamis to a fanig , in the second half of the line:

•

:7.'

~

Fanig means a camel stallion.

r'J.ll __~

.-;";3
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The point of the comparison, al-Mublrrad

said, was the resemblance of th~ haughtiness (khuyala') of the deportment
of the poet's companion, when drunk and happy, to that-of a fanIg, which,
when feeling happy and energetic, moves its tail to right and left, and
up and down, and proceeds in a particularly haughty manner. 24

AI-Mul:a.rrad also appreciated the kiniya in the following lines, which he
admired and cited.

The poet said of his son:

JJ5
~

-
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~~O~~J~
AI-Mubarrad explained that the first half of the first line was a
kinaya for cleverness and liveliness. 25

He mentioned that there were three kinds of statement.

The first was

the direct statement; the second was the statement ~ me~ns of kinaya,
in which words are not used in their obvious sense, but in an oblique
sense; and lastly, the third, which was the most 'eloquent', was the
statement ~ means of mathal.
kinds.

Kinaya itself was also divided into three

The first was called ta Cmiya or taghtiya (obscuring or covering),

r

as in the following line b.1 al-Nabigha al-Ja'dI:

~<d~~'';;'1

11;;; ~I~~

According to al-Akhfash, al-Ja'df was the first poet to use kinaya for
the name of his beloved in pOetry.
~ Dhu al-Rwnma:
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Another example of this was the line

o.J

AI-Mubar:ra..d admired kinaya and appreciated it in ghazal poetry.

He

.

quoted the following lines ~ Muhaw.ma.d b. Namrr al-Thaqaff, who wrote
ghazal on Zaynab, sister of al-~jjij b. Yusuf:
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AI-Mubarrad then singled. out, in particular, this line from the same
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The second kind of kiniya was the best, according to al-Mubarrad.
kind was used to replace "low and obscene words".

This

An example of it was

the following Qur'anic verse:
•

(C

Tne word rafath was used here as a kiniya for sexual intercourse (jima C).
Another example of kinaya in the Qur'an was in the following verse:
• ((

~ o~~ ~~ ~~~ ~~-'.

The word julUd (skins) was used here as a kinaya for sexual organs.

An

example of this second kind of kinaya in the ordinary speech of the Arabs
was ,that when they spoke about "relieving nature" they would say:
came from the ghi'i-:" f which literally meant "vailey".

"he

'Amr b. Ma ~I

Karrb al-ZubaydI used the word literally to m~an "valley":

,_ ~~rOJ -6, .JJJ ~.
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The third kind. of kinaya is called tafkhim and ta czrm, and it is from
this sense that the word kunya comes.

The kunya is used in place of the

real name of a man in order to honour him. 27

Al-Mubarrad cited further poetry that he admired for its kiniya, such as
the following lines by an aCrihl (many of al-Mu1arrad's quotations are
attributed to aCrab):
e.
..' /
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The kinaya comes in the first two words of the first line wa-huagati
miskin , a smll pot in which musk is preserved.
kinaya for a woman.

It is used here as a

The poet likened his womn to an ivory pot full of

musk to mean that she had a pleasant smell.

The line also contained

tashbTh, in that the poet likened his woman ~ a dress, saying labist~
shareoi, meaning that he had enjoyed his youth with her.

The Arabs used

often to liken a woman to a dress (li1:::8:s) as al-Nabigha al-Ja ca.r did in

JJ7

the following line:

The lines of the a (ribi quoted above contained another tash bih, in the
second line, where the poet likened his woman to Ita Japyrus cane":
ka-annaha a l::a.

'atu

bardI.

The similarity between the two is in the ir

. 28

puri ty and beauty of colour.

Al-Mubarrad pointed out that tashbih was very much used by the Arabs in
their discourse, and he divided it into four categories, some of them
which he did not admire.

They are:

.

tash bih mufri t ( exaggerated) ;

tashbih musib (correct); tashb1h mugarib (apposite); and tashb1h l::a. cid
(improl::a.ble).

The last is the kind of simile needing to be explained,

which could not stand by itself.
harshest type of tashblh.

According to al-Mul:arrad it was the

.

In the exaggerated simile (tashb1h mufrit)

they would liken a generous man to the sea and a brave man to a lion.

If

they described a man's nobility, they would say that he rose high till he
reached the stars and went beyond. that.

.. .

An example of exaggerated simile

was the lines by Bakr b. al-Nattah in which he praised
Qisim b.

AbU Dulaf al-

'fsi:
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Al-Mubarrad only liked. the exaggerated simile "if it is used by a great
poet, in excellent discourse, with excellent words, beautiful description,
regularity and order of form; if it is used like that it will be admired,
even though it is an improbable simile.

The best of such similes is in

..

the following lines written by al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani elegizing Hisn b.

The first line meant that the people found it very hard to say that

..

Hisn

r~

died.

..

The poet wondered why, if Hisn had really died, the
.

.

mountains were still in their places, why the graves had not cast forth
the dead, why the stars had not disappeared, and why the earth had not
been thrown into turmoU by grief.

Another example of an exaggerated

. .

simile admired· for its "excellent form" was this line by al-Tamhin al./
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One of the most exaggerated similes (tashbI:h mufrit mutajiwiz) was this
one of al-Khansa':

- ~l:- ~~~

Al-Mubarrad rejected the improl::able or remote simile (tashbIh l::a (Id)
because, as he mentioned, it could not stard by itself and needed to be
explained in order for one to discover what the poet meant by it.

He

quoted the following line by an unnamed poet as an example of it:
(
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The poet meant to say that he was heal thy, but his audience could not
guess that unless it was explained to them.

The simile was remote and

could not stand by itself.

Al-Mu'barrad quoted the following Qurin'ic verse as containing a correct

and

direct simile:
.-

• (C
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Another example of a correct simile is in the lines of al-Nabigha alDhubyanI: in which he described himself as Ita frightened and worried man".

-

...

The lines were admired because they constituted a tashbih gasid sahth

J.)
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The best example of a correct simile (tashblh musrb) ever written was
by Imru' al-Qays r who contrived to liken one thing in two different

conditions to two other different things in one line: /"

cJ~l ~,:-JI~ ~~,

lfofl c5~
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Dhu al-Rumrna had a considerable number of his similes quoted by alMu1:a.rrad.

Y+

His line:

--..-

.;I

0,

cJu->LJ\
- ~o.ul
was described as a sweet, apposite and plain simile (tashblh mugarib).
What most attracted him in this line is that instead of likening the hips
of the virgins to the sand, the poet did the opposite. 35

Al-Mul::a.rrad also admired the tashbIh

$mi C

(comprehensive or collective

simile), in which a poet "gathers two things together".

An excellent

example of this was these· two lines by Ba.shshir:

Similar to those lines "'in gathering two things together" was this line
by Muslim b. al-WalId:

We notice that the line of Muslim's contains

madih

by contrasted

qualities in a sort of dualism, whereby we find the ma.md.Uh described as
both a moon and a lion.

A full range of examples of this dualism will

be given in the next chapter.

A tashb1h might also be admired for being concisely expressed.

AceoJ:ding

to al-Mul:arrad the Arabs would condense a tashbih, and would sometimes

One excellent and adw~rable line of concise tashbih

do so to excess.
is the second of

D~

~~ese
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two lines
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one of the rajaz poets:
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The poet is describing, mockingly, some milk which was given to him
his host Hassan.
wolf)7

~

It was butter-milk, and it was dust-coloured like a

The conde~sed nature of the following line of tashblh by Imru'

al-Qays is likely to have been the main reason why al-Mu1::arrad admired
and praised it:
., .,:?
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He said that it "excelled all other lines on the same subject.

La ';l

Many

poets (who have tried) have failed to write a similar one, or even to
approach it, either in ma.cni or in simplicity of words. 38

A poet could excel another if he borrowed a simile from him and presented
it elaborated and -better arranged.

For instance, AbU al-CAtahiya wrote

the following "excellent lines containing a simile" in praise of
aI-Rashid:

'Ali b. Ja1::ala borrowed the maCna and used it to praise Humayd b. 'AM
•
aI-HamId "al-Tiis!, presenting it with "elaborated and well arra.nged~· in

..

his lines:
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Although al-Mu1:arrad rejected exaggerated similes, as we have seen, he
admired two iines of tashbih that contained Igb.al, which is a kind of
exaggeration.

The first is by Imru' al-Q,a.ys:

AI-Mu1::arrad described this line as Cajfb.

The second line is by

Zuhayr:

Both

Qudima b. Ja 'far and Ibn Rashfq quoted these two lines as excellent

examples of Ighil:

41

Al though al-Mui:a.rrad was a grammarian, he was sometimes willing to overlook grammatical mistakes for the sake of a beautiful simile.

The

following simile by al- cUmanr is a good example:
,

,..,

,.

~~ -f.J.;~1 '~ ~ (..;'
The line describes a horse.

t;p
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The poet recited it in the presence of al-

RashId and it was said that those who were there felt that he had made a
mistake somewhere in the line, but they could not spot it.

Al-Rashrd

saw what was wrong and asked the poe t to change the first half of the line
as follows:

...-

........ ..".

C'.:!J

-'-'

L?~' ,;;~ _~.:)I 0~"
AI-Mu'tarrad·s comment was that, although the poet had made a grammatical
mistake,

hi~

tashbIh was excellent. 42

According to al-Mutarrad, tashbili bad a definite limit beyond which it
should not go; for instance when a man was likened to the sun, the
similarity between the two should be understood to lie in light and
beauty, not in heat. 43 The best ldnd. of tashbih in poetry is that Which
had its origin in the speech of the Arabs.

In their prose they would

liken the eyes of a woman to the eyes of a gazelle or of a wild cow; they
likened her, nose to the edge of a sword, her mouth to a ring, her hair to
a branch, her neck to a silver jug,and her leg to a p9.lm frond.

44

They

would also liken a woma.n to the sun, the moon, a pearl, a white cloud, or
an ostrich egg.

By each simile they meant a certain thing.

These

342
similes were transferred to poetry, as in the following lines, in which
poets likened the eyes of their beloved ones to the eyes of gazelles and
wild cows.

MajnUn Bani '"Amir spoke to a gazelle a bout his beloved as

follows:

Dhu al-Rumma spoke to another gazelle about his beloved in similar terms:
-
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In another poem of his, Dhu al-Rumma wrote:
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The most admirable line, to al-Mu1:E.rrad, was the last, in which the poet
likened his beloved to the sun which was sometimes hidden Qy the clouds,

.

but then broke through.

%

.

He also admired 'Umar b. Abi Rabica for his

simile in the following two lines:
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He said that the similes quoted from Dhu al-Rumma, and the one in this
line:
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together with that of 'Umar b. Abi RabI<a were all "odd but

.

.

comprehensible,,~7

.

In four lines, 'Abd aI-Rahman al-'Atarl (a muhdath) likened his beloved

to many different things and claimed that she had surpassed them all
because she combined the beauty of each one of them.

l~1 ;'.J-!~ ~, ~
:..-

He wrote:
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The point of comparing a woman with an ostrich egg was to emphasise
.
h er pure, clear complexlon.
•
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al-Numayn wrote:
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Comparison with a cloud implied a leisurely, gentle walk, as in
al-A'shi:
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A common kind of tashbih used qy the Arabs concerned the gait of the
she-camel, its speed and the movement of its feet.
woman by many poets.

It was likened to a

One of the rajaz poets wrote:

50
Al-5hanrmakh had these lines:

of her husband from another wife.

Its movements were considered similar

to the violent gestures that she made in her angry rebuttal.

A she-camel might also be likened to a woman who was mourning the death

of someone dear to her, usually her son.

A poet (unnamed) described his

she-camel as:

The point again was the violent gestures associated with unrestrained
grief.

Another poet wrote:
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AI-Mubarrad regarded these two lines as the best describing a she-camel. 51
Another way of describing the movement and speed of a she-camel was to
be found in two lines of Imru' al-Qays:
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He likened the way the she-camel threw up small stones with her feet to
the way a

left-~~nded

man trJew stones.

He also likened the sound of the

stones when thrown up to that of very str~ng winds (zayf, zuyUr) blowing
in the valley of (;Abqar.

Another poet described the action of his she-camel's legs as follows:

';..95; ;~!;~ r;;:-c/, dLo '-"!. ~~~t V
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He compared it with the rapid arm movements of a herdsman drawing water
for his camels from a well at a place called ZarUd.

He was hurrying for

fear of punishment if late, and he knew that he would not be able to
return for water for a long time. 52 Poets had written a great deal of
poetry describing the speed of animals and some had exaggerated, as Dhu
al-Rumma did when he wrote about a wild bull:
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AI-Hutay'a exaggerated in describing the speed of his she-camel when he
wrote:

A line which we have already mentioned as rejected

qy

al-Mubarrad on

the grounds of exaggeration was also cited in this list:
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Al-ShaInJDikh had a similar line:

The most excellent and amusing line on the subject of speed, according
to al-Mubarrad, was that of Imru' al-Q.ays describing his horse as a

fetter for wild animals (it could easily catch them):
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Besides conciseness, kiniya, Ighil, ishira, and tashbIh, there were

~ther mahisin for which al-Mubarrad implied his admiration in his
citations.

Among these was the figure of iltifat.

--
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In this line:

-
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al-A cshi changes from talking about his mamdUh., Hawdh b. CAlI, to direct
address in the second half of the line.
used

qy

the Arabs.

This was a figure very commonly

It also occured in the Qur'an, as in the following

verse:
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The same Qur'anic verse was quoted later

qy

__
ifv "

Ibn al-MuCtazz in Kitab al-

bad1 c, in· the same context, as we shall see.

qy

As an example of iltifat from Jahi11 poetry, a line
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and for Islamic poetry, a line by Jarir:
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Another figure was that of istitrad, as exemplified in the lines of
Bashshir:
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Another was that of rna. thaI, -which is the most eloquent kind of discourse

in al-Mul:a.rrad' s view.

p

by Zuhayr:

He quoted many examples of it, such as this line
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and this one by Imru' al-Qays:
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The two following lines by Humayd b. Thawr:
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he said were "of the greatest wisdom and value as preaching, and they
are to be recommended for citation by noble men and for quotation in
books".

The theme of the two lines is similar to a hadfth of the Prophet

(kafa bi~l-saJ.imati

di ' an).57

This admiration for mathal in poetry implies a moral tendency in
al-Mubarrad's criticism, which is also suggested by his quotations from

.

.

poems of hikma. written by muhdath poets.

These poems he described as

"wise and admirable and to be cited (as aphorisms) because they are most
The sentiments in them may be borrowed for use

suitable for this time.

in all different kinds of' discourse , oratory and books". 58

He stated

that wise and noble poetry was the best thing by which a man could
educate and instruct his young son. 59

.

Most of his quotations were from

.

the poetry of M:I.hmiii b. Hasan al-'Warraq ~ most of whose poetry consisted of
wisdom (hikma) ~ advice
•

(~sayi)
a~d preaching (mawa Ciz).60
i ·
•
-

He also

.

quoted several of AbU al-(;Atabiya's poems on the same topics, besides his

Y+7
He pointed out that he had made use of some of the wise

poems on zuhd.

sayings of the Greek philosophers and other ancient wise men. 61
AI-Mubarrad. as we have said. used the ancient Arabs' traditions of
discourse as a source for the criteria

qy

which to judge all poetry,

whether Jihil1, Islamic or muhdath, and he admired some muhdath poetry
.

.

because it contained ancient Arabic amthal, such as th~ following lines
by AbU CAli al-Baslr:
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He said that he quoted these lines, in spite of the fact that the poet
was not a

~ujja,

because they were excellent.

The last line contained

~~J}--, ~lo

two ancient Arabic mathals:

and:
There was a third mathal associated with the two quoted, namely:
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The three of them were quoted in order to imply that something or someone
was good, but that this or that was better.
that contained ancient mathal was those by
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Another example of lines

cum.ii-a
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The last line was praised by al-Mu"tarrad because it contained. a mthal
):' ..- c.'> -;

in its second half:
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He traced the origin of the ma.thal and attributed it with two others to
Khidish b. Habis al-TaymI.

The three of them run as follows:

The other main genres in which al-Mubarrad was interested were
hip', and rithi'.

madill,

On each of these he consulted the Arab heritage, and

his ~uotations w~re selected on the basis of what he found there.

For

348

instance, in madih, the Arabs used to praise men for their height, and
poets would allude to this by speaking about the length of their sword

Chama' il) •

bel ts

•

. .

He cited the following line from Marwin b. Abi Hafsa

He cited another line from AbU Nuwas, 'Who described the height of his

.

mam:iUh, al-Amin, as follows-:
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Two lines of Jarir were quoted, in which, addressing al-Farazdaq, he
referred to the height of the Ba.nu Hashim:
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The importance of being a tall man was again emphasised in these two
lines, in which a poet spoke of war:
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The Arabs also used to praise a man for being khamIs al-ba tn (slim of

~tomach); a warrior (faris) was praised as muhafhaf al-khi~rayn (slim of
waist) with burning eyes and slender arms (J;amsh al-dhiricayn), as in

.

this line quoted by al-Asma'I:
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He was also praised for having little flesh on his l:ackside (Cajuz) and
thighs because of his continuous riding in war.

On the other hand, a

noble leader (al-ra,rs al-sayyid) was described as being fleshy, with a
-

big stomach, a big head, and slightly deaf.

He was further described as

having a loud voice, and large strides and being respected in men's eyes.
If he was seen, he satisfied the sight, and if he spoke, he satisfied
the hearing.

Di 'bil b. 'AlI was quoted as describing such a sayyid as

follows:
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Al-Muba.rra.d, appreciating conciseness, as we have mentioned, praised
JarIr for achieving the same

ma'ni

in one line:

In his view, . the best kind of madIll was that in which praiseworthy
attributes were summed up without prolixity.

..

A good example was a poem

by al-Hutay'a, who compressed many aspects of

and then summarised them in his last line.

madfu

into a few lines

In the first few lines he

wrote:

Similar to this are these lines of al-Shammikh:
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Al-Muba.rrad seems to have liked the madih poetry of al-Hutay'a, from
Which he quoted several exaJlples, with admiration.

The reason for this,

aJ?lB.rently t was that his poetry satisfied al-Mu1:a.rrad·s desire for
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conciseness, and other aspects of rhetoric.
madih by al-Hutay'a exemplify this.
•

•

•

The following lines of

They are in praise of Baghid:
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P.
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The comment of al-Mubarrad shows that his reason for selecting them was
their conciseness.

The poet meant that "the mamdUh's noble qualities

and generosity have become famous and are now so great that if someone
dispraises him, he will be regarded as a liar; the

mamdUh, therefore

.

does not need to be excessively praised, because it is certain that the
one who satirises him will not be believed

If.

Al-Mu1:arrad. then added:

"If you consider this discourse, you will find'it most distinguished in
its topic n • 67

Concise

madih was to

•

be found also in the following line

by an a C:ribI in praise of Sawwar b. C.A bi Alhh the Qi4i:
•

8L.c ub'~ ~k ,~!

;e;f;

oJ

Wrk-?JJJ ~ &;i;

The poet was said to have toga the red together the aspects of

madih with

firmness of resolution and'the accomplishment of decision (rakinat alhazm wa-imd..i' al-'a.zm)tI.

-- .

A similar line was this one by al-Nabigha

-- --I

.'

0>

~.-J

Al-Mubarrad seems to have admired these lines because, besides being
concise, they were associated with a wise saying used by the Arabs:

... --

According to al-Mub3.rrad, the concept of

68

. was associated with that

madill

of hija', in that the ma. canI of hip' contained their opposites, which
were the macanI of

madih.

This idea of "'opposites" seems to have guided

him in his quotations from the two genres.

.

It was also connected with

.

hijit mugdhi c. or hi&' bi-'l-tafdIl and hi,p' bi-'l-ta crid (indication)
or indirect hija·.
clearer.

-

If we look at some of his quotations this may become

He said that the following lines by an a C:ribI were tithe most
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harmful kind. of hip'''.
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Taking the ancient Arab heritage as his standard for judging poetry,
al-Mubarrad found in these lines the idea expressed in the Arab saying:
-;

.

~

J

_

~~?-I d ~

This literally meant that they used their cooking butter for themselves
only, i. e. that they were misers.

The lines of the a CribI' meant that

the people about whom he was talking had no stranger among them, and thus
that they were not visited by guests, since they were misers.
in mind, al-Mul:arrad considered that the best kind of

With this

madill was that

which contained the idea opposite to that found in this hiji' and
accorded with the aphorism of the "wise men" (hukama t

):

•

.J/

~iJ0 )1~Y~
He consequently regarded the following line of Zuhayr in praise of Harim
b. Sioan as one of the best lines of madih because it agreed with this
sentiment:

A similar idea was to be found in the following rajaz line by Abu
Nukhayla al-Rijiz:

A third line with the same idea was also quoted by al-Mub:l.rrad in order
to support his view about excellent

.

madill.

The line (unattributed) is:
.

~ l:
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These lines of hija' and madih achieved their objects in an indirect way.
in admiring indirect

madil; and

hiji'

t

al-Mul:arrad was prol:ably guided by

....

-

his interest in rhetoric and 'eloquence'. as when he spoke about ~ ••
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From these traditional sayings and lines of hija' and madih arose the

.

idea of "opposites" in each of the genres.

Al-Mubarrad I s taste for this

kind of madll; and hip' is to be found in other quotations.

The following

line of :praise by AbU Qays b. al-A slat was said to be "poetry worthy to
be selected":
_

_

~-'

b_

1~~~~1~~Jr~lID3
This line, as explained by al-Mubarrad.,indicated the importance of the
people being praised by stating that when they visited kings they would
be admitted at once and not be kept at the door.

Its opposite was to be

found in a line by Jarir satirising some of the Tamlm:

_~~YI u-l>-~J~ ~
•

0

---

A poem by al-Hutay'a provided a good example of poetry in which
al-Muba.rrad found the combination of

madIl;

"opposites" which he thought effective.
mugdhi C or hiji' bi-·l-taf~Il.

and hiji' and the idea of

It might also be regarded as

Some of the lines quoted are:
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The poet then turned to indirect hiji' of al-Zibriqan b. Badr and his

Another good example of poetry that contained a combination of

madfu and

hiji' were the two lines of Ibn Abl (Uyayna, satirising Khilid b. YazId
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al-MuhallabI and praising his father.

Al-Mubarrad regarded these lines

as the best of their kind, that is, in stating the difference between
those who were closely related to each
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0
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A third example was by al-A (shi on al-Harith b.

Wa (la who was satirised,

and Hawdh b. 'Ali who was praised:
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The idea of the "opposites" might also be found in the kind of hiji' in
which a poet stated that he would not answer this or that poet who had
satirised him, because he was not even worthy to be answered.

Those who

were worthy to be answered in hi,F' were those who were the poet's
This kind of hiji', although not like hija' bi-'l-taf~rl, never-

equals.

theless contains a similar idea.

An extension of this was that some poets

who refused to answer the one who had. satirised them, on the grounds that
he was not worthy to be answered, used to sa tirise instead a noble man or
a chief of the tribe of the poet who had satirised them.

This means that

they put themselves on a level with the noble men and chiefs of the other's
tribe.

The JahilIs used to do something similar in connection with
.

.

revenge, in that, instead of killing a killer of low rank, they would kill
a noble man from his tribe.

It is in the light of all this that we should

view al-Mutarrad's selection of lines of this kind of hip't such as the

following, by a rajaz

poet~
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These lines exemplified hiji' mugdhi C or hiji' bi-'l-taf~Il, especially
the second line.

Another example of this kind of hija' was quoted from

Di (bil b. C:AlI:
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In a third example, a poet stated that his opponent in hiji' is nothing
and therefore was not worthy to be answered.

The poet claimed that those

who were equal to him were few and that that was why he was unwilling to
answer others in hija,.

The lines were (unattributed):
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The last two lines illustrated hija' in which tafdil was used, especially
the last.

Some poems on various subjects were quoted, as a kind of amusement (hazl),
to relax the reader after so many chapters of serious matter (jidd),

al-Muoo.rrad claimed. 75 Among these amusing poems are these lines of
hija' by AbU al-Shamaqma.q:
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and some lines of the rajiz of AbU al-Najm al-(IjlI, in which he advised
his daughter, Barra, after she had been married, how to treat her motherin-law:
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He further advised her:
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qy al-Mubarrad,

His description of his own younger daughter was quoted
also, apparently for the sake of amusement:
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The last citations to be discussed here are those of ri thi', on which
al-Mu1:ar:rad said a great deal.

From his criticism of some poems of

rithi' and his praise of others, it may be possible to form some idea of
his tastes in this sphere.

.

The first poem quoted was one by AbU Sa £id b. Ishiq b. Khalaf, a bout his

-

clear concern (jaza~) and extended sadness but one of those which

-

.

.

contain deep concern expressed with moderation (husn al-igtisad),
inclination to complaint (al-mayl li-al-tashakki) and reliance on
consolation (al-rukUn iIi al-ta'azzi).

It is in the style of one who

exhorts himself and who has a hard and stern nature".

Al-Mutarrad then

recited two lines from a marthiya by someone on his brother:
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These lines were said to be excellent, because the poet expressed a
heavy loss.

He had the right to intensifY his loss as much as he liked. 78

It would seem that the main idea that al-Mubarrad required in rithi'
poetry was that of consolation.

He said that one should keep in mind

that this world was full of misfortunes, and that everyone would weep
over someone who had passed away, or he himself would be wept over when
M3.n had

he died.

to

be patient and endure the misfortunes of time t and

he should realise that this world was a temporary place for him.

With

regard to misfortunes and loss t people differed, some being better than
others in showing understand.ing, taking consolation and accepting what
happened to them, in order to gain their reward in the hereafter and to
be of blessed memory (jamIl al-<lhikr) in this world.

An example of

ri thi' poetry that conformed with this was the two lines of AbU
Khirash al-Hudhali, one of the wise men of the Arabs, on his brother
(Urwa b. Murra:
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Another good example was the two lines of I:Amr b. Ma cui Yakrib:
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Al-Mubarrad concentrated on the idea of consolation.

As was his habit

when dealing with other genres, he supported his views on consolation
in rit~' by quoting from early Arab prose and poetry.
-

·'It is said",
--

he pointed out, ·,that the one who hopes to live for ever and does not
adjust himself

t~

misfortunes is

~ajiz al_ra'y~.80

It was reported that

a man once consoled another for the death of his son and asked him:
"Used he sometimes to be absent and far away?"
"He used to be absent more than he was with us".
him:

The father replied:
The man then, said to

"Regard him as absent, and although he will not come 1:a.ck to you p

you will go (some day) to him".

This idea was expressed by Ibrahim b.
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al-Mahdl, who,in one of his rithi' poems about his son, wrote these two
lines:

According to al-Mubarrad, hopelessness was the best consolation; as a
poet once wrote:

~1 J ~ ~ ~\J\ U ~-' U1I~
P'~IO~~I?U;

-

He quoted some lines from a third poet, consoling [Umar b. [Abd

al-~Azlz

According to al-Mub3..rrad, poems of ri thi' are extremely numerous (and
perhaps poetry was written on no subject more than on titbi' because men
were always associated with misfortunes) •

"What we select are the choice.
'..

rare, proverbial and famous poems", he said.

Such was a poem by

-

'I"

Ibrah~m

b. al-MahdI, elegizing his son, starting:

~l)3 ~~I~ ~~
Two lines had already been quoted from this poem, as an example of poetry
that contained wise consolation.

84 Such also was a poem

by

~Abd

AlLih b.

The last line is about the Prophet.

The poet consoled his brother b.Y telling him that there was no reason to
weep over somebody after realising that the Prophet himself had died and
that no loss could be greater than his death-.

.

Two lines which were recited b.Y 'AlI b. AbI Talib at the grave of his
wife Fatima were also quoted b.Y al-Mubarrad for their wise consolation:
•

Some poems were criticised by al-Mu1:arrad, such as this one by an a crabI:

He described it as the harshest poetry, because the poet ",-l.shed that the

.

dead man whom he elegized had not died a natural death (hatfa anfihi) but
had been killed.

He also criticised him for praising the dead man as one

who incited others- to do good. and evil. 87

Similar to it was a line by

LabId, elegizing his brother Arbad, who was struck by lightning:
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According to al-Mul:arrad, misfortunes were of two kinds.
could be reduced-or controlled by human action.

88

Some of them

The other kind could not

be avoided a.t all, a.nd in that case one should be wise and console oneself.

.

-

He quoted CAli b. al-Husayn b. CAli b. Abi !alib, who remained
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calm when his son died.
that:

When he was asked why this was, he replied

"Tnis is something which we were expectL"lg and when it happened

we were not surprised".

He also quoted the Arab saying:
,..-;
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A wise man was reported to have said that one might be worried and
agi ta ted while expecting something bad to happen. but when it actually
happened, he could do nothing but accept it.
one that expressed such a concept.

.

F.3.dila

b. Hajar, elegizing

A good poem of rithi' was

An excellent example is one

b. Kalada.
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Other examples were given from Lay1a a1-Akhya1iyya, elegizing Tawba., such
as her poem starting:
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In this poem, the idea of accepting what has happened is expressed in
these lines:
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/'

AI-Muba.rrad praised a1-Kbansa' and Layh for their marathi, in which they
had excelled some of th~ fuhUJ...

elegizing her brother Sakhr.
~
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Two poems were quoted. from a1-Khansa' ,

One of them starts:
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It contains this line:

The line was admired because of its kiniya in tawi1 a1-ni,pd, a conceit

.

we have encountered before.
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The marathi of Ibn Mur.i.dhir are described by al-Mubarrad as "sweet" and
of "beautiful commemoration" (ta'bin), because Ibn MUI'lidhir was a calim,
a leading and skilful poet (muflig), and also a -very eloquent orator
(kha~rb mi79a~).

In his poetry there was the firmness of the discourse

of the (early) Arabs, because of his culture and his extensive recitation

.

of poetry; and there was the sweetness of the discourse of the muhdathun,
owing to the influence of his period..

From time to time his poetry would

contain a famous mathaI, a fine concept, splendid and noble words, and
harmonious discourse.

His long poem elegizing cAbi al-l'ajid b. cAbi al-

Wahhib al-Thaqafi was a choice one (mukhtara).
;
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Al-Mu'barrad quoted the poem, singling out the lines he most admired,

In these lines the poet spoke of the great kings who had passed away and
could not escape the inevitable fate of death.

He claimed that, i f there

was anyone who was allowed to live for ever, it should be CAM aI-Majid:

This line was intended as consolation.

He then expressed his great sad-

ness for his heavy loss which he intensified:

These two lines were also admired for their conciseness in madIh of a

.
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dead man.

Some marathi were greatly admired by the Arabs, and considered superior

to all other poems of rltbi'.

-

One such poem was that by A csha :aanila on

al-Muntashir b. Wahb al-BihilI, starting:

A half-line was singled out Qy al-Mubarrad from this poem as a noble

.

piece of madlh, namely the second half of this line:
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It expressed. the same idea as the wise saying:
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A second selected marthiya was that by Mutammim b. Nuwayra on his
brother Milik, in which the poet consoled. himself:
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other lines of consolation and the expression of patience and acceptance
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The poems of ri t~, cited. Qy al-Muba.rra.d were almost all in accordance
with his concept of inevitable misfortunes and his belief that, in a
poem of rithi', the poet, after setting out his great loss and expressing his great sadness in an intensified. way, should after all seek wise
consolation and demonstrate patience, endurance and acceptance of what
had happened with understanding and serenity.

CHAPl'.t!:R TWELVE

The Modern School

4. Ibn al-Mu ttazz
a. A general view

Although we have included him in this

school of critics which assumed a

moderate attitude towards the dispute concerning the ancients and the
muI;dathUn, Ibn al-Mu cta.zz differed from al-Jahiz, Ibn Qutayb3.. and

al-Mubarrad~ in that his ~abagat was about the muhdathUn only, while the
other three did not restrict themselves to them and quoted from both
groups.

Ibn al-Muttazz himself was one of the great poets of the muhdathUn and a
leader in the art of tadI.:.

Abu al-Faraj wrote in his AgnanI, describing

the characteristics of Ibn al-Mu ttazz' s poetry :

"Although in his poetry

there are the delicacy of royalty, the eroticism of the 'elegant' and the
gossamer-like quality of the muhdathful, there are also in it many elements
that follow the style of the classic poets and do not fall short of the
scope of his predecessors, as well as elegancies characteristic of the
poetry of kings, in which he could not be expected to resemble the great
poets of the Janiliyya.

It is impossible for one who describes a

morning-draught in a variegated and elegant assembly, among drinkingcompanions and singing-girls, amid fields of flowers, violets and
narcissi, and similar trappings - not to mention other kinds of assembly,
rich carpets, selected instruments and delicate servants - to turn his
verse aside from fine, flowing discourse which is understood Qy all those
who are present, to matted, unkempt discourse and to the description of
wild deserts, antelopes, ostriches, camels male and female, campinggrounds, wildernesses and abandoned dwellings; if he does turn aside from

these last, however, and writes well, he should not be criticised, and
if he hTites well for the most part, moderately to some extent, and less
than adequately in some small degree, his deserts should not be totally
denied, and he should not be considered to have fallen short completely,
in order to publish his faults and conceal his merits. l

From what was said in the Agtani, it would seem that the characteristics
of Ibn al-MuCtazz's poetry were those of a combination of the two styles
of the ancient and the muhda th poetry , although it was more similar to the
latter.

The poetry of a poet like him, who was a Caliph, ought to reflect

the courtly nature of his own way of life.

His descriptions ought not to

be of Bedouin items, and he was not obliged to follow the ancients in
themes which did not apply to his life.

From this point of view it would

seem tr..at Abu al-Faraj was speaking about "sincerity and. reality" in the
poetry of Ibn al-Mu'tazz.

He rejected blind imitation of the ancients but

still believed that a muhdath poet could reach the standard of the
excellent ancient fuhul.

..

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz himself, when discussing a poem

.

by AbU al-Khattab al-Bahdali, a muhdath poet, in praise of the Caliph
-

-

-~ 'I'"

Musa al-Hadl., described the poet as one who was "able to combine both the

rna cani of the ancients and the beauties of the muhda thUn" •

This sort of

style is very much the same as that adopted by Ibn al-Mu ~tazz himself, as
can be seen from the words of al-Isfahini.

Ibn Rashiq stated that he had never seen a poet with more perfect and

.

~onderful tasni C than Ibn al-Mu Ctazz "because his craftsmanship (san (a)

.

is concealed (khafiyya) and fin~ (la~ifa), and sometimes it can hardly
be detected except by one who is expert in the secret details of poetry
(daga'ig al-shi (r) .

In comparison with his peers, as ita ppears to me,

he ha~ more eleiant pOetry and more

badi c

and variety (iftinin)" •

Ibn

Rashtq believed that badf c and craftsmanship had reached their peak in
Ibn al-Mucta.zz and had been •sealed , by him. 2

He added that Ibn al-

Muttazz was also one of those who were excellent in wine-description, in
which he compared with al-A'shi, al-Akhtal and AbU Nur.-as.
compared with the last in h~ting-poetry and tard. 3

.

He also

Tita Husayn agreed

..

with what Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahini said about the poetry of Ibn al-Mu~tazzp

.

describing him as a naturai poet (ma-:bUl:) who had no affectation (takalluf)
in his poetry and one who preferred facility and plainness to gharib.

He

was careful to observe firmness (jazala) in his words and maintained that
as far as he could.

He was interested in luxurious rna canf that accorded

with his life and his enviro?ment and much concerned with descriptive
themes.
or -

In this genre he excelled other poets with his numerous beautiful
.

tash bl.hat.

4

.

In his selections from the poems of the muhdathun in his Tabaqat alshu I:ara ' al-mu.'1dathfn, Ibn aI-MIl ~tazz was perhaps guided by his own

.

stylistic tendency.

The poems that he quoted did not contain ghanb,

description of deserts, camels, or other Bedouin themes, with the
exception of the introductory tashbrb and- atlil in poems of

madill,

the

lion-description in the ga~fda of Abii al-Kha ttab al-Ba..hdalf in praise of
the Caliph Miisa al-Hac.I, which is full of gharfb, and one or two lines of
camel and horse-description.

Anyhow, he seems to have had a great admiration for the

and tashbIb.
ancients and
influence.

.

In his own poetry he himself used athl

to

have been unable to free himself entirely from their

This should be seen as complementing his theory of badf c ,

in which he referred to it as something started by the earlier poets and

.

not invented by the muhdathiin.

It may also be seen as connected with

.

.

his admiration for al-KhaIU b. Ahmad and Khalaf al-Ahmar, whom he
-

-

mentioned among the muhdathiin, even though they belonged to the 'ulami'

.

and ruwat who favoured the earlier poets.

One of the reasons for his compiling his Tabaaat aI-shu

'am al-muhdathin

was that the people of his time were tired of continual repetition of the
poetry of the ancients and of akhbir concerning them, and that they were
anxious for a change.

This need was satisfied by the poetry of the

mm:dathUn, as Ibn al-MuCtazz mentioned in connection with the poet AbU
al-Shays.5 An~ther rea~on seems to have been a political one, and it was
•
associated with the poetry of rnadili on the Abbasid Caliphs. In his
quotations he concentrated on such poetry, in order to affirm the right
of the Abbasids to the caliphate.

When talking about the poet AbU al-

(I1:e.r, he made it clear that his main concern in his book was to mention
every poet who had written

madll: on the

Abassid caliphs.

6 He was also

interested in rare poems (nadir) which were generally unkno~.

He said for

. .

instance that the poems of Salih b. ~A bd al-Quddiis were well-kno~ and
that therefore there was no 'need to quote more of them. 7

.

The same thing

.

applied to Ahmad b. AbI rrahir, whose poems were said to be known to the
khissa and

camma alike. 8'

Some of the best poems of poets like Marwin b.

. .

AbI Hafsa and Abii Nuwas, on the other hand, were unknown except to the
elite.

These rare poems t such as the kifiyya of Marwin, and other

similar poems of his, and Abii NUwas'

mImim,

)(

starting:
o

-.,~

~

r~j), ~ ~ 4,~'~ ~¥

were all excellent poems, which ought to be introduced to the ~mma..

Some

of RabIca al-Ba.qqI·s poems were also known only to the elite, like the one

He selected some poems for the instructional benefits that they contained,

.

~s al'pears from his remark on a poem by Salm al-Khisir in praise of Yahya

al-Barmakr the Ab1:e.sid vizier. starting:

He said about it:

flIt is said that he who behaves according to what is
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laid dO"fin in this poem will 00 qualified. to be a vizier". 10 A final
reason, perhaps, for his compiling his :abaqat was to present, in parts
of it, a practical application of his theory of badI~, as set out in
Kitab aI-bad'!!:.

In his selections from muhdath poetry in the Ta1:agat
:

there are many examples of mahisin and different kinds of redIc, as we
shall see.
Criteria of Ibn al-Mut:tazz in his quotations:
Like earlier critics, Ibn al-Mu t:tazz did not mention the criteria he used

in judging poets and selecting poetry in his Tabagat.

The fact that

people at his time desired a change from the citation of ancient poetry
caused him to limit him.self to quotations from muhdath poetry, and although
this may indicate in him an admiration for this poetry from a general
of view, it does not indicate a standard for good and bad poetry.

poL~t

A study

of some of his remarks on poets and their verse may throw some light on
his criteria.

The first quality that he required was that of
of poetry (suhUla).

~',

together with facility

Many of his poets- were classified as matbiit:tin, and

•

the most important poets in this group were Bashshir t Abtl al- cA tahiya,

.

.

al-Sayyid al-HimyarI and AbU CUyayna who were said to be the most matbiit::
of all poets.

11

-Of these four, Bashshar seems to have been his favourite

poet, since he praised him as being very richly endowed wi th
having no takalluf at all in his poetry. 12

~ c,

and as

AbU al-CAtahiya was also

praised for his rich tab' and for the facility of his poetry; he could
play with poetry and write it whenever he liked.

Most of his discourse

was poetry, and sometimes he wrote in metres other than the well known
ones. 13

Ibn al-Mu c:tazz describes most of his citations from his poetry

as "the most natUral poetry and the easiest discourse

14

tt
•

The connection between tab!; and facility of poetry was exemplified by
the poetry of Abu al-I:"Atahiya.

Tab!: is also connected with spontaneity.

.

as in the cases of Abu al-cAtihiya, again, and. AbU al-8hays, for whom
writing poetry was said to be easier than drin.lcing water; this was what
made him the best poet of all. 15

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz differed from al-A sma 1:r concerning tab e:, in that, while

.

-

.

al-A sma c:i linked it with tafawut (variety of levels of excellence in
poetic production as a whole or in one poem), as we have seen with
al-Nabigha al-Jatdr, Ibn al-Muttazz admired consistency of levels of
excellence both in the whole of a poet's poetry and in his individual
poems.

He described the poetry of Abu CUyayna. as "purer than the palm of

the hand and containing not a single inferior

line'~ .16

This is prorebly

.

the same as unity of namat, a bout which Ibn al-Mu Ctazz sometimes spoke •

As a leading poet of redic, Ibn al-MuCtazz might be expected to quote

.

passages from the muhdathUn full of -1:a.di C elements.

In fact t like others,
.

.

he used the term badi c somewhat ambiguously in describing poems that he
admired; it is not always easy to tell whether he meant that they were
wonderful poems or that they really contained elements of redi c itself.
Expressions like:

"and this rna tni is

bad! r;,

and no-one wrote anything

similar to it" continually face us in the book.

An example is this line

by :Bashs~r:
t>

..? o..?

(SGf
~, J./
... _.. ~ cJ>j)l~
Another is his ra'iyya, starting:

J~I ~lc ~
which was descri bad as an admirable poem

"

--,
'~I"
e' ~
'--' ..-r.:;. \,.r-:::I"' (r1.!
e'
,:;.

II

.

be cause of its rna. r:ani redi 'a

.-

and its high standard of composition and form".
that Ibn al-MuCtazz admired most was tashbih.

17

The figure of redi C

Ibn Bashiq reported that he

preferred Dhu al-Rumma to all other poets for his excellent istiCara and

tashbih, especially in the following line:

'):. ~ \;

0-

~..,:-

.. ,'

~

~_

~

.0

.. - . '\ 0 L..::.

~. c..SJ...I

..,

The expression wa.-al-shamsu hayya tun pertained to 'tadi c:, being isti c:ara;
the rest of the line was a wonderful tashbili.

18

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz also

pointed out Bashshir's skill in writing excellent· tashbih, and said that
his similes - even though he was blind - were better than those of all
other poets, such as in his line:

a.Jf
--~
. ~(" 0.9

~Ml:;~f.,
.,.5:!>

Bashshir himself was proud of that line, because in it he was able to
combine more than one tashbili, following Imru' al-Qays, who had done the
same, in the line that we have quoted before.

Ibn Rashiq praised Bashshir

for his correct and excellent tartib in this li~e.20

rna, and
"ihkim al-rasf".
.
.

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz was also concerned with excellence of words and ma
perfection of composition, which was what he meant by

He claimed these characteristics for a poem of Bashshir, starting:
l>,

~

/J

_.0;:_

~ ~ J~,"y c0' ..9J:.. t..5.-/...J ,~

OJ

__

~

~

0

:::;:; _

•_

<JV

/,--

0_

..yJl-?
-'
.:> ~ . /YJ'l9 <>

q"..:,L.P-'~"

21

A line from this ~em was quoted by Ibn Tabitabi as an example of poetry
tha t "'comes close to reali tyn:

~U·

11

~\ jJl_qt?'<.l~ ~l ~./~~P~~l> '~;I

This line was quoted beside a line of CAntara's describing his horse, and
it was admired for the same reason:

Two

on his she-camel:

.'

were criticised by Ibn Tabitab!r on the

J;:

~; \eJ b1;;).{;
""J~./'.9 ~ /»1 JJt
-grounds that the metaphor used in
~

o:;i;:{J 7/,

them was very far removed from reality; the two lines quoted from
Bashshir and tAntara were therefore better.

22

Another poem admired by Ibn al-MuCtazz for its excellent maran! was one
of madill on fuslama b. 'l:A bd aI-Malik, by Abii Nukhayla. 23

Some poems by other poets were described in terms such as:
as you can see, is a kind of

"And this,

poetry that looks like silk brocade, nay,

it is like a string of pearls, with excellence in description and perfection

.

in form and structure (rasf). 24

Concerning other poetry he said:

"and

these words - as you have heard - have the sweetness of fresh water, and
the rnac:ani are more delicate (aragga) than permissible magic".25
poet

(umira

Of the

b. rAq II, a grand~on of Jarrr, he said that "'when he starts

writing poetry in a certain rna c:ua: he will not leave it until he has gone
deeply into it and finally completed it; he has clear poetry, perfect
form and excellent

description~'. 26

The rna ~a was an important factor in the fame of poetry, according to Ibn
al-Mu~tazz,

who described the two following lines by Darast al-Mucallim

as having ntravelled widely on earth" because of their good rna cni:

~JDL: ~~ ~~ ~g

~~I

eft

G~

2'

27

The twin measures of excellence of rna c:ni and of words are related to what
Ibn Q;utay'ta said in his book al-Shil:r wa-al-shuca.ri', where he divided
poetry into four types, according to excellence of rna ena: and of words.
Q;udima b. Ja cfar in his Nagd al-shi I:r, appeared to have been influenced
by both Ibn Q;utay'ta and Ibn al-Mu I:tazz in his theory of the combination

. .

of the four elements of poetry, metre, rhyme, words and concept.

28

Ibn al-MuCtazz also spoke about the two qualities of fasaha and suhUla.
Some of the poems he selected were credited with these qualities.

The

Poet MutiC b. Iyas praised Ma en b. Za'ida in a gas'ida which was said to
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be

fa~i~

jayyida.

29

The rnarthiya of Ibn Munidhir on cAhl al-}"'ajid al-

Thaqafi was described as a perfect, fluent masterpiece of poetry and said
to be:

fahla muhkama fasiha jiddan. 30

-

fasaha just as he did with ~'.

Ibn al-Mu ttazz linked suhula with

These were the two qualities character-

istic of the urjuza of Di'bil b. cAli in praise of the Caliph al-Ma'mun:
~""'-

0

_C!'~l eyJ\ ul.? ~~
3<Ql

6i

l::
~' --~;-;

31

He said that people desired fasaha in poetry together with excellence, and
"they have unanimously agreed that the gasida of AbU Firta'l-m al-Sasi in
praise of aI-Hasan b. Sahl combines the two".
:?

•

-':

D,JJ~ \J...a>~,.j O~·

1_

)

~

V

'.

.J..J....o

It opens:

O?~6~~:J ~

32

.

After a nasib occupying four lines, .the poet enters on his madlh:
'0:---:.).

,.Ii>..-L:> V

,

(=-:-,..-

,.,_.,

.
~ ~ ~.9

O ./'./'0...

•

~ ~15J.9--V1 .:>~

op cJLk ~~I ~t~

The rest of the poem is an amusing description of the poet's family,
their donkey and their dog, starting:

o~'~._\~Y.I.9·U~
.. JJ
o "'

-'.

,

~~ J llz.9 ~ III ~.:?.9

This description, besides the 'eloquence' found in the poem by Ibn alMuCtazz, may have been a reason why people admired it.

The third line of

the madih, incidentally, contains the figure of ruju c:, which is listed as
one of the mahisin in Kitab al-badIc)3

Another of Ibn al-MuCtazz's criteria is that good poetry should have one
namat, or consistency in style, form, structure and excellence in all

•

ps.rts.

It should also have the qualities of suhUla. and salisa (fluency),

and should be free of defects.

whom Ibn al-Mu ttazz wrote:

Such poetry was written by Bashshir, about

flI do not know anyone among people of knowledge
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and understanding who denies his superiority or dislikes his poetry,
which is purer than the palm of the hand, clearer than a glass, and
The foregoing aasida rhy~

.

smoother than sweet water on the tongue".
in

ra.'

he described as a poem that belongs to ·'the silk brocade of poetry

that contains no variation of nama ttl. 1+

Beauty of poetic nama t was to be

•

•

found in the poetry of al-Sayyid al-Himyari35 , and also in the gasIda of
Bakr b. al-Nattah, in praise of

~ma. t,

AbU Dulaf.

"It is all written in one

which silk brocade falls short of". J6

.

Other poems, like that of

Muharr.ma.d b. YasIr, in which he says:

were described thus:
magic,,)7

..!I ~ -

;:;,

....~....r'. cS~\

\~ ~I~

"and this nama t - as you see - is but permissible

One poem by RabIca al-RaqqI was described:

see - is more fluent than

~ter

~'and this - as you

and sweeter than honey". J8

Ibn al-MuCtazz was also interested in poetry written in short metres.
commented on the following lines by

~WJ
c

<.Y'

He

AbU al-Yan1:aghI:

UUCJ1

C.Jl.

(J-£-

A~

0 o0t;

~

~lJl ~ l:. Jj\

.

cY-' W 1 0.t.

~ \.J I J~~..u '\ if.> ~.9

~W' oJ( ~
.

0~o~I

cJ

~ YJ.9

c.r'W\

Cf'W'u9~~

"these lines have travelled widely on earth and are recited by everyone
because they are very light in men's mouths".39

The same quality was to

be found in the second example, by Abtl al- ~Ama.ythil:

-'~~ ouy\ ~ CUJI~

-~~~~_'\JJ13~G~

~~-,h j)~~

c)~tc.>~.p~~dO

-,'0.>

~~

U'

P

..-J~..)

~

0

...11 ~ ~ c.Sj; ~ ~

A third example, again by AbU al-Yan1:aghI:

-->li..eJ'~ ~.iJl ~ /~
~ '..9. ~ ~ L? eft>
'"

r

40
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Ibn al-MuCtazz's comment on the second line was that it "has flown to
the remotest parts of the earth, and people recite it admiringly in every
majlis, assembly, market and street.

A verse of poetry is vouchsafed such

macna

fame only if it consists of an excellent

and sweet words, and if it

is light in the mouth". 41

Sweetness and excellence of words was also connected with fasaha and
brevity.

The criterion of brevity was much talked about by al-Mubarrad,

as we have seen.

When Ibn al-Mu Ctazz, too J compared the line of Bashshir:

~)\ .v--'
~Io~l:'
\,
\JU \

C -

.•

0

C;;!

Ck.JL J . \j5'
0'·

0

with that by Salm al-Khasir, who borrowed the idea of his master Bashshir:
~-

t:>::;'

-' :,.J\
..-Jy
. _;j.lJl. -'.

~~

he preferred Salm' s line because the poet had expressed the idea in "more
excellent words with more eloquence and more brevity".

Bashshir himself

admi tted that Salm had surpassed him in that line because he had presented
the matna in more beautiful words. 42

We still find critics inclined to give enthusiastic jUdgements about
single verses and declaring a poet to be the best on the strength of a
single line that occurs in his poetry.

Ibn al-MuCtazz had the habit of
.

-

giving such judgements with regard to excellence of rna

cna.

Quoting the

qasida
of Bakr Ibn al-Nattah in praise of AbU Dulaf, he commented on the
.
•
following line:

-:::;;(

U l j.. 1J L.. ~(9 j)1 C9J!

-

.,

\:>

J

"It is acknowledged by all poets that there is no other line to compare

,U

43
witil it in beauty and excellence of ma cnan •

.

-j b'

The poet used istiCara

~

) to des~ribe the' generosity of the family
.A'
-of AbU Dulaf. likening their hands to clouds which shower rain every(

where.

It was also said that when the poet 'Alr b. al-Jahm was put in

prison, he wrote a poem addressing tile Caliph'al-Mutawakkil, one of tile

J7J

lines of which was:

,-c:,

J,,,,,,,.,

~.Y~
"
When he was crucified he recited:
,-- ,

~o..-

-'_.

.....r ,

Y~

0./ Lo uy

~

I

•
"'.
(Q.••

'4u.Jt..;

On hearing these two lines, people " judged that he was the "best poet of
all; poets submitted to him and princes feared him". 44

The poet likened

himself when he was put in prison to a sword being put into its scabbard.
In the second line he likened himself when he was naked and crucifiea to
a sword being drawn or unsheathed.

Ibn Rashiq quoted t..'le second line t

together with the two that preceded it:

j)~ J}...9

y)1; W· ~
~. ~~ 'C;;:?

~

Jl~~~JW~ ~.(O
~~ kch M'J-ti' ~
~Q~y' i;f o/$~
•

0~6f~ U~ ~~t.

".- 0

•

as an example of extempore poetry (irtijal), saying that it demonstrated
the poetic power and tab c: of the poet even at a time when he was
terrified and in pain.

He gave other examples of poetry written in

irtijil by poets who were at the point of death, like Hudb3. b. Khashram

.

Tarafa b. al-cAbi and Murra b. Mahkin.

According to him, the poetry that

they produced in these circumstances had the same degree of excellence
as the poetry that they wrote at happier moments.

He described the lines

of CAlI Ibn al-Jahm as having the quality of jazila." , and this may throw

-

-

some light on Ibn al-MuCtazz's views on them.

45

,

.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz was also concerned with husn al-takhallus or excellent

.

transition from nasib to madih and from nasib to hi§·.
this with excellence of rna. Cna.

He also connected

In the qasIda. of 'Ali b. Jabala in praise
of Humayd al-tiisI, the nasIb began:
•
-

.

The poet then proceeded to his rahil, beginning:

,)'t

..r

_.7,

-

.

~ .9 0~ 1 ~ -:-;VI ~i ~;
This continued for twelve lines,

~~d

then he switched to madih:

~.aJ1 ~~I
.

-;;,

~.-:? c:~

~

~IU/jJ, ~
Ibn al-Mu Ctazz' s comment was:

::,--

~3~

"I have never heard a transition from

.

nasib to madilimore beautifui than this, not to mention the excellence

-.,.. 46
t

of these ma an1".

The poem of AbU Nuwas in praise of al-Fadl b. Yahya al-l3armaki was
quoted. by Ibn al-Muctazz.

~ 2,;1, \ -i:f'

It started with a nasib:

op.;; ;; ~

~;- ~ cJG)J,

lasting for eight lines and then made the transition to madih with the
line:

--

~ t1:'&W 1 ~ ~~
WY-:~t:~lckJ.)

~

4
.

.

It appears that this gasida was also admired for the itrid that the poet

.

introduced in mentioning a series of names successively without hashw
or takalluf, in the line of transition from nasib to madill.

This i tria.

was a sign of the powerful tab c; of the poet, as Ibn Rashiq said , giving
-;--

examples of it, such as the line of al-Acshi:

ct'-, .i-~~y.:f
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48

Ibn Rashiq preferred the line of AbU Nuwas to those of al-Mutanabbi:

r

l;;;; ~g'. ciJi;3 i

yf~ j%"'(;;b J,lt ~

9£;~rd ~cri' cI~

~-L9 t£

c1 ~~J;c>..fi0jJl ~

because here the poet made his mamdUh a pander, while AbU Nuwas requested

•

his mamdUh to unite him with his beloved by helping him with money.49

The third reason for Ibn al-Muttazz's selecting this poem, besides the
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beauty of its transition and its i trad was t.'I1e fact, referred to before,
that the poet made his rahll on foot instead of on his she-camel:
..-."..",?

0

.,.-

•

\:,~1 t-o~1 ~, ~

~ en, c/.:! U-o u.vl~.)l l: i ~ \
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~, y~ ~ 1 (;? lo JP 1'.9
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.,.
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The second line Ibn Rashfq described as a riddle, because the poet said
that the camels that carried them to the rnamdUh were their own shoes. 51
A good example of ~usn al-khurUj from one rna

ena

to another were these

three lines by Bashshir:
-!'
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~ 0J~
.J - Another example of excellent transition, this time from nasfb to hij~',

yl

r"

was the two lines quoted. by Ibn al-Mu Ctazz from the poetry of Muslim Ibn
al-Walfd.

Although he did not say anything about them except t.'I1at they

were choice, it seems likely that he selected them for their husn altak.'I1allus :

In Kitab al-1:a.dl c the lines are attributed to AbU al-CAtahiya under the

.

heading husn al-lmuruj. 54

.

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz also spoke about husn al-ibtidi" or beautiful openings
to poems. 55

We find that in some of the ga~ld.as and poems that he

-

selected the first line consists of tasri c:, as in the

,.

gas~d.a

starting:

and:

\.:,~ ~.fo\ 0ye.,r) ~\

.. -

~

,

-

of Bashshar,

376

and:

and:

Other examples came from the poetry of Sudayf :

~~I ~ ~ c».~ l:

~~JJr~_c'~'

Ct

57

. .

and from this poem of Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa:

and:

~~~f lo ~.v' ~
and from this poem of

. \...c.JJ
9? ." ..

•

~..

OJ---?f

J

AbU al-Shays:

~

--W.;

-

and:

.

~~, ~1 ~1.91( c.>;h9

~.

~~0.t:~1
..
.. ....
.;

and:

~Lu
...
and his gasida, beginning:

. \.., . .0"". _J,.

Cd .

~

(fl>-

~

P

-: -

~"

,.,

,

•

C!y

and:
.-?....,~.1',

CY~.../>

-::;,

U--e-!.' ~. . 1Lc JJ 1
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and many others.

As we have mentioned before, Ibn al-Mu Ctazz was influenced by his own
style of b3.d.i C poetry in making his selection from the poetry of the
muhdathiin.

•

So far, we have dealt with istitrad., itrid and tasn C ; other
.-

••

kinds also made their appearance in the lines he quoted.
he expressed admiration for these lines of

.

•

For instance.

AbU Hayya al-Numayri:

377

61
He quoted the first line in Ki tab al-1::adi r:: as an example of husn ale

ibtidi,.62

This figure, in which the poet repeats a certain word in the

same line, is called tardid, and it occurs in the poetry of the muhda thun
more than in the poetlY of the ancients.

The two lines quoted above were

said to be the best lines of tardid; those who understood poetry well
agreed on this. 63

Some of the poetry quoted qy Ibn al-MuCtazz contained what critics called

.

iltifat, iCtirid or istidrak.

This involved a poet starting one matni,

then leaving it for another, and then again returning to the first. 64
An example of this quoted qy Ibn al-MuCtazz was the poem oftAwf b. Muhallim
in which this line occurs:
-

c~.:!1'

...-

- ~;.. l6J1 ~~ 65
.
Cr.!
be iltifat.

defined iltifat as:

Ibn al-Mu (tazz

"The changing of the course of speech from indirect

discourse to direct (addressing the listener), and from direct to
indirect (reporting or giving information)".

He gave an example from the

Qur'an:
;:::,

,.

(Jt.::> JI

He also gave an example from the poetry of Jarir, wi til the line:

-' Wf
(0.,.;

\

and:

~.1~,
.... ~
"~

- --

66
He also quoted an example of istidra~ from the poetry of Bashsnar:

~1

U J.D:?fYr J.&

Jy~. ~ tj~ ~

67

The last line, quoted. qy Ibn al-Mu ~zz, and Ibn RashIq under the heading
istia.rak, was again quoted by Ibn al-MuCtazz

in

his Kitab al-badi-=, where

5!b

it was classified as a line of ruju c •

Another example was taken from

rajaz by AbU Nm.as:

0JJ/ ~WI Cr;J1 j}~
O:V tp ~ lUll ~I
Ruju ~ is defined by Ibn al-Mu (tazz as follows:
something and

then refrains from it". 68

madTh

the muhdathUn in

•

"a poet starts to say

Later, in his quotations from

poetry, we shall find several similar examples •

Ibn al-MuCtazz also appreciated ighil, which some critics called tabligh,
and he used it in his poetry.
.--0;'.....
l3
W

-;

c.: \"

,C>

~~,

An example was this line of his:

.... r:/. -!.":?

ov-O" ~.-

When we come to his selections of

;>~;

madTh

.

<f;. JdJl~

LZ::;

~I:>~

69

we find him quoting lines like

the following one of Marwin Ibn Abi Hafsa:
"

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz seems to have considered the length of the tashbIb or nasib
that introduced a gasIda to be an important element in the poem of
•

madTh,

•

since he quoted those which contained very long introductions, like those

.

of AbU al-Shay?"

71

he quoted two or

Sometimes he only quoted the tashbIb, and sometimes

t~e lines of madTh as well. 72 He seems to have liked

.

best the tashbIb that wept over departed youth and described grey hair.
The best of this was that which aroused men's emotions when recited, such
as the lines selected from the

maailii

poem of MansUr
al-NamrI on
•

Hartin

al-

commented that the poet "caused the doomsday to arrive with this tashbIb"
(aq ama al-a iyama )

.7:3

Like earlier critics, Ibn al-MuCtazz thought that a good poet

"~s

who was able to write excellent madfu, ghazal, hija' and wa:f.

the one

An

.

example was Nusayb al-Asqar, who "does not fall short in any of these

4 AI-I!usayn Ibn al-Da.Imak was also an example of this kind of
topics".7
poet, being described as one of the muftannln, or those who had variety in
their poetry.

Besides his excellent poetry in the above mentioned genres,

he was also "excellent in mUj1in, and a man of both seriousness and
jocularity (~hi b jidd wa-hazl).
seas (levels?) of
confusing

AbU

Cri tics usually classify him Lt1 the

Nuwas, but he has more pure poetry, and less

takhlI~ than A bii Nuwas". 75 Tafannun, or variety in poetry, was

also to be found in the work of AbU al-'Atahiya, who "has been able to
compete

~~th

poets in all fields of poetry, and, in addition to that, he

is distinguished from them

~

his ability to describe drinks and garden

(riya~) and to write poetry on other subjects in which other poets cannot

compete with him.

He is known as an excellent writer" of

madili

on kings". 76

The criteria of tafannun and jidd wa-hazl were mentioned ~ al-BuhturI
before, when he compared Muslim b. al-Walld with AbU Nuwas and preferred
the latter because of his ability in jidd wa-hazl.

AI-Jihiz and al-

Mubarrad also shared this liking for the combination of seriousness and
lightheartedness.

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz himself quoted many poems and lines

which either he spe~ifically -described as mulah and nawadir or contained

.

lighthearted elements, without being parti uclarly designated as such.

In

addi tion, he reported a number of amusing anecdotes and incidents, such as
that concerning Iashsha;r and Ibn Hanna?7, and that concerning al-Sayyid
al-HimyarI and Abu DuJAma. 78 . An

~xample of the comic poetry of the latter

was the piece following in which he satirised himself:

and another poem:

Similar lighthearted lines were cited Qy Ibn al-Mu(tazz here and there
in his Tabagat; the reason for his doing so was almost certainly the same

.

as that adduced Qy his predecessors, namely that of providing his readers
with diversion from more serious poetry.,

This may well also explain the

nature of his quotations from the poetry of hip' and mujlin, as we shall
see.

~

It seems that the combination of jidd and

of a powerful poetic ability and

~c

in some cases.

was taken as a sign
Similar to this

criterion is that which considers a poet's standing to depend on his
ability to combine the style of the ancients with that of the muhdathlin.
Abu al-Khattab al-Bahda11 was a good example of this.

.

In his poem of

madill o~ the Caliph MUsi aI-Had!, starting:

--

/.

~'o~l

he is described by Ibn al-Mu [tazz as one who "has nastered discourse, is
excellent in wasf, ~onstruct~ well (husn al-~sf), and has been able to

.

..

combine, in addition to powerful discourse, the beauties of the muhdathlin
with the rna rin! of the ancients·". 80

Ibn al-Mu'tazz used several critical words in his otherwise rather
unspecific judgements about poetry.

He often used, when describing a

particular poem, terms like rnaliha to'mean either flbeautiful" or "'having
amusing rna cini", and nadira to mean "'unique fl •

AI-Di ~bil! was said to be

301

"ma.lih al-shicr jiddan,,81.

When he described a piece of poetry as maliha

sa'ira, he may have meant "famous and recited everywhere", or "witty and
therefore famous".

An example of this is the following lines by HalT'.mad

'Ajrad :

82
These two lines were also quoted by Ibn Qutayba in his aI-shier walshucara', as was mentioned before.
meant "joking" or "humour".
-.

Probably by maliha Ibn al-Mu(tazz

The many remarks that he made a bout it

-

demonstrated his interest in the subject.

Sometimes he called a poet like

Muti' b. Iyas, who wrote a great deal of poetry on all topics, that is to
say that he was a muftann, "a man of jokes", sahib nawadir. 83

Like al-

Husayn Ibn al-Dahhik, he was also described as a khali c and a majin, a
description that indicates a tendency to

~.

84

Some

.

'I"

ga~J..das

were

,.. n 85
described as "long and famous", or "excellent, long. and wonderful ( Cajl.baj".

-

From such comments, it would seem that Ibn al-Muctazz gave special consideration to the length of a poem as well as its excellence, and he may have
wished to imply that the best poet was· tawil al-nafas.

However, other

remarks 86 seem to indicate that Ibn al-Mu Ctazz used the standards of
mul tiplici ty and excellence t which had already been used by Ibn Salhm, as
we have seen.

Nevertheless, we find that Ibn al-Mu Ctazz very often made favourable
l'-L;} S-f e c:.~
judgements and comments on poems or poets without giving any~reason to
justify those judgements.
far away".

One of the poems of Abu

al-Shay~

had"tra veIled

Another one was described as "far-travelling and widely

approved", (nu.n al-sa'ir al-mujiz).

A third one was "one of his exquisite

poems which has been wide-reaching and far-travelling on earth".
the one that starts:
/

This was
.-

~J ~~~~ ;,~

1;-: 87

the 8c..rtl1 '1.
like t!1e s:m and the ~r{ind.

v,as the poem

Jr.nOH!1

8q
-'

The :poet recei 'ved much !Tlones" for i~".

Th=-s

as al-gharra f (the one with a blaze like a horse ~. w::'ich

"travelled widely among both ~AraD and C!Ajam", wri tter. by 'Ali b. Ja ffila
in praise of

- Dulaf. 80/

Ab~

The La:r.iyya of Muslim Ibn. al-';Jalid was "a f2.mous, far-travelling and

.

-

wonderful o2.sida".

90

.f... poem by Rabi'a al-Raqqi h2.i ·'travellei to the

remote parts of the earth and become like a :-na th2.1" . 91

Also the ::-.imiyya

of T1ansur al-1iamri in praise of al-~"I3. 'mun 'Has "a wonderful poem ani it
became a r,::dhal among men". 92

His

co~ments

on.

poe~s

themselves are similar to those on their poetry.

seems that he prefe:!:'Yed 5ashshar to all other mu.."dathur~.

It

He described hi:n

as muftann oari~, and said that his position in poetry had been achieved
by no-one else.

Bashsnar Has the master of the m11..rdathun, no-one "liaS

superior to him and no-one could run with him in the field or poetrJ.
Although Hammad ~4.jrad was a muflig and an excellent poet, he Has not
worthy to be compared with Bashsnar and could never approach his position
in poetry.

Poets used to gather round Bashshar and recite their poems,

and they accepted his judgements on them.

For that reason he

~~s

the

master of the poets of his time. 9J

It seems that for Ibn

al-~~ Ctazz

excellent poets 1,ere expected to have

mastered fasaha, balagha and Y.hi tab3..

.

"

who possessed those faculties. 94

.

Bashshar was counted among those

Sudayf b. Maymii"YJ. was said to be a m2.n

of letters, a mufliq poet and an eloquent orator "kha~lb mi~ga'''.

His

tab e and his remarkable ability to . .·rrite poetr'j" cn any subject he liked
had made him t he best poe t

0f

"
....
h•. lS
"lme.

95 The three contemporary poets

and friends known as the three Hammids, Ham..rnaa. CAjrad, Hal1l.'1id b. alZibriqin and Ha:mmad al-Rawiya, were all "muflig poets and famous orators ... 96

The quality of
and fasaha..

~ c:

was associated with excellence in poetry, rhetoric

A poet possessing these qualities should also be a master of

man~iq (here. pro1:a.bly, the expression of :rna. canf).

rbrihfm b. Sayya1:a was

described as being "one of the most eloquent and fluent poets and one of
the

matbU~Un.

He was also a master of mantig n • 97

Al-cAbl.'lis b. al-Ahnaf,
•
again one of the InatbticUn, ;,o.s said to be mufawwah mantigi, an eloquent

.

poet who either had the ability to express macanf or who had a mastery of
logic. 98

There were other poets, too, who were described as men of letters

and k..'1owledgable t with tab C and mantig.

Some of them were excellent in

writing rasa' iI, an example be ing the poe t Abin b. 'A bi aI-Hamid. 99
I twas verJ difficult, Ibn al-Mu ttazz believed, to find a poet who was
excellent in both poetry and rasa'il.
-

T"

-,..

...

al-CAttabl and Abu. 'All al-Baslr.

100

Two who had both abilities were
However, fasaha and tab C were the

..

two important factors used by Ibn al-Mu cta.zz in comparing poets with one
another.

¥any of those who were declared by him to be the best in their

periods were described as possessing these two things.lOl

The poet who

was ma.tbU C was in most cases described as muatadir (able)102; he could
create (mubii C), had. a rich source of poetry, and could write poetry in
various genres.

MadIh and wasf.
Ibn al-Mu Ctazz was primarily interested in

.

madih poetry. The ;,o.y in which

he spoke about :rna.di~ poets indicated his high opinion of them, even if
they were not matb\l 'nn.

had developed into a kind of sina Ca, with certain established methods

to be followed.

.

This in itself -may suggest that the art of IJl3.dih

384

The measure of the success of the madlh poet was the amount of money he
received from his mamiUhs and how widely his poetry was disseminated.

It

was said that no poet received so much money for his poetry as Marwin b.
In spite of that he was not a natbUc:. l0 3

Abi Hafsa.
~~s

Muslim b. al-WalId

- poetry written in gold by Harun
- - al-Rashld.
... 104sal-d t 0 ha ve h ad hlS

Another poet who had his poetry written in gold was CAbi aI-Rahim alHarithi (p.

2?5).

These stories of poetry being written in gold in the

Ab1:asid era remind us of the story of the mu (allaqat.

'rne importance of

the genre of rradIh as a measure for a poet's status may also be seen in
the comments made about Rablca al-RaqqI and CAlI b. 'Xsim.

The former

was described as a poet of much excellent poetry but little renown; he
fell below his tabaqa for the reason that he lived far from Iraq and did
not come to serve the caliphs and mix with other poets.
by not competing with other poets in writing

the position of a master poet.
.
105
who favoured him.
his ghazal poetry.

madill,

This implies that,

he could not attain

In spite of that, there were some critics

Those who favoured him probably did so because of
(All b. cAsim was one of the most excellent poets and

.

he had in his poetry more ma.hisin than even Muslim b. al-Walld, Abu al-

.

Shays and others of their class, but like Rablca al-RaqqI he lived far
away from Iraq, although he did once come there and recited madIh on the
Caliph.

If he hid stayed in Iraq, "the necks of the poets would have

submitted"to him".106

art of madih.

This's;bmission' is simply being surpassed in the

Although Ibn al-Mu Ctazz quoted only a few lines of wasf,
"

-..-

he pointed out a number of poets who were famous for their poetry in that
genre.

.

Muhammad b. YasIr was said to be the best of all at describing

animals and birds, in particular goats.
common subjects in early Arabic poetry.

IO

?

Birds and goats were not very

Those who described clouds and

rain were all surpassed by al-Husayn b. M<3.tIr.

108

The same poem of Ibn

Matfr describing clouds and rain that was quoted "by Ibn Qutayba was also

quoted by Ibn al-MuCtazz in his Tabagat. 109

A line of horse-description by al-£U~ani was quoted by Ibn al-Mu'tazz.
It contained the image apparently created by Aws b. Hajar in describing

.

his she-camel.
/~o,-

~

.'

The line of al-cumini, which is rajaz, runs:
..- ~

I

-

'l

.,

\b.P_ k.v
~.Y
...
•• ,

,"

1>_

1

This image is rare in the

mlli~dath

-'/'

~

I ~~,

-0 -

-

...

c::.$' ~ tI

110

poetry quoted by Ibn al-MuCtazz.

AI-Buhturi and Abu T~~m:
It is strange that, although Ibn al-MuCtazz admired very much the
"beautiful descriptions" of al-Buhturi, as aI-StilI reported, he did not
select any of these descriptions in his Tabagat.

He tho.ught that "the

siniyya of al-B~turi in which he described the rwan Kisra, and which was
unparallelled in Arabic poetry,

the poem in which he described the

lake of al-MutawakJdl, starting:

~r ~~ \e}W;~
his poem on Ibn DInar (the Abbasid admiral), in which he described ships
and a sea-battle more fully than any poet had attempted before, addressing
the admiral thus:

fo,u.;,· u~l
- .-/.~-.... ~'jj U

-

all made him the best poet of his time".lll

AI-Buhturl was also favoured for his poetry of irtidhar written to al-Fath
b. Khaqan.

There was nothing similar to it in Arabic poetry with the

exception of what was written by al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani to al-Nucman b.
al-Mundhir. l12 Abu Hila~ al-cAskari claimed that there was no muhdath poet

.

.

who could attain the position of al-Nabigha in that genre except al-Buhturi
who had arrived at a standard that no other poet could surpass.
-

Because of
.

his excellence in that art al-BuhturI was called the second Nabigha.

113

386

AI-SuII agreed with b. al-MuCtazz and al-~AskarI about his excellence
in this sphere and ~uoted a number of his poems on the subject. 114

One

of the most admirable poems was that in which he addressed al-Fath b.
Khaqan:
-0.--

"-ooJJl- -

~

-- .
J

.$

JG~' ~1 ulj ~~.9

Other critics also greatly admired the gasIda.

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz did not

~uote

any lines of i v:tidhar by al-Bu.l-}turI, e-i ther,

except for four in which he begged Abu al-Fadl b. al-Hasan b. Sahl to

.

return a slave of his whom AbU al-Fadl had bought from him.115

Of AbU Tammam's poems, on the other hand, thirteen were mentioned as
.
116
excellent examples of good poetry.
According to Ibn al-Mu Ctazz, Abu
Tammam wrote between six and eight hundred poems, and most of this poetry
was excellent.

That part of it that appeared 1:a.d did so only because

its words were complicated and incomprehensible.

One could not deny the

elegant rna canI, the mahasin and the many innovations in Abu Tammam' s
poetry.

When al-BuhturI was asked to compare himself with him his

judgement was that "his excellent (poetry) is better than mine,

~~d

my

1:a.d poetry is better than his". -Ibn al-Mu C:tazz accepted this and championed Abu Tammam; this is clear from his cow~ents on what al-Buhturi had
said.

He believed that al-BuhturI never used coarse expressions and that

his words were as sweet as honey, but

tr~t

he would never be able to

emulate Abu Tammam in w~canI and mahasin; he would simply be dro~~ed in
the sea of AbU Ta.rrrmam.

Although he had a rich source of ma~anr, most of

them were borrowed from the poetry of Abu ~Iru1'.am. 117

- - 118
Da
'ud Sallum

believes that Ibn al-}m'tazz disliked AbU Tammam, envied him, and aimed

to destroy his fame, which was based on his skill in badI~.

This is why,

he thinks, Ibn al-Mu ~zz wrote his book al-BadI c;, in which he proved
tha t 1:a.dI c; was not invented by AbU Ta:rnmim and his peers among the

muhdathun, but that it was already present in the Qtlr'an, the Hadith, and
early and Islamic poetry.

The muhdathlin used it a great deal, especially

Abu Tammam, who was so extra:vagant that he spoilt his poetry, as Ibn alMuCtazz wrote.

119

Another piece of evidence for Sallum is the treatise

written "bJ Ibn al-Mu'tazz on "The beauties and defects of AbU Tammam's
poetry" •

Part of this treatise was quoted by al-Yarzu1RnI in his al-

--f\uwashshah..

120

Ibn al-MuCtazz here displayed a moderate and almost

neutral attitude to AbU Tamrram.

He said that those who preferred him to

all poets were exaggerating as well as those who rejected any merit of
his.

His opinion was that he had reached the ultimate level of both

When dOlSCUSSlng
°
hOlS d e f ec t s ( masawl
- -; ,) he
exce 11ence and 'I-.~~~ess. 121
criticised him for using ghaTib and the language and style of the

amma.

c

He also attacked him for the bad openings of some of his poems, such as:
c .~

°

~

~

(f.;/.

-

O{

Uv.• v..> I

~
.,

0' _
",:.'

~ ~

Ibn al-MuCtazz believed that this was not the right way to address women
in ghazal and that the line seemed more like hija' than ghazal.

He thought

that he had made such a mistake because of his anxiety to produce
o

~

ta ,JnlS.

122

However, ~Abd al-t:Aziz al-Jurj.inI preferred al-Buhturi to Abu

Tarr~am and al-MutanabbI for his excellent openings (ibtiaa'at), although

he preferred them to al-Buhturi for their beautiful~sitions (khurUjat)
and their excellent endings (nihBYat).

Ibn Rashiq agreed with al-JurjinI

about the excellent ibtiaa'at of al-Buht~i, although he believed that he

.

did not always write excellent ones.

He usually opened "easily", without

any takalluf, and then proceeded excellently.123

Ibn Rashiq described the

"o-penings" of AbU TaInInim as magnificent, having beauty, charm and splendour
(.::f.::::akhm~::....:a::.;l:::::.-...:i:.:b:::.;t:.::i:.;:da=-:;..'..z,:.....::l=ah;;;.;::u__ra=.;;;;.w;.;.....;ca::.-;wa..;.;.;..-_C:..;;;;al=a""Y.;;,;;h,;;,i_u,;;,b..;.1:aha..-.;..-), like:

~IY~Pl~
and:

-

His ibtidi'at were characterised by the sculpturing of words (naht al-laf:) t

J88

and they were of a loud and audible nature.

When al-AnidI compared al-

Buhturf and Abu Tammam on the subject he preferred the former and greatly
admired his ibtida'at very much.

Examples of al-Bu..~turI's ibtida'at

quoted as excellent were:
~

,.,. '?..",.

J

..-." ,?,.J

~j)1 cJ~j)1
and:

and:

However, Ibn al-Mu'tazz also criticised Abu Taw~m for his failure to ~Tite
good ghazal, mad~ and hija'.

He also accused him of plagiarism and

claimed that Abu Tammam compiled his~amasa and ~shiyyat in such a way
as to conceal his plagiarism from other poets.

"When I looked in his book

of poetic selections known as al-H~~asat I found that he neglected most of
the excellent poetry; the reason behind that was that he had stolen some
of it and so did not like to mention it in his selections.

other

(excellent poetry unquoted

Qy

Qy

him in the hamasa) was hidden

for himself to use when he was in need ••• "

him and kept

He also criticised his bad

isti~ira, such as the following:
,-

0.-""'-:

J

J'

.

.J.

s

..

]~I_c;~~c.ftY1 ~Y'~~!..J~y~~C:;~

125

He quoted some lines in which Abu Tammim used gharIb that would not even
fit in the poetry of al-CAjjaj and Ru''ba.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz thought that

gharib was not suitable for the poetry of the mur;dathiin because it would
seem incongruous beS1"d e more f am1"I"1ar wo rd s. 126

It seems that these remarks of Ibn al-MuCtazz in his kitao al-ladl e and in
his treatise on the poetry of Abu Tammam have inspired those scholars who
have accused Ibn al-MuCtazz of holding a bad opinion of Abu Tammam and of
envying him because of his excellent Cadre.

This view, however, does not

seem to be correct.

In his introduction to his kitab al-badIc , he

mentioned Abu Tammam, among other poets like Bashshir, Muslim b. al-WalId,
and Abu Nuwas t in order to ma.'i1;.e it clear that although badI,; was not
invented by them it was much used in their poetry and came to be known
by that name in their time.

There would be no point in his being envious

only of Abu Tammam and not of Bashshar and the others mentioned with him.
Moreover it seems that the treatise on the beauties and defects of AbU
Tammam's poetry was written at an earlier stage of his life than the

.

TaEagat, in which we find him a great admirer of Abu TaJnJnim and actually
pre:ferring him to al-BuhturL

Indeed. the line of Abu Tammam:
0 :. ..- .."
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which he criticised in his treatise on the poet's poetry, he quoted in
the !abagat as the opening of one of Abu Ta.mmam's excellent poems.

12'"'
I

Moreover, it should be noticed that we do not have the complete text of
the treatise.
discussed the

Al-Marzu'oinI in his ~uwashsha~ quoted only that part which

masari'

of AbU Tam.mam, because he himself was concerned in

this book only with the defects of poets ~~d not their merits, and therefore omitted that part which discussed this aspect of his poetry.

If we

had the complete text we might discover Ibn al-MuCtazz's criteria for

good poetry and how he regarded Abu T~ in that respect.

Since we

have not the complete text, it is not easy to form a balanced view, and
to claim that he disliked him on the strength of the excerpt in
a],..t'\Uwashsha~

is unreasonable.

All that we can say here, on the 1:asis of

what he wrote in his Tabagat about AbU TaEm and of other remarks he made
elsewhere, is that Ibn al-MuCtazz seems at any rate to have become an
admirer of his.

It is quite likely that the relationship between Ibn al-

Mu Ctazz and al-Siili, who was a great admirer and supporter of Abu Tammam,
influenced Ibn al-Mu cta.zz and made him attached to his poetry.
tr..a.t, both

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz

Besides

and Abu Tatn.mim were fond of the art of

mdTe,

and further, Ibn al-Mu Ctazz defended him and his poetry against IbrahIm
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b. al-Mudabbir, who disliked him and always criticised him.

Ibn al-MuCtazz

reported that one day Ibn al-Mudabbir argued with him about Abu Ta!!l.mam
and a Hacked his poetry.

Ibn al-Mu'tazz said to him "Do you speak like

tha t a bout the man who says:

C¥s:JA\J1 ~ 0.))' ~~
~J;;. ~-J19 JJf. c)J/1 ~;3

J~~1~Y~~IL? ~;jJ9
and:

a..'1d:

~l>-0 ~~h-~~1'

~;;~ ~~,~ ~ ~L;L.J I

J;;

j ~i ~/cJ~'~ !J.!
~ I ~y, ~c~J el' '~J
Ibn al-Mu'tazz said that he recited more lines to Ibn al-Mudabbir from
Abu Tarr~m's poetr! and he was "silenced as if I had pushed a stone into
his mouth".128

The first three lines, describing grey hair, were also

'luoted by<al-Kmicir in his al_MuwazanaI29 , and described as poetry that
contained excellent, correct and straight ID3.t'ani".

The second example,

.

consisting of two lines, was taken from a poem of ri thi' on Muhammad Ibn
Humayd.

The opening line was much admired by Ibn Rashiq, who considered

it to be the best opening of a marthiya in muwallad poetry:
"'''",.,....,.,

0

... 0

-

~ cJ~ ~;JI ~ct;
The two lines 'luoted by Ibn al-Mu Ctazz occur at the end of the marthiya,
.:md Ibn Rashi'l 'luoted th~m too and commented that Ab':i Ta,,-nmam was counted
among those who were excellent in ritna,.I)O

Ibn al-MuCtazz is said to have been an impressionistic critic because he
expressed admiration for almost all the poets who were 'luoted and the
poems which were cited by him.13

1

This may be so, or it may be that he
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was ra. tural1y

able to appreciate the poetry of many different poets,

writing in different styles and following different poetic madhihib.

In

either case, he was certainly very generous with his praise and his
favourable jUdgements.

Whenever he quoted a line of poetry he would

praise it and say that the whole of the poetry of that poet was most
-excellent and deserving of selection.

Wnen quoting Bashshir, he wrote:

"here is an admirable poem of his - though all his poetry is admirable" .132
About Marwin Ibn AbI Hafsa he said:

"the poems of Marwan are numerous

and if we start to recite the gems of his poetry our book will become too
big, because he has nothing but gems" .133

AbU

He said that all the poetry of

aI-HindI, who was famous for his khamriyyat, was beautiful and

excellent. l )4

All of

RabI~a

al-RaqqI's poetry was "elegant, sweet,

matbut:,
excellent and easy". 135

. he quoted 'Arl Ibn MUhallim he wrote:
When

"here is a poem selected from the poetry of C.Awf, although all his poetry
is worthy to be selected and contains no worthless or incomplete line" .136
He also thought that the"whole of the poetry of Muslim b. al-Waiid was
Ita beautiful brocade, and no-one can deny that" .137

He also said that the

whole of the poetry of AbU Tammam was beautiful. 138

He described the poems

of

al-~AttabI as "all gems containing no worthless line" .139 When he

quoted the following line by ~Abd aI-RahIm al-HarithI:

c;;{;

~~J~ V£'&o

he commented:

'0lb ~.

"this line is sajdatal-shu

''-~.'~ ~1 ~'I ~

ca.ra:'

jc ,;)

(the prostration of poets),

and if we had quoted nothing in our book but the poetry of al-~ari thi, it
would be a great thing" .140

The expression sajdat al-shu(ara' meant that

the line was so excellent that if poets heard it they would prostrate
themselves before it as a sign of admiration.

A similar judgement was

made on two lines of ritha' by Muslim b. al-Walid:

~I ~G (}5J'"f'Y.!. ~l£J

-~(;~ P;~~..vl~ U}9
~
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Ibn al-MuCtazz was fascinated qy the

macr~

and judged that "no poet will

be able to "Ti te a similar rna ena- for a thousand years". 141~

Ibn Tabitabi

quoted the two lines as an example of "a correct, outstanding and
beautiful ma'ni which has the best presentation, the most beautiful dress
(kiswa) and the most delicate words".142

Ibn al-Mu Ltazz t as has been mentioned, differed widely from al-Asma'i
because the latter had rejected the kind of poetry that had one level of
excellence with no defect in a single verse.

When a poet's

p~etry

was

like that, free of defects, it meant that he was not a rratbU C , and that
AI-Asma~i

he revised his verse again and again.

admired the poetry of

al-Nabigha al-Ja'di because his poetry had varying levels of excellence.
When Ibn

al-Mu~tazz,

on the other hind, wanted to praise a poet's work,

he would say that it contained no single worthless line.
associated this consistency with

~',

He even

as is clear from his comments on

the poetry of Bashsr.ar and Rabica al-RaqqL

The poetry of Ibn Abi

C:Uyayna, one of the four famous matbUCUn, as Ibn al-MuCtazz described
him, "''as said to be:

.. clearer than the :palm of the hand, with no defects

and no worthless lines".143 The impressionistic criticism which may be
found in the views of Ibn

al-}lu~tazz

"-as :perhaps inherited by him from

the early :period of literary criticism.

Mar..an Ibn ·Abi Hafsa displayed

the same tendency in co~~enting on various Jihili poets when their lines
were recited to him.

His remarks and his enthusiastic judgements were

mentioned earlier, in connection with the views of Ibn Qutayba in aI-shier
...-a-al-shucara,.

Whenever he heard some poetry recited, he declared its

author the best poet of all.

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz often gave similar judgements,

without giving any reason, as for instance, on 11ini al-}njnUn and ~A'isha
al_ CUthnLiniyya. l44

He also spoke of Muhammad b. 'Artis as one "all of

14
• now th e be s t poe t of hJ.· s tJ.· me" • 5
whose poetry is excellent, and he J.S

J9J
146

Perhaps, as Ihsan ~A boas has suggested t~

the

-position of Ibn al-l'lu (tazz

as a crown prince of the Abbasid Caliphate, and his social status, made of
him a kind of moral protector of all the poets of the Caliphate, so that he
expressed admiration for them and showed them kindness.

This attitude

resulted in a lack of objectivity in some of his critical judgements.

~~at

may be said about him is that, although he made use of the critics

before him, he sometimes differed from them and followed his

o~~

standards.

The impressionistic criticism which was current throughout the history of
poetic criticism before him may have influenced him, as we have seen, Uut
in spite of that we can form some idea of the criteria that he applied in
judging his poets.

Among these we have pointed out tab ~, badi ~, tafannun,

multiplicity, length, beauty of words and ccrrectness of ma~na, the use of
short metres, mantig, fluency and rhetoric, perfection of structure and
composition (husn al-rasf), facility and plainness, purity and clarity of
poetry and consistency of levels, without a single worthless line,
exaggeration in the rna cani of madl~, ghazal and faJr..hr, rigga, beauty of
openings (ibtiaa'at), and beauty of khurUj (~usn al-takhallus) from nasib
to madih or hi,p'; there is also his interest in the namat of the a crab.

Poetic genres and auotations
The most important genre to him was madlh quotations which dominate his
Tabaaat al-shu

cara'

al-muhdathln.

As has been mentioned, one of his

reasons for compiling this book was to collect the poetry of madlh in which
the Abbasid Caliphs were praised.
given to quotation from this genre.

Therefore most consideration will be
Other genres covered were ghazal, the

.

poetry of "foolish poets" (al-hamqa:), mujiin and hija' poetry and winedescription.

There were a few quotations from Shu(ubiyya and Zanadiga

poets and from Shi ~ite poetry and some li:1es in which Qur'anic verses
were inserted.

~~otations

from mujUn, foolish poetry and hija' will be

discussed together, because it seems that the reason for selecting lines
from such topics was a desire for amusement, and that such poetry was
introduced. as a change from jidd.

Wine-description was quoted mainly from

AbU aI-Hindi, and it was the principal subject that he quoted under the
heading of wa~f.

This may support al-Isfahini's contention that he was

most interested in those genres that fitted in with his own mode of life.

Although his quotations are from
hostile to the ancients.

.

ma~dath

poetry, b. al-MuCtazz is not

On the contrary, he seems to have accorded them

.

a certain superiority over the muhdathun, at least in connection with the

art of badi~, which he said had been initiated qy them. 147 On the other
hand, a count of his quotations in the Kitab al-tadi C reveals that ancient
and muhdath poets are almost equally represented with a slight preponderance of the latter, as Kratchkovsky observes in his introduction.

1

Moreover, as has been mentioned, Ibn al-Mu (tazz praised the poet who "-as
able to combine in his poetry themaCani of the earlier poets and the
mal>.asin of the muhdathUn.
it was described

Qy

This combination he achieved in his own poetry;

a1-Isfahanr as containing the qualities of the earlier

fu..."lul and the delicacy of the muhdath poets.

This a ttitude of his towards

the two groups makes him a critic who represents what may be called the
dualist stage of Arabic poetic criticism.

He is a good example of those

critics who made an attempt to reach a compromise concerning the ancients
and the

muhdathUn~

and he may even be regarded as the seal of that group

of critics; those who appeared after him, such as his own pupil AbU Baler
al~iili,

renewed. the bitter dispute, and the tattle began again between

the supporters of the ancient and the modern poets.

This stage of poetic

criticism was exemplified qy the dispute between AbU Tammam and his
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supporters on the one ~~d and al-Buhturi and his supporters on the other.
The former represented the new style (badic), and those who backed him were
headed by al-8ull with his two books, Akhbir al-Buhturt and Akhbar Lb:i
Ta.mrnam.

The former represented the old style (caroud al-shi cr) J and those

who 1::acked him had al-Amidl at their head, with his book al-Muwazana, in
which he collected the views of the supporters of both poets.

Since this

marks a new stage in the history of Arabic poetic criticism, we have
preferred to end this discussion with Ibn al-Muttazz, as the last
representative of the moderate school that started with al-Jahiz and
included Ibn Q.Utay1::a and al-Mubarrad.

b.

The quotations in TabaQat al-shu'ari al-muhdathin

The first group of quotations to be discussed, in brief, consists of
those related to religious and political matters, and those in which
Qurar.ic verses are inserted.

Although rredih poetry on the Abbasid Caliphs

was quoted by him rrainly for its political
it

"~ll

signifi~~ce,

as we shall see,

be discussed later, with the exception of those lines which talk

about the right of the Abbasids to the Caliphate.

The quotations to be

discussed here are those related to a poet's political and religious
beliefs, whether he was a zindiq , a 8hi Cite or a shucubr, the poetry in
which the Talibids (Abl al-Bayt) were praised is also prominent here, and
is a part of ShiCite-poetry.

The interest of Ibn al-MuCtazz in these

different subjects was associated with his position as an Abbasid Crown
Prince, who was concerned with religious and political thought in his
state.

The first poet whose religious thought Ibn al-Muctazz discussed is
Bashshar b. Burd, who was accused of being a zindrg and was executed by
the Caliph ai-MahdL

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz, who was fond of Ba.shshar tried his

best to prove his innocence by consulting his poetry.
was pJt to death for political reasons, such as

He believed that he

writL~g

the following lines

of hija' on al-Mahdi and his vizier, YaCqub, and calling on the Umayyads
to seize power:

other reasons were also given for his execution.

Ibn al-Muttazz mentioned

a number of indications that Ba.shshar was a true believer and not a zindig.
for example two lines expressing his belief in the Day of Judgement:
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These two lines are perhaps the first criticism of the atlal theme from
a religious point of view.

Bashshar believed that a poet should not

waste time weeping over a~lal but rather prepare himself for long waiting
and weeping on the Day of Judgement.

AbU Nuwas later transferred the idea

to the field of literary criticism, in his

k~amriyyat

and in his poetry

that bears signs of Shu Ciibiyya, to which we shall refer.

A second poet who was executed as a zindig was Salih b. cAbd
whose poetry was famous for hikma and amthal.

al-~Jddiis,

Ibn al-Mu ctazz defended

him and argued that his poetry ...-as full of allusions to zuhd, death a..'1d
the grave, and heaven, and exhortations to obedience and worship, good
deeds and noble behaviour.
~

His poem that starts:
/.

.?
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was quoted by Ibn al-MuCtazz because it contained many lines which
indicated that he ...-as not a zindig •

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz commented:

Quoting the following lines from the

"I wonder how a zindio could have written such

poetry? How can we believe that the author of that poetry is a zindig?,,2

The third poet whose beliefs were put to the test was AbU al-cAtahiya, who
was also accused of being a zindiq in spite of the extent of his poetry on
zuhd, mawa Ci:, and the hereafter.
al-din.

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz described him as kha bi th

He believed that, although in appearance Ab':i al-CAtahiya was an

ascetic, he was, in reality, a dualist (thanawi) who believed in two gods,
the god of good (khayr) and the god of evil (sharr). 3

The poets who were regarded as zanidiga seem to have lived a double life,

-

-

as may have been the case with Abu al-CAtahiya.

. .

-

Salih b. cAbd al-Quddus

and other poets

~ho

were called

zar~diqa

wrote two sorts of poetry.

One

sort indicated that they were true believers and sincere Muslims, the other
indicated that they were not.
of some

~Qhdath

This phenomenon of dualism in the characters

poets, and in their poetic macani, fascinated Ibn al-Mu(tazz.

In fact, he traced this dualism, in various aspects, in madTh poetry and in
other genres written

~

pro-Abbasid and ShiCite poets.

from each group led a double life.

Almost every poet

While he wrote madih on the Caliphs he

did the same for the Talibids, whom the Abbasids treated as a major
political threat.

He also found dualism in the cha-racters of other poets.

One of these was Abu Sa~ al-Makhzu.TJli "who claims in his poetry that he
is of high rank. but in fact he was of unknown and obscure origin.
also claims that he is a brave man and in fact he was a coward".

4

He
Another

poet was Muhammad b. Hazim al-Bihili whom Ibn al-MuCtazz described as "one

.

of the worst of those who persist in demanding (ilhif), although he always
talks about contentment (ganaCa) in his poetry.

He is one of those who

describe thenselves in their poems as the opposite of what they really are,
i

and they become notorious for this.
poets.

Abu Nuwas belonged to that group of

He used to talk in his poetry about pederasty, pretending to

admire it, but in fact he liked fornication more than a monkey does.

Abu

..

Hakima described himself as impotent and incap3.ble of ni~h, although it
"'"as said that he surp3.ssed a billy-goat in sexual prowess.

.

The poet

.

JahshawThi used to claim in his poetry to be addicted to ubna (passive
sodomy), although in fact he used to mount donkeys, not to mention other
things.

The poet Ibn Hazim (mentioned a oove) described himself as a

contented, honourable man and one who refrained from dishonourable deeds,
while in fact he was greedier than a dog.

He was ready to travel the

length of the Nile for the sake of one dir~m".5

Ibn al-Mu (tazz also

found this dualism in the characters of poets who had the a bili ty to write
poetry on both jidd and

,

-

.

Examples of these were al-Husayn b. al-

~.

~

Dahhak and Abu Fir awn al-8as1.

6
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Concerning poetry that had indications of ShuCubiyya he quoted only a few
examples, the best of which are two poems uJ Abu Nuwas.

One contains a.

comparison between the Arabs' way of life and that of the Persians; he
favoured the latter and he severely criticised and mocked the Bedouins.
The poem starts:

The second poem is a famous long ga:ida, in which he praised the tribes of
Yemen and satirised those of 'A~~n, starting:

Ibn al-Mu~tazz commented that Abu NUwas was said to have been a khariji
and to have been an enthusiastic supporter of the tribes of

~htan,

on

whom he wrote a great deal of madill poetry, and whose rival tribes he
satirised.

8

It is

up~ikely

that the political aspects of these two poems

were the sole reason for his quoting them.

T~eap?are~t

revolt against

the atlal convention in both probably interested him much rr.ore, coupled

.

as it was in one of them with a repudiation of the rahll theme as well:

~l~
7~\
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This is virtually a rejection of the theory of the Arabic gasida and its
themes, as stated by Ibn Qutayba in al-shi (r wa al-shu tara'.

The same

rejection is found in two short poems quoted by Ibn al-MuCtazz.
is by cAM Allah b. Abi Umayya:
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The second one is by AbU Hayyan al-Mawsus:

-"

9

. . . as net against the themes of the old ga:idaj
almost all his quotations contain a tlal introc:uctions, with na.sib and
rahll.

He seems to have quoted these exceptional poems that revol tee.

against those themes as a means of diversion.

They are more relatee. to

the hazl tran to jidd.

The insertion of Qur'anic verses into poetry was admired by people at the
time of the muhdathun and poets competed with one another in ~Titing such
poetry spontaneously, to advertise their tab c •

Abu Nuwas was distinguished

and famous among the mu.'I)dathun for doing this .10
against the rackground of badi C in general.

The practice may be seen

For instance, the following

of Abu Dulaf:
.".~
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were described by Ibn al-Nu Ctazz as "badi I' and tarif poetry".

l-:VYJ

The poet

borrowed the macna from the following Qur'anic verse:
I
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The two lines contain tajnis in the two words nadi and nadalr.a.

Quotations from poetry relating to politics are partly those in which
poets advocated support for the Abbasids in their claim to the Caliphate.
They frequently quoted the Qur'an in order to affirm their views.

On the

other hand there were also poems in praise of the Talibids, supporting
them as the only rightful claimants to the Caliphate.

There were some

poets who pretended to be pro-Abbasid but were secret supporters of the
Talibids.
.

This attitude may be regarded as a sort of dualism.

In their

.

poetry there was madlh for both the Abbasids and their political opponents,
as we shall see in Ibn al-MuCtazz's quotations.

There are men like Sudayf

b. MaymUn, who attacked the Umayyads in his speeches and his poems, and
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fomented revolt.

12

vfnen the Abbasids seized power he congratulated the

.

first Caliph al-Saffah in a poem of a dualistic nature, in which he
praised the Abbasids and elegised the Talibids and Abbasids killed by
the Umayyads.

The poem starts:
.:J 0.7

. L;j, CJ'-!
. u-o
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His dualistic

cp~racter
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13

also appears in the poem in which he addresses one

of the Tali bids, Iocahim b. I:A 1:d AIJ.ah b. aI-Hasan thus:

14

!1any lines which affirm the right of the Ab1::asids to rule are quoted by

Ibn al-Mu £tazz.

Caliphs were urged to appoint their sons as their

successors, as in al-(Umani's urjuza on al-¥..a.hdi, starting:

The poem contains lines like:
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19

In one of his madih poems on al-Amin,

AbU

the Ab1::asids was confirmed by the Qur'in:

c)~3 ~ if l\IJ\ c:,.., ~t

- 9~j ~.rl u,,-'CWI J;:i

Marwin

L"

Nuwas claimed that the right of

',if; cJu,,1

Jb ~1~3

'rJ.! h F I~»': is

. .

b. Abi Hafsa stated that the Ab1::asids, and not the Ta1ibids, were

the ones who were entitled to the CaliPhate, because they were descended
from al- cA bc.as, the Prophet· s paternal uncle, who had the right of
inheritance, while the Tali bids had no such right, being descended from
the Prophet's daughter.

Ma.rwin wrote:

,V~I"~~-2
uUI ~
..,
Mansur al-Namri followed the same line as Marwin; he wrote in one of his

madih poems on aI-Rashid:

16
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In another poem he wrote:
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He was referring to the Qur'anic verse:
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.

In spite of the quantity of madill that he wrote on aI-Rashid and his
support for the Abbasids, al-Namri lived a double life and was said to be
a secret member of the Shl.or c=a Imamiyya.

Tali bids and criticise the salaf.

or
He used to write madih
on the

This lI'.a.dLl). was the best poetry ever

written in their praise, as Ibn al-Mu Ctazz described it, quoting several
examples. 19

madih.

Another poet who wrote
who wrote the famous

poetry on the Talibids was Dicbil b. cAli,

ta' iyya starting:
t>

0

0_

cdlP?l~~c?; ~-r§
This poem was highly praised. by Ibn al-Mu£tazz.

Di C:bil also wrote

madill

~n al-Ma'mun as well as on the Talibids. 20

The best example of a ShiCite poet is al-Sayyid al-Himyari, most of whose
poetry is about cAli b. Abi Talib.
long

ga~ida

Some of his poems were quoted and his

known as al-mudhhaba was praised. by Ibn al_Mu Ctazz.
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In quoting the poetry in which the Tali bids were praised, Ibn al-Mu Ctazz
seems to have contradicted himself t since he belonged to the Abbasid
ruling class and he was concerned with affirming the Abbasids' right to

4cJ

Cali~te.

the

His attitude in this reminds us of the dualistic character

of the poets who praised both the Abbasids and the Talibids.

By quoting

the poems that praised the latter, he pleased both the Talibids and the
ordinary people, who very much respected ahl al-bayt, while by quoting
poetry that praised the Abbasids he intended to affirm that they had the
right to rule.

Through this dualistic approach, he attempted to achieve

his political goal, and at the same time to please his opponents, the
Talibids.

He took the same approach in his own poetry as we shall see.

Quotations from p.adih on the Abbasids
The poetry of rnadI~ quoted by Ibn al-Mu ~tazz in his :abagat has particular
characteristics.

He seems to have been most interested in the content,

apart frOm the elements of badi ~ that were present.

One of these characteI'-

istics is the dualism to be found in some of the poems.
expressed itself in different ways.

This dualism

A poet might write combined rradlh on

.

.

two persons in one gasida, or he might write madlh on one and rithi' on
another.

Sometimes there might be a combination of hiji' and madlh on two

different persons.

Dualism can also be found in the rna tani of the

mad.ll:,

where badie is used, and the dominant elements of this are tajnis,
mugabala, isti'ira and muta1:e.ga.

A mamdUh might be characterised with two

•

•

qualities, each contrasting with the other or contradicting it, such as
being a good man in this life and in the hereafter, or as being good for
his people and 1::ad for his enemies.

Sometimes the poet mentioned "light"

in one half of a line and "darkness" in the other half.
also be likened to both the sun and the moon.

The ne.mdUt m5.ght

The poetry of madih that he

quoted is also characterised by muOOJ..agha and ghulu in describing the
mamd. Uh.

He differed from all earlier critics in accepting ghulu, a.'ld. we

shall try later to explain his attitude.

The main idea in the poetry of

.

madlh-tha t he quoted was the description of the mamdu.1-). as a means of
;

security, and stability, for the earth and a protector of Islam and the

state.

This idea is to be fo~~d in the madih on viziers and governors.

We shall also notice poets' assiduity in linking the mamdUh (especially the
Caliph) with the Prophet ani Islam, and in describing him as an ideal
Muslim, a man of the state and a man of religion.

He was presented. as a

man who combined the good qualities of the mamd~~ in early Arabic poetry

and the qualities of a good Muslim.
a sort of du~lism.

This combination can also be seen as

The description of the mamdUh as a means of stability,

•

sec'.1.rity and protection for the earth, Islam and the state reflects Ibn
al-~Ctazz's

feelings about the situation of disorder, revolt and lack of

securi ty in the Abb3..sid Caliphate at his time.

He himself was a vict im of

such a situation when he was killed after ruling as a Caliph for only one
day.

The use of mur:alagha or ghulu by poets in describing a mamdUh and in
declaring him superior to everyone else had a long history in Arab society
and was reflected in personal and tribal mufakhara.

It was also reflected

in poetic criticism, where we have seen people nominating the best poet
or the best poetry of all.
known as the best.

Later, every Caliph or vizier wished to be

The poets of madih extended. the limits of this attitude

in declaring their Jl'I.amdu..t,.Un superior to all others.

From that point of

view, mubilagha or ghulu recame a political and social necessity.

As for the interest of Ibn al-MuCtazz in the phenomenon of dualism in
poetry, the reason may lie in its connection with badr~t besides the fact
that most poets had a dualism in their characters, which found expression
in their madill on both the Abresids and the Talibids.

•

The age of Ibn al-

Mu Ctazz seems to have been essentially an age of dualism, and he seems to

have mirrored this.
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.

Th~ first eYA~ple of rradih poetry in which we see dualistic macani is the

.

Qasida
called al-gharra'
by

-

~B.r,.;an

. .

b. AblT' Hafsa in praise of Za'ida b.

in which the father of the rramdUh was praised as well.

Y.a tn,

Dualism can be seen

in the very first line:
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In the second line the poet compared the mamdUh with his father.
the same praiseworthy qualities.

Both had

Dualism can be seen in the third line

where the two are both praised for two qualities which stand in contrast to
each other, namely that

b~th

of them protect the frontiers of the state,

while on the other hand they spend their money generously in search of
nobility.

He continued to describe them in the same terms and claimed that

it was difficult for people to differentiate between them:

~~~ oJ~.

G;b;

~t;.i VJG:. ~u-~ Of

.
l!~~ J(UcJ

In the last line he portrayed the mamdUh from two contrasting directions:
--

--

0-'

0

J

..?

~

This continued the idea expressed in the sixth and ninth lines, where
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ba's and nadi were juxtaposed.

The oaslda can be considered as an excellent
"

example of multiple dualism.

The combination or contrast of nadi and bats is to be found in other poems

Bakr b. al-Nattah

and in other lines in which two persons are praised.
attri~~ted to both

AbU

Dulaf and his father elsa the contrasted qualities

of ba' sand naaa in his ga:ida :

.,

~

~. ~~

yLo.;tJ~ ~, U~ ;>~~
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The first line contains two isti~aras, in its mention of the houses of
nobility (Egyut al-majd).

In the line already quoted from Ahi al- 'Amaythil, praising the two brothers
al-Fadl and aI-Hasan sons of Sahl, we find the contrast achieved by
describing one of them as the sun, facing the other, who is described as
the moon:
,.,.,

,/"
All
~ .5J

to'

" r'

. ::, Jl c.v..h
C? 'JL "".
~
••
c.r::Lo

Another distinct sort of dualism is found in the poem of Babita al-Raqqi
which is a combination of madih on one man and hija' on another; both of
them were called Yazid.

Ibn al-Mu C:tazz described the poem as ~'poetry that

has travelled widely in all parts of the earth and has become a mathal for

/"

..AJ

•

...,

"

J>.JI(f~}J0'0~u~

~I~( 'Ju,ll~ r.~ »~.

-~/~ :;~'J_ Jl~~t~' ~

~ cit (o~ ,?~ Jk;0

The poem is full of contrasts.
and hija,.

First of all there are the two genres, madih

There are contrasts in salama aI-mila and in li-al-amwali ghayru

musalimi; also in i tlifu maLihi and in jam eu al-darahimi.

There is also
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taj::is in Sulaym and salama.

This poem was also cited b"J Ibn Eashi'l as an

ey.ample of hija' mugdhi c. 25

A similar poem is one by AbU (Uyayna in madlh on one man and hiji' on his
brother:

The first line contains

mai c:

in the contrast between mahmudun and

mud:r~rrHll.a.mun •

One of the earliest poems

~nich

contain dualism in its themes and is full

of badr c expressed in contrasts is a poem by AbU Dw.ama, the genres of
which are

madlh and ritha'.

both in every line.

He so combi.11ed the two genres as to include

He wrote the poem when the Caliph AbU Ja 'far al-~1ansUr

died and his son al-Mahdr succeeded him, as rithi' on aI-MansUr and
congratulatory rradih on al-Mahdr.

In the first line we see dualism in the

The 1::adlc resides in the continual contrasts in the poem.

Of the two eyes,

one is happy and the other is sad; tabId is opposed to tadhaku, yasu'uha to

4-J8

A similar poem is one by Aba al-Sr~ys in which he wrote rith~f on al•

Rashid and congratulatory madi~ on his successor, al-Amin.

Again, in each

line of the poem the poet introduces both genres:
0!fJ.
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~3J, c/~~ ~~:;;; ~'~.>U'"~-!'~ :;~:uC;;The badi' appears in the contrasts and in tajnis.
jarat and jawarin constitute tajnis.
wi th

Sa co. is
----

28

The first two words

contrasted with nahs, ...-ahsha

---.-

-~.---

ta bki with ~~ika, ma' tam with curs, and yu~:ikun.a with yubkina.

linS,

In the last line we ~Ave two moons, one of which is seen in Baghdid and the
The line contains tashbih, in comparing the two

other is buried at Tus.
men with moons.

This combination of rithi' and rnadih, or congratulation,

in one poem is a difficult task for a poet, as Ibn Rashi~ rew~ked.29

-

_.

-

-

The
~

first to attempt it ...-as 'Ubayd Allah b. Humam al-Saluli who visited Yazld
b. Mu ~awiya when 1'1u 'awiya died.

He gave a short speech in which be

consoled Yazid for his father's death and congratulated him on becoming
Then he recited the following lines:

Caliph.
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After this, poets followed his example in combining rnadih and ritha' in
one poem. 30

Dualism is not only to be found in a poem of dual genre, but also in the
rna cani of one genre, as in madIh where the Jl'amdUh is credited with two
contrasting qualities.

.

The most common version is to describe the rnamdUh

as a man of religion and of worldly life, of din and dunya.

This kind of

rnadih -r1as
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poets gathered at the door of aI-Rashid awaiting his r~~ission to recite
"~Jhoeve::, feels

their poems of madih t he ordered his doorman to tell them:

himself able to praise us for dln and dunya, in concise terms, let him
enter and do so".

\-Then cUmar b. Abi aI-Sa C:ht entered to do as aI-Rashid

had required, he asked him to recite his poem:
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Ib~ al-Sa'lat waS the only poet to be rewarded by aI-RashId that day.)

The first line quoted above contains the figure

tashak~uk,

in which the

poet expressed doubt as to whether the she-camel was carrying Rarun or
rain (ghayth).

In the second line there is another tashakkuk, as to

whether it was carrying the sun, the moon, the world or the faith.

The dualism of dunya and dIn in rnadih is known from early times.

The

Caliph AbU Jacfar aI-MansUr is reported to have asked Abu Dulama about the
best line ever written by the Arabs.

Abu DuIama' s answer was that "it is

a verse to which lads play:
~.;.J

...,/ ...- '~J.

__

~/l:' Vy.,5!I~ ~'e'Y
This is perhaps one of the earliest references to the dualism of d~nya and
.~

dln, although we cannot date it.

~

It also occurs in a line of Jarlr, on

'Urnar b. ~Ab:i al-cAzIz:

-~L--.t
uJl\ u
.,.,
.....- ..

\;~,
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"hich, if not the source of the :rna 'na, was at any rate recommended as an
example to 'AM AIJ.ah b. al-Samt b. Marw§:n, who had displeased al-Ma'mun
with his line:

'OJ._L,~ V~l d ~WI!, ~~l:Al-Ma' m1in • s objection was, apparently, to the way in which the :rna

em

was

expressed, rather than to the rnacna itself, for someone else commented
that the poet had represented the CaliIh as i f he was "an old woma.n busy
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with her

.
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The ability to produce ma ~ani such as those in the lines of Ibn l.bi alSa~lat was considered a sign of poetic skill and excellence.

This is clear

from the predilection of poets for these maEani in their madih.

An example

is the poem by Salm al-Khasir in praise of Yahya b. Khalid al-~t.,,"'fflc.~,.in

.

which he claimed that both din and dunya relied on the mamduh.

The poem

opens:
, •1
'::>J

In two other lines we find the same contrast, together with galil and
kathir:

.

./

/ . y..9 cJ ly..D c.ft, ,J~.
jy£};.Jrpj i>1 r~~1 ~
In the second line the

~~mduh

u-> eft cJC 0i Lo~

~J.~jJ,Z!~ ~

was described as a protector of Islam and an

insurance for his people against misfortunes.
the first line.

v..>~

This continued the idea of

These concepts are almost always connected with the

abstract ma£ani of light and brightness, signifying guidance, as in the
following line of the same poem:

-

Presentip.g the ~mduh as a man of din and dunya, as a protector of Islam
and of the state, and as an insurance for his people through his generosity

.

was widespread in the poetry and other writings of the muhdath1in quoted by
Ibn al-MuCtazz.

In his message of congratulation to AbU Bakr al-Fata who

.

had been appointed vizier, Muhammad b. 'ArUs employed these concepts.

He

wrote to him that his appointment as a vizier "is a victory for din and a
protection for the ministry; din is - thanks to AlIah - protected by you,
and dunya is made green (by your generosity)".
which Ibn al-MuCtazz quoted the following:

He then wrote a poem, from
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Dualism and contrast are to be found in the first line where the poet
mentioned his father and mother in the first half; in the second half he
mentioned his maternal and paternal uncles.

He produced takifu' by speaking

of his ~alayn.

Sometimes a poet would liken a mamduh to four different persons, each of
whom was famous for a noble quality.
four.

The mamdUh was a combination of these

The poet· s main idea was to praise the mamdUh for din and dlulya, and

in order to do so, he presented as two of the four persons famous men of
noble worldly qualities, such as generosity and courage (ba's), and as the
other two men famous for religious virtues such as sincerity and nusk
(asceticism).

AbU al-cAllif al-Nahrawani is quoted by Ibn al-Ma«:tazz as

writing on his mamdUh:
~b •
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The dualism is apparent in the poet's apportioning two qualities to din
and two to dunyi.

The lines also contain tagsIm.

Some poets, when using din and dunya, would introduce contrasting ideas and
ascribe to the mamd~ qualities that seem to contradict one another.
produces a kind of takifu', in a wide sense.

This

The first example is from the

poetry of CAli b. Jabala in praise of Humayd al-TUsI:
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.

This takafu' occurs in the second line where the mamdUh was described as a
generous man, in the first half, and as a fighter who kills those who are
disloyal, in the second.

Thus we have generosity, which gives life, on

the one hand, and fighting, which causes death, on the other hand.
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Similar to this are the lines of Ibn ~~nadhir praising the Baramika, in
which he described them as making two journeys every year, one to fight the
enemies of the Caliphate and the other one to perform the pilgri~age in
Mecca.

He also used the abstract ma cani of light and brightness:
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Sometimes the dualism "''as effected by descri bir!£; the two hands of the
D".amdUh, one as givine; liTe throlJ-e)l generosity and the other as causing

death in war.

This is to be found in these two lines of AbU al-Shay~

praising (Uq 1::e. b. Ja t.far al-Khuza -=1:

vP~ ~I ~t cJ1 ~ G0 ify-L1.J.? d-JJ
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The same idea iE expressed in three lines of Salm. al-Khisir praising alMahdi:
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There is also contrast in '~ (forgiveness) and intigam (revenge).

Another method was for the

poet to speak of the two days of the mamdlli'1,
I

one for good and the other harm to his enemies.

An example of this is

from the poem of Salm al~sir in praise of yahyi b. Khilid al-Barmaki:
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Ibn Jaba.la spoke of the two days of his mamdUh.; one of them was 'tashir

•

or the bringer of glad tidings and the other was nadhIr or the warner.
Besides the dualism, we have the contrast between 'tashIr and nadhIr.
sa~e

idea

"~s

The

continued in other lines:
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The second line descriood the mamdUh as being both generous a.T'ld a brave
fighter.

This was expanded in the third line, in which the poet

specified the two functions of the hand of the mamdUh, to give life through
generosity and to give death by the sword.

We also have the cont::rast

.

between fa-tuhyI and wa-tubir in the second half of this line •

Other poets expressed the idea of dualism and produced contrasts by
describing the mamdUh as having two faces; one face for generosity and the
other for fighting, as AbU al-cAllif al-Nahrawanl wrote:
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We have the contrast b2tween ~ayiJ7in in the first half of the first line
and waoahi in the second. half.

We also have that between al-jiddi and

al-muzahi in the second r~lf of the second line.

•

In the same line we have

a repetition of hB::kadha.

Yet another way of expressing this dualism was to describe the
having two clouds; one of ghayth, or

a~xndant

-

rr~miQh

as

rain which gives life to

the earth, and the other of torrential rain that causes catastrophes.
Again, the mamduh could be compared with time (dahr), which sometimes
brought good luck ani sometimes misfortune.

An example of this is the

two lines b"J CAli b. Ja'!:ala praising Humayd al-Tiisl:
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Contrasts were produced

Qy ~
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and wahd in the second half of the first

line, b"J tughnl and turdl in the first r~lf of the second line, and by
ya£du and )~CQi, which also contain tajnis, in the second half.

However, all these different expressions of dualism in which the rramiUh
n~S

described in contrasting terms were in fact an extension of the

dualism which we met in the characters of the mamiUhUn and the poets who
described themselves in their poems with descriptions contrary to their
real characters.

We also noticed the dualistic approach in the theory of

jidd and ~ and in the combination of the ma~nl of the ancients and the
mah3:sin of the moderns.
influenced

Qy

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz himself, as we have observed, was

this dualism in his quotations.

part of the theory of '!:adl c, in a wide sense.

Dualism seems to have been
The fact that most of the

examples quoted contain contrasts and tajnis, together with other elements
of badIc and mahasin, appears to indicate this relationship, and Ibn ali

Mu t:tazz was chiefly influenced Qy the theory of badi c in selecting his

quotations.

Ibn al-ltQ Ctazz paid considerable attention to the abstract macanl in which
the mamdUh was invested with the attributes of light, brightness and
beauty.

Most of his quotations from the genre of madlh contain these

rracani, as we shall see.

The idea of endowing Caliphs, kings, and noble

men with these attri~utes was discussed Qy aI-Amid! in his al-~Jwazana,
as one of the points of comparison between AD~ Tammaro and al-Euhturl.

He

thought that this method of praising Caliphs and noble men was very good
and that it was necessary.

A Caliph or a king should be given the

attribute of hayba (awe-inspiring appearance) and also that of beauty of
face, because a beautiful face increases respect for the Caliph.

The

Arabs considered a beautiful face as a good omen, because it was a sign of
good qualities, while an ugly face was a sign of bad qualities.

-

~

AI-Amil

criticised Quaama, who claimed in his Nagd aI-shier that the attribution
of beauty was not recommended in rradlh.

He considered that q;u:iima Has at

odds with all nations, Arabs and non-Arabs, all of whom accepted and

.

recommended attribution of beauty in madfh and the attri~Jtion of ugliness
in hija'.

He then quoted many relevant lines from al-EuhturI's poetry.

However, Qudama's view is supported by "AM al-¥..alik b. Marl'l'an's criticism
of "AM Allah b. Qays al-Ruqayyat for referring to physical attributes in
his madlh on him, as for instance:

.

rather than the spiritual virtues (fada til nafsiyya) to which he had
referred in his maalh on Mustab b. al-Zubayr:
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The muhdathiin were, in general, fond of these macan! in madJJ;. and they
repeated them in their poems.

Another point to be mentioned here

is that

most of the examples given Qy Ibn al-MuCtazz described the mamdUh as a
protector of Islam and as a pious man. and linked him with the Prophet -
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if he happened to be a Caliph.

A1-Anidi said tr2t a Caliph should be

4'"'
p=aised as pious and devout even if he was not so.)

This explains why

a poet should describe a Caliph as the light of religion while he was
drinking wine with him.

It may also explain why poets so frequently credit

their rramdUhun with religious virtues.

In bestowing the qualities of beauty, light and brightness, poets would

.

compare the mamdUh with the sun and the full moon.

Har:in aI-Rashid was

always among those to whom such qualities were attriuuted.

Ibn Abi al-

Sa'la wrote of him:
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and:
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The second line of the second example contains tashaYJrnk.

.

When Nusayb aI-Asghar praised Istaq b. al-Sabbih al-Kindi, he compared him
wi th the full moon and those who Here sitting Hi th him wi t.1-t stars:
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The second line contains tajnis, in the words tamamun and tatammama in the
second half.

It also contains what critics called tatmlm or tamam, another

type of Hhich was called ihtiras or ihtiyat.
is the line by Tarafa:
~_:3
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A very good example of this
_
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.,.. was produced by the words: ghayra mufS-d~\..:::46
The tatmJ.1ll
l.u=.

.

.

In the line of Nusayb aI-Asghar, the "precaution" was: caJi anna fI albadri

al-wahaga~

•

The full moon becomes srraller and swaller and eventually

disappears, but the rr.amdUl;, although like the full moor. . , becomes more
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per:ect and complete.

A r,aTIdllh rray be described as a hilil (new moon); others are likened to
stars. as

'Ali b. Ja1:e.la, in his poem in praise of Humayd al-Tusi', connected the

.

tram:.i tio:! from the rahIl - which took place at night - with the mamdUh r
who filled the earth with light, like the moon which droye away the darkness
of the night while the poet was travelling.

Ibn al-NuCtazz said "I have

never heard a better taY-..hallus from naslb to r,adlh than this".

The

relevant lines are:
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In another line he addressed the mamd~~ thus:
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The description of the rramdUh as a light that drives away the darkness and
a light that acts as a guide for men is to be found in other poetry, like
the following lines by the poetess cAnan in praise of Yahya al-BarmakI!
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In another line she addressed him thus:

As has been mentioned, one of the elements of excellent

~adlh

was to credit

the Caliph with piety and other religious virtues, even if these were not
appropriate.

An example of this kind of madll; f in which the poet - who ..'as

drinking wine with the mamdUh - described him as the light of religion, is

•
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these lines of AbU NU1-\as:
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Here we have tasri t in the first line, with na[as at the end of the first
half and al-aalas at the rhyme.
the two words sidisihim sadas.
in the words tabki and

yaQ~k,

In the third line we have tajnis in
He also

r.a ve

contrasts in the last line,

and in dihkihi and cabas.

In another poem he described him as the light of the Caliphate and the
rejuvenating power of Isla-'ll:

51
The ra,iaz poem of al-crJrnani in praise of aI-RashId also illustrated madlh
by attribution of the piety and devoutness demanded by critics.

The lines

selected by Ibn al-I-1u Ctazz are the following:

52

Another element of madIh recommended by critics

~~s

reference to particular

ch2.Iacteristics s..r::i Cl"J.ali ties restricted to the Abmsid Caliplls, since they
were related to the Prophet and considered to belong to Ahl al-1?ayt.

A

poet should show obedience to them, love them and admit that they have a
special status and right among Muslims, according to aI-Amid! in his
Muwazana.

The examples he quoted made it clear that disobedience to the

Caliphs was

nTote addressing al-Mutawakkil:
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Another recommended element of madih on Abmsid Caliphs was to mention
that they had inherited various belongings of the Prophet, such as his
clothes, his turmn, his sword, his ring, his stick and his bed.

The poet

should also mention ths..t the Caliphs were related to the Prophet, that
they behaved and acted according to his teachings, and that they inherited
his blessings.

Al-cAbres b. cAbd al-Muttalib, who was the paternal uncle

of the Prophet and from whom the Abbasid Caliphs were descended, should
be mentioned, with his virtues and his good deeds.

Again examples were

The last line referred to al-'Abbas.

A variation on this was to describe their no bili ty, honour and glory by
stressing their connection with al-Ka'ba and the well of Zamzam, with

al-cAb~s

reference to the noble deeds of

such as

'~ter;~
0
.
"_g ~.
",n~
pl-I grlIDs,
n",-

__

and performing the prayer for rain at the time of 'Umar.
quoted by al-Amidi from the poetry of al-Buhturi.

Examples were

He ~Tote, addressing

the Caliph al-Mu(tazz:
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Another example was his lines on al-Mutawakkil:
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The Caliph should be presented as superior to all others, and the poet
should be careful not to praise a vizier, a governor or a noble man in
the same terms as the Caliph.
who addressed
.Jo"'-

../.;,.9.

Examples were again taken from al-Buhturi f

thus:

al-Mutawak~il
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Such a line ought to be written only on an Abbasid Caliph or a member of
the Prophet's family, according to al-Amidi.

All the examples quoted

contain the same idea of exclusivity.53

A similar idea was propounded qy Ibn Rashlq who stated that if ~~e mamd~~
was a king, the poet might exaggerate in his ma canl, without any limits,
but i f the mamd.Uh was an ordinary man, he ought not to.

Ibn Rashiq and

Qudima both thought that every class of men ought to be praised in terms
exclusive to it. 54

The themes in the lines of

madlh

quoted qy Ibn al-MuCtazz were those that

these successors of his considered appropriate.

In the two following lines

by Ashja C al-Sulamt of madTh on aI-Rashid, we find a reference to the

.

relationship of. the mamdUh with the Prophet and the effect of this in the
destruction of his enemies:
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I;; \;}...9
AI-Rashid was so pleased that he said:

na".

J1'l2..dIh and correct rna e
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"By AlJih, this is excellent

The contrasts are to be seen in daw' and

al-i:lam, and in tanabbaha and hadi. AI-RashId ~~s further delighted when
the poet recited two other lines in Which he described him and his parents
as having drunk the water of the Prophethood and as being related to the
Prophet:
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In other lines, too, his relationship with the Prophet was mentioned, and
he was described as a protection for the Caliphate:
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The idea of praising the mamdUh as a protector of Islam and the Calip.'late
was transferred to the madIb of viziers and governors.

Ibn al-Mu [tazz

stated that one of the ways in which a poet could best praise a mamdUh
of this rank was to say that he gave stability and protection to the
Caliphate by his long stand under the shade of swords)?

.

I:

'I"

Muhamnad b. All,

.

known as al-SInI, praised Tahir b. al-Husayn in this way:

Another governor, cA b:l Allan b. HilaI was praised by

~Ali

.

b. '.!:sim thus:
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Some poets not only described their Ii'.amd ct. a<: a p::::-otecto:c

0:

11-,8 Calip:--,a.. te

~Jt also as a means of security and protection for the whole earth.

These

macanI are to be found L~ various lines quoted by Ibn al-~~Ctazz from
different poets.

The best examples are the pJems of cAlf b. Jabala in

praise of ~umayd al-TUsl and Ab-Q Dulaf al-KhazrajI.

About the former he

wrote:
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He described him as a guardian of the earth:
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About Abu Dulaf he wrote:
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'Awf b Muhallim addressed his mamdUh ~Abi Allih b. Tihir thus:
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He described him and his family as

~~e

ornaments of the

Cali~~te

in time

.

The poems of mad1h quoted by Ibn al-Mul:tazz were characterised by
references to the revolts which had taken place against the Abbasid
Caliphate and their suppression by the mamdUhiin.

•

The reiteration of this

t~eme

suggests that it ...-as cOC1sidered. Y3.rticularly apposite for T7'a.d.ih

0:1

viziers and governors of provinces at that time, in view of the lack of
security and stability in the Abbasid Caliphate.

In his o..m poetry Ibn

al-MuCtazz also referred to the same subject, and he gave as an example
of a good vizier one who could suppress revolts and secure the state.

Ibn al-MuCtazz approved. of poems of madih with exaggerated ma~ani.

Earlier

critics had rejected ey..aggeration, possibly under the influence of the
Qu='an and Hadith, both of which call for sincerity and truth and cond.emn
takalluf and exaggeration.

With the exception of al-Nabigha al-Dhubyani,

in his critic:ism of Hassan b. Thabit, and cAbi al-Yalik b. i1arwan in his
criticism of Kuthayyir, there was perhaps no-one who advocated exaggeration in the rna cani of madih.

•

Ibn al-Mu Ctazz • s quotations fro:r, this genre

rray have influenced Qudima, al-Amidi and Ibn Pashiq , all of whom accepted
exaggerated madih, and believed that levels of rnadih should differ according to the differences in rank of the mamdUh1in.

Qudarna made it clear that

in his opinion description by way of hyperbole was preferable to "staying
within limits which mark the middle (between two extremes)".

He said that

those who had knowledge of poetry , either ancient cr modern, held the same
opinion.

He quoted the tag:

"the best poetry is the most lying (ahsan

al-shi cr akdhabu.rm)" and remarked that a poet was not expected to be
sincere but excellent, whether in

madil;

or hija,.

He could contradict

himself in different poems, provided that he displayed sufficient poetic
ability.

He also

attri~Jted

the same views to the Greek PhilosoPhers.

65

Recent scholars have believed that Quiiirra was in-Tluenced by Aristotle in
his views concerning hyperbole in poetry.66

In all probability, however,

Quaama was influenced by Ibn al-Mu ttazz's quotations and by other hyperbolic lines from Jahili ~etry, such as those by Muhalhil ~~d al-Namr b.
Tawlab, and from muhdath poetry, such as those of AbU Nuwas.

The influence

of Imru' al-Qp.ys' father, who also believed that ahsan al-shi cr akdhabuhu ,

and of 'AM al-i'1alik, al-Nabigha, and al-Acs~ may be suggested. 6'"("'

Hyperbole may be regarded as a part of Arab life, for we find it iD
mufakhara and mumfara t in poetry and in speeches.

In the field of

poetic criticism, we find that critics themselves gave exaggerated
opinions about a poem, a line or about a poet himself, in describing it
or him as the best of all.

The muhdathun became fond of hyperoole f in

madih, as we shall see from Ibn al-Mu'tazz's quotations.

By their time,

it had become a social and political necessity, since the mamdQ~ had to
be accorded superiority to all, especially if he was a Caliph.
superiority gave him the right to rule his subjects.

This

It even became a

religious necessity in the opinion of some poets, such as Salm al-1Chasir,
who believed that al-M3.hdi, the Abtasid Caliph, was really the awaited
rahdi (al-M3.hdi al-muntazar).

In one of his poems he made him superior

to all, likening him to halal and other kings to haram:
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He wrote another poem in praise of the Caliph Mllsa al-Hadi, to whom he
ascribed divine attributes:
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A rnamdUh may be likened to al-Ka 'ba., as by Muslim b. al-Walid:
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and by Ahmad b. al-Haj,jij:
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leu

al-~uCtazz ~as

interested in such poetry from a political, as well as

an artistic, PJint of view.

He ..,as one of the

.L.

bl::asid ruling family and

he liked the Caliphs to have their right to the Caliphate affirmed in such
or
poetry as this, by Nansur
al-NaJT1.Il:

71
'Ali b. Jal::ala addressed al-Mutawa~~il thus:

L5~1 ~ 3J~
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Two lines from the poem of Abu al-Kha ttab al-Bahdali in praise of
Hadi described him as the best man of Mudar.

Husa: al-

No-one was better than him

except the Prophet:
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CAli b. al-Jahm employed even greater hyperbole in ascribing to his mamdUh

AbU Dulaf al-KhazrajI - who was not even a Caliph - divine power:
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a nan as eClual to God". 74

t.Ali- b. Ja'k.-l
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such exagger:ation

and incorpor:ated a similar idea in his lines in praise of
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Al though the lines are said to have been "rejected by the carr:.;Tca.. whc
accused the poet of ignor:ance in crediting his

~md~~

with the power of

God", Ibn al-HuCtazz admired them, defending them on the grounds that it
had already been stated in the first line that the mamdiL'1 had achieved
such power by obedience to God. 75 The fact that these poems by CAli b.
Jabala were much admired and recited by people, as Ibn
mentioned, implies that

al-~uCtazz

they enjoyed hyperbole in madih poetry.

The

examples quoted above from AD~ NUwas, 'All b. Jabala and ot~ers described
the

rnamdlli~

•

as pious and obedient to God, even if the poet knew that this

was not true.
mentioned.

This practice was commended by al-Amidi, as we have

Ibn al-MuCtazz had the same vie ..r, judging from his Cluotations,

~Jt he differed with al-Amidi in that he sometimes accepted the tr:ansfer-

ence of rnadih appropriate to Caliphs to viziers and other men of the
state.

AI-Amidi considered trw.. t "a major defect in a poet is to pr:aise a

non-Caliph for ca.ualities only possessed by caliphs n • 76

Sometimes hyperbole is ridiculously presented, as in the poem of AbU a1Khat-tab al-Bahdal! in praise of the Caliph

}1usa al-HadI,

whose cour:age

a.'ld physical strength he described with great exaggeration.
whom

The Caliph

Ibn al-Muttazz reported as "busying himself with drin.lc and listen-

ing to songs" was compared with a lion Which "''as described as very strong,
~~ve

and fierce, but not possessed of one .hundredth of his courage and

stre:--,gth.

The :poem t as we have mer.tio:;;.ed before, was said. to have combined

the rracanI of the earlier poets and the mahasin of the mQ~dathun.77

~s ~3S

.

been suggested t hyperbole in madih, especially on Caliphs J had beco:ne a
necessity from a pOlitical, religious and social point of view.

Poets

were not expected to be sincere but to exaggerate and please their
who "as represented as superior to everyone else.

Thus,

al-l~

mamdlL~,

.

'mun was very

.

pleased when al-Husayn b. al-Dahhak praised him thus:

and is reported to have said to t:-.e poet:

"0, Husayn, you know that this

is the best rradlh I have ever been praised with in my kingdom". 78 On the
other hand, a Caliph would become angry if any of his subjects was praised
and placed above him.

l·Then CAli b. Jabala wrote his poem of madL.. on Abu

Dulaf, describing him thus:
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al-~am~~ was furious, because a poet who was praising a subject of the

Caliph claimed

tr~t

everyone - including the Caliph himself - borrowed

noble deeds from his mamd~~.79

At the very beginning of the Abbasid

Cali pha te, al-¥ansUr threatened t. bU Dulama with re prisals if he again
recited his ritha' poem on al-Saffah, his predecessor.

The reason seems

to have been that the poem was so impressive that when the public

he~.,-o(i

-

it they wept over the dead Caliph, 1fho, the poet claimed, had taken
generosity with him to his grave and left behind only misers.
expressed a wish to die and follow his master quickly.

The poet

The lines that seem

to have angered aI-Mansur are:
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AI-Rashid is said once to have doutled the prize of al- c:J::"ani. first
because of his poem and secondly because of his speech in ",hich he dec:23.red.
al-Rashid superior to all other Caliphs from the UmaJJad period on~ards.
The poet claimed that he had. praised all Caliphs

~~t

that he had never

seen among them a man with a more beautiful face and appearance, and with
more generous hands,

tr~n al-Rashid. 81 This competition between ma~~Uhun

was widespread at all levels and not confined to Caliphs.

For instance,

.

when cAli b. Jabala wished to recite to Humayd al-TUsi a poem in his
praise, he asked him:

"What are you going to say about us?

Is there any-

thing left to be said after you have said about Abu Dulaf:
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The poet replied that what he had written on Humayd was better than that,
and then he recited:

-"rW'

~.=> ~I.!'
r~,~~,J;:
Hurrayd was pleased and rewarded the poet, but the lines are said to have
be en less famous than those on AbU Dulaf, which were recited by Khassa f and
~amJna ali..~e, while those on Humayd were known only to the Khassa and to men

of letters.

It is said that they were composed extempore and that this was
.
82
why Humayd was so pleased with them •

.

Both mamdUhlln and poets knew that these poems of madih lacked sincerity,
but the former accepted them with pleasure and admiration because they
liked to be praised in this way and accorded superiority.

The more a poet

exaggerated in his madih,the greater the re....ards he received.

'\Iihen al-

Rarrunah b. Mayyada was criticised for praising al-Walid b. Yazid, who was a
dissolute man, he replied that he did not care about his dissoluteness,
since he had rewarded him with four hundred she-camels.

Al-Raffil'nah told

his critic whose name was Jacfar b. Sulayman from the Abbasid family and

who was a governor of Basra, that rnadlh depended on how great the rehc..rd.
was.

Jacfar b. SUlayman then gave him four hundred she-camels and asked

for a poem of madih like that on al-Walid. 8J

This attitude may well

explain the dualistic behaviour of those poets among the

Shr~

who wrote

madr~ on the Urrayyads and the Abbasids; their object was simply to earn

money.

Their madih poems on these Caliphs are said to have been more

excellent than those on the Ahl aI-bayt.

This was rerrarked on in the poetry

of al-Kumayt b. Zayd whose behaviour was attributed qy Ibn Qutayba to greed
for rraterial reward from the Urras7ads and the Abbasids in this world; he
preferred this to the reward that he might have had in the hereafter if he
had limited himself to Ahl al-bayt. 84-

In quoting these mad~ poems in which poets exaggerated, Ibn al-MuCtazz
was influenced qy the criteria of his

o~~

time, in which hyperbole was

admired; besides, he was a member of the ruling house and

t.~erefore

accepted this hyperbole because it represented the Abbasid Caliphs as
superior to everyone else and the only ones entitled to the Caliphate.
In his own poetry, we find madih on the Abbasids mainly concerned with
their right to the Caliphate.

At the same time. follmiing a dualistic

path, he wrote madih on Ahl al-bayt, expressing his love and respect for
them but criticising them for claiming the Caliphate.

As

!,aha

~usayn said,

Ibn al-MuCtazz was a pure Abbasid in his political views and very severe
in his opposition to the Talibids.
cited the following line of

¥arwan

In his political arguments he
b. Abi Hafsa:

(VJJl ~~., ~~\ ~

al~~ys

_"

'~U; cJ'3 c;;!; -UA cit

Ibn al-Mu'tazz wrOte a great deal of poetry based on the idea in this line.
His political poetry was also characterised by the mention of the frequent
. ...J.. t e. 8e;
revolts qy the Talibids against the AbbaSl"d Call¥la
~

Concerning his own poetry discussion will be limited to madTh poe::r:s on

430

Ab1:c.dd Cc:.lirh:::, i c:.nd on their viziers, in which we find some of the

in which he spoke about his political views ar:d his q:posi tio!! to the
Tali bid E will be singled out.
that in which he praised cAl!
~ 0\,
::0~
~9
..

One of his most important poems on this is
b. Ab! Talib:
"-' - " __
~u..uJ
.'"...

and defended himself against the accusation that he disliked 'Ali and his

desceniants. 86

In one of his poems, which starts:

~lJ~ 'J->Y31<'U->YI LH ~~
he called on the Talibids to reach a compromise and reminded them of the
relationship that linked them with the Abbasids.

His political views

appear in those lines in which he requested the Talibids to give up their
. ..."e. 87
c la l.m t 0 th e Cal-l.pna
o

I n ano th,er poem h e repea t e d th e same reques t ,
0

arguing that the Abbasids were the ones who had. terminated the Ums.yyad.
Calip~ate,

and so they had. the right to inherit it.

Besides, the

Abbasids had inherited the garments of the Prophet and the Talibids had no
reason to claim them.

They had also

i~~erited

the Caliphate,

their ancestor al-cAbbis, the paternal uncle of the Prophet.

thro~h

Although the

Talibiis were descended from the Prophet's daughter, they had no right to
inherit.

Moreover. al-cAboas had many virtues and had done much good for

Islam such as being the ProPhet's

Q~cle,

standing firm with him at the

.

battle of Hunayn, and leading the prayer for rain at the time of cUmar •
Ibn

al-l1u Ctazz

claimed that the Caliphate was a gift from God to the

Abbasids and that

~~e

Talibids should realise that it would not become

settled and stable except in their hand.s.

\eY. \p0~

{D~I

P

The lines that contain these ideas start:
r_~.>

-

B"_

V'---::-~

L.....::;/

0

~

This poem starts:

k~:';
~ ~ j)1
..-'
-:::

These political ideas

w~re

also presented in a fourth y 0 em, in which he

wrote mufakhara about his noble descent and mentioned the virtues of
al-CAbbis.

He also stated again that the Abmsids had inheritei the

Caliphate from the Prophet.

The poem starts:
c

~ in --o'-::J I 0J- J;
L.euJ\ ~ {
."

-..
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As has been mentioned, mention of the relationship between the Prophet and
the Caliph was recommended.
the muhdathtin6

We have seen examples in the quotations from

Ibn al-Hu Ctazz made use of this theme in his

which had a political nature.

O"h'n

poems

In a fifth poem he complained of the

hostility of the Talibids towards the Abmsids.

He boasted that he was

descended from al- cA btes and his son ~A bi Allin, both of whom had defended
the Talibids against Uma)7ad oppression; they should be grateful to the
Abbasids and not hostile.

The virtues and deeds of al-cAbbas were again

rehearsed and put forward as a justification for his descendants' tenure
of the Caliphate.

The poem starts:

P~y 4L..J~ !eJ y.:>'~

--

In a sixth poem, starting:

o_

r ~\u5;;L.v3r#. cJLJ,
he again addressed the Talibids, wondering how long they would continue to
claim the Caliphate.

He then compared al-cAbbas with his brother Abu

.

Talib, giving him superiority because he was a Muslim and because of his
virtues and good deeds in Islam.

He repeated the theme of the inheritance

of the Caliphate, and he warned the Talibids not to dispute it. 91 He tried
to produce evidence to support the Abbasids' claim.

In a seventh poem, he

told the Talibids that God did not will that they should rule, that the
people would not accept them, and that they had no reason to force their
will on the people.

The Caliphate, he claimed, was a gift from God to the

Ab1:asids, who were able to seize power from the UI11.a)7ads.

The Talibids

sho~ld

be &rateful to the Abeasids, because they had protected

against oppression.

the~

The poem starts:
_0

_0Lb -J'f 1:: ~ 1J-.9.ih cJ.s.. ~~
Ibn al-MuCtazz wrote a very long urjuza starting:
•• _o~

o

0~1.9 _VWI.9 .p..;..vl
VI

0:>"

The poem consists of four hundred and twenty-one lines and in it he
expressed his opinions about the Umayyad Caliphate, accusing them of
corruption and tyranny.

He repeated the idea of inherited right to the

Caliphate at the beginning of the poem.

He spo}:e of the life and rule of·

al-Saffah, the first Abbasid Caliph, who saved men from the terrible
conditions prevailing at the end of the Umayyad era.

He also complained

of the evil actions of the Qaramita against the Muslims.

He then moved

to the rain theme of his poem, which was the superiority of al-cAbcasj
he produced the same arguments as in his other poems, and he called on
the Talibids to renounce their claim to the Caliphate. 93

In one of his

short poems, starting:

he advised the Abbasids to protect their Caliphate, in lines such as:
~ ~
__ 0-;:
~f.
~
.J:; ,
. I ~ ~ . . L I"" --:. :: I
~I /~~ ~~ ~l9
I ~~ Lr'\>t . / ---

..-

p;;?,

He offered the same advice to the Caliph al-l1uktafi:

-')~~l ~3~.9

li':: h 0J

}U)bu4~~;' ~;;L;
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In his quotations from the muhdathun we have seen his interest in abstract
macani in rradih, such as the attribution of light, piety and justice, and
the representation of the marndUh as a protector of Islam and the Caliphate
and as a source of stability and security for the country.

These

characte~

istics are to be found also in his own madih poetry, such as his short poem
on al-Muktafi, starting:

~~

l.o;:; ~CJl

.

~" ~ \s.

It ccntir..ues:

7

•

>

c>.~.J'

c..::,~\.9 (rP/.Y1 ~ v~

~lP(

J.i:o ~l

j)

~.\ ~

The attributes of light and beauty appear in many lines, such as:

and:

Hay1:a. and te.hi', which were recommended as attributes for the marrdu.1. by

The Caliph as a guide to the right path and as a light that fills earth
with truth and justice appears in this line:

He

~~s

also described, in another poem, as a moon who tu=ned the

dary~~ess

of night into light, as the best Tl"..an to whom camels had ever travelled,
settled:

The

kip~dom

had been settled and
secured__ ~
__ 0,
_ a generous and a just Caliph:

Gl6;'~l\ ~3 ~I~'

G~ ~ ~~cJ(J
The theme of protecting and securing the kingdom occurs again elsewhere:
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The Saliph is ag2..in praise':' fer spreading se~uri t:{ an,:: justice on e3.::-th,

This theme of security and protection recurs in several other poems in the
... -

DlYan.

101

Protection

~~d

support for Islam, recommended as the8es in

madih poetry on Caliphs, also figure in his poetry, for instance:
o.

if:!

r.uv~~I ~ L: ~

-O;;~ ~ I ~:;J
and:
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The characteristics of madih poetry on Caliphs that emerge L~ his
quotations from the mll..'ldathiin and in his oym poetry are similar to those
recommended later by al-Amidi.

The latter stated tr~t there were certain

things that ought to be mentioned when writing such poetry.

The examples

he quoted from al-Euhturi demonstrate the similarity of his approach to
that of Ibn al-MuCtazz, for instance:
OJ

G>~_~~ ~t ~\
V;\t~~~w
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-

and:

Addressing the Caliph al-Mutawakkil, he spoke of the Caliphate as an

froTr. Goel to tl-'i.eT:"~:

He declared his mamdUh superior to all other Caliphs:
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Of the Caliph al-T1u'taz2, he wrote:
-.7

-

_0Wl ~:)::;)1 ~ cJ.5- c?';l':;
In his !iladih poetry on viziers, Ibn al-Nu ftazz used the themes to be
found in his quotations from the muhdathun on the same subject.

The

protection, security and stability of the kingd.om were pred.oliLinant.
also employed hyperbole from time to time.

The following q i

~ ~a

on

He
o!y~

0=

the Abbasid viziers is a good example:
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The last line is hyperbolical in equating the power of the rramduh with
the d.ivine power; it reminds
al-Tusi and Abu Dulaf.

11S

of the lines by CAll b. Jabala on Humayd

In three other lines, Ibn al-MuCtazz employed a

kind of dualism, in praising two viziers in the same poem, just as Yarn~n
b. Abi Hafsa had done.

He represented the two viziers as

~otectors

of

The themes of settlement and stability, which we find in madrh on the
Caliphs, were transferred to madih on viziers ~~d the office of wizara,

a:::.

i:1;

The characteristics of :rnadih poetry or.:. viziers, as represented. by the
quotations of Ibn al-MuCtazz and. by his own poetry, are the same as those
co~~ended ~r Quda~a b. Jatfar and Ibn Rashlq .

They agreed that a vizier

should be praised as a good adviser to the Caliph and as an intelligent
and determined man vTho ....as always ready to help the Caliph in times of
105
" f f~lCUJ.ty.
"
~
0.1
Hhile agreeing with these later critics on this pobt,
Ibn al-}fuCtazz differed with them and with al-Amidl concerning the
propriety of praising a mamd;n only in terms appropriate to his ra~~ and.
status and not overstepping certain limits.

AI-Amidi stated that neither

a vizier, an army leader nor the governor of a province expected to be
praised in the same terms in which a Caliph was praised. l06

Ibn al-~fuCtazz

was prepared. to extend those limits, as we have seen.
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Ylher: describing al-Husayn b. al-DaD..hak as a muftann, Ibn al-}luCtazz
mentioned hija r as one of the genres that such a poet was expected to
w~ster.

in hija,.

He described several of the poets whom he quoted as excellent
His comments on some of them may give us an idea about the

kind of hija' poetry that he favoured.

For instance, AbU al-Yanbaghl was

said to be "very quick to harm and defame :people's hcnour (aCrad) -..rith
his hijir, very fond of obscenity in poetry, very good at extemporising,
and evil-tongued (Y..habith al_lisan)".107

Ibn al-MuCtazz cited an obscene

line of hiji' extemporised by AbU al-Yanbaghl in answer to another poet
who had attacked him in this line:

:>J-

~I Ud.--/>I

Besides obscenity both of words and content,AbU al-YanbaghI used in his
hija r "foolish words (laf~ sakhif), in order to attract the carmna and boys

to hls poetry".

Ibn

al-~u Ctazz

cited his lines tna t s-tz.:!:'t:

u'--' ~ '--<,

.
an.~" d escrl. ber'l'-'- th ern as "amuslng

u:;; ;S

•
In t eres +wlng"
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Al though this kind of hija' was both obscene and effective t Ibn al-T·~u Ctazz
appeared to regard the citation of these lines as more in
hazl.

Another good example of such poetry is the lines

the nature of

~ Di~bil

b.

~AlI

on him, starting:

~
Ditbil was angered

~

!:J

!i~~.J

the lines and replied extemporaneously with another

o1::scene poem:
0_0..'

10........

....

~y~~, 1.:-.

-

.

To make his poem more effective Dicbil gathered together some boys,
•
presented them with .+'. rull"
.L.

they saw Ab-::i Sa J:d.
left for good. l09

and told them to recite it loudly whenever

The latter found it hard to stay in :Baghdad and soon
Other poets famous for hija' were Abu al-Khattab al-

:Bahdali and CAli b. al-Jahm.

The latter was described as one who "puts

his tongue where he likes" '\-[hich may have meant either that writing hija'
was easy for him or that he wrote it on all classes of people, high and
low alike.

HansUr al-IsfahanI was also regarded as an excellent hija'

. 110
poet..

Besides hija' of this nature, Ibn al-Mu'tazz also cited from the muhdathlin
a certain amount

of hija' poetry that dealt with physical appearances,

ugliness, dirtiness, etc., and some that depicted its victims in an
amusing and a mocking fashion.
an aspect of

~f

and he

This kind of poetry he also regarded as

~uoted

it as a Change from serious poetry.

Here

too, we find obscene subjects, such as pederasty and adultery, discussed
in plain terms.

Hyperbole was also used in this sort of hi,~' poetry in

order to give the' worst possible picture of the satirised one.

Ibn al-

f'~:.:tr.t.""zz·s attitu::e to this kind of hija' differed widely frer: that of

early critics like Ab.j CArer b. al- 'Ala', Kh""laf al-AhT'1ar and al-Akhtal,

.

all of whom derranded decent and sincere hi;a', as we have seen.
kind of hija' admired by earlier critics was that called iadta c •

Another
Ibn al-

HuCtazz was also interested in it, to judge from his quotations,such as
the poem that starts:

.J~ Un ~ 13 (cJ'.iJ

'0

and:

Both of these poems were mentioned when we spoke about quotations from
madlh.

In his quotations from hija' poetry we find certain mahisin, notably

.

istitrad, which was much used.

The first to use it was al-Samaw'al:

J~;'~ ~lt 0.:;.1., ~ 15~
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AI-Farazdaq followed him:

Y;'--'~fi6~' I~I ,.;~
The istitrad in the first example consists in the fact that while alSamaw'al was writing fakhr on his people he changed course and satirised
cAmir and SalUl.

In the second example, al-Farazdaq produced istitrad by

beginning a description of fiaah al-usd and then switched to hija' on
Bakr b. Wa'il.

Jarir, in one of his lines, produced multiple istitrad:

'l~, ~
:;,~f :;--'-WI
:J-.?:.- . ~..9

-

~

He began with hija' on al-Farazdaq, left him for al-Batith and then left
.

the latter for al-Akhtal.

III

A poem by Bashshar that contains isti tnd, an excellent one according to
Ibn Rashlql12 , was quoted by Ibn al-Mu'tazz, probably for this reason.

LLJ9

The first t-,,;) lines of the pce:r, conta,in the isti t::-a:i:
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'Abd al-'Azlz al-Jurjanl stated that the best kind of hija' was that
which

~~s

written in a jocular and mocking

between taCrid and tasrih.

-

ani was a compromise

The ma'ani should be easily understood so that

the poetry could be learnt by heart.
and

~~y

11lJ.

defam~tl'on
in
hl-ja'.~ 11=
_
_

He disaP?roved of obscenity,

Tb
_ n Ras b~
_lq agre"ed

,

,oh
Wl1,_

a~~se

h-lm concern1Dg
t-3. £ ::-1Td

and tasrih in hija' and said that taCrld was admired because it left things

~~said and made the audience think.115 Both Qudcima and Ibn Rashlq agreed
that the best hija' could be achieved by disparaging men's moral attributes;
Ibn RashIq added that hija' of men's physical defects, for instance
ugliness, was less good.

Qudarra made it clear that he totally disapproved

of hija' by means of physical description, or ~J means of satirising a
man's parents or ancestors, if it happened that they were bad and he was
good. 116

In most respects, Ibn al-MuCtazz's views on hija' coincided with

those of these later critics.

For example, he appreciated hija r by taCrr~,

as we can see from his comments on the following lines by Ibn eA'isha alQurashi:

c: (;;J\ ,),~ c?
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_

_
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The poet appears to be satirising himself,
ta~rrd

against someone else.

' ,-, 117
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actually his lines are

Ibn al-MuCtazz praised the lines as excellent

The principal points on which he disagreed with them were those

of obscenity and mockery of physical peculiarities, in both of which he
seems to have taken a rather childish pleas~e.

The lines that he quoted

from the hija' poems of Hamman 'Ajrad on Bashshar are good examples of
this kind of hija':

and.:
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Although Hammad CAjrad wrote a quantity of hija' on Bashshar. the latter
regarded these lines as the most effective and harmful. lIB
example is provided

(yJ

a poem of 11lll;anunad b. al-Dawraqi, described

Ibn al-Hu'tazz as fahisha.
/

.--

\.bYi r'\

Another
(yJ

He quoted the follmdng line:
~ ---
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The same tendency is evident in his own hija' poetry, for instance, in this
line about a singer:

The interest of Ibn al-MuCtazz in quoting and writing hija' of this kind
may be seen in relation to his notion of hazl

~nd

diversion.

It

~~y

also

support our earlier suggestion, that serious kinds of hi~' ~~d lost their
importance to some extent.

The examples quoted

(yJ Ib~

al-Muttazz all

appear intended to present the satirised. one in the most grotesque light,
like in the following lines by MansUr al-Isfahinl:
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and:

The same is true of some of r.is own hija', such as these lines on a singe::::called Bid Ca :
~
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and the poem that starts:
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Almost all the hija' poetry quoted or written by him consists either of
verJ short poems or of single lines.

He agreed with most of the poets

whom we have mentioned, in admiring brevity in hija'.
the obscene and apparently sa'vage

a~Jse

It would seem that·

dispensed in hija' poetry was not

al;.;ays resented, and indeed was sometimes actually relished, b"J the
victims; some poets, in fact, asked others to satirise them.

Abu al-

Shama~ma~ paid an aCrabl to do so, and the latter extemporised an obscene

j)oen starting:

__ 0_-,
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Salm al-Khasir asked Abu Muhawillad al-Yazldl to satirise him in a poem with

a-/ i f

the same rhyme as Imrll' al-Q3.ys' IKlem starting:
D
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AI-Yazldi extemporised an obscene poem in which he accused Sa 1m of sodomy_
The poem

0

pens:
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connection of hija', as it had developed, or degenerated, in the hands

of the muhdathun, with poetry of mujun and ~amaga, both genres of fairly
recent growth, is obvious; sometimes, indeed, it is difficult to distinguish between them.

Tfujun poetry
Ibn al-!1u Ctazz seems to have been the first critic of importance to

lJ.42

recognise poetrj of mujun
from the munda thiin.

a..r:ld he quoted i t extensively in his selections

J

Cri tics before hin:, al-Xub3..rrad, Ibn Q,utayb3.. and

others, were more interested in the moral side of poetrj. as represented
"bJ line s of ~ikma, ma thaI, wa~iyya, zuhd, and ma hi ciz.

Poets like I;nru'

al-Qays and cAdI b. Zayd were criticised, as we have seen, for "confessing
to adultery" and "creeping to the prohib:E..ted wives of men".

"?Gets used to

hide such deeds", critics said, "and not reveal them in their poetry".

At

the time of Ibn al-:1u u vazz there were still some critics Hho desired a
moralistic tone in poetry, such as T1uhahliT.ad b. al-~sim al-An"biri:, "ho
"rote a letter to Ibn al-Nu ttazz objecting to the citation of mujl.L.'1 poetry
by AbU Nuwas.

He said that this poetr~y should not be cited, recorded in

beaks, or transmitted to the next generation.

In his reply I Ibn al-r·1u Ctazz

stated that poetry was not b3..sed on sincerity or decency, and if it was,
then the best poets would be Ur,.ayya b. Abi al-Salt and CAdI b. ZaYd because
in their poems there was more exhortation than in those of
and al-Nabigha.

I~~J'

al-Qays

He added that from early times people had recited. the

poems of the great poets, Im-ru' al-Qays, al-Afsha, al-Farazdaq, cUmar b.
AbI p.abIca , Bashsnar and AbU Nuwas, in spite of their immorality; they also
recited openly the hija' poems of JarIr and al-Farazdaq against one another,
even recite in the mosques.
recited

Qy

pious

fula~';

Such poems and others similar to them were

and indeed, there was no-one among the salaf
124

who prohibited the recitation of obscene and shameful poetry. -

This

last claim may not have been entirely accurate, because, as we have seen
in earlier chapters, the early critics like cUmar b. al-Khattab, Mutawiya
and 'Abd

al-}~lik

b.

Ma~~n,

besides the critics of the old school, all

encouraged a moral tendency in poetry.

We have also singled out some of

the Pro:phet' s ahidith concerning good poetry.

Ibn Sallam and Ibn Qutayb3..,

although in general they followed these critics, were really the first to
quote obscene lines

Qy

Imru' al-Qays, Sm;aym cAbi Ilani al-Hashas and. Dabi:'

b. al-Harith al-Burjumi.

Al-~Jbarrad, as we have see~advocated the use of

order to avoid obscene

HO~S

(13.f2. fa:'ish).

The

11:;:;. al-~:u ct2.zz to IT'ujU::1 and obscenity in 1'Oetry see:ns to have influenced

.

'?~

other critics like al-SulI,~-~

QUdaRa b. Jacfar and al-~dr al-Jurianl.
~

Qu~rra believed that a poet had the right to employ any rracna, regardless

of its obscenity; what was required from him "as simply that he sho'J.ld
attain the highest point of poetic excellence.

He therefore criticised

those who rejected the fol101dng lines by Imru'

al-~ys

the

macna

was obscene:

_J~

;Y v:>

.>

~

0

r. .

~t;

\

LJ-

,.

on the grounds that

•• 0

J~ri ~~3?Accorling to him, obscenity of maena did not prevent poetry being exceller.t,
because a poetic IT'ac~z was rraterial for the poet just as wood was IT'aterial
for the carpenter.
Co
• 1
n~cessarl_y

If a piece of wood ,·;as of bad quality t i t did not

f 0 11 OF t'na t th e carpen t er Has no,",4- a s k'
.. l II
__ e d one. 126

c

- T"
Aziz
al-Jurjanl
stated that if a

l~et

was not

religio~s,

cAbd a_1

this should not

be regarded as a defect in his poetry or as an obstacle to his being
excellent froIT' a poetic point of view.

If it was so regarded, then the

n?.me of Abu KU1,ras, and especially the names of the Jahill poets sho~ld be
stricken from the list of poets.

AI-Jurjanl believed that this was not

the case, because religion and poetry were quite separate from one
another. 127

According to Ab3 Nuwas, the first poet who openly talked of mujun was
al-KharikL

Previously poets had concealed such matters, but "hen Ab3:

Nuv~s became associated with al-Kharikl he proclaimed his mujun, and so

did those who followed their way. 128 The subjects discussed in mujun
poetry are detailed in a famous

raja~

poem by al-Fadl b.

~~bd

al-Sarrad

al-Raqashi of which this is the opening line:

_cy)1Jl ~lVl ifPy1

I~

this

poe~

he

2dvoc~tsd

1 ?9
and dog-fighting. -"-...

sodomy,

wi~e dr~nking, ga~b1ir.;, cock-fi;~tin;

One of the famous poets of muju!1 was ,\\'a1i ba 'b. a1-

~UbiD who also influenced Abu Nuwas, to the extent that "the foolish

COllunons (al-camma al-~am9a)'"

as Ibn al-MuCtazz described them, attributed

every mujun poem, by vlaliba or any other poet, to Abu NU1'as.

Three poems

by Waliba on the subject of mujUn were quoted, all of which t~lk about
l~O

Other poets of muSun such as al-~usayn b.

wine drinking arJd sodomy • .-/

al-Dahhak al-KhalI c, JahshaHihi and AbU Ni C: ama are quoted for their poems
on sodomy. 131

T1u:;un poetry was clearly very popular, as one might expect, and Ibn al-

.

Mu Ctazz said that the extensive poetry by AbU Hakima nelegising his penis
(ritha' al-matat:)" was widely recited.

Abu Hakima claimed that he had no

equal in this somewhat specialised genre, and poets used to bring him their
poems on it for judgement.

One such poet was Ahmad D. Abi Tahir YTho

composed a poem beginning:

r)f~;
Ibn al-MuCtazz quoted some of

Arr~

Haklma's poems, including the famous one,

in which he described his impotence:

c)~. J \ -.i;
V~.J- ~ l--~

/) ---

"

-' •
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"Foolish" and -poor poets
Ibn al-MuCtazz quoted from the poets of these two groups also for the sake
of amusement; their
of mockery and fun.

co~mon

characteristic was that their poems were full

They made

fQ~

of themselves and of their families in

order to amuse people and earn money.

Some of them dressed and behaved

foolishly, even though they were not really foolish.

The main reason for

their emergence appears to have been poverty t to judge from what Ibn
al-Mu Ctazz had to say a oout some of them.

The exa~?les that we shall take are Abu al-cIbar and

AbU

al-'Ijl as

"foolish" :poets and Abu al-Shamaqrnaq and AbU Fir'arm al-SasI as poor poets.
The "foolish" poets were also called poets of rataza and raqa'a, meaning
"stupidity", "folly", or "nonsense" •

Although Ibn al-Mu 'tazz described

their poetry as "useless"t he quoted a great deal of it.

Abu al-tTbar

hinself, who was the l71."l.ster of the "foolish" poets, described his Ow-n
poetry as "cold" and "laughable".
who was cultured and a

~an

Ibn al-Mut.tazz described him as "one

of letters, but when he realised that foolish-

ness and fun were easily marketable he used them and gave up rationality.
He then became a leader in raqa ca".133

"Other poets of foolishness, like

Abu al-Sar;r,.aq, Lbu al-8hul, AbU al-Sayyara and those of their tabaqa made
him their chief and adviser" .1J4- He was once asked:

"Why is the Tigris

wider than the E-clphrates, and why is cotton whiter than kam'a (truffles)?"
His answer was:

"Because the sheep has no beak and because the tail of the

peacock is four spans".

n'\ith such ignorant utterances (janalit) he used to praise Caliphs and
satirise kings", said Ibn al_Mu Ctazz. 135

The following poem provides a

good example of his poetic method and demonstrated his approach to amusing

-

people:

OwV".J.
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o~1 ~I
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In this poem the foolish poet was making publicity for his pOetry.

136

He

exhibited his irrationality in the first line where he introduced himself
l,,}t1-. Cvk I
as "I am I" and "~~". In "the second line he admitted that his

446

foolishness had

~2de

him rich.

The rest of the poem is about his

and he calls on people to come and listen to it, so as to be

poe~ry

a~used.

Ibn

al-MuCtazz's account of the other foolish poet, Abu al-CIjl, tells us that
poverty was the main reason for the appearance of these poets.

He described

him as "one of the most cultured of men of letters and of wise men and one
of the best poets and the zurafa'.

He knows grammar and gharlb very well

and. he kncy<s the ~yyam and the akhbir of people.
philosophy.

He has some k..'1ovleige of

Nevertheless he was always in financial difficulties.

~men

he realised this. he assumed the guise of foolishness and. in one year he
gained a lot of money".
fOlDd in others.

Here again we find the kind of dualism that We have

Abu al-~Ijl himself in one of his poems addressir~ the

Caliph al-Mutawakkil, mentioned. that poverty was the cause of his becoming
a "foolish" poet.

vrnen al-Nuta'lakkil visited Damscus, Abu al-'Ijl met him,

rid.ing on a cane, wearing a

k.~uff

on one foot and a shoe on the other.

A

boy servant, wearing a loose outer garment with sleeves and a tall head.dress, was walking in front of him.
and called Abu al-&Ijl a ~adman.

vlhen al-T1utawakkil saw this he smiled

The latter recited the following:

~,~~ qj:v
~~~\....f

~!~~I'»·

csJJ' ~ J~ i (j
..- ::;,
:> ~»'~3
UJf.. u, cJ-o T
./

AI-Mutawakkil laughed, rewarded the poet very generously J and inscribed in
his rjng:

"hamuata
. fa-nabul ta" .137

The rest examples of poor poets are Ab} al-Shama1lma1l and A"b3 Fircawn alSasi, both of whom wrote a good deal of poetry full of mockery of themselves

. (
44'"'

ani their families. Some of the poets of b::Jth these classes, Hhose
fun~tion

was rather similar to

tr~t

of the western jester, that is to

provide amusement for the wealthy and leisured, were regarded as z'.lIafi:'.
There are m~ny poets in the ~abagat of Ibn al-KuCtazz mentioned as being
z'..lrafa', S'..lch as Bashs:Br, Abin b.

r:A bd

aI-HamId, Abu Dularna, vThcse poetry

was said to be full of jokes and na'h.adir, 'A,if b. MlL'1allim, and Abu Nuuas,
about whom Ibn al-gu ttazz 'hTote :

"Although a great man of letters and

knmdedge, he was khalican majinan wa-fatan shatiran.

However, he

y,'aS

a

sweet man and a zarif

People were charmed by his zarf and sweetness

and by his many jokes

He had good relations with viziers and noble

men, with whom he used to sit on friendly terms.

From them he learnt zarf

and refinement, and he became a model for everyone, khassa wa-t'amma, and
· d • •• ,,1)8
was very muc h a d mlre
•

It is difficult to give a definite meaning for zarlf because the word -.-zarf
itself is a rather vagu.e word.

In his book A¥'.hcar a l-z'irrif wa-al-

l'~utama,iinin, Ab:i al-Faraj cAbd al-Ra::.ma.n b. al-JawzI (d.

definitions of zarf.

597) gave several

According to him "zarf may lie in the beauty and

-.--

grace of the face, in the shapeliness of the stature, in the

elo~uence

of

the tongue, in the sweetness of the manner of speaking (rran~ia), in
smelling sweet and in feeling disgust with dirtiness and disapproved deeds;
it may also lie in nimbleness, in the power of the mind, and in elegance of
joking; it may also lie in generosity and openhandedness, in forgiveness

.

.

and in other fine qualities (khisal latifa).

.

It is "as though zarlf were

derived from ~arf, meaning "a container", and the person who is zarif
were a container of every fine thing.
~ualties

can also be called zarif ••• ".

.

zarf and zarif.

-:--

Anyone who has only some of those

AI-Hasan al-Basr! said:

zarlf he could escape punishment".

He then quoted other views on
"If a thief happened to be a

That meant that he would defend him-

self with elo~uent arguments, Ib~ al-Jawzi explained.

Ibn al-Acrabl and

443

"excelleilce and eloquence of

Kisa'1
said

said;

dis~ou::-setl.

"a zarIf is one who is beautiful of face ar:d tongue".

":arf resides

suitable dress.

Alethers

in dress", meaning the selection of beautiful and

Others explained ::arf as:

"the enduring of difficulties".

There are further defini~ions that we need not quote here. lJ9

In the following two poems by A~3 al-Shamaqmaq we find him mockingly
descri bing the miserable condition in 1{hich his family lived.

.

The first

is an eulogy of al-I1ansur and it starts:
~

::::;:; / - '

..---

V~.J JI~ U-::>9 ~..9

In the madih section he wrote;

140

The

141

l.J.!J.-o
"

Ab::l Fi::- caKn al-Sad, '<c10 1-:o.s one of the mukaddln r desc::-i bed his ~vert::r
in IT,any poems full of mockery and jokes.

In one he described him2.elf and.

his family as follows:

°8 r.Y.\" u~

J}

D~/;"JU9:yJ.1 ~?"

•~~ ~ u \W>/'3

-p ~

c1'3 \»3"L.

L..3

In another ?Oem he mocked his house which contained nothing to be stolen
but '"as ahrays locked because the poet did not wan:' people to see its
miserable condition:

In a third poem he called himself the "father and mother of poverty".
He mocked his children and compared them, with their black faces, to snall
an:'s.

',lhile he "h'andered the streets begging, they clung to various ];E.rts

of his body:

QQotations from ghazal poetry
In his selections from the poetry of ghazal, Ibn al-I'1u t:tazz quoted only a

:.aDJ': ca

al-Ra::t::tI f 1"ho;.: he preferred to all other gr.azal peets, quoting a

large amount of his poetry.

He

said of him:

most of the poems of earlier

p~~ts.

"His ghass.l poetry excels

I have not found anyone

~'iho

has more

14
tab C and more correct ghazal than Ha 'bi- f.a," • ..... 3 Cn another occasion I he
-.com}p~ed

rrro"c'e:

him with Ab~ Nu,~s and considered him superior in ghazal.

He

"Ra bi coa was better than .A. bu Nuwas in the poetry of ghazal, because

that of Abu Kmras was full of coldness, ",hile that of Rabica -,.;as perfect,
sweet and easy".

141J

.

The

~ualities

that he appreciated are more or less

self-explanator'J, apart from "correctness of ghazal", the precise sense of
-n"hicrJ. "n'"e can perhaps determine from. the quotations of Rablca's poems. vie

find there the traditional physical descriptions of women, such as
likenir~ them to branches of the cen tree, to sandhills (kathlb and naqa),

to the sun, and to deer.

We also find descriptions of their mouths and

their scents, 'Hhich W'?!:e likened to those of wine, ginger and cloyes.

All

these descriptions had been used by poets from the earliest times, and
although Ibn al-MuCtazz clearly enjoyed them,
fre~uently,

sL~ce

he

~uoted

them

it does not seem that they were his principal consideration

in favouring the ghazal of Rabica.

~lhat

was more important was the

~uality of rioga which he also found in the ghazal of cUrrar b. Abi Rabiea,

AbU al-CAtahiya and

al-~~bcas b. al-Ar~~f.

By riooa he meant the same as

the other critics in whose pronouncements we have so often encountered the
term before.

The critics Hho followed Il-;n al-Nu Ctazz also held similar vie'l{s, as may be
seen from the statements of Qucama b. Jacfar ani Ibn RashI~.

The former

differentiated between ghazal and naslb, defining ghazal as the actual
loving of women, with the associated activities of pxrsuit and wooing.
Naslb, on the other

r~nd,

was the poetry that mentioned the manners of

riomen, their love affairs with the poet, and his adventures with them.

distb.ction I n01\8ve::::, I Qu:i~,;,6..' s vieE of excellent m.sib was si:nilar to that
0: Ibn

al-~1u ttazz

of excellent gluzal, even thoug:" the 1a t te::::' did not

explain his view, and we can only infer it from his quotations.

According

to Quda~at excellent nasib is that which is full of evidence of great love
a::-1d suffering on the :part of the poet, clearly sho>,ing his longi:1g.

It

should demonstrate submission, obedience and humility, and be free froTC
hardness and dignity.

There should be no limitation to the expression of
14r::
the feelings of love or the de:nonstration of delicacy and 1\ea~~ess. ~

Ibr. Rashi<l folloi{ed Q'.ldama in differentiating between naslb and gh2.zal.
.
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He regarded nasib, taghazzul and tasholb as one thlng.
However, both
y{ere

concerned with the nasib or tashblb with which a poet opened his

poem, while Ibn al-Huttazz was talking about ghazal as a separate genre of

:poetry.

This is why he Cluoted poems rrhich deal only with ghazal, as well

as quoting lines of naslb as part of poems of madlh.

Because he regarded

ghazal as a separate geT'xe, he linked cUmar b. Abl Rablca, al-'Abcas b.
al-A~naf

and Rablca al-Raqqi, who (with some exceptions in the case of

the latter) had written :poetrj only in ghazal and no other genres.

He is

distinguished from most other critics before and after him Qy, his interest
in the poetry of ghazal as a separate poetic genre.

other critics mostly

speak of naslb and/or tashbib.

In his selections from ghazal :poetry, taken mainly from the poetry of
Rablca al-Raqql, we find the traditional physical descriptions of women,
as in the following lines:
-'
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These descriptions recur frequently in al-Raqqics poetry, and are to be
fOQ~d

'Isa

in the quotations from other poets •
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Al-Yazidi wrote:

b. Zaynar, wrote:
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Similar descriptions "ere given by Darast al-T1u ~allim:

~1
c.9--,~l·
•.
.Cft>
and

0>"~ u-lL

AhmaD_ b. 'Abi aI-Salim:
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Exaggeration was used in ghazal, as was the case in other types of poetry
quoted by Ibn al-l1u (tazz.

One of the poets he quoted was

Hu..~ammad

b. al-

Q,asim, who described the thinness of his beloved's Haist as thinner than
the breeze or a glance of the eye:

The beloved is incomparable, as a1-Raqqi wrote:

~\ oJG!;cftc,JJ, ~Jj)~

'?D

~r~l:J13 :~Ln>
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and as Muharnmad b. YaEIr wrote:
150

The custor.ary expression of riaqa is to be found in lines quoted from
various poets.

AI-Qisafi begged his beloved to forgive him and be kind:
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IsnaCi b. l:halaf had humbled himself and begged for mercy or death:
. '-:-:0-'11 ~~
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Hmni11ty and acceptance of the injustice were expressed by al- cAb~s C.
al-Ahnaf:

-",y~ ~
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'?Jf Y~ oydl c? ~.;;;;
The ghazal poetry of Rabica al-RaqCii, most of which was Ciuoted by Ibn
al-1-1u Ctazz, is full of the rioga which the latter del113.nded:
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Ibn al-I1u Ctazz described the follo'l'ling lines of his as "the most natural
poetry and the easiest speech":
v
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His submission, his servility ~~d his longing are all expressed in these
lines:
).

Lo~,

YJ c.>~1 c? cs"~..9
~~, );~~~Un d l
and in these:
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Abu al-Asad al-Tha(labf spoke of the leanness of his body as a result of
his intense love:

Isma~il b. al-Fattak also described his leanness, with some exaggeration,

and begged his beloved to listen to him and have mercy on him:

158

The poet Ibn Shada exaggerated rather more when he likened himself to a

In two other lines, very much admired by Ibn al-MuCtazz, Ibn S~da went
too far, in describing himself as thinner than a wire:
:;. .,
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All of this displayed various aspects of the riaga that was considered
indispensable for good ghazal.

The spirit of cudhrI ghazal, which Ibn

al-MuCtazz appears to have considered acceptable, is to be found in some
of al-Raqqi's lines, such as:

~~ ~ ~--'J:p '\~1

c;~·t;; ~-->\J-9 ~~:> V-'_~ c? ~ ~I rLY I
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and:

Ibn al-M~Ctazz perhaps considered the linking of love and religion
(regarding love as a kind of religion for the poet) that was part of L~e
CudhrI tradition as an indication of the extent of the poet's love and
thus as an expression of riaga.

This is clearly illust~ted Qy al-Qisafi

.

who claimed that his beloved was his dIn and dunya:
o

oY
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A similar sentiment was expressed b"J Ab:i Hilal al-Ahdab, 'who "lrrote,

.

linking his beloved y;ith religion:

~I~:-~~ d.~~f~·
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Both poets claimed that they continuously mentioned their beloved women
as proof of their great love and suffering.

Another much admired expression of riaqa was the poet's declaration that
he would be content with very little from his beloved.
as a sign of great sincerity in love.
liked this conceit.
it.

Ibn al-Mu(tazz

This was regarded
~aS

among those who

He quoted a number of lines in which poets

expr~ssed

Al- I:A bbis b. al-Ahnaf, in one of his lines J begged. h -) s reloved for a

"false promise":

Abu Hihl al-Ahd.3.b claimE;d. that hE; ,;;0'.11d be content with a procrrise from
his beloved if there is no possibility of union:
f",J>I
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Ibn al-MuCtazz quoted the following lines by Abu al-CAtahiya as an eY~mple
of excellent ghazal:
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"This poetry", he said, ""because it is so delicate, has an effect on the
hearts of "!-Tomen like the effect of sweet cold water on a thirsty man". 166
He described the ghazal of Abu al- cA tahiya as "ve::y soft, similar to the
discourse of

wo~en

and in accord with their natures, as is the poetry of

tUmr b. A-:::;i R3..bi c a and al-cAb::as b. al-Ahnaf".

He quoted a further poem

"It is said that men of letters agreed that they had never heard a rhyme
nore suitable in its place than that of Abu al-CAtahiya (in his last line):
fa-quI tu kullu". 167

Abu Hilal al-cAskari made a sinilar co~~ent on this

line and said that the word kull fitted nowhere in poetry except in that
line of Abu al-CAtahiya.

. .

He quoted a line by Ibn Tabitabi, in which the

poet used kull and said that the word was "ll..'!1easy" in its place and that
it was artificially used:
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Ibn al-MuCtazz did not agree with the strictures of earlier critics on
(Umar b. Abi Rabita, that he had written nasib on himself, rather than on

r.=-~
0;,

C-91ovei.

!:e

1-;2..S

:prep3.red. to accept this

sOITlewha t

cyr~ical

the part of 'Umar, ?2rha:ps because it W2.S 2.1so evident

of B2.bi c a al-?..aqg.l, whom he so much admired.

iYl

a:p;:ro:,ch

the: IJoet::-y

Similarity between (Uma,r and

al-RaqqI is not confined to this manifestation of arrogance however.

We

fir,d further similarity in descriptions of the adventures of the poet when
he goes at night to meet his beloved, and of his adventures with women at
the time of pilgrimage.

Ibn al-Muctazz was aware of the tendency of

al-Raqql to imitate 'Umar b. Abi Rabi'a, and he quoted the following lines
as an exam:ple:

Similari ty betHeen (Ull'.ar and al-Rac;.qi can again be seen in the following
lines by the latter, in which he told of his adventure
he met during the pilgrimage.
used ~J (Ull'ar in his poetry.

wi~~

a woman whom

The poem contains dialogue similar to that
In it al-Raqqi describes himself as the

"allurement of all nations" and the "Satan of his own nation":

In the same poem he told of another adventure with a woman.

As the

of 'Umar b. Abi Rabica did, she sent a message to !'lim by her m?.id.
revealed her intense love for him and asked him to visit her.
his visit to her at night in the same terms in
poems.

Abain, as in

rr~ny

w~ich

wo~en

S~e

He spoke of

'Umar did in reny

of 'Urrar's poems, the woman was the lover

w~o

171

(Umar's beloved often complained

t~at

he was disloyal to her and left her

for another; we find the same idea in the ghazal of al-Ra~~l.

cUrrar wrote

in one of his poems:
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AI-Ra~~l wrote:

Al-3aqqi did not H:r-ite a great deal of poetry in this vein, but the sane
idea is appa:r-ent in these lines:
c')

csR~1 ~1 U-o ~
~~'l:- uW~
~~l V);

'J.>--?

Ibn al-MuCtazz was perhaps somewhat confused. conce:r-ning the crite:r-ia by
which he judged ghazal poetry, because, while he clearly admired the rioga
to be foun:i in the ghazal of 'Umar, A"bJ. al-'Atahiya, al-cAb~s b. alAhnaf and al-RaqqI, at the same time he accepted the less submissive line
sometimes taken by 'Umar and al-Raqqi.

In addition to this, he cont~

b;:;ll,

dieted himself in/taking rioqa as a standard for judging ghazal and also
,"'accepting what other critics rejected, n~mely what they called al-nujarah
fl al-mahabba.

In this the poet treated his beloved in accordance with her

treatment of him.

If she was kind to him he would be kind to her.

This

meant that the poet put himself on equal terms with his beloved, and,
instead of displaying rigga displayed dignity and hardness, as al-AhHas
did:
;

-

c)~ty~.9 ~~
This approach had a long tradition.
the same view in ghazal when he
...-:
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Even Jamrl Buthayna sometimes abandoned his rigga:
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as did al-Nabigha al-Taghlibi:
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He have mentioned that Labid expressed

~~ ~Jj, ~l~~;
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However, critics, especially QUda:na, rejected al-mujarah fi al-mahabb3.
and demanded rioga; some indeed, as we have seen, even complained acout
poets' Hishing for bad fortune for their hard-hearted mistresses.

Ibn al-Huct.?.zz actually quotei lines by al-Raqqi and others in Which they
AI-Raqqi threatened her that if she killed

threatened their beloveds.

.

and again:
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Abu HiLil al-Ahdab was quoted as saying:
•
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b. al-Ahnaf was hardly submissive:
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Bashshar

'liaS
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mildly censorious, but warned others:

!-~Y' ~ J~ C~I.9
~LY'YJ

c.ro

~ ld.

AI-Qisafi was minded to kill his beloved:

~~
When we come to Ibn al-l1u Ctazz 's

178
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poems of ghazal, we find that, as

Karam al-Bustinl observed in his introduction to the Dhran, he was strongly
influenced by

cUmar

b. Abi Rabica in poetry describing night visits to his

-: Qf"

1::r:;lovec. . ..:.~~

:::n

-:.:V? pOeT<'

:'ha t stc:..y:'s:
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he described his visit to her as follows:
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In another poem he ..[rote!

in a third one:
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fo~rth:

He described women in the same conventional terms that are found in the
ghazal of al-Ra~~i and other poets whom he ~uoted.

He compared his beloved

-d th a branch of the Bin tree and Hi th a sandhill:

a ""''' .
.I.'/'''''''' •

He observed the convention of "being content with little" from his beloved,
and that of

showir~

complete sub2ission to her:

and:

18J
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ard:

and:
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IL most ::;f :-lis gh::zal poetry he took this recommended. app::-oach t eschewi!lG

al-ma,iarah
C01TL:"li

fi

al-::.s.ha"bba, which was supposed. to indicate a less than total

t:nent to the beloved.

Reve:r:·theless, although he norm2...11y followed

the correct path and proclaimed. his submission, on one occasion, at any
rate, he

;~rmitted

himself a flicker of revolt,

rrj

almost threatening his

bsloved. :

?u.rthe::- si:rrila::-ity behreen him, (UJL"1.r b. h"b1 RabIca and. al-Eaqqi is to be
foand. ir. the fcllowing poem, in \O;hich he used. dialogue, and rep::-esen ted
the woman as the lover and himself as the beloved:
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Conclusion

The mClst strH:ing feature of the criticis:n to t-7hich Aracic poetry ...-as
subjected from all quarters throughout the period under

dis~ussion

is,

of co"u.rse. its concentration on single lines f or short passages • at the
eXy2ns.e o! oG:!lplete "noerr:s.
sectl-on"'.
n"emr , or even
.
• - oJ:'
..i..
r~
::;, .Lo
" saj"

nct~ling

of

the ,,:hole d.iH2:n of a poet.
Rade more generous gestures than other3 in the direction of a

little

mD~e

thc,D li1)-servl·('E: +-0 tho e CO"_.,,8:-:+. oT n;rar;
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te::-rr:s eCl:;Jloyed by the critics and practitioners of poetry

poe~s

~ore

l~ke
.L
so TTl3..ilY

this tir.1S,

ap:;:ear to have been oited !or a purpose other than strictly critical:

either in crder to asse~ble a diHan, often a tribal or a regional one, or
in orier to present poems that were unfa!1i.iliar and
elseFhere.

easily available

This may itself suggest one reason for the tendency of critics

to cite single lines, or short extracts_

Clearly, the very nature of

Arabic poetry, "ith its largely end-stopped. and independent lines would
facilitate this practice, given that the line was the

~~it

of interest,

but also, in a.n age 'Khen q liota ti on -"as preponde:::-antly :ro!TI memory - owing
to the difficulty of looking up and citing references Hhen the :pagir:a tion
of different copies of the same work Has inconsistent -, if a poe:n Has 2..t
all familiar, there would be little need to cite more than one or two lines
in order to bring to the mind of the reader or listener associated lines
from the same passage, if not the Hhole poem.

It is not impossible, then,

that in some cases the ci ta tioD of a single line, or tl-m or three f
particularly when this is
be

~'1specifically

commendatory or deprecatory, may

a short-hand method of referring to a rather longer passage, and that

the praise or dispraise may not be confined to the one or tHO lines
actually cited.

~~ile

this does not necessarily help us to understand. for

b2.ff::!.ement that
v;ith fulsome, b,+
"v

vie

sO;T1etimes ex:pe::-ience ",hen co::rfronted.

1)~definRd.
~
__
_~o_~ o~_p.
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•
>J ral·~e
_
_,_

mh~
f~ct
rem-~nc
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~
,1c:..L
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ll·ne.

ho'~
'
n-

ever, that on a large nUrlber of occasions criticism is directed only at
the more limited target, and it is clear that no wider context is involved.

The ha ti t of J:1.aking apparently extravagant judgements on the a bili ty
poet on the basis of one line is also prevalent.

0:

a

'lrie are freCluently tolc.

of someone's declaring a ?articular poet, often a rather unlikely
candida te, to be the best poet of all, on aCCOll..l1t of a :particular line of
his, and sometimes, QJr implication, on account of a particular
figure - even a ?articular usage - within that line.

i~.age

or

It is perhaps

significant that such judgements are always given at second hand, that is
to say that they are always reported, never
It

see~s

~.ade ~

the author of a work.

?robable that they were not, in most cases, intended to be taken

too seriously; they were perha:p3 of the same kind as the hyperbole in
rrtidlh-poetry, and the underlying conventions were perfectly well understoo~
Sometimes they may represent a momentary enthusiasm, a temporary
concentration on the work of one poet to the exclusion of all others;
sometimes they may be the expression of politeness towards a poet who is
:present or, in the case of a dead or absent poet, whose tribe or sup:porters
the speaker wishes to :please.

In the majority of instances, however, I

suspect that they are simply a :particularly lavish way of saying:
this line (or :poem)."

"I like

This would go some way tm-rn.rds explaining apparent

contradictions or changes of mind concerning these absolute judgements as
to who was the best poet.

Much of the criticism that we have encountered in the course of this study
has been explicitly concerned with superficialities; very little has
touched on the deeper aspects of poetry.

The critics' instincts seem to

h3.ve 12en sC)uni, allo'.dng f::-r certain prej'.1ciics::' and. differences in
personal taste that are inevitable, but they lacked. the means to
rationalise these instincts.

They were thus compelled, in expressing

the judgements to which these instincts led them, to fall back on a Hhole
range of comparatively unimportant-seeming details, discussion of which
served as a substitute for a more penetrating examination of the poetry.
This attitude was no doubt encouraged by the fairly geYleral view of
poetry as a craft, in which the technical details were of great importance.

The nature and

p~~ose

of the product tended to be taken for

granted, or perhaps disregarded.

There is, generally, in Arabic litera-

ture, a tendency for ••ri ters to be preoccupied with lists and classificatioYls, often of the most trivial things; sometimes this

rJ.2..S

a hagio-

graphical purpose, such as with the lists of the first people in Islam to
do such and such; sometimes it has an

anti~uarian

or archival purpose;

sometimes it has perhaps a lexicographical purpose, but more probably
simply that of being somewhat indelicate, such as with al-Jahiz'
catalogue of the names for the excrement of various animals and birds.
Connected with this preoccupation are, I think, the increasingly
complicated and detailed lists of figures of speech, types of matani,
and so on, that appear in ;.rorks on poetry ani baligha.

One also has the

impression that this excessive conce:::-n with the superficial details of
poetry, which distracted the c:::-i tics frorr. examining and explaining what
the poets were attempting to do, fed back to some extent to the poets
themselves and produced in them too a similar excessive concern.

Nowhe:::-e

do we really find a statement, even in fragmentary form, of the rationale
and aesthetics of poetry.

There is some developm9at in this direction,

with al-Jahiz, for example, but it is scarcely followed up.

It is

remarkable how similar the critics and the poets are to one another in
the way in which they talk about poetry, even if they differ somewhat in
what they say.

They also, in the manner that is so familiar to us in

extent, freely borrowing each other's opinions and even each ot:;.er's
citations, 'Kithout al1-.'ays feeling obliged to acknoidedge these borrowings.

vllien we try to see behind this facade of details, the terms of which at
least have the merit of being not too difficult to grasp - allowing for
changes of usage, and, particularly in the earlier period, uncertainty as
to ,,'!:'lether they are beir..g used in a technica.l sense or not
selves faced v,i th a considerable degree of vagueness.
suhula,

r

~,

we find our-

Terms like

;i3.z~la

I

and even fasaha,
no doubt conveyed more or less precise

me 3.nings to those who used them, but it is difficult to tell from the
contexts in which they are used just what those meanings were.
have an irritating habit of attributir..g a

~uality

Critics

absolutely to a line or

passage, without indicating the elements that bestow on it that

~uality,

and without (which would be eClually, or even more, helpful) giving examples
of the opposite

~uality.

To some extent, no doubt - since we must always

bear in mind that poetxy was intended to be recited rather than read.
effects of sound are involved, such as a preponderance of

li~uids,

gutturals or dentals, and probably subtle dissonances and assonances, such
as we have fou..l1d occasional references to, and it would perhaps be possible,
if laborious, to analyse a sufficient number of lines and passages that are
credited with particular
they

CO~l1oted

~ualities,

in this respect.

in order to arrive at an idea of what

This would be made more difficult Qy

inevitable variations in taste between individual critics.
likely, however, that these

~ualities

It seems

also refer to the use of HOrdS from

the point of view of 'register', that is to say, the appropriateness or
othenrise of certain lexical items to the con text in "ihich they are used.
There are a number of instances of poets' being criticised for using one
word rather than another in a particular place or context, and such
examples, if sufficient could be found, might again suggest to us what
the criteria for these

~ualities

were.

There are, however, two obvious

ciffic:.:.ltie2:

:i~st;

it i:: qu=-~e lil:ely :'hat in c..:1Y

cri tic is T:'.erely displ3.yiDg an idiosyncr2..tic preference anc. that ethers
would not necess3.rily agree y,-i th his juige:nent (although it is possi Dle
th3.t here one is underestimating the force of trac.ition and

cor;for~ity

in

linguistic matters among the Arabs cf the period); secondly, where the use
of a

HO:;:-d

or phrase is simply criticised, witho'.lt a preference for an

alternative being expressed, we are not sufficiently aware of the options
open to the poet to appreciate the basis on y,hich he made his choice or
that on ll"hich his choice "Was criticised.
further difficulty of

differe~tia ting

on

In any case. disregardir"g the
grOlli'1~_S

of 'register I behreen

different words for a particular period, it is likely that the

~u3.1ities

referred to Here perceived almost instinctively, as the result of the
combination of a number of factors, which the critics themselves would
have bee!1 hard put to it to analyse.

He

shall proffibly never be in a

position fully to define these qualities, except in the broadest terms,
alor;g the lines indicated.

Another striking feature of classical Arabic criticisT:1 is its prescriptive

- ....
nature, particularly as regards the ma canl.

.
Cri tics are extraordlr">.arily

dogmatic on the correctness or other"ise of certain

matani.

There is a

certain inconsistency in this, in that a number of critics consider that

the -lafz
is of P6-ramount importance, and that the embellishment of another
-;poet's maena by a novel means of expression is the principal indication of
?oetic talent.

Some, like Ibn al-:-1u (tazz, say that poetry is not

concerned with honesty or decency, thus implying that 'correctness' of
~ZCna

is unimportant.

Others, on the other hand, declare that they prefer

a 'correct' ma(na indifferently expressed to an 'incorrect' matna
expressed in the most brilliant fashion.

Prescriptiveness with regard to

ma canI is evident L."'1 some critics in all genres of poetry, but n01-There is
there such a consensus on the point as in naslb and 6hazal.

The rigga

most f:"sq:1er.tly criticised for
T'l~

(2"Cli iClto their

traii tional

int~od.ucing

lY\S-:-,"-'
l' n +h.l·'"
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eti~uette

c-enre.
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~T
~o

'incorrect' or 'in2PlrOpri2.te'
-"
~cu

t,1.1", as .as
h
bsen

-I- ".
sugges~e~,

has something to do with this, C:1t I sc:.sV3Ct

t~at

a

more important factor is the conver-tiorsl response I eit:-.e:::::- verbe.l or
ment3.1, to a given situation t:'at h2.3 alHays played. suc:. an iClportantrole
in Arab society.

Failure to observe these conyentions amo'.1.nts t'J a breach

of good taste, and this is whE,!,t provokes the outraged. reaction that
fre1,uently observe.

f
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In fact, the indignation sho-'{ered on s'J.c!l breaches of

taste appears o:ten to indicate a
cri t2.C

vie

literal-mind.ed~ess

on the ?art of the

since it is fairljr clear that, for instance, threats th.a t vengeance

hill be taken for the poet killed

~r

love, cr a cavalier dismissal of the

unkind beloved I are essentially light-hearted conceits introd:'lCed to var/
-:!1e abject servility and soleIn protestations of the conventional lovepoem.

It Hould seem t however, that critics did not, in general, appreciate

the intrusion of h'J.'7lour into a basically serious genre.

Humour 'Has not

objectional in itself, but its place ....as in hija', to some extent, and in
the types of poetry specifically designated as hazl.

It was scmetimes

considered praiseworthy to be able to compose poetry in both a serious and
a jocular vein (.lidd vla-hazl), but the two apparently had to be kept
separate.

It is perhaps surprising that Imrcl' al-Q,ays continued to command

almost universal approbation, seeing that much of his poet:)", including
his MuCallaqa, incorporates substantial elements of cynical
particularly in the amatory passages.

h~~our,

In this, hOKever, as in so much else,

Irnru' al-Qays 'Has perhaps a la... to himself; alternatively. the critics may
not have appreciated that he was so often composing in a playful mood, for
they contented themselves with aeploring his immorality.

We find the same

literal-mindedness in connection with the figures of tatmim and ihtiras,
although it is not clear ...hether this is to be attributed to the poets

!~( ?

that ::-a:'n may fallon a p13.oe, jJ:::,ovided tha t it does no har;::, may also Dr?
a~

indication of an ironic sense of humour.

i.nother sphere in whicr. prescriptiveness in the matter of ma c2:r:i lS
partic1:1arly evident, although this a:ppears cOr1.?ara tively late in the
development of the genre, is madlh.

The critics lay down firm rules as to

the kinds of eulogy that may be appropriately lavished on m3."'d.U:hun of
different ranks, and they criticise deviations fro;;-, these rules.

Even

Ibn al-:'lu Ctazz, "ho is not greatly concerned, on the 'Hhole, with the
,

.

correc~ness

,

.
or at' h erwlse

.r:o

02

ma canl, JOlns In h. ere.
T'

.,

•

In this genre,

although it may be possible to see such prescriptiveness as an attempt by
self-appointed arbiters to regulate the canons of poetry, the situation is
:proCecly more ccr.:plex.

It is ob-vious from remarks by various mamdiL"un

that they themselves took a keen interest in the eUlogies that were
composed on them and were swift to complain about any
level and manner of flattery.

inade~uacies

of

~~e

AI-N'amUn's complaint about the use of the

word mushtaghil to describe him (rrashghul seems to be acceptable) indicates
a fairly subtle awareness of the use of false 'register'.

A number of

these comments depict the mamdlL~Un as demanding the use of certain
in madih composed on them.

•

ma'ani

The Abbasid caliphs' reQuiring to be praised

for their religious and secular merits, for example, presumably indicates
their appreciation of the value of such madIh as political propaganda.
Ibn al-Mu'tazz was concerned to pUblicise the legitimacy of the Abbasid
claim to the caliphate; this, once would imagine, lay behind his
inconsistent interest in 'correct I rna canI in this genre.

It is only to be

expected that, while derranding the most fulsome, but not ridiculously
extravagant, acknowledgement of their own merits, the caliphs should
attem~t

to restrict the level of flattery lavished on their subordinates,

in an understandable desire to prevent a debasement of the currency, and

b-:; that the canons 12.::d down

by the critics merely reflect

t~e

actU2.1

situation that they fo~~df which had been regulated either ~y the
mamduhun themselves or bJ the poets in intelligent anticipation of
requiremsnts.

The position of madi~ as by f2.r the most import2.nt genre of poetry - no
poet could seriously be considered such if he did not enbage in it, or
even if he lived so remote :rom a centre of ?Ower that his
cO~lld

~adih-poems

not comr:land wide circulation - presumably reflects bath the economic

status of the poet and the use of poetry just
mediu~.

of POl_17-1·ca'.L,
and other,
- -

Dro~-o~an~~.
..
- r.U-O.

~sntioned

M~dl~h
,')0..

as the principal

fl'r-~
:;,... emo~go~
__ _'" -s
cc-

dominant theme y.rhen f with the loosening of the bands of purely tribal
society, the poet ceases to be maintained by his tribe as their
propagandist, and ceases also to be able to wander freely in the desert,
acce~ting

the hospitality of other tribes, in return,

:perh~~s,

for the

diversion of his poetry, 3.."'1d becomes dependent on patrons for his livelihood.

That the 'correct' macani for madih should have quickly become

established and should have remained more or less constant, with refinements on the lines indicated above, is not particularly surprising; there
are, after all, a limited number of virtues for which a man can be pYaised,
and the continuity maintained by liY'.king these vii th the ancient Arab
virtues was of obvious advantage to caliphs and governors who were
anxious to emphasise the antiquity and legitimacy of their dynasties. It
.,..
is more surprising that the conventional introduction to the m2.dlh, the
atIal, nasib and rahil, and their variants, should also have persisted.
We are still far from Understanding the objects of the poets of the tribal
~aslda:

why precisely they should have confined themselves to the

i~r;)ensely

stylised representation of certain narrowly circQT.scribed

aspects of Bedouin life, couched in terms that might almost be called

of the themes of 82..:r-ly

ce. ttle

personal or tribal, regrets for ene's lest YO'-lth, ritha'
a perfectly clear object.

lTha t lT1ay be called. the gasida proper, hOHever,

;-{hich is a combi:1a tion of a r.um.ber of c3..iffere::.t themes, a tlal, nasir"
ths
h~ve

watchi~g

of a far-off

stcr~,

appears to

no particular object in itself, even though one car. see that the

individual sectior..s fall into certain recognisable and poetically effecti-:e
ger..res.

al-~ys

The:b calla:) a of I:nrc.l'
but the:r-e are

;.~ny

is the classic eY..3..mple

more.

0:

this kin::

to suggest th&t

t~e

earliest such poems were ex.ercises in nostalgia and that the se:;.uence of
'1otifs represented a loose tr2.in of thought within this basic the'1e b'Jt
\~[::JT

'T.'J;h

so fev: ,\rari2. tion~ (-;rere a ttsI:1pted on this

0:

re~ains

a 17lJrsteIJr.

Just 2.S

a rystery is .,hy cert2cir: elements, and these principally these

tha t tradi tiorally serv-e:: as a::. i::1trod'.lCtion to the tribal ode. sho'Jld
h3.ve been so conscientiously retained }:hS:1 the "Jain object of the poe:,.,
becam.s the eulogy of the patron.

Ibn

~utayba's

celebrated rationalis2.tion,

Hhich 2.pps2.rs to refer to th:'s 13. tsr develo;J:r:,:mt, will scarcely serve; it
is surely a further example of

t~e

literal-mindedness with which critics

accepted poetic themes at their face-value.

It is dif:icult not to feel

that the persistence of such motifs reflects the excessive veneration that
the Arabs have al,,;ays shown for something once successfully done - a kind
of instant manufacturing of an invariable traQi tb::,~ I

C~.4?:"A;I.

:perhaps with

the desire to demonstrate the continuity Hith their past of a preser. . t th2.t
v:as rapidly altering out of all recognition.

This, hCKeyer, scarcely

explains why these particular motifs should r..ave been singled out for
perpetuation, and indeed it amounts rather to a st3.tement of
the

:p~encmenon

t~e

nature of

than of the reason for it.

It is noticeable that

~~ny

of the lines cited by the critics and antholo-

gists - the clistinction is often a small, if not

r~egligi ble,

one - are of

is li:nit2d.

StnlctUI':r

lis'Tl has l-sen described as the literary cri ticis:n of t:,osc 1-1ho h2. te
Ii tera ture; the 2.:phorism, epigracl or gnome Tdght p2rh3.;:::; be characterised
as the verse of those who distr'.lst, or are embarrassed 1"1, poetry.

80:::e

early works of criticism rely so heavily for their citatio:;.s on such lines
th2.t they almost give the impression of having [-sen c.esigned. roore as
diction'lrie2 of quotations than analyses of poetry,

They m3.Y le takeE as

re?:::ese:1ti~g ro:plJ.lar ecluca.tec.. taste, a:ld) no doubt, as c-eing S0urc~~ fo::-

further quotation for the v70uld-be adlb.

The apt quota.tioD has agrtin

al"hays been a featu::-e of Arabic rhetoric, and the ability to prod.uce one
Has in:3ispensable for those aspiring to conside.ration in learned circles.

That a moralistic or admoni to:!:'"] tone in poet:!:'"j Has ap:proved of in early
Islam by men s:lch as {Umar b. a1-X::a ttab is also hardly s1ll':prising.
a2o~ted

to hikma in a religious sett:'n.g.

P.lt~oug!1

This
ccr:~ln:.1ed

such sentiments

to be appreciated, however, critical opinion i,as by no ::neans unanlffiOUS on
the merits of religious themes in poetry.

The Is1aii:ic poetry of Hassa!l b.

Th3:bit was generally approved of, and Abu LUbayda, principally for pious
reasons, it 1-muld seem, gave him the highest. ra!lk a;nong Islarr,ic poets. (He
also, however, elsewhere classed Kuthayyir as the best poet of Islam, so
1 •
•
'-......:J .,
.~• )
suc!h a ranKlng
lS
na.LU.LY d.t:'·
e.l.lnlvlve.

en~ciated

a theory of

k~ayr

Al-Asmc..~l,

on the other hand,

and sharr, maintaining that sharr,

~.

which he

seems to have meant 1-lOrldly matters, was the proper concern of poetry, and
that kc'1ayr, meaning such topics as the hereafter and the reHards and
pxnishments associated therewith, made for poor poetrj.

He specifically

said that the Islamic poetry of Hassan b. Thabit, whose Jahill poetrj he
admired, became laJ7in, perhaps meaning that the robust qualities of poetry

~;i th m::. t ters of vi tal, c:rt less im:nsdia te and :;::alp,,-ole, ir:1port2.n8s.
r ~lc.. ..e
"De
\ b;-u
.... 1...-."s
1.

1\T'u"a~,
l"
r"\'::J

"',",I"~'l' nr,0'
~/J...';..........

a reflection of this view.

and blc.s:phemous, use of religio:ls the"ies is
The considerable popularity enjoyed. by the

ascetic poetry (zuhdiyya t) of poets like Abu a1- cA tahiya sho'Jld not
necessarily be taken as contradicting this kind of feeling, which was
shared

~

many critics; this poetry, while incorporating a good deal of

moralising and exhortation, is far more concerned with the

transitor~y

nature of Ban and this world than with the life to C07:e, and is, in a
sense, an off-shoot of the nostalgic poetry of the atlal.
theme has a perennial appeal.

The "u1::,i semt?"

The only kind of s?8cifically religious

poetrJ of the earlier period to command almost universal acclaim was that
of the Khawarij.

This is m'J.ch concerned with the next life and reHards

and punishments, but it was probably admired more for its other characteristics.

It has a great deal in common "h'i th Jahili poetry in the motifs

that it employs, particularly with regard to battle-scenes, which are
compa...."'C.ble Hi th those of CAntara and similar poets, o'Jt also "Hi th regard
It is also a kind of tribal poetry, except that the focus of

to w2..sf.

loyalty has shifted from the tribe proper to the sect (one might almost
say the ~), and we find in it the fakhr and esprit de corps that we
associate with this.

We also, find a motif of longing, in this case long-

ing for martyrdom in battle, or at least longing to join with the rest of
the KhaHarij in fighting the infidel caliphs; a good deal of it is also
concerned with ritha' for fallen relatives or comrades.

Its language,

however, is much simpler than that of the Jahili poems, although there are
fre~uent

reminiscences of

this~

and, on the whole, it is stark and

unadorned.

I suspect that this poetry, if any

critics the

~uality

di~

exemplified for

of jazala; certainly very rrany of them, and probably

many of the educated public at large, appreciated it, even those who, as
far as we know, utterly rejected the politics, and the uncompromising
religious fervour, of the Khawarij.

It is an interesting example of

ins pi::ced it.

T~e

poet:!:'".! -.rrit ten in prai se of t~e Tali bids a1 so at t::c-a.c ted

a similar admiration from those

w~o

were their political and religjous

adversaries.

The "\-Thole controversy concerning the respective me:::-its of the
and their predecessors is a complex and somelfha t (:o:'lfw:,ed one.

muhdat~un
~;ro

j)C8t

or critic appears to have been exclusively on one side or the othe:::-; those
,,;ho were most firmly entrenched in their chal1pionship of the ancie?1ts did
occasionally, admit that there was

somethir~

J

to be said for some of the

11uhdath-:in, and those who favoured the latter nevertheless const2.ntly
harked back to ancient poetry in their judgeme?1ts, comparing, for example,
Eashshir "ith 1;..:::-:.1' al-~ays and Abu NU'rTas with al-Nabigha al-Dhubyanl.
This reference to the ancients as standards by which to judge any poetry
Has more or less involll...'1tary; even those who proclaimed their

indep(~ndence

in the matter were bound to do so, given the overw:1elmingly important pa::ct
that the ancient poetry had played in literature, and indeed life in
general, up to this period.

The dispute seems to have arisen la::-gely as

a result of the m~~dathun's irritation with the carping of the philologists
concerning their usages and gramma::c, even if not all of them were
uncompromisingly hostile to the neY< style of poetry_

The

~uestion

of

redi" is also bound up with this controversy and is, if anything, more
difficult to resolve I not so much from the point of vie,,>,
were considered to

us~

0:

w:-,ich poets

badi e extravagantly, as from the rather more funda-

mental :point of vie", of what badi C actually "Has and hOyT it arose.
often in

~uestions

As so

concerning Arabic :poetry, we find ourselves in the

tiresome sitU.3.tion of not really kno".ing what it is that we are investigating.

Badr~

is always explained as a system of tropes and figures of

speech that became progressively more elaborate and more painstakingly
codified, and clearly this tangible

syste~

played a large part in it;

there is also, however, a more abstract element present, which receives

its critic!.': "ere altogether 2..';2..re of its presence, 2..n:: thus CC:1Ce:1tr2.. ted
on the symptorls to the neglect of the condition itself.

S.?

Stetke'.'ych

has recently suggested th2.. t Cadi II: vias in some way con:1ected "i th
?1u Ctazilism, and this suggestior. has some plausibility.

seeT:1S almos·t

indisput2.ble that underlying the verml and figurc:tive ",aYlifestations
there Has an attitude of mind, and ap:proach to the 2..rt, or craft, of
poetrJ that distinguished its ad..herents t to 2. greater or less degree,
fro~

their predecessors, and from their cOYltemporaries who did not

subscribe to it.

The actual system of tropes and fi6Ures "auld scarcely

have been sufficient by itself to provoke such a furore; when badlcis
discussed by the critics, one 2.lways has the feeling that one is in so:ne
Hay missing the point, and this is almost certainly because the critics
were subconsciously 2.yare that something lay behind it.

This 'something'

T:lay vrell be an a tti tude of mind associated "Yiith f'b 'tazilis"'Tl, but this
connection may be too restrictive; it is just as likely that it 'Has an
a tti tude induced by the general expaYlsion of mental horizons that i"as the
result of contact with the

con~uered

peoples of the Arab empire.

outside the scope of this study to pursue this

~uestion

It is

veri far, but it

Hould be surprising if the foreign stimuli that had such a ];:rofound effect
en other aspects of Arab iCltellectual activity had not also to some extent
affected poetry, especially since a large number of p:)ets Here of foreign
birth or parentage.

The kind of effect that these stimuli are likely to

have had is the instilling of a more sophisticated attitude to literature,
-"hich, with the exposure of the Arabs to a considerable expanse of the
Near and Hiddle East, and with the recruitment to the ranks of the literary
those with experience of other literatures,

r~S

no longer confined

to the narrow, if admirable, range of the Qur'an, the liadlth and early
Arabic poetry; at the same time they Hould almost certainly have instilled
an increased awareness of the possibilities of the

~nipulation

of

J':ight "ell have bse:l '1]:)r", con::ocio:ls

in Hhich Arabic, asa fer:::ally patterned lan~uaGe, lent itself to :;;l"'''y
on

HO::C..S

~e:::o;;.:::-ces

anc.

~oots.

They Hould have availed thens·::;lvs:: of such

of thE: vo::aculary that

l'1::.ny native Ar2-b:; the:nselves.

thei~ :;;~edecessors

Of course, the

ha::' used to e:7lbell:lsh

~oetr.r

of the ancients ,:3.:::

not dE:vcid of t:'1es8 :::-heto:::-ical c.evices; Ibn al-?'Tu 1:tasz peinted e:lt that
b3.di' "Ka.s to be fOUl1d in it, and the remarks cf a. rl:rm.eeT 0: e2..rl~i" ;;oe-:'s
and, cri tics indicate some a-",·a~eness of v-ariolls figu!:'ES.

It is unlikely,

hc',:eV8r, tha,t they e:;:plcyed t!lem as anything except occasio,E'_l felicities;
it is t!'1e cor.sciousness Hith Khich the mUhdz.thun :;:anipulatc:: the:n that

iistinguishes t!1eir style.
Bashsha:::- Kith the initiatien of badle; this

Y2Y

or ~~y not be justified,

but it :':'-1st r...ave been at aD-Jut that time that the conscious, or even selfconscious, exploitatio:l
this should have

c~ A~abic

p~ovoked

began.

It is net difficult to see nhy

such an outcrj.

In the first place,many would

have regarded the p:::-actice of tai~C as a p~ostitution of the lang~age,
1"10~v
••

t'"" s-y
-I-h
c:1.
v •. o~ .,.,....1.l " , .o~
L the.
~ -rever"''';
~
~u. e"''''''l~p-r
u.~
... ~_
C<._

.,..,.,..,0+'"
.J:'V~"~;

been accused of not taking these things seriously.

e
+h
v
"

m,l,ph"1."'+h;~.",
-~ -

"'"onld
h""re
"•• -

In the second place,

the a tti tu1e c-ehind, this irresponsi bili ty , associated as it Kas Kith Gree3,falsafa, }'e~:::ian zandaga, and "ho 1<~"10,\s 1-That other foreign and infidel
undesirabilities, 'Houl(l have alienated orthodox !'luslirns.

Tr,e rmhdathl:n,

for their part, Hould tave had little patience i-ri th the obscurantism anc.
anti-intellectualism of these, particularly "hen they purported to be
judging their Hork from a literary standpoint.

It is obvious that, in

some cases, it was at the actual figures of badI', or rather at the
excessive use cf these, that criticism was levelled, as in the case of

_-..~

. .J.. ...,..... ••

,!:'--' ~ ..... --

the

J

is fre1uently

of 1:e.di
- - '- , b:.rt in fact his :poetry appear::: t: be
fre:n the

!:U:Tlt~r

that we

lrec:

associate

nor~3..l1y

of lines, hc.lf-lines a:1G. phrases that 2.re

CC~T.Orl

to t118 :poetr:{ of

vario"J.s poets, particularly in earlier times, one :night expect 71an.y ClCC"J.sati::ns of di::"ect \rerbal

:0::::'

his o-;m.

:plagi~:!:'is:n

f

a~nd

it is true that J for inst3..nce J

This, hO'iievsr, ;;ould have been. sue:;' a sha:n·:;less and o:vio"J.:::

theft, that it is scarcely conceiva"tle, "hatever the anecdo-':2.l literat"J.re

co;:,pliment to I:nru' al-Qays rather than as an act of larceny agai:clst hir,.
Strangely enough, ho"Wever, critics are generally, it "culd. seem, far mo:::-e
conce:::-ned wit:;. the borrowing of rracani than with that of lines, ani it is

a

o:ten difficult to see why the use of a rn3. c".
appear to be

ve~

t

which sometilles does not

close to the supposed original, should occasion this

kind of accusation.

It must, in any case, have been almost im:;:>ossible to

produce an entirely criginal

m3

c; -

na on any, let alone every, occasion, ani

it is quite clear that poets did not, on the "Whole, even atterl:pt to do so.
.. , 1 a"['. t·.L
' appears 1".0
. h ave b een"['. h a1".. a rna r:na
- r,ngn
"
+. .
It.-UGe
Th e crl"['lca

1--.~

L--=

1--.~

L-Vrrowec.-"

only for purposes of improvement; failure to achieve this was construed
as straight plagiarism.
lines and phrases,

tp~t

However, there are so many macanI, as well as
are common to a number of poets, that it is hard

to resist the suspicion that most critics were simply striking out at

they

ha~?cne~,

for

SOTJG

othe::::-

::-ec..so~~

J

like :::r to dis2.?prove of, and that t!:.ey were perfectly -;:;reD:ired to disre;;-ard similar. or more
U

,

blata!l~...
,

bO">"Y'o",';r:Jrs
'-hen
0
h.
~ ...

,'-

l'~,,~,-,_L,~
"",';.!.od +1.0 vU~.,t.

7he

a8cusations of plagiarism, which do not in fact appear to have been taken
ver-J seriously, do at all eve!1ts emphasise the inportance accorded to the
ma~na

as opposed to the lafz.

In early times, hi.la' occupied a positior: second only to that of TJl.3.c.lh ir:
the repertoire of the seriously considered pDet, and critics discussed it
~t

some

le~~th.

It was generally agreed that it should be

bJt~ 8~r.cere

and decent in order to be cour:ted as a creditable :part of a I7Jajor poet's
production, and there was a further consensus on the superiority of hi,la'
bi-al-~~fdrl, as being the most effective and satisfactory variety.
::umo~ J as in

hi,ia t Tilugd.hi C s was not considered out of place, but the

mocking of physical ugliness or disability was regarded as tasteless.
~i5a',

in fact, was clearly an important weapon in the armoury of the

tri bal poet, and was taken verJ seriously as a poetic genre.

It ,rom bly

reached its peak, in notoriety, if not in ~ualitYI with Jarir and alFarazda~;

after this period it appears to have degenerated, both in nature

and in status, to the extent that Ibn al-Y,uttazz classes it with hazl.
The reasons for this are not made clear, but it is not difficult to see
vrhy it should have happened.
a distinct tendency in

rr~ny

In the first place, there seems to have been
of the early Abbasid poets to indulge in

obscenity and scurrility for its own sake; this appears in the rise of
the neH genres of mujun and k'lalaca and inevitably had its effect on the
hija' of the period.

At the same time, the increased authority and

dignity of the caliphate, and the greater remoteness of the caliphs and
their officials from the people, must have meant that hi~a' could no longer
with relative impunity be composed on men with any pretensions to high
office; it declined into abuse of unimportant personal enemies, and indeed

4'7:)
, ,/

di ve::-:'

y~eal thy

:p2., trons

I

afte:::- the fashion of European jesters.

One of the most prized characteristics in a poet, from the earliest times,
'Has

~bC;

this implies both naturalness of language and imagery and Hhat

we no,! scr::e"hat lL'1informatively style "talent".

Tab" is almost as

unspecific a terr.1. as "talent'·, and its connotations can best be grasped
from its opposite, takalluf.

Again, it ywald be helpful if the critics

gave fir;nly cont:::-asting instances

0=

poems in which these tHO character-

is tics '"ere apparent, ani indica ted p::-ecisely how they were to be
discerned; as so often, 'He are hinderei by our lack of knowledge of the
options open to the peet in the process of composition, ani our im. bili ty
to see

,.h3. t

he :night have achieved had he possessed the o:pposi te character-

is ti c to that "i th Hhich he is credited..

ar~

Tak3. 11uf J a t

rate, i t

1\o~ld

seem, generally involved considerable reHorking of the original draft of
a poem t but it is also implied that it was the loss of spontaneity
involved. in this process th:tt ....-as the object of disapp::-oval.

There is

some ir:consistency in the fact that I w!iile deploring takalluf, many c:d tics
considered one of the signs of excellence in poetry to be an evenness of
style th'? t could o::ly be achieved by means of taJr..al' uf.

AI-Asma tI was

almost alone in preferring a va:::-iable quality of style; in this he was
faithful to his professed admiratior: for

.

tab~ •

These, it seems to me, are the principal points that emerge from this
examination of the rem'?rks made, in various circumstances, by the poets
and critics of the classical period of Arabic concerning the subject
which they were more or less

intiw~tely

involved.

~ith

There is not a great

deal of individuality to be found in these remarks; there are differences
of opinion and of emphasis between different

~Titers,

and some of them

have to consider Phenomena that have not had to be considered before, but,

~..s..in

1

18fore J particul2.rly in t!1e H2.y that the subject is 2.Fpro2.cheCl..

Arc. bic

cri ticis;D is, in many resp-scts, as conventiorJ.3.l as the ?:)etrJ Hi th H:,ich
it deals.

In spite of this homogeneity of tone, hOH6ver, aYld in srite of

the fact that the critics were tolerably vocal OYl the subject, it is
disappointingly difficult to derive any verJ great benefit fran Wh3t they
said.

The problem is that we have really so little understanding of t!1eir

terms of reference f and they scarcely ever felt called.

these.

Every so often one feels that a true insight

atts.inable. but the prospect alHc,Ys recedes again.

U]O:1

~2y

to explain

in fact be

It may be possible to

extract more solid data from a really deta.iled examiYlation of lines quotei
as instances of particular virtues or faults, but I suspect that much of
.. ,ha t "e are eventually able to say about the classical criteria for good
and lad poetry •..-ill ahrays remain speculative.
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